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Dear Bruce,
Here is the 2008/2009 Facilitator Report for the “TFL30 Public Advisory Group”. This Report is in
partial fulfilment of Contract # 2008-FIA-04.
This report contains the following:
1. Terms of Reference for the PAG
2. PAG Meetings (schedule of meetings, agendas, sign-in sheets, minutes)
3. Evaluations (sample of evaluation forms, feedback chart, feedback comments
4. Mailing List and Meeting Attendance
5. Correspondence
6. Continuous Improvement Issues Matrix and SFM Indicator Matrix
7. Annual Report
8. Audit Reports (not available)
9. Meeting Handouts
A digital version of this report is also provided (under separate cover). Please note that some of the
documents in the Facilitator Report are not available digitally. The hardcopy Facilitator Report should be
considered as the complete reference.

Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
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Sustainable Forest Management
Plan

TFL30 Public Advisory Group

Terms of Reference
Approved: October 30, 2000
Review date: January 20, 2009

A. BACKGROUND
Canadian Forest Products Ltd (Canfor) has had an interest in forestry certification since
1993 and was one of the first participants in developing the Canadian Standards
Association (CSA) Sustainable Forest Management System standard. As early as 1996,
the company conducted a preliminary audit against both the CSA standard and the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Principles and Criteria at one of its Prince George,
British Columbia operations.
In July 1999, Canfor formally announced its sustainable forestry certification plans.
These included a commitment to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
Environmental Management System standard - ISO 14001- at all forestry operations. In
January 2000 Canfor achieved registration under this standard for all the company's
forestry operations (except for those recently acquired in the purchase of all the shares of
Northwood Inc.). Canfor also announced that it would seek both CSA and FSC
certification and selected KPMG as its registrar and certifier.
The initial program to certify Canfor’s area-based forest tenures under the Canadian
standard (CAN/CSA-Z809-96) included the Forest Management Agreement area (FMA
990037) in Grande Prairie, Alberta, as well as the company's Tree Farm Licenses in B.C.
on Vancouver Island at Englewood (TFL37) and in northern BC at Chetwynd (TFL48).
The total annual timber volume harvested from these tenures is about 2.16 million m³.
Each of these areas received CSA certification in 2000.
In Prince George, the Tree Farm License (TFL) 30 encompasses 180,000 ha. The main
neighboring communities are Prince George and Bear Lake. The attached map
(Appendix 1) shows the area covered.
BC Timber Sales (BCTS) is an independent organization within the BC Ministry of
Forests. It was created to develop Crown timber for auction to establish market price and
capture the value of the asset for the public. The vision of BCTS is to be "an effective
timber marketer generating wealth through sustainable resource management."
BCTS has twelve Business Areas and an operational presence in 33 locations across
BC. The organization currently manages 13% of the provincial annual cut. Following the
conclusion of the timber reallocation initiative, BCTS’s share increased to approximately
20% in the 2006/07 fiscal year. The BCTS provincial annual cut includes a portion of
harvest volume in the Prince George Business Area (PGBA) associated with TFL 30 that
amounts to 21,312 m3 annually.
BCTS is committed to certification of its forestry operations. For the Prince George
Business Area, BCTS achieved registration of its Environmental Management System to
the ISO 14001 standard in the fall of 2005. In June of 2006, both Canfor and BCTS
(Prince George Business Area) achieved registration under the updated certification
standard (CSA-Z809-02). As a result of the continuous improvement process, the number
of indicators has expanded to 56.
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The CSA standard requires a significant level of public participation to assist in
developing a sustainable forest management (SFM) plan for certification. The Terms of
Reference presented here include the goals, operating rules, timelines and so on for this
task, and have been developed and adopted by the Public Advisory Group members.

B.

DEFINED GOAL & OBJECTIVES

The Goal of the PAG is comprehensive, continuing public and First Nation participation in
Canfor’s and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) forest planning process for Canfor’s
Tree Farm License 30.
The PAG will represent the diverse range of interests in the Defined Forest Area (DFA)
and, as related to CSA certification:
1) Shall have the opportunity to work with the organization to
a) Identify and select values, objectives, indicators and targets, based on the CSA
SFM elements and any other elements of relevance to the DFA;
b) Develop alternative strategies to be assessed;
c) Assess alternative strategies and select the preferred one;
d) Review the SFM plan;
e) Design monitoring programs, evaluate results, and recommend improvements;
and
f) Discuss and resolve any issues relevant to SFM in the DFA;
2) Provide input on a communication strategy to provide feedback to interested parties
about the defined forest area, particularly the results of performance evaluations
related to the critical elements of the CSA Standard;
3) Receive regular information and updates on the Sustainable Forest Management Plan
for TFL 30; and
4) Annually provide advice on mechanisms or methods to improve communications and
effective input in the SFM plan.
Through their participation in the PAG process, members “can expect to enhance their
knowledge of SFMP in general and of other interests and values related to local forests.
They also gain a valuable opportunity to be involved in the decision-making for the local
forests” (Section 5.1, CSA Z809-02).

C. Operating Rules
1) Ground rules / conduct - The PAG members agree to work by the following ground
rules:
a) Follow a speakers list, with no interruptions;
b) Where representatives for an interest area have missed meetings, the PAG’s past
decisions will not be revisited;
c) Meetings will start and end on time.
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2) Meeting agenda and dates:
a) Meeting agendas:
i) Agendas will address the needs of the CSA Certification;
ii) Input on upcoming meeting agendas will be obtained during each PAG
meeting;
iii) Ten minutes will be allocated at the end of each PAG agenda for public
presentations;
iv) Any one interested in making a presentation for greater than 10 minutes must
contact Canfor, BCTS (Prince George Business Area), or the facilitator for
approval prior to the meeting. All requests and responses will be reported to
the PAG; and
v) Canfor, BCTS (Prince George Business Area), and the facilitator will finalize
the meeting agenda
b) Meeting frequency:
i) Semi-annual meetings will be held:
 After CSA certification has been received; and
 For an annual review of the CSA SFM plan
ii) Additional meeting(s) may be called as seen necessary
c) Meeting dates will be confirmed jointly between Canfor, BCTS (Prince George
Business Area), and the PAG.
d) Meeting notices and agendas:
i) At least two weeks advance notice of meeting dates will be given
ii) Generally, the next meeting date will be confirmed at each PAG meeting
e) Meeting Location:
i) Meetings will be held at a time and place most suitable to the members of the
group and may vary in time or place to satisfy members’ requirements
ii) Suggested meeting location is, when possible, the Prince George Civic Centre
f) Material, if available, will be provided for review in advance of meetings
g) Name - TFL 30 Public Advisory Group (PAG)
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D. Timelines
The following summarizes past activities and future key dates for preparing and
maintaining the TFL30 SFM plan for CSA SFM Certification.
Initiate PAG meeting for CSA Certification
Complete pre-audit input
Post-audit review update
Certification audit
CSA SFM certification
Registration audits
Re-registration audit
PAG meetings
PAG meeting
Annual 3rd Party Assessment audit
PAG meeting
3rd Party registration audit (CAN-Z809-02)
BCTS became certified on the TFL30
DFA
PAG meetings using CAN-Z809-02

September 2000
February 2001
May 2001
June 2001
July 2001
December 2001 & June 2002
June 2003
April & October 2003
October 2004
June 2004
May, October, November & December 2005
May 2006
June 2006

January, February, March, April, May, June,
October and November 2006
Surveillance Audits (Canfor/BCTS)
June 2007
PAG meetings
January, February, March, May & October
2007
Surveillance Audit (BCTS)
January 2008
PAG meetings
February, March, June & October 2008
Re-registration audit under one Canfor July 2008
wide certificate (Canfor)
Re-registration Audit (BCTS)
December 2008
CSA Z809-08 – new standard released
March/April 2009
Surveillance Audit (Canfor)
July 2009
TFL30 Licensee Steering Committee to Late Fall 2009
propose workplan for conformance to
new standard
Surveillance audit (BCTS)
December/January 2009

E. Communication and Information
1) Internal to PAG:
a) Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) will ensure meeting minutes are
distributed following each meeting.
b) Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) will provide the PAG with
information as it applies to the function and business of the PAG. Confidential
business information such as financial or human resource information may be
deemed sensitive or proprietary and may not be released.
2) External:
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a) An annual update will be included in the Annual Report [prepared by Canfor and
BCTS (Prince George Business Area)], which is distributed beyond Canfor, BCTS
(Prince George Business Area) and the PAG. The PAG is to provide feedback on
the report.
b) Only authorized members of the Advisory Group are to speak on behalf of the
PAG as agreed to by the group, Canfor, and BCTS (Prince George Business
Area).
c) When communicating with the media, interest groups or the public at large,
specific comments will not be attributed to any individual PAG member without
his/her prior consent.
d) If a PAG member wishes to respond to the media, they are to speak on behalf of
the interest they represent only and:
i) Will be respectful of other members and other interest groups; and
ii) Will not characterize the suggestions or positions of other members or groups
in their discussions with the public or media.
3) Internal to Canfor:
a) Input from the PAG will be reported at least annually at the Woodlands Managers
meeting.
b) Implementation reports and updates will be reported every month at the Planning
Team meetings.
4) Internal to BCTS (Prince George Business Area):
a) Input from the PAG will be reported annually at BCTS Area Management
meetings.
b) Implementation reports and updates will be reported every month at BCTS
Sustainable Forest Management System Committee meetings.

F. Meeting Expenses and Logistics
1) Meeting Expenses (applies to anyone traveling 50 km or more one way):
a) Travel costs to meetings will be reimbursed at $0.50/km.
b) Only the member or the alternate is to claim expenses.
c) Expense forms for the above need to be submitted to Facilitator for
reimbursement.

G. Roles and Responsibilities
1) PAG Structure:
a) Members include one representative from each of the following areas:
Chamber of Commerce
Environment
McLeod Lake Indian Band
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
Nazko First Nation
West Moberly First Nation
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Forestry contractors (big & small)
Agriculture/Ranching
Historical/cultural
Hunting/Fishing – recreational
Local Community
Non-timber forest products
Public interest
Recreation - commercial
Recreation - non-commercial, motorized
Recreation - non-commercial, non-motorized
Trapping
b) In addition to the above members, advisors from the following may assist the
group:
BCTS (Prince George Business Area)
Canfor
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Resources North Association
Ministry of Forests & Range
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands – Integrated Land Management Bureau
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Socio-economic expertise, as needed
Other expertise as needed
c) Quorum for meetings will consist of at least a minimum of 2/3 rd of active members.
d) When members become inactive, the PAG will review the membership and make
recommendations to Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area).
2) PAG Member’s Role:
a) To provide input as related to the Defined Goals (see above) as related to the CSA
planning processes;
b) To be prepared, informed and ready for meetings;
c) To be responsible for reaching consensus and decision making for the PAG;
d) To act as a liaison between PAG and others from the interest area they are
representing;
e) To attend meetings regularly;
f) To ensure that the alternate is informed, up-to-date and prepared prior to the
alternate participating in a PAG meeting. This includes providing the alternate with
a summary of past meetings in a timely, effective fashion;
g) Initial members will be appointed to the PAG by:
i) All names of potential representatives to be compiled by Canfor and BCTS
(Prince George Business Area);
ii) Potential representatives for each interest area to discuss and agree as to who
will stand as member and alternate, if desired; and
iii) If the potential representatives cannot select a member or alternate for the
interest area, then the existing PAG group will make a recommendation to
Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area);
h) Members will be considered inactive when more than 2 consecutive meetings are
missed without a valid reason and an alternative is not sent in their place;
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i) Inactive representatives or alternatives may be replaced;
j) To replace a member, the existing member or the PAG may make
recommendations to Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) for a
potential new representative; and
k) Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) will confirm appointment of
member.
Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) and the PAG recognize and agree that
Aboriginal participation in the public participation process will not prejudice Aboriginal and
Treaty rights nor constitute consultation.
3) Alternate’s Role:
a) An alternate may be appointed for each member.
b) When an alternate attends on behalf of the member, the alternate agrees to work
according to the Terms of Reference.
c) When the alternate is attending on behalf of the member, the alternate is to come
informed, up-to-date and prepared for discussions based on briefing by member.
d) The alternate and member may both attend the same PAG meeting but only one
person will participate in decision making.
4) Observers Role:
a) The public is welcome to observe the PAG meetings.
b) Observers may participate in discussions at the discretion of the facilitator.
c) Will not take part in reaching consensus or decision-making of the PAG.
5) Role of Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area):
a) To review and consider the recommendations from the PAG;
b) To make decisions regarding sustainable forest management and certification;
c) To report to PAG on how recommendations were addressed or not, and provide
the rationale for their decisions;
d) To ensure that meeting minutes are compiled and circulated; and
e) Not to take part in reaching the consensus process or the decision-making of the
PAG.
6) Advisor’s Role:
a) To actively provide information, participate in discussions and provide support to
the PAG group;
b) To clarify technical information for the PAG group; and
c) Not to take part in reaching the consensus process or the decision-making of the
PAG.
7) Facilitator’s Role:
a) To ensure that meetings address agenda topics;
b) To ensure that all members have an equitable opportunity to participate in the
meeting;
c) To assist the group in reaching consensus through providing support in
summarizing and clarifying issues, recommendations, etc.;
d) Not to take a position on issues; and
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e) Not to take part in reaching the consensus process or the decision-making of the

PAG.

H. Conflict of Interest:
The PAG recognizes that a conflict of interest could occur if there is a potential for a
member (or his or her alternate) to personally and directly benefit from specific
recommendations from the PAG. Therefore, if a PAG member or alternate has a
perceived or real conflict of interest that could result in a potential exclusive personal
economic benefit in relation to his or her input to the Defined Goal & Objectives, that
member or alternate, other PAG members and alternates, or Canfor and BCTS
(Prince George Business Area) must state the potential conflict. The PAG, Canfor
and BCTS (Prince George Business Area) will then decide on what actions are
needed.
Potential actions could include asking the member or alternate to:
i) Serve as an observer for the relevant specific issue(s) and recommendation(s);
ii) Take a leave from the PAG (length of term to be defined); or
iii) Carry on with normal participation.

I. Decision Making and Methodology
1. The group agrees to work as follows:
a) Every effort shall be made to achieve consensus.
b) Consensus is defined as no member having substantial disagreement on an issue.
c) Consensus may consist of agreement on a summary of the different perspectives
on an issue. This summary would then be forwarded to Canfor and BCTS (Prince
George Business Area).
d) When consensus is not reached on a specific issue, the general agreement and
dissenting perspectives to be forwarded to Canfor and BCTS (Prince George
Business Area).
e) Decisions on specific issues will be considered general agreement, unless agreed
otherwise, until there is consensus on the full set of recommendations.

J. Dispute Resolution Mechanism
1. Process Issues: The facilitator will resolve process issues.
2. Technical Issues:
a) The members will work to identify the underlying issues and work towards a
solution in a positive friendly environment.
b) The members will seek compromise, alternatives and clarification of information as
needed.
c) The members will commit to arriving at the best solution possible.
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K. Review of and Revisions to Terms of Reference
The PAG will review the Terms of Reference at least annually.
The approval of and revisions to the Terms of Reference requires the approval of the
PAG members, Canfor, and BCTS (Prince George Business Area).
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TFL30 Public Advisory Group
Schedule of Meetings
2008-9
All meetings were located at the Prince George Civic Centre (unless otherwise stated.)
Date
Time
Key Agenda Items
June 17, 2008
5:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Annual Report 2007-2008 Distributed
September 20, 2008
Field Trip
 Silviculture
October 29, 2008
5:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Joint Meeting with Prince George PAG
 PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary
 Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI)
presentation
 Climate Trends and Regional Climate
Models presentation
 Audit Summaries
January 20, 2009
5:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Review Terms of Reference
Indicator refinement and completion
March 24, 2009
5:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Indicator refinement and completion

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
June 17, 2008 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 202-3)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from March 11, 2008 meeting
- - - Supper - - - 5. Results from the 2007-08 Annual Report
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 6. Landscape Biodiversity Results Presentation – Janine Gervais
7. Review / Update Actions
8. Feedback of meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
9. Next Meeting
Notes

CSA TFL30 Minutes

June 17, 2008

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
June 17, 2008, 5:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Prince George Civic Centre

Minutes
Attendance:

Public Advisory Group:

CSA Advisors:

Betty Abbs - Local Community
Doug Beckett - Public Interest
David Kim - Forestry Contractor – Big & Small
Dave King - Recreation- non-commercial
Anne Migvar - Agriculture/Ranching
Len Shankel – Trapping
David Stevenson - Local Community

Janine Gervais - Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Judy Vasily - Canfor

Facilitator & Scribe:

Observers and Guests:

Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Loni Spletzer

Helga Hoffmann

1. Welcome & Introduction
1. Members signed in
2. Meeting Called to Order/Introductions - Judy Vasily
i. Dean Chartier has stepped down and Judy Vasily will be temporary Acting chair until
Sarah Fletcher returns.
2. Meeting Evaluation Summary
1. Greek food requested as a menu option.
2. not enough time to complete agenda items
3. appreciation expressed for great presentation on Safe Companies last meeting
3. Confirmed Agenda
1. Agenda accepted as written.
4. Reviewed minutes of March 11, 2008
1. change to page 4 "BCTS registered as a SAFE Company in April 2007"
2. Minutes accepted with the above change to be made

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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5. Presentations:
Results from 2007-08 Annual Report - Lee Evans
1. Highlights:
•
•
•
•

see attachment.
not a lot of harvesting activity by BCTS or Canfor in 2007-2008.
New Safety Indicator (3.44 Safe Certification) - Developed and agreed to new SAFE
Certification Indicator
Access Plan Viewing (3.36 Access Plan Viewing ) - Annual public review of Canfor and
BCTS TFL 30 road access plans. Target to review annually with public was met as Canfor
and BCTS participated in a license display on Oct 12, 2007.
Action Item 1: Janine will get Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this Access Plan

•
•

•

•

SFM Plan Updated and will be available on PAG website (http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/)
First Nations Activities
o details in Annual Report
o considerable amount of time over the past year working with and
encouraging First Nations participation
Indicators not Met (3)
o 3.15 Effectiveness monitoring plans for selected wildlife species
and ecosystem resilience
o 3.16 Distinct Habitat Types:
 4 blocks were not harvested did not meet 15% Wildlife Tree
Patches
o 3.44 Safe Certification:
 BCTS SAFE companies Audit is currently underway
 3 % of Canfor silvicuture contractors were not registered
during the reporting period, however will be registered before
starting work on 2008 projects
Continual Improvement Matrix – Focus for Coming Year….. PAG Comments?:
• Canfor/BCTS to investigate potential ways to raise safety awareness in the DFA (will
be worked on)
o
Tom Nehman - BC Forestry reports gave UNBC presentation on
relationship between Boom/Bust activity and injuries

Provide PAG with statistics from the PG TSA Safe
Certification stats.
• Wildlife Monitoring Programs – Effectiveness Monitoring Plan / Biodiversity Strategy

Action Item 2: PAG request for information on break out of logging/hauling vs other woodland
activities.
2. Discussion
•
•

BCTS and Canfor undercut issues on TFL 30.
First Nations NRFL(non replacable forest license (short-term)) - they can't sell the wood
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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because BCTS is biggest competitor, but BCTS can undersell them by 30% which is
hopefully recovered through the bidding process. BCTS is currently working on a solution.
ICH - Ancient Forest Tour: 2 weeks ago (3 stations) Dave Radies a Masters Student at
UNBC on Old Growth Forests (works with Darwin Coxson) discussed TFL 30 situation.
PAG suggestions that Canfor, BCTS work with him. Interested PAG members can contact
him for his perspective on the TFL.
Discussed timeline of end of June for getting the Annual Report out to the PAG - PAG
majority would like hardcopies. Annual Report will be posted on website: sfmpgtsa.com

Biodiversity Results Presentation - Janine Gervais
1. Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See attachment
PAG members were directed to map posted at meeting showing where Old Forests are
distributed in TFL
changed Old Interior and Patch Size Analysis units to match. Would be nice to simplify and
calibrate analysis (need to amend Forest Stewardship plan to match SFM Plan) PAG
concern that info will be lost if merged. Need to dig up old minutes (2006) to review.
PAG noted that under 140 hectares of old forest was identified in one of the current status
tables.
PAG asked how one manages aspatially? Blocks are planned, analysis is done, regular
inventory must be done, Interior Forest Buffering information provided in Presentation –
Need to send out Presentation.
PAG attention to Forest Practices Board report on Interior Old Growth
ISSUE 1: select one methodology for analysis – Addressed in Annual Report
ISSUE 2: Patch size Analysis has issues in wake of Pine Beetle Epidemic (implications for
TFL30 not as great as for other areas)
ISSUE 3: time consuming analysis could be done once every three years as little changes
at the current levels of harvest. – Addressed in Annual Report
Discussion: ancient-old forest >350 year old stands (age range in TFL 140-350 years old)
Indicator 16 - Distinct Habitat Types
o High level landscape indicator looking at distinct ecological groups how many are in non-harvestable landbase and how many are in
timber harvesting areas.
o Potential error in TFL30 SFMP-suggestion to add descriptor to
table 10 Distinct Habitats
o PAG asked to validate the strategy of 15 % Wildlife Tree Patches
retention on blocks, target retention in Ecosystem Grouping - PAG
member wondered if 15% is too low?
o VRI (Vegetation Resource Inventory) has details on aging
categories of trees – All Distinct Habitat Types issues dealt with in
Annual Report
Action Item #3: follow up on what happened in transcription, confirm the Distinct Habitat
Management Strategies, select one methodology for landscape analysis on Old, Old
Interior, and Patch Size, timing of analysis should be considered - look at a work plan at
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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start of 2009
6. Other Items:
a. ABCFP - Professional Alliance - Doug Beckett
1. See attachment.
2. Issue: professional foresters losing ability to push for more than minimum legal
requirements from employers
3. Proposal: is there is mechanism for feedback to ABCFP, PAG and RPF's
4. PAG urged to read article and give feedback to ABCFP directly.
b. Field Trip
1. this year the Field Trip will be combined with PG District
2. details to follow
7. Review/Update Actions
a. Review of Actions deferred to beginning of next meeting.
8. Meeting Evaluation Forms collected
9. Next TFL 30 PAG Meeting: October 14, 2008 5:30-9:00 pm PG Civic Centre
Meeting adjourned
Actions
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to track
past the scale. Canfor
will provide a list of
mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.
Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Janine Gervais

October 2008

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
October

Janine Gervais

June 17, 2008

Delete Action Discussed Old, Old
Interior, and other
landscape level
indicators.… no further
actions proposed –
Licensee will monitor
ICH and >350 yr old
forest in TFL30

Nov 30 – 01

Jan 10 – 02

WHO

Update SFM Plan with indicator details related
to Indicator 1.4a Antique Forests including
information on the spatial location of these
areas

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 10 – 03

Develop management strategies for Indicators
1.1a Old Forests & 1.1b Interior Old Forests.
Based on PAG Members’ written comments on
a map of the TFL.

Janine Gervais

June 17, 2008

Delete Action – Map
missing Discussed Old,
Old Interior, and other
landscape level
indicators.… no further
actions proposed

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Janine Gervais/Lee
Evans

Send out in
August 2008

Oct 25-01

Investigate Continuous Improvement Matrix
No. 8 (interior forest buffers)

Janine Gervais

June 17, 2008

Done – See
presentation slides

Oct 25-02

Update Continuous Improvement Matrix

Judy Vasily and Bruce
Bradley

March 11,
2008

Done – provide copies
to PAG in October
2008

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine Gervais

October 2008

Oct 25-09

Update Actions with due dates – Review
Actions – first agenda item

Janine/Lee & Dwight

Review
October 2008

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan
PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Lee Evans

October 2008

follow up on what happened in transcription,
confirm the Distinct Habitat Management
Strategies, select one methodology for
landscape analysis on Old, Old Interior, and
Patch Size, need to look at a work plan at start
of 2009

Janine Gervais

June 30

June 17-02

June 17-03

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Done

Done - Annual Report
comments 2007-08
Actions carried over to
Licensee Indicator
Improvement action
tracking

Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introductions
2. Review Agenda
3. Review Minutes
•

PG PAG: June 19, 2008

•

TFL30 PAG: June 17, 2008

~ Supper ~
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation
- Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change and Forest Carbon, MoFR
- http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models
- Vanessa Egginton, Research Climatologist, Northern Interior Forest Region
~ Break ~
7. Audit Summaries – Canfor
8. Other
9. Evaluation forms
10. Next PAG meetings:
•

PG PAG: January 22, 2009

•

TFL30 PAG: TBA

Please contact the facilitator, Dwight Scott Wolfe, (phone: 614-3122 or
PGPAG@tesera.com) by noon on Friday, October 24, 2008, if you plan on attending
this meeting.
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Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
Meeting
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

MINUTES
In Attendance:
Public & First Nations:
Betty Abbs
Doug Beckett
Jocelyn Campbell
Mark Clark
Teena Demeulemeester
Kelly Giesbrecht
Virginia Karr

David Kim
Jeff Mohr
Mike Nash
Esther Perry
Ken Pickering
Lee Sexsmith

Steering Committee:
Chair: Tim Sproule – BCTS
Meredith Spike – Carrier
Janine Gervais – Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Sarah Fletcher - Canfor
Advisors & Observers:
Bruce Bradley - Canfor
Shannon Carson - Integrated Land Management Branch (ILMB)
Vanessa Egginton - Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional Climatologist
Matthew Feagan - Ministry of Forests & Range
Tom Neimann - Ministry of Forests & Range /Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon
Facilitator:Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Scribe: Loni Spletzer (Tesera Systems Inc.)

1. Welcome & Introductions
a. Welcome by chair of Steering Committee.
2. Reviewed Agenda – Agenda accepted as written.
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3. Reviewed TFL 30 PAG Minutes of June 17, 2008 and PG PAG Minutes of June
19, 2008.
a. TFL 30 PAG members adopted June 17, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
b. PG PAG members adopted June 19, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
a. Attendance was a bit disappointing with only 4 PAG members present
b. The Field Tour had a Silviculture focus with tour stops looking at the following issues
from the PG SFMP Proposed Workplan for 2008-2009:
i. Issue A - Opportunities for minimizing herbicide use
ii. Issue C - Climate change and same species planting
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation – Tom Niemann
a. See handout.
b. See website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
c. Presentation focused on 3 main questions:
1. Is Climate change real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect from BC's forests?
3. What do we need to do?
Tom Niemann asked for each table to come up with 2 questions, which were posted
at the front of the room. Through his presentation, he addressed many of these
questions. Examples of table questions were:
Should we panic? How big is human impact? Will trees planted today survive?
How do we establish what is "natural" (what extinctions are ok?)? If climate
change is natural, should we intervene? Can forest industry be carbon neutral?
What trees should we plant today for future? How quick is climate onset? What's
the plan for future seed source? Do we value old live trees in carbon budgeting?
d. Introduction:
i. There has been an increase in global surface temp of 0.6 degrees Celsius over
the last century. Audience was asked to appreciate the difficulty around
measuring the temperature of the globe! When, where, frequency, etc, all
become issues (it gets really complicated in a hurry!).
ii. Over the last 650, 000 years, there have been plenty of ice ages, and
temperature cycles with peaks approximately every 120,000 years
iii. For the last 500 years, we're at a peak. In the last 150 years, there are both long
term and short term cycles, and large sporadic natural events
iv. Climate change is part of our natural cycle
v. Causes of climate change:
• earth orbit and axis wobbles
• solar, air and ocean cycles
• meteors, volcanoes
• human activity also has effects:
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a. surface change (albedo)
b. aerosols
c. ozone, greenhouse gases (CO2, methane, etc)
e. Discussion:
i. CO2 in atmosphere has increased from 280-383 ppm (clearly linked to
burning gas, coal, wood), carbon emissions have increased to 8 gigatons
(gigaton= a billion tons) per year (breakdown: 6.1 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use
change (ie. cutting down forests).
ii. Scientists are recommending an immediate 90% reduction in CO2 emissions.
iii. Summer extent of Arctic Sea ice is decreasing faster that all model projections not just loss of area, but loss in depth and thickness of ice from 2005-2007
(will North Pole be ice free by 2015?). Greenland is melting! (the water pouring
off Greenland is being measured in cubic km's and is not being replaced by
more snow.)
iv. Do climate models work? Data is collected from each continent for ocean and
land (see graphs in handout). Temperatures are increasing and models seem to
be encompassing the observations relatively well
f. Summary:
i. Climates change due to natural phenomena, but global warming is humaninduced (this is an important distinction).
ii. Many climate scenarios have been run, but with any scenarios, we can expect
and increase in droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees, loss of ecosystems,
food supplies affected, and so on for the future
iii. We can expect longer fire seasons, more disturbances and changes to survival
and growth rates
iv. Serious and concerted action is advised over panic.
v. Four (4) recommended Actions:
1) get informed
2) get organized at all levels (internationally and down to city level)
3) adapt to inevitable climate changes, prepare objectives, strategies,
plans/policies, actions and monitoring systems
4) mitigate climate change (new focus is needed to reduce net emissions,
analyze affects between burning biofuel and wood products, reduce carbon
emissions, enhance carbon sinks, use forest products as carbon storage)
vi. Potential Forest Adaptation Responses:
1) increase diversity, connectivity, immediate reforestation
2) avoid slash burning
3) manage for asynchrony (lack of synchronism; disturbance of coordination)
4) increase redundancy
5) prepare for surprises
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models - Vanessa Egginton
a. See handout.
b. Introduction:
i. Definition of climate change and climate variability
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ii. Definition of positive/negative feedback loops, re: snow/ice melt, land use
changes, increased CO2.
c. The presentation focused on Northern BC and the Prince George area referred to as
Fraser Basin (data from 1895-2006)
d. Reviewed locations of Northern BC Climate Stations (60% still operational over last
100 yrs)
e. Climate trends:
i. Reviewed changes in precipitation, min/max and mean temperature trends in
the Fraser Basin.
ii. Reviewed other factors influencing this area:
• El Nino Southern Oscillation (warm/dry 3-7 yr cycle)
• La Nina Oscillation (cool/wet)
• Pacific Decadal Oscillation (dominant mode of climate variability in
Northern BC)
• Arctic Oscillation
• Aleutian Low Pressure Index
f. Climate models:
i. Reviewed types of climate models
g. Reviewed climate scenarios (A2: worst case, B2: best case)
h. Current research:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mountain Pine Beetle Carbon Fluxnet Study
Radiation Balance in Mountain Pine Beetle Affected Stands
Microclimate Change and Pine Foliar Diseases
Regional Climate Trend Monitoring and Influence of Natural Variability

i. Conclusions:
i. In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James data since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
ii. Feedbacks (positive and negative) have large impacts on climate when
thresholds are exceeded
iii. Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has increased
13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature change is 1.4%
warmer.
iv. Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during spring,
summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum temperatures show the
biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and not so much fall
v. PG temp has changed 2% since 1942, PG winter minimum temperature has
increased by 10 degrees
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7. Audit Summaries
a. PAG members directed to link on SFMP website for details
b. Canfor – Janine Gervais:
i. See attachment
ii. KPMG Audit of Canfor’s DFA in July
iii. There were no major non-conformities identified during the course of this
audit.
iv. Silviculture practices received good reviews
v. Canfor’s PG Division (FSJ, TFL30 and Prince George) is recommended for
continued registration to CAN/CSA Z809:2002 Standard.
c. BCTS – Tim Sproule
i. BCTS will report to PAG in January following a December 08, 2008 audit.
d. Carrier Lumber Ltd. – Meredith Spike
i. QMI Audit of Carrier’s DFA in May
ii. An Opportunity for Improvement (OFI) for Carrier to consider developing a
better documentation tracking process for First Nation correspondence as it
applies to including them in PAG activities.
iii. Carrier Lumber Ltd. Prince George Forest District Sustainable Forest
Management Plan is recommended for continued registration to CAN/CSA
Z809:2002 Standard.
8. Other
a. None
9. Meeting Evaluation summaries were posted and reviewed.
10. Updated Actions (see Action Tables).
a. PG PAG:
i. Action Item June 19-01 – Completed. PAG comments on Annual Report sent
to the PAG Facilitator.
b. TFL 30 PAG:
i. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Deferred to January 2009. A report on the UNBC
Non-Timber Forest Products User Survey will occur at the January PAG
meeting.
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ii. Action Item May 16-02 – Completed. Fall Field Trip agenda circulated to PAG
in August 2008.
iii. Action Item Oct 25-04.– Completed. Information on biodiversity strategy
distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
iv. Action Item Feb 7 – 01 – Completed. TFL30 PAG membership list reviewed
by Licensees and distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
v. Action Item June 17-01 – Completed. Access Plan provided to Dave
Stevenson.
vi. Action Item June 17-02 – Completed. Safety-related information (break out
of logging/hauling vs other woodland activities) distributed to PAG on October
29, 2008.
11. Next PAG meetings:
a. PG PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 22, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
b. TFL30 PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 20, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
Actions
PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Nov 2 - 03

Provide updates on attempts to
recruit representation for NonRenewable Resource
Extraction.

Steering
Committee

Dec 2006

In progress: positive responses
received from Enbridge, PMG,
and BC Hydro.

January 24 01

Licensees to provide a
presentation in a years time
Steering
on the performance of the Old Committee
Growth Quality model.

January 2009
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PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

March 6-01

Licensees to provide
“Management Guidelines for
Species and Plant
Communities at Risk: PG
Timber Supply Area – 2007”

Steering
Committee

Next Meeting

June 19 - 01

Review Annual Report and
send comments to the PAG
Facilitator.

PAG and LSC August 15, 2008

STATUS

Completed

TFL 30 PAG
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

WHO

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to
track past the scale.
Canfor will provide a
list of mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Nov 30 – 01

Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Janine Gervais

January 2009

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
January 2009

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Send out in
August 2008

Completed

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine
Gervais/Lee
Evans
Janine Gervais

October 2008

Completed

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

Completed

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Completed

June 17-02

PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Lee Evans

October 2008

Completed
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CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 204-5)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from October 29, 2008 meeting
5. BCTS Audit Results
- - - Supper - - - 5. Review Terms of Reference
6. PAG Questionnaire Review
7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 9. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
10. Review / Update Actions
11. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
12. Next Meeting
Notes
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CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009, 5:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Prince George Civic Centre

Minutes
Attendance:
Public Advisory Group:
Betty Abbs - Local Community
Doug Beckett - Public Interest
David Kim - Forestry Contractor – Big & Small
Dave King - Recreation- non-commercial
Sandra Kinsey - Environment
Patience Rakochy – Non-Timber Forest Products
Lee Sexsmith - Recreation- non-commercial
(motorized)
Len Shankel – Trapping

CSA Advisors:
Sara Fletcher – Canfor
Janine Gervais - Canfor
Tim Sproule - BC Timber Sales
Bruce Bradley - Canfor

Facilitator & Scribe:
Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Loni Spletzer

Observers and Guests:
Jeff Mohr – ATV BC (motorized recreation)

Topic Refresher:
The following agenda items were deferred to the next PAG Meeting
 PAG Questionnaire Review
 TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
1. Welcome & Introductions
1. Members signed in
2. Meeting Called to Order/Introductions – Sara Fletcher
i. Jeff Mohr from the Quad Riders ATV Association of BC (ATV BC) attended as a guest.
3. The Licensee Steering Committee provided interested PAG members with some empty
binders for archiving PAG meeting minutes.
2. Meeting Evaluation Summary from October 29, 2008
1. Last meeting was joint meeting of PG PAG and TFL30. All meeting targets met.
2. Meeting Evaluation Comments:
i. What is meant by this question? (“Your overall satisfaction with the meetings?”). Please
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clarify.
ii. Get ideas from the PAG as to changes in management that should be reviewed,
discussed and changed appropriately.
3. Confirmed Agenda
1. Agenda accepted as written.
4. Reviewed minutes of October 29, 2008
1. Page 4. Conclusions 1, 3, and 4 on percentage change in temperature. PAG members
requested clarification and context for these three comments.
2. Minutes accepted as written.
Action Item 1: Seek clarification from Vanessa Egginton (Ministry of Forests &
Range/Regional Climatologist) on conclusions made in her presentation and noted in minutes.
5. BCTS Audit Result
1. Tim Sproule provided an update on the recertification audit held in December for both CSA
and ISO.
i. One minor non-conformance noted regarding their Environment Management System
(EMS):
 Insufficient # of samples on operations with no conclusion drawn with respect to
conformance to the standards with no clear description of the audit protocol used.
ii. BCTS has drawn up an Action Plan to address the findings (Action Plan satisfactory to
the external auditors).
iii. Good practices noted by the Auditor:
 Considerable amount of effort to communicate with local First Nations,
 Good use of Sharepoint (file sharing website that Canfor and BCTS use for TFL30
information).
iv. Auditors also recognized the use of logging debris piles and shipping to pellet plant by a
specific licensee (not BCTS).
v. BCTS has been recommended for recertification.
2. Discussion
i. Question: Is there currently active logging on BCTS blocks on the TFL? Answer: Not at
this time, but BCTS still needs to be audited for silviculture and other operations.
ii. Question: How much time was PAG given to meet with auditors for external audit?
Answer: The Facilitator circulated a note the week prior to the audit. PAG members
expressed concern over the short notice and felt that it was missed opportunity for the
Auditor to attend a PAG meeting and see the process. This idea has been suggested by
PAG members in the past.
iii. Question: Did the audit identify any process issues related to the changing CSA
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standards (ie. Objectives for Old Growth and Ancient Forests)? Answer: The audit did
not identify any process issues of this nature. PAG member concerns had been
conveyed to the auditor during the PAG interview opportunity. According to the PAG
member, it was inferred that the Terms of Reference limits the scope of what the CSA
Auditors can report out upon with respect to complaints and concerns raised by
concerned individuals including PAG members, and restricts PAG members from being
effective in promoting improvements to management beyond legal minimums.
6. Review Terms of Reference
1. Revisions to the Terms of Reference
i. Section A Background: Remove “Canfor also announced that it would seek both CSA and
FSC certification, and selected KPMG as its registrar and certifier.” Add “Canfor also
announced that it would seek CSA certification and selected KPMG as its registrar and
certifier.”
ii. Section D Timelines: Add:
PAG meetings
Re-registration audit under one Canfor wide
certificate (Canfor)
Re-registration Audit (BCTS)
CSA Z809-08 – new standard released
Surveillance Audit (Canfor)
TFL30 Licensee Steering Committee to
propose workplan for conformance to new
standard
Surveillance audit (BCTS)

February, March, June & October 2008
July 2008
December 2008
March/April 2009
July 2009
Late Fall 2009

December/January 2009

iii. Section D Timelines: Add:
BCTS became certified on the TFL30 DFA

June 2006

iv. Section E (3)(b) Communication and Information (Internal to Canfor): Delete “Strategic”.
v. Section F (1)(c) Meeting Expenses and Logistics: Delete “Expense forms for the above
need to be submitted to Canfor for reimbursement.” Add “Expense forms for the above
need to be submitted to Facilitator for reimbursement.”
2. PAG consensus on revisions to the Terms of Reference.
3. General Discussion on Terms of Reference
i. Section A Background: Reference to Canfor announcing that it would seek FSC
certification
 This was removed since Canfor decided not to seek FSC certification. PAG interested
in receiving some background information on this decision. It was noted that a PAG
member was previously involved with FSC. Conflict of interest not an issue since he
and his wife are no longer involved with FSC.
Action Item 2: Canfor to provide PAG with background on Corporate decision not to seek
FSC certification.
ii. Section D Timelines: All audits referenced refer to external audit events only.
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iii. Section E (3)(b) Communication and Information (Internal to Canfor): Canfor’s “Strategic
Planning Team” is now called “Planning Team”
iv. Section E (2)(b) Communication and Information (External): “Only authorized members
of the Advisory Group are to speak on behalf of the PAG as agreed to by the group,
Canfor, and BCTS (Prince George Business Area)”
 The PAG briefly discussed that there is no appointed Public Chair, it would be decided
by topic when the need arises.
v. Section G (2)(c) Roles and Responsibilities (PAG Member’s Role): “To be responsible for
reaching consensus and decision making for the PAG”.
 Is there an obligation to reach consensus or simply participate in consensus process?
 PAG member concerned that we don’t have definition on “consensus”. PAG member
referred to the Terms of Reference Section I (1)(b) Decision Making and Methodology:
“Consensus is defined as no member having substantial disagreement on an issue.”
 PAG acknowledged they are not obligated to reach consensus – general agreement is
acceptable. Every effort will be made to reaching consensus.
vi. Section B (4) Defined Goal and Objectives: “Annually provide advice on mechanisms or
methods to improve communications and effective input in the SFM plan.”
 PAG member concerns over the effectiveness of the current Public Involvement
Process and feels that PAG deals with administrative issues instead of on-the-ground
management. PAG member concerned that the process has not been effective over
the last three years since the Marten habitat and stream crossing evaluation
provisions were put into place and wonders if Terms of Reference should be changed
to allow PAG to work on more measurable outcomes.
 Other PAG members are content with the process and the value of it.
 PAG would like to set more measurable goals (based on group direction not individual
goals).
vii. PAG member suggestion that the next version of the Terms of Reference include a
section on First Nations involvement and what that means (how it will be used).
7. PAG Questionnaire Review
1. Deferred to the next meeting
8. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
1. See Priority Action Plan Jan 20, 2009 handout
2. The Priority Action Plan was distributed and will be discussed in more detail at the next
meeting.
3. PAG members requested to send comments / questions to the Facilitator prior to the next
meeting.
4. Request from PAG for a “Topic Refresher” be included in the front of the minutes and in the
announcement of the next meeting. This “Topic Refresher” will highlight items deferred at
this meeting that should be revisited.
Action Item 3: Facilitator to include a “Topic Refresher” in the front of the minutes and in the
announcement of the next meeting.
9. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy (BCTS)
Patience Rakochy presented the results of a project to identify Non-timber Forest Products
(NTFP) and uses on TFL 30. This project was completed while Patience was still working for
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Timberline.
1. Highlights:
 See handout.
 Three years ago, Timberline teamed up with Royal Roads University (Victoria, BC) and
TerraTree Forestry Consulting (Duncan, BC) to deliver this project.
 Licensees in the Prince George TSA wanted to develop criteria and indicators for NTFPs.
 NTFPs are all of the plants and mushrooms of the forest other than timber, pulpwood,
shakes, or other wood products.
 NTFPs include wild edibles, floral greens, art products (carvings, canoes), medicinals and
nutraceuticals (the fastest growing class of product),landscaping material, horticultural
and restoration products
 The project was delivered in three phases:
i. Literature Review and Annotated Bibliography
 Develop a NTFP Baseline Profile for the Prince George Region
ii. Deliver a Workshop on NTFP Indicators for the Prince George District
 To educate workshop participants on the overall project, as well as the latest
NTFP status, ecological and economic information, policy, and research
findings.
 To ask participants to share the ideas and knowledge of local NTFPs so that
this knowledge can be incorporated into local planning processes, leading to
a greater sustainability in this sector.
 Workshop participants focused on the following issues:
o Regulation
o Access to resources
o Market access and pricing
o First Nations considerations
 Workshop participants identified species used for NTFPs
iii. Develop draft NTFP indicators for TFL 30.
 including potential targets and monitoring plans for consideration by the
TFL30 Licensee Steering Committee, in order to discuss with the TFL30 PAG
 Local area considerations include
o Harvesters (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal)
o Management of overlapping values
 Indicator Recommendations focused on the following subject areas:
o Compatible management (policies and management)
o Ecological sustainability
o Values (market and non-market)
o Income opportunities
 · Recommended next steps include:
o Work toward implementing direct indicators
o Develop positive relationships with local NTFP harvesters.
o Incorporate NTFPs within forest management plans.
o Incorporate NTFP species within ongoing inventory projects.
2. Discussion:
 There is no regulation in BC at this time on the collection, sale or monitoring of most
NTFPs.
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 Bracken fern was not included in the list of local NTFP’s.
 Harvesters had mixed feelings about regulation. They don’t want regulation to impede
their ability to use NTFPs. Harvesters know that certain NTFP’s (e.g. moss and salal leaf)
are becoming scarce and these need to be managed so they will be there in years to
come. Best to have foresight when planning sustainability of NTFP’s. People who make a
secondary income from NFTP’s are understandably reluctant to disclose their locations.
 NTFPs were classified in the workshop into “use” categories (T = traditional, cc = known
active commercial use, Cp = commercial potential)
10. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
1. Proposal to remove Indicator 37 to reflect the completion of the public survey of non-timber
uses within the DFA.
Current Indicator:
Statement of Indicator
Public survey of non timber uses within the
DFA
A list of quality and value of non-timber forest
products from the DFA

Target and Variance
Target: At least every 4 years
Variance: + 1 year
Target: March 31, 2007
Variance: + 3 months

This indicator addresses the following CSA-SFM parameters
1) CCFM Criterion: Multiple Benefits to Society
CSA SFM Element: Timber and Non-Timber Benefits
Value: Short and long term benefits.
Objective: Maintain a flow of non-timber benefits.
2) CCFM Criterion: Multiple Benefits to Society
CSA SFM Element: Fair Distribution of Benefits and Costs
Value: Fair Distribution of Benefits and Costs
Objective: Maintain the distribution of benefits and costs.
Draft Indicator – Incorporate NTFP aspects into:
Indicator #35 – Public Input Opportunity and Response to Public Concerns
Statement of Indicator
The number of opportunities given to the public and
stakeholders to express forestry-related concerns and be
involved in our public planning processes.
Percentage of Creating Opportunities for Public Input
(Canfor) and Keeping in Touch (BCTS) communication
strategy requirements met.
Percentage of timely responses to Non-Timber Forest
Products resource users who provide input via the public
input opportunities

Target and Variance
Target: 3 types of media annually
Variance: - 1
Target: 100%
Variance: -5%
Target: 100% annually
Variance: 0

2. Discussion
i. Rationale for incorporating Indicator 37 into Indicator 35:
 Relatively low incidence of commercial NTFP interest in the Omineca region
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 Low response to public survey
 During the workshop, aboriginal use of NTFP was noted as being of high value in the
north – this ties in with TFL 30 communication strategy and CI Matrix focus on First
Nations and cultural heritage resources
 On-going communication would appear to be of highest value
 Have identified some NTFP users via the NTFP project, who will be contacted and
incorporated into COPI and KIT if they’re interested
ii. PAG would prefer to use the NTFP information to improve management practices, rather
than simply be notified about planned forest practices
iii. The number of harvesters in the region are likely much more than survey results show
(only 27 respondents). Mushroom and fiddlehead harvesters are evident in TFL30, but
will not respond to survey.
iv. Indicator #35 focuses more on uses of non-timber products rather than just a product
list.
v. NTFP species list will have to be dynamic and clear boundaries need to be set as to how
exhaustive the list should be
vi. Non timber uses are different from NTFP’s.
vii. A UNBC survey was conducted in the field about activities in the TFL30.
3. Canfor will take feedback from this meeting and revise the proposed Indicator.
11. Review/Update Actions
1. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Completed. A presentation on the Non-Timber Forest Products
User Survey occurred at the January PAG meeting.
12. Meeting Evaluation Forms collected
13. Next TFL 30 PAG Meeting: March 24, 2009 5:30-9:00 pm PG Civic Centre
Meeting adjourned
Actions
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.
Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to track
past the scale. Canfor
will provide a list of
mills and likely
products.
Ongoing

January 2009

Completed

Nov 30 – 01
Jan 20 - 01

WHO

Seek clarification from Vanessa Egginton
(Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional
Climatologist) on conclusions made in her
presentation and noted in minutes.

Janine Gervais
Facilitator
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ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

Jan 20 - 02

Canfor to provide PAG with background on
Corporate decision not to seek FSC
certification.

Sara Fletcher

Next meeting

Jan 20 - 03

Include a “Topic Refresher” in the front of the
minutes and in the announcement of the next
meeting.

Facilitator

Before next
meeting
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CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
March 24, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 202-3)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from January 20, 2009 meeting
- - - Supper - - - 5. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
6. Indicator #15 - Effectiveness Monitoring
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Continuous Improvement Matrix
9. Licensee Steering Committee Update
10. PAG Questionnaire Review
11. Review / Update Actions
12. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
13. Next Meeting (June 16, 2009)
Notes
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CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
March 24, 2009, 5:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Prince George Civic Centre

Minutes
Attendance:
Public Advisory Group:
Dave King - Recreation- non-commercial
Anne Migvar - Agriculture/Ranching
Lee Sexsmith - Recreation- non-commercial
(motorized)

CSA Advisors:
Sara Fletcher – Canfor
Janine Gervais - Canfor
Tim Sproule - BC Timber Sales
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales

Facilitator & Scribe:
Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)

Observers and Guests:
Jeff Mohr – ATV BC (motorized recreation)

Loni Spletzer
Topic Refresher:
The following agenda item was deferred to the next PAG Meeting
 Licensee Steering Committee Update
1. Welcome & Introductions
1. Members signed in
2. Meeting Called to Order/Introductions – Sara Fletcher
i. Jeff Mohr from the Quad Riders ATV Association of BC (ATV BC) attended as a guest.
ii. Dave Stevenson (Local Community) is stepping down as PAG member
3. The quorum requirement for this meeting was not achieved (minimum 2/3 of active
members present). The draft minutes will be circulated and Licensee Steering Committee
will follow up with active members to request approval of any decisions made by the PAG
members in attendance at this meeting.
2. Meeting Evaluation Summary from October 29, 2008
1. Low targets from the January 20 th meeting:
i. Public Process #2 (satisfaction with CI matrix),
ii. Meetings #6 (time allocation),
iii. Meetings #11 (overall meeting satisfaction)
2. Meeting Evaluation Comments:
i. Public Process:
 In reference to Question 2 (Your satisfaction with progress on the Continuous
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Improvement Matrix): “#14, 17, 18 not reported on tonight. Were #13, 22, 23 reported
on at last meeting?”
ii. Meetings:
 In reference to Question 4 (Followed the PAG Terms of Reference): “Don’t know”.
 In reference to Question 9 (A positive atmosphere): “Don’t like shots taken at
members (PAG at licensees). Please be diplomatic not personal!”
iii. Comments:
 “We are not finishing everything off at our meetings. It seems like we aren’t having
enough?”
iv. Facilitator Comments:
 “Facilitator was not able to access technical expertise on TOR as no TOR expert
appeared to be in the room.”
 “Minutes are more detailed now – I like that.”
v. Meeting Logistics Comments:
 “But seems like timing wasn’t good for some people.”
vi. Your Suggestions:
 More time required for PAG input.
 More opportunity for PAG direction.
 Need to focus on objectives that improve resource management on the ground rather
than paper administration CI stuff that appears to do nothing on the ground.”
 “I would like next meeting to be next month so we can finish off tonight’s meeting.”
3. Confirmed Agenda
1. add: Cariboo Recovery Plan update – Dave King
2. Agenda accepted as revised.
4. Reviewed minutes of January 20, 2009
1. Page 3. Amend paragraph at top of page to include comments sent by email from Doug
Beckett.
i. Delete: "According to the PAG member, it was inferred that the Terms of Reference limits
the scope of what can be discussed at PAG meetings."
ii. Add: “According to the PAG member, it was inferred that the Terms of Reference limits
the scope of what the CSA Auditors can report out upon with respect to complaints and
concerns raised by concerned individuals including PAG members, and restricts PAG
members from being effective in promoting improvements to management beyond legal
minimums.”
2. Page 3: Correct typos.
3. Minutes accepted as revised.
5. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
1. Proposal to change title of indicator #37 to Non-Timber Uses and Non-Timber Forest
Products and change the indicator statement
Current Indicator:
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Public survey of non timber uses within the
DFA
A list of quality and value of non-timber forest
products from the DFA
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Target and Variance
Target: At least every 4 years
Variance: + 1 year
Target: March 31, 2007
Variance: + 3 months

This indicator addresses the following CSA-SFM parameters
1) CCFM Criterion: Multiple Benefits to Society
CSA SFM Element: Timber and Non-Timber Benefits
Value: Short and long term benefits.
Objective: Maintain a flow of non-timber benefits.
2) CCFM Criterion: Multiple Benefits to Society
CSA SFM Element: Fair Distribution of Benefits and Costs
Value: Fair Distribution of Benefits and Costs
Objective: Maintain the distribution of benefits and costs.
Draft Indicator #37 – Non-Timber Uses and Non-Timber Forest Products
Statement of Indicator
Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA,
including non-timber forest products..
Maintain lists of non-timber forest products and non
timber uses from the DFA.

Target and Variance
Target: At least every 4 years
Variance: + 1 year
Target: Reviewed and updated at
least every 4 years
Variance: + 1 ye

2. Discussion
i. A “non timber use survey” is scheduled for 2009/10, as the previous survey was
conducted in 2004. Timing of the survey will be important to gather information from
different seasonal users.
ii. Low commercial value for NTFP’s, and a relatively low response to public survey
(surveys may provide little information at great cost)
iii. PAG members indicated low value associated with an ongoing survey component both
for non-timber uses and NTFP’s
iv. Building on the NTFP list via the public survey for non timber use should provide a
means of updating the information.
3. Consensus on above proposal from PAG representatives in attendance.
6. Indicator #15 – Effectiveness Monitoring
1. Proposal to change target date to March 31, 2010
Current Indicator:
Statement of Indicator
Effectiveness Monitoring Plans (Wildlife) are
developed and implemented for selected
indicator species to keep common species
common
Monitoring plan is developed and implemented
for evaluating ecosystem resilience

Target and Variance
Target: December 31, 2007
Variance: +3 months

Target: December 31, 2007
Variance: +3 months
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Draft Indicator #15 – Effectiveness Monitoring
Statement of Indicator
Effectiveness Monitoring Plans (Wildlife) are developed
and implemented for selected indicator species to keep
common species common
Monitoring plan is developed and implemented for
evaluating ecosystem resilience

Target and Variance
Target: March 31, 2010
Variance: +3 months
Target: March 31, 2010
Variance: +3 months

2. Discussion
i. Canfor and BCTS need to work on this or it will be a non-conformance (was in the annual
report as an indicator that has still not been met).
ii. Licensees are proposing an extension to target date.
iii. Added the following text to Comments Section for Indicator 15 in the SFM Performance
Matrix:
 “All Canfor divisions across the Province are looking at Biodiversity Conservation
species accounting strategy and an Effectiveness Monitoring plan” “Songbird
monitoring progress update to be presented in coming meeting” “Based on work
underway for the Biodiversity Conservation species accounting strategy.
3. Consensus on above proposal from PAG representatives in attendance
7. Indicator #9 – Species at Risk
1. Proposal to change target date to March 31, 2010
Current Indicator:
Statement of Indicator
The amount of Species at Risk (wildlife)
habitat (ha) within TFL30.

Target and Variance
Target: June 30, 2007
Variance: +6 months

Draft Indicator #9 – Species at Risk
Statement of Indicator
The amount of Species at Risk (wildlife) habitat (ha)
within TFL30.

Target and Variance
Target: March 31, 2010
Variance: +6 months

2. Discussion
i. Applies to Sections 1.2c and 2.2h in the Performance Matrix.
ii. Move target date to March 31, 2010 since this is indicator is linked to Indicator #15
3. Consensus on above proposal from PAG representatives in attendance.
8. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

See Priority Action Plan Jan 20, 2009 handout.
Under Outstanding Projects/Actions add 3c: Indicator #9 Species at Risk.
No major or minor non-conformances or system weaknesses
Update will be circulated to PAG members)
Priorities will be reviewed every meeting

Action Item 1: Canfor and BCTS to circulate revised Priority Action Plan to PAG.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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9. Continuous Improvement Matrix
1. Row #1 - reviewed implemented strategies on First Nations communications. Strategies
completed.
2. Row #2 - reviewed implemented strategies on attempting to find members/alternates for
PAG. Strategies ongoing.
3. Row #5 – reviewed implemented Cultural Heritage mapping strategies. Detailed information
is not available to the public. No further improvement to strategies. Strategies completed.
4. Row #6 – tie-in to Management Plan 10 (following Prince George TSA Timber Supply
Review). Date to December 2009.
5. Row #9 – leave as ongoing
6. Row #10 – tie-in with Forest Investment Account project funding. Date moved to March 31,
2010.
7. Row #11 – Strategies completed.
8. Row #12 – Date moved to March 31, 2010.
9. Row #13 – Date moved to Sept 2009
10. Row #15 – Strategies completed.
11. Row #16 - align TFL30 strategies with Access Management approach in Prince George
District. No further improvement to strategies. Strategies completed.
12. Row #17 – Licensee Steering Committee to prepare a presentation on management of
Riparian and Hydrology values for theme meeting next fiscal. Date moved to March 31,
2010.
13. Row #18 – Licensee Steering Committee to prepare a presentation on management of
Riparian and Hydrology values for theme meeting next fiscal. Date moved to March 31,
2010.
14. Row #22 – Accident and Death statistics provided to PAG at October 29 th meeting.
Strategies completed.
15. Row #23 – SAFE certification required of all contractors. Currently, very little activity on the
TFL. Strategies completed.
10. Licensee Steering Committee Update
1. Tabled until the next PAG meeting.
11. PAG Questionnaire Review
1. PAG was asked if a review of the questionnaire is necessary.
2. PAG agreed that it was not a high priority.
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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12. Review/Update Actions
1. Action Item Jan 21 – 04: This action originated from the January 21 st 2006 TFL 30 PAG
meeting during a discussion on indicators proposed for the CAN-Z809-02 standard.
Reporting on this indicator began in the 2006/07 reporting year. Canfor’s stand-level best
practices refer to the Forest Stewardship Plan and SFM Plan commitments of a minimum
3.5% retention on each harvest block, with a target of 7% retention. For the past two
reporting years, stand level retention for harvest blocks on TFL 30 has been 13.9% (708.4
ha harvested and 98.8 ha designated as reserves in 2006/07), and 13.4% (348 ha
harvested and 46.7 ha designated as reserves in 2007/08). Action Completed.
2. Action Item Feb 13 – 08: Canfor’s list of mills and likely products for volume from TFL 30
include: Polar, PG Sawmill, Rustad, and the Chip Plant. Likely products include dimension
lumber, chips, and Machine Stress Rated (MSR) lumber (at PG Sawmill). Action
Completed.
3. Action Item Feb 13 – 10: Canfor’s Regional Controller has indicated that the company is
not willing to disclose information of this nature due to confidentiality reasons. Action
Completed.
4. Action Item Jan 20 – 01: Clarification provided by Vanessa Egginton. Emailed to PAG and
handed out at the meeting. Action Completed.
5. Action Item Jan 20 – 02: Canfor News Release from January 12, 2000 ”Canfor Forestry
Certification Largest in North America” circulated to PAG. The News Release does mention
Canfor’s intent to seek FSC certification. The Background Section of the current Terms of
Reference (approved January 20, 2009) will be amended to include previous wording
”Canfor also announced that it would seek both CSA and FSC certification and selected
KPMG as its registrar and certifier.” Action Completed.
6. Action Item Jan 20 – 03: – “Topic Refresher” added to the minutes and in the meeting
announcement. Action Completed.
13. Other
1. Cariboo Recovery Plan update – Dave King
i. The current maps showing which areas are open or closed were found to contain errors.
A new set of maps are being prepared.
2. Acceptance of New PAG member
i. Lee Sexmith informed the PAG that Peter Dawley will be stepping down as the Alternate
for the Recreation- non-commercial (motorized) Interest Area.
ii. PAG members in attendance accepted Jeff Mohr as the Alternate for the Recreationnon-commercial (motorized) Interest Area.
14. Meeting Evaluation Forms collect
15. Next TFL 30 PAG Meeting: June 16, 2009 5:30 – 9:00 pm Civic Center
Meeting adjourned
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Actions
ID#

ACTION

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.
Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.
Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.
Seek clarification from Vanessa Egginton
(Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional
Climatologist) on conclusions made in her
presentation and noted in minutes.

Feb 13 – 08

Feb 13 – 10

Jan 20 - 01

WHO

Facilitator

DEADLINE

STATUS

February 2,
2006
Spring 2006

Completed

Spring 2006

Completed

Next meeting

Completed

Completed

Jan 20 - 02

Canfor to provide PAG with background on
Corporate decision not to seek FSC
certification.

Sara Fletcher

Next meeting

Completed

Jan 20 - 03

Include a “Topic Refresher” in the front of the
minutes and in the announcement of the next
meeting.
Circulate updated Priority Action Plan to PAG.

Facilitator

Before next
meeting

Completed

Sara Fletcher

Next meeting

March 24 - 01

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

CSA – TFL 30 PAG Meeting Evaluation Comments
June 17, 2008

Facilitator - Problem with technical expertise is lack of expertise
in the room
Suggestions - Paper copies of presentations please

CSA – TFL 30 PAG Meeting Evaluation Comments
October 29, 2008

Meetings - It was great having experts present of such high caliber to share
their knowledge. What is meant by the question – Please clarify (“Your
overall satisfaction with the meetings?”).
Suggestions – Get ideas from the PAG as to changes in management that
should be reviewed, discussed and changed appropriately.

CSA
TFL 30 PAG Meeting Evaluation Comments
January 20th 2009

Public Process –
In reference to Question 2 (Your satisfaction with progress on the Continuous
Improvement Matrix):
“#14, 17, 18 not reported on tonight. Were #13, 22, 23 reported on at last meeting?”
Meetings In reference to Question 4 (Followed the PAG Terms of Reference):
“Don’t know”
In reference to Question 9 (A positive atmosphere):
“Don’t like shots taken at members (PAG  licensees). Please be diplomatic not
personal!”
Comments:
“We are not finishing everything off at our meetings. It seems like we aren’t having
enough?”
Facilitator –
Comments:
“Facilitator was not able to access technical expertise on TOR as no TOR expert
appeared to be in the room.”
“Minutes are more detailed now – I like that.”
Meeting Logistics –
Comments:
“But seems like timing wasn’t good for some people.”
Your Suggestions –
“1. More time required for PAG input.
2. More opportunity for PAG direction.
3. Need to focus on objectives that improve resource management on the ground
rather than paper administration CI stuff that appears to do nothing on the ground.”
“I would like next meeting to be next month so we can finish off tonight’s meeting.”

CSA
TFL 30 PAG Meeting Evaluation Comments
March 24th 2009

Facilitator –
Comments:
“Likely needed more time.”
“Accommodating and patient as always.”
Your Suggestions –
“ Not a high priority to review PAG questionnaire.”

CSA TFL30 - Public Advisory Group
March 24/09 Questionnaire

CSA TFL30 - Public Advisory Group
March 24/09 Questionnaire

Using the following scale of 1-5, please evaluate the
CSA TFL30 Public Advisory Group process.

Using the following scale of 1-5, please evaluate the
CSA TFL30 Public Advisory Group process.

1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=average, 4=good, 5=very good

1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=average, 4=good, 5=very good

Public Process

Public Process

1.Your overall satisfaction with the public participation
process?
_____
2.Your satisfaction with progress on the Continuous
Improvement Matrix?
_____

1.Your overall satisfaction with the public participation
process?
_____
2.Your satisfaction with progress on the Continuous
Improvement Matrix?
_____

Meetings

Meetings

Meetings had:
1. an agenda pre-published?
_____
2. most members involved?
_____
3. Canfor and BCTS advisors prepared?
_____
4. followed the PAG Terms of Reference?
_____
5. actions updated?
_____
6. time allocated wisely?
_____
7. decisions summarized?
_____
8. focus on consensus decision making?
_____
9. a positive atmosphere?
_____
10. Your overall satisfaction with the meetings? ____
11. Your overall satisfaction with the amount and
timing of information presented?
_____

Meetings had:
1. an agenda pre-published?
_____
2. most members involved?
_____
3. Canfor and BCTS advisors prepared?
_____
4. followed the PAG Terms of Reference?
_____
5. actions updated?
_____
6. time allocated wisely?
_____
7. decisions summarized?
_____
8. focus on consensus decision making?
_____
9. a positive atmosphere?
_____
10. Your overall satisfaction with the meetings? ____
11. Your overall satisfaction with the amount and timing
of information presented?
_____

Comments:__________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Comments:____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_______________________________________

Facilitator

Facilitator

The facilitator:
1. strived for consensus decision-making? _____
2. kept the meeting focused?
_____
3. kept the meeting moving?
_____
4. remained neutral on content issues?
_____
5. encouraged open communication?
_____
6. tolerated and smoothed conflict?
_____
7. obtained technical expertise (when needed)?___
8. captured documentation?
_____
9. actively listened?
_____
10. came prepared and organized?
_____

The facilitator:
1. strived for consensus decision-making? _____
2. kept the meeting focused?
_____
3. kept the meeting moving?
_____
4. remained neutral on content issues?
_____
5. encouraged open communication?
_____
6. tolerated and smoothed conflict?
_____
7. obtained technical expertise (when needed)?___
8. captured documentation?
_____
9. actively listened?
_____
10. came prepared and organized?
_____

Comments:__________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Comments:____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_______________________________________

Meetings Logistics

Meetings Logistics

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Was the Civic Centre location convenient? _____
Was the timing of the meeting convenient?_____
Was the meeting room adequate?
_____
Was the food and beverage good?
_____

Was the Civic Centre location convenient? _____
Was the timing of the meeting convenient?_____
Was the meeting room adequate?
_____
Was the food and beverage good?
_____

Comments:__________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Comments:____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_______________________________________

Your Suggestions

Your Suggestions

Please list three things that Canfor and BCTS can
improve upon for subsequent PAG meetings:
1. _______________________________________
__________________________________________
2. _______________________________________
__________________________________________
3. _______________________________________
__________________________________________

Please list three things that Canfor and BCTS can
improve upon for subsequent PAG meetings:
1. _______________________________________
__________________________________________
2. _______________________________________
__________________________________________
3. _______________________________________
__________________________________________

General Comments (please write on back)

General Comments (please write on back)

Please indicate who you are:

Please indicate who you are:

 PAG member
PAG Alternate
Advisor
Observer
Other
Name (optional) _____________________________

PAG member
PAG Alternate
Advisor
Observer
Other
Name (optional) _____________________________

TFL30 PAG 2008/09 - Meeting Evaluation Summary
5.0

Score (out of 5)

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

Indicator 29

Indicator 30

0.0

Process- Process- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Meeting- Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato Facilitato
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4.1

3.9

5.0

4.6

4.2

4.9
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4.1

3.9

4.3

4.6

3.9

4.1

4.9

4.5

4.6

5.0

5.0

4.9

4.4

4.9

4.7

4.6

5.0

4.9

5.0

4.9

29-Oct-08

4.3

4.0

5.0

4.5

4.3

5.0

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

5.0

4.3

4.8

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

20-Jan-09

4.0

3.8

4.7

4.2

4.3

4.8

4.3

3.7

4.3

4.4

4.1

4.1

3.9

4.8

4.7

4.4

5.0

5.0

4.9

4.4

4.8

4.9

5.0

5.0

4.9

5.0

4.9

24-Mar-09

4.8

4.3

4.9

4.7

4.6

4.7

4.9

4.4

4.4

4.7

4.9

4.7

4.7

4.9

4.7

4.6

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.9

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0
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CSA Public Advisory Group (TFL 30)
Contact List (updated January 22, 2008)
(M) Member, (A) Alternate

Area

Representative

Contact Method

Address

Phone

Agriculture/Ranching

Anne Migvar (M)

Poolespunchaw@direcway.com

42450 Telegraph Road
Prince George, BC V2N 6P5

614-4541 (leave
message)

Environment

Sandra Kinsey (M)

sjkinsey@direct.ca

9860 Alpine Drive
Prince George,B,C. V2N 5W7

963-8381

Forestry Contractor –
Big & Small
Forestry Contractor Big & Small

David Kim (M)

dave@kfm.ca

564-4427

Leone Watt

kingpine@telus.net

1985 Garden Drive
Prince George, BC V2M 2V9
5571 Leland Road
Prince George, BC V2N 6J2

Historical/Cultural

Jo Graber (M)

183 Skinner St
Prince George, BC V2M 6E9

564-2554
Fax: 564-2589

Hunting, fishingcommercial

Roy Pattison (M)

Box 1837
Bear Lake, BC V0J 3G0

965-7788
Cell: 613-6764
Fax: 965-7710

Hunting, fishingrecreational
Hunting, fishingrecreational

Adrien Voyer (M)

ajvoyer@hotmail.com

(250) 750-4415

Les Husband (A)

les.husband@gov.bc.ca

General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC V0J 2G0
6369 Berger Crescent
Prince George, BC V2K 4S9

Lheidli T’enneh
Nation

Chief Dominic
Frederick (M)

Dominic@lheidli.ca

963-8451

Lheidli T’enneh
Nation

Brian Toth (A)
(Curtis Seymour?)

BrianT@lheidli.ca

Lheidli T’enneh Band
105-2288 Old Cariboo Hwy
Prince George, BC V2N 6G3
Lheidli T’enneh Band
105-2288 Old Cariboo Hwy

(inactive)
jo@jokat.ca

(inactive)

964-1699

(MoF) 6147448

963-5632
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Contact Method

Address
Prince George, BC V2N 6G3
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC V0J 2G0

Phone

McLeod Lake Indian
Band

Ryan Bichon (M)

rbichon@mlib.ca

McLeod Lake Indian
Band

Ray Vallee (A)

ray_vallee@hotmail.com

Nazko First Nation

Chief Delores Alec

P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2

West Moberly First
Nation

Chief Roland
Willson

PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0

Alicia Hjorth
ph. 992-9085 ext
205
fax 992-7982
Teena
Demeulemeester
Phone: (250)
788-3676
Fax: (250) 7889792

Public Interest

Doug Beckett (M)

whitewater.canoe@unb.ca

1435 Westbe Rd., Prince
George, BC V2N 5C2

250-560-5556
wk: 565-4329

Recreationcommercial

Dave King (A)

kingjudi@shaw.ca

132 Watson Crescent
Prince George, BC V2L 4P3

564-8887

Recreation- noncommercial

Dave King (M)

kingjudi@shaw.ca

132 Watson Crescent
Prince George, BC V2L 4P3

564-8887

Recreation- noncommercial
(motorized)
Recreation- noncommercial
(motorized)

Lee Sexsmith (M)

Hecubuspg@shaw.ca

6303 Giscome Road
Prince George, BC V2N 6T4

Cell: 612-8642
(250) 963-0057

Peter Dawley (A)

dawley@shaw.ca

Peter Dawley 3524 Dufferin
Ave
Prince George, BC V2N 1E9

(250) 563-9497

General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC V0J 2G0

(250) 750-4415
Fax: (250) 7504420
(250) 750-4415
Fax: (250) 7504420
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Area

Representative

Contact Method

Address

Phone

Local Community

Dave Stevenson
(M)
Betty Abbs (A)

dgsteven@telus.net

101 Burden Street
Prince George, BC V2M 2G8
Regional District Fraser-Fort
George, 155 George Street
Prince George, BC V2L 3H7

564-5695

Small Business- nonforestry

Denis Pelletier (M)

dpp@timberline.ca

Timberline Forest Inventory
Consultants
1579 9th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3R8

562-2628 or
Cell: 613-8547

Non Timber Forest
Product

Patience Rakochy
(M)

pir@timberline.ca

Timberline Forest Inventory
Consultants
1579 9th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3R8

562-2628

Trapping

Len Shankel (M)

(telephone)

1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 4N7

250-563-3802

Union/Labour

Neil Meagher (M)

Fax: 563-0274

IWA
1777-3rd Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 2G7

563-7771

Canfor Administration Centre
5162 Northwood Pulpmill Rd
P.O. Box 9000
Prince George, BC V2L 4W2
Canfor Administration Centre
5162 Northwood Pulpmill Rd
P.O. Box 9000
Prince George, BC V2L 4W2

250.962.3410

Local Community

b_abbs@telus.net

(inactive)
Canfor

Dean Chartier

dean.chartier@canfor.com

Canfor

Bruce Bradley

Bruce.Bradley@canfor.com

965-7784
613-3511 cell

962-3312
Fax:
(250)-962-3217

CSA PAG (TFL 30) Contact List

updated January 22, 2008
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Area

Representative

Contact Method

Address

Phone

Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

Nick Leone

leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca

3690 Massey
Prince George, BC V2N 2S8

561-5368

Ministry of Energy &
Mines

Ken MacDonald

ken.macdonald@gov.bc.ca

3990 - 22nd Ave.
Prince George, BC V2N 3A1

565-6125

Organization

Person

Contact Method

Address

Phone

Rhonda Thibeault

Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca

565-6187

MoF

Jeff Burrows

jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca

BCTS

Tim Sproule
Leanne Kaupp

Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca
Leanne.Kaupp @gov.bc.ca

Integrated Land Management
Bureau
3rd Floor - 1011-4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
PG Forest District
2000 South Ospika Boulevard
Prince George, BC V2N 4W5
PG Forest District
2000 South Ospika Boulevard
Prince George, BC V2N 4W5

(inactive)

ILMB

(MoF)
614-7460
(Tim) 614-7400
(Leanne) 6147433

fax 614-7435
Member of General Public
Observer
Greg Doucette

doucettegreg@hotmail.com

Observer

Gord Haines (M)

outdoorgord@hotmail.com

Observer

Dan Hunter

strider@bcgroup.net

Observer

Sherry Sethen

sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca

Prince George Forest Watch
15375 Highway 97 South
Prince George, BC V2N 5Y3
105-2288 Old Cariboo Highway
Prince George, BC V2N 6G3
17075 E. Perry
Prince George, BC V2K 5E3
890 Vancouver St.
Prince George, B.C. V2N 4Y2

963-1423

963-5632
963-9542
562-2454
fax 562-6510

TFL 30 PAG Mailing List
First Name
Last Name
Betty
Abbs
Chief
Alec
Delores
Lyle
Badger
Doug
Beckett
Ryan
Bichon
Bruce
Bradley
Shannon
Burbee
Jeff
Burrows
Jocelyn
Campbell
Dean
Chartier
Peter
Dawley
John
Deal
Dorian
Dereshkevich
Kerry
Deschamps
Greg
Doucette
Lee
Evans
Sara
Fletcher
Chief
Frederick
Dominic
Janine
Gervais
Kelly
Giesbrecht
Jo
Graber
Gord
Haines
Kate
Harvey
Bonnie
Hooge
Dan
Hunter
Les
Husband
Steve
Johnson
Leanne
Kaupp
Dave
Kim
Dave
King
Sandra
Kinsey
Nick
Leone
Neil
Meagher
Anne
Migvar
Jeff
Mohr
Byron
Nutton
Chief Derek Orr
Roy
Pattison
Denis
Pelletier
Gilbert
Proulx
Gretchen
Prystawik
Rick
Publicover
Patience
Rakochy
Jody
Rhodes

Address
Box 44
P.O. Box 4129
14305 Westbe Road
General Delivery
P.O. Box 9000
P.O. Box 9000
2000 South Ospika
Boulevard

03/26/09
City
Summit Lake
Quesnel
Prince George
Prince George
McLeod Lake
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George

Prov
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

Code
V0J 2S0
V2J 3J2
V2N 5C2
V0J 2G0
V2L 4W2
V2L 4W2
V2N 4W5

P.O. Box 9000
3524 Dufferin Ave

Prince George BC
Prince George BC

V2L 4W2
V2N 1E9

P.O. Box 9000
15375 Highway 97 South

Prince George BC
Prince George BC

V2L 4W2
V2N 5Y3

1041 Whenun Road

Prince George
Prince George BC

V2K 5X8

183 Skinner St
105-2288 Old Cariboo
Highway
7985
Newcastle Crescent
P.O. Box 2791
17075 E. Perry
6369 Berger Crescent
4315 Vellencher

Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

V2M 6E9
V2N 6G3
V2N 3X4
V2N 4T6
V2K 5E3
V2K 4S9
V2K 2G3

1985 Garden Drive
132 Watson Crescent
9860 Alpine Drive
3690 Massey
1777-3rd Avenue
42450 Telegraph Road
5601 Bearspaw Cres.
3690 Massey
General Delivery
Box 1837
8347 Domagala Road

Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
McLeod Lake
Bear Lake
Prince George

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

V2M 2V9
V2L 4P3
V2N 5W7
V2N 2S8
V2L 2G7
V2N 6P5
V2N 6P7
V2N 2S8
V0J 2G0
V0J 3G0
V2K 5R1

1011 - 4th Ave (1st floor)

Prince George BC
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V2L 3H9

TFL 30 PAG Mailing List
First Name
Sherry
Lee
Len
Neil
Loni
Tim
Dave
Len
Rhonda
Brian
Ray
Judy
Adrien
Leone
Steve
Chief Roland
Dwight Scott
Roxanne
Ryan

Last Name
Sethen
Sexsmith
Shankel
Spendiff
Spletzer
Sproule
Stevenson
Stratton
Thibeault
Toth
Vallee
Vasily
Voyer
Watt
Webb
Willson
Wolfe
Yanishewski
Zapisocki

Address

03/26/09
City

Prov

Code

6303 Giscome Road
1540 VanBien Avenue

Prince George BC
Prince George BC

V2N 6T4
V2L 4N7

2000 South Ospika Blvd
101 Burden Street
2000 South Ospika Blvd
325-1011 4th Ave
1041 Whenun Road
General Delivery
P.O. Box 9000
P.O. Box 1022
5571 Leland Road
2000 South Ospika Blvd
PO Box 90
Box 2130, Stn B
5452 Cranbrook Hill Road

Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George
McLeod Lake
Prince George
Mackenzie
Prince George
Prince George
Moberly Lake
Prince George
Prince George
Prince George

V2N 4W5
V2M 2G8
V2N 4W5
V2L 3H9
V2K 5X8
V0J 2G0
V2L 4W2
V0J 2C0
V2N 6J2
V2N 4W5
V0C 1X0
V2N 2J6
V2N 7C4
V2L 3R8
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BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

TFL30 Attendance
List
a
FN
gov
m
m (FN)
Canfor
Canfor
gov
a
Canfor
a
Canfor
Canfor
Canfor
o
gov
Canfor
FN
Canfor
o
m
o (FN)
o
o
o
o
gov
m
m
m
gov
Inactive
m
a
gov
FN
Inactive
m
o
o
o
a

Last Name
Abbs
Alec
Badger
Beckett
Bichon
Bradley
Burbee
Burrows
Campbell
Chartier
Dawley
Deal
Dereshkevich
Deschamps
Doucette
Evans
Fletcher
Frederick
Gervais
Giesbrecht
Graber
Haines
Harvey
Hooge
Hunter
Husband
Johnson
Kaupp
Kim
King
Kinsey
Leone
Meagher
Migvar
Mohr
Nutton
Orr
Pattison
Pelletier
Proulx
Prystawik
Publicover
Rakochy
Rhodes

03/26/09

First Name 102507 02070 031108 061708 102908
Betty
y 8
y
y
y
Chief
Delores
Lyle
Doug
Ryan
Bruce
Shannon
Jeff
Jocelyn
Dean
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John
Dorian
Kerry
Greg
Lee
Sara
Chief
Dominic
Janine
Kelly
Jo
Gord
Kate
Bonnie
Dan
Les
Steve
Leanne
Dave
Dave
Sandra
Nick
Neil
Anne
Jeff
Byron
Chief Derek
Roy
Denis
Gilbert
Gretchen
Rick
Patience
Jody

y

y

n

y
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y
y

y
y
y

y

y

012009

032409

y

y

y
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y

y
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y

y
y

y
y

y

y
y

y

y

y
y

y
n
n

y
y
y

n
y
n

y

n
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y
y

n

y

n

y

y
n
y
y

y

y

y

y

y
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y
y
y
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TFL30 Attendance
List
o
m
m
o
gov
m
gov
gov
a (FN)
a (FN)
Canfor
m (FN)
Inactive
gov
FN
Facilitator
Facilitator
m

Last Name
Sethen
Sexsmith
Shankel
Spendiff
Spletzer
Sproule
Stevenson
Stratton
Thibeault
Toth
Vallee
Vasily
Voyer
Watt
Webb
Willson
Wolfe
Yanishewski
Zapisocki

First Name
Sherry
Lee
Len
Neil
Loni
Tim
Dave
Len
Rhonda
Brian
Ray
Judy
Adrien
Leone
Steve
Chief Roland
Dwight Scott
Roxanne
Ryan

03/26/09

102507 02070 031108 061708
8
y

y
y
y
y
y

y

y

012009

032409

n
y

y

y
y

y
n
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y
y
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y
y
n

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y
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y
y
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102908

n

n

y

y

y

y
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Mail - Re: TFL 30 PAG: Draft Agenda and Reminder of the March 24th PAG meeting at the Civic Centre

Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Re: TFL 30 PAG: Draft Agenda and Reminder of the
March 24th PAG meeting at the Civic Centre
Lara & Doug Beckett <druid@pgweb.com>
To: Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Sun, Mar 22, 2009
at 8:29 PM

Sorry Dwight.
Lara has a meeting the night of Tuesday March, thus I will be staying home with the children.
It is greatly appreciated that forest company representatives listened to my request and are holding this meeting earlier
than was previously suggested. It would have been nice had we scoped out potential meeting dates during the last
meeting such that most PAG members would have been able to attend.
Correction to the meeting minutes, change: "According to the PAG member, it was inferred that the Terms of Reference
limits the scope of what can be discussed at PAG meetings."
To: According to the PAG member, it was inferred that the Terms of Reference limits the scope of what the CSA
Auditors can report out upon with respect to complaints and concerns raised by concerned individuals including PAG
members, and restricts PAG members from being effective in promoting improvements to management beyond legal
minimums.
Regarding: "i. Section A Background: Remove “Canfor also announced that it would seek both CSA and FSC
certification, and selected KPMG as its registrar and certifier.” Add “Canfor also announced that it would seek CSA
certification and selected KPMG as its registrar and certifier.”
Consensus was not reached on this change. As the removal of this commitment is a significant issue to me, I would
very much like to be present at the meeting where it is brought to the PAG membership for consensus to accept or not
accept the removal of this commitment.
Yours truly,
Doug Beckett
At 08:48 AM 3/17/2009 -0700, you wrote:
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24,
2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
file:///C|/Tesera/713_TFL30_PAG/Mail%20-%20...G%20meeting%20at%20the%20Civic%20Centre.htm (1 of 2) [22/03/2009 10:54:55 PM]

Mail - Re: TFL 30 PAG: Draft Agenda and Reminder of the March 24th PAG meeting at the Civic Centre

•
•

PAG Questionnaire Review
TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan

Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before
noon on Friday, March 20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
Content-Type: application/pdf;
name="TFL30_PAG_Agenda_Mar 24, 2009_draft.pdf"
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="TFL30_PAG_Agenda_Mar 24, 2009_draft.pdf"
X-Attachment-Id: f_fserckf70

file:///C|/Tesera/713_TFL30_PAG/Mail%20-%20...G%20meeting%20at%20the%20Civic%20Centre.htm (2 of 2) [22/03/2009 10:54:55 PM]
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL30 PAG: Vanessa Egginton clarification on October 29th
Presentation
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Tue, Mar 17, 2009 at 10:02 AM
Cc: Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier
<denis@nobullconsultingandholdings.ca>, Doug Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines
<outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette <doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>,
Jeff Mohr <jbobtail@shaw.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey
<Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <par0842@telus.net>, Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee
Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick
Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>,
Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison
<roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry
Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, Teena Demeulemeester <Forestry@westmo.org>
Hi Folks,
Below and attached is a response from Vanessa Egginton to clarify some
slides in her October 29th presentation.
Sincerely,
DSW
----------------------------------------

Hi Dwight,
I've attached some slides from my presentation that correspond with
the notes below. To clarify, Fort St James has experienced a 25%
increase in mean annual precipitation and a 2.5oC increase in mean
annual temperature. The numbers for the Fraser Basin are correct, but
it is an 1.4oC increase in mean annual temperature, not percent. The
rest of the statements are correct.
Let me know if there are anymore questions or if you would like a copy
of the full presentation.
Vanessa N. Egginton, M.Sc., P.Ag.
Research Climatologist
Ministry of Forests and Range
Northern Interior Region
1011-4th Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 3H9

17/03/2009 10:03 AM
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250-565-4333
Vanessa.Egginton@gov.bc.ca
________________________________
From: Dwight Wolfe [mailto:dwight.wolfe@tesera.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 1:23 PM
To: Egginton, Vanessa N FOR:EX
Cc: Fletcher, Sara; Evans, Lee FOR:EX; Gray, Cecil FOR:IN; Janine
Gervais; Meredith Spike; Scott, Chris RPF FOR:IN; Sproule, Tim FOR:EX
Subject: PG PAG: Requesting clarification on comments made at October
29th Presentation
Hi Vanessa.
The Prince George and TFL 30 Public Advisory Groups met again recently
and reviewed the summary from the October 29th meeting.
The PAG members request clarification on some of your observations
noted in the meeting summary:
In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James
data - since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has
increased 13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature
change is 1.4% warmer.
Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during
spring, summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum
temperatures show the biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and
not so much fall.
Could you please review the bullets above and clarify where
appropriate? Are there temperature or precipitation figures (other
than percentages) that could be used to provide a context for these
notes?
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.

17/03/2009 10:03 AM
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Vanessa_Egginton_presentation_addendum.pdf
275K
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: Draft Agenda and Reminder of the March 24th
PAG meeting at the Civic Centre
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Tue, Mar 17, 2009 at 8:48 AM
Cc: "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier
<denis@nobullconsultingandholdings.ca>, Doug Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines
<outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette <doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>,
Jeff Mohr <jbobtail@shaw.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey
<Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <par0842@telus.net>, Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee
Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick
Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>,
Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison
<roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry
Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, Teena Demeulemeester <Forestry@westmo.org>, Tanglegirl
<tanglegirl@msn.com>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24,
2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
•
PAG Questionnaire Review
•
TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before
noon on Friday, March 20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
403.932.0445 tel
403.932.9395 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1

Prince George
250.614.3122 tel
250.564.0393 fax
Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6

17/03/2009 9:06 AM
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This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
TFL30_PAG_Agenda_Mar 24, 2009_draft.pdf
12K

17/03/2009 9:06 AM

March 17, 2009
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Chief Delores Alec
Nazko First Nation
P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2
Dear Chief Alec,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Chief Dominic Frederick
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
1041 Whenun Road
Prince George, BC
V2K 5X8
Dear Chief Frederick,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Chief Derek Orr
McLeod Lake Indian Band
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC,
V0J 2G0
Dear Chief Orr,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 17, 2009
Chief Roland Willson
West Moberly First Nation
PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0
Dear Chief Willson,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda is attached.
Note that two agenda items were deferred from the last PAG Meeting:
• PAG Questionnaire Review
• TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, March
20, 2009 to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: The next TFL30 PAG meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday, March 24, 2009 at the Civic Centre
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Thu, Mar 5, 2009 at 3:15 PM
Cc: "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais
<Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug
Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jeff Mohr <jbobtail@shaw.ca>, Jo Graber
<jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker
<par0842@telus.net>, Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt
<KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience
Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley
<dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon
<rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, Teena
Demeulemeester <Forestry@westmo.org>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20, 2009 to confirm your
attendance
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and is confidential, subject to
copyright and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
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March 5, 2009
Chief Delores Alec
Nazko First Nation
P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2
Dear Chief Alec,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Chief Dominic Frederick
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
1041 Whenun Road
Prince George, BC
V2K 5X8
Dear Chief Frederick,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Chief Derek Orr
McLeod Lake Indian Band
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC,
V0J 2G0
Dear Chief Orr,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Chief Roland Willson
West Moberly First Nation
PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0
Dear Chief Willson,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

March 5, 2009
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda and other meeting materials will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the January 20th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, March 20,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: The next TFL30 PAG meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday, January 20, 2009 at the Civic Centre
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Wed, Jan 14, 2009 at 10:32 AM
Cc: "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais
<Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug
Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn
Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <par0842@telus.net>,
Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt
<KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience
Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley
<dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon
<rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Non-timber Forest
Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting were circulated before Christmas. I have attached them
to this email as well.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16, 2009 to
confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6

14/01/2009 10:32 AM
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FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 9

Chief Delores Alec - Nazko First
Nation
1-250-992-7982

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

January 14, 2009

TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009

The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 204-5)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from October 29, 2008 meeting
5. BCTS Audit Results
- - - Supper - - - 5. Review Terms of Reference
6. PAG Questionnaire Review
7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 9. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
10. Review / Update Actions
11. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
12. Next Meeting
Notes

PAG Meeting Minutes

October 29, 2008
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Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
Meeting
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

MINUTES
In Attendance:
Public & First Nations:
Betty Abbs
Doug Beckett
Jocelyn Campbell
Mark Clark
Teena Demeulemeester
Kelly Giesbrecht
Virginia Karr

David Kim
Jeff Mohr
Mike Nash
Esther Perry
Ken Pickering
Lee Sexsmith

Steering Committee:
Chair: Tim Sproule – BCTS
Meredith Spike – Carrier
Janine Gervais – Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Sarah Fletcher - Canfor
Advisors & Observers:
Bruce Bradley - Canfor
Shannon Carson - Integrated Land Management Branch (ILMB)
Vanessa Egginton - Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional Climatologist
Matthew Feagan - Ministry of Forests & Range
Tom Neimann - Ministry of Forests & Range /Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon
Facilitator:Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Scribe: Loni Spletzer (Tesera Systems Inc.)

1. Welcome & Introductions
a. Welcome by chair of Steering Committee.
2. Reviewed Agenda – Agenda accepted as written.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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3. Reviewed TFL 30 PAG Minutes of June 17, 2008 and PG PAG Minutes of June
19, 2008.
a. TFL 30 PAG members adopted June 17, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
b. PG PAG members adopted June 19, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
a. Attendance was a bit disappointing with only 4 PAG members present
b. The Field Tour had a Silviculture focus with tour stops looking at the following issues
from the PG SFMP Proposed Workplan for 2008-2009:
i. Issue A - Opportunities for minimizing herbicide use
ii. Issue C - Climate change and same species planting
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation – Tom Niemann
a. See handout.
b. See website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
c. Presentation focused on 3 main questions:
1. Is Climate change real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect from BC's forests?
3. What do we need to do?
Tom Niemann asked for each table to come up with 2 questions, which were posted
at the front of the room. Through his presentation, he addressed many of these
questions. Examples of table questions were:
Should we panic? How big is human impact? Will trees planted today survive?
How do we establish what is "natural" (what extinctions are ok?)? If climate
change is natural, should we intervene? Can forest industry be carbon neutral?
What trees should we plant today for future? How quick is climate onset? What's
the plan for future seed source? Do we value old live trees in carbon budgeting?
d. Introduction:
i. There has been an increase in global surface temp of 0.6 degrees Celsius over
the last century. Audience was asked to appreciate the difficulty around
measuring the temperature of the globe! When, where, frequency, etc, all
become issues (it gets really complicated in a hurry!).
ii. Over the last 650, 000 years, there have been plenty of ice ages, and
temperature cycles with peaks approximately every 120,000 years
iii. For the last 500 years, we're at a peak. In the last 150 years, there are both long
term and short term cycles, and large sporadic natural events
iv. Climate change is part of our natural cycle
v. Causes of climate change:
• earth orbit and axis wobbles
• solar, air and ocean cycles
• meteors, volcanoes
• human activity also has effects:
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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a. surface change (albedo)
b. aerosols
c. ozone, greenhouse gases (CO2, methane, etc)
e. Discussion:
i. CO2 in atmosphere has increased from 280-383 ppm (clearly linked to
burning gas, coal, wood), carbon emissions have increased to 8 gigatons
(gigaton= a billion tons) per year (breakdown: 6.1 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use
change (ie. cutting down forests).
ii. Scientists are recommending an immediate 90% reduction in CO2 emissions.
iii. Summer extent of Arctic Sea ice is decreasing faster that all model projections not just loss of area, but loss in depth and thickness of ice from 2005-2007
(will North Pole be ice free by 2015?). Greenland is melting! (the water pouring
off Greenland is being measured in cubic km's and is not being replaced by
more snow.)
iv. Do climate models work? Data is collected from each continent for ocean and
land (see graphs in handout). Temperatures are increasing and models seem to
be encompassing the observations relatively well
f. Summary:
i. Climates change due to natural phenomena, but global warming is humaninduced (this is an important distinction).
ii. Many climate scenarios have been run, but with any scenarios, we can expect
and increase in droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees, loss of ecosystems,
food supplies affected, and so on for the future
iii. We can expect longer fire seasons, more disturbances and changes to survival
and growth rates
iv. Serious and concerted action is advised over panic.
v. Four (4) recommended Actions:
1) get informed
2) get organized at all levels (internationally and down to city level)
3) adapt to inevitable climate changes, prepare objectives, strategies,
plans/policies, actions and monitoring systems
4) mitigate climate change (new focus is needed to reduce net emissions,
analyze affects between burning biofuel and wood products, reduce carbon
emissions, enhance carbon sinks, use forest products as carbon storage)
vi. Potential Forest Adaptation Responses:
1) increase diversity, connectivity, immediate reforestation
2) avoid slash burning
3) manage for asynchrony (lack of synchronism; disturbance of coordination)
4) increase redundancy
5) prepare for surprises
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models - Vanessa Egginton
a. See handout.
b. Introduction:
i. Definition of climate change and climate variability
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Definition of positive/negative feedback loops, re: snow/ice melt, land use
changes, increased CO2.
c. The presentation focused on Northern BC and the Prince George area referred to as
Fraser Basin (data from 1895-2006)
d. Reviewed locations of Northern BC Climate Stations (60% still operational over last
100 yrs)
e. Climate trends:
i. Reviewed changes in precipitation, min/max and mean temperature trends in
the Fraser Basin.
ii. Reviewed other factors influencing this area:
• El Nino Southern Oscillation (warm/dry 3-7 yr cycle)
• La Nina Oscillation (cool/wet)
• Pacific Decadal Oscillation (dominant mode of climate variability in
Northern BC)
• Arctic Oscillation
• Aleutian Low Pressure Index
f. Climate models:
i. Reviewed types of climate models
g. Reviewed climate scenarios (A2: worst case, B2: best case)
h. Current research:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mountain Pine Beetle Carbon Fluxnet Study
Radiation Balance in Mountain Pine Beetle Affected Stands
Microclimate Change and Pine Foliar Diseases
Regional Climate Trend Monitoring and Influence of Natural Variability

i. Conclusions:
i. In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James data since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
ii. Feedbacks (positive and negative) have large impacts on climate when
thresholds are exceeded
iii. Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has increased
13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature change is 1.4%
warmer.
iv. Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during spring,
summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum temperatures show the
biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and not so much fall
v. PG temp has changed 2% since 1942, PG winter minimum temperature has
increased by 10 degrees

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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7. Audit Summaries
a. PAG members directed to link on SFMP website for details
b. Canfor – Janine Gervais:
i. See attachment
ii. KPMG Audit of Canfor’s DFA in July
iii. There were no major non-conformities identified during the course of this
audit.
iv. Silviculture practices received good reviews
v. Canfor’s PG Division (FSJ, TFL30 and Prince George) is recommended for
continued registration to CAN/CSA Z809:2002 Standard.
c. BCTS – Tim Sproule
i. BCTS will report to PAG in January following a December 08, 2008 audit.
d. Carrier Lumber Ltd. – Meredith Spike
i. QMI Audit of Carrier’s DFA in May
ii. An Opportunity for Improvement (OFI) for Carrier to consider developing a
better documentation tracking process for First Nation correspondence as it
applies to including them in PAG activities.
iii. Carrier Lumber Ltd. Prince George Forest District Sustainable Forest
Management Plan is recommended for continued registration to CAN/CSA
Z809:2002 Standard.
8. Other
a. None
9. Meeting Evaluation summaries were posted and reviewed.
10. Updated Actions (see Action Tables).
a. PG PAG:
i. Action Item June 19-01 – Completed. PAG comments on Annual Report sent
to the PAG Facilitator.
b. TFL 30 PAG:
i. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Deferred to January 2009. A report on the UNBC
Non-Timber Forest Products User Survey will occur at the January PAG
meeting.
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Action Item May 16-02 – Completed. Fall Field Trip agenda circulated to PAG
in August 2008.
iii. Action Item Oct 25-04.– Completed. Information on biodiversity strategy
distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
iv. Action Item Feb 7 – 01 – Completed. TFL30 PAG membership list reviewed
by Licensees and distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
v. Action Item June 17-01 – Completed. Access Plan provided to Dave
Stevenson.
vi. Action Item June 17-02 – Completed. Safety-related information (break out
of logging/hauling vs other woodland activities) distributed to PAG on October
29, 2008.
11. Next PAG meetings:
a. PG PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 22, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
b. TFL30 PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 20, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
Actions
PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Nov 2 - 03

Provide updates on attempts to
recruit representation for NonRenewable Resource
Extraction.

Steering
Committee

Dec 2006

In progress: positive responses
received from Enbridge, PMG,
and BC Hydro.

January 24 01

Licensees to provide a
presentation in a years time
Steering
on the performance of the Old Committee
Growth Quality model.

January 2009

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

March 6-01

Licensees to provide
“Management Guidelines for
Species and Plant
Communities at Risk: PG
Timber Supply Area – 2007”

Steering
Committee

Next Meeting

June 19 - 01

Review Annual Report and
send comments to the PAG
Facilitator.

PAG and LSC August 15, 2008

STATUS

Completed

TFL 30 PAG
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

WHO

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to
track past the scale.
Canfor will provide a
list of mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Nov 30 – 01

Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Janine Gervais

January 2009

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
January 2009

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Send out in
August 2008

Completed

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine
Gervais/Lee
Evans
Janine Gervais

October 2008

Completed

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

Completed

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Completed

June 17-02

PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Lee Evans

October 2008

Completed

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 9

Chief Dominic Frederick - Lheidli
T’enneh First Nation
1-250-963-6954

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

January 14, 2009

TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009

The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 204-5)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from October 29, 2008 meeting
5. BCTS Audit Results
- - - Supper - - - 5. Review Terms of Reference
6. PAG Questionnaire Review
7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 9. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
10. Review / Update Actions
11. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
12. Next Meeting
Notes
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Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
Meeting
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

MINUTES
In Attendance:
Public & First Nations:
Betty Abbs
Doug Beckett
Jocelyn Campbell
Mark Clark
Teena Demeulemeester
Kelly Giesbrecht
Virginia Karr

David Kim
Jeff Mohr
Mike Nash
Esther Perry
Ken Pickering
Lee Sexsmith

Steering Committee:
Chair: Tim Sproule – BCTS
Meredith Spike – Carrier
Janine Gervais – Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Sarah Fletcher - Canfor
Advisors & Observers:
Bruce Bradley - Canfor
Shannon Carson - Integrated Land Management Branch (ILMB)
Vanessa Egginton - Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional Climatologist
Matthew Feagan - Ministry of Forests & Range
Tom Neimann - Ministry of Forests & Range /Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon
Facilitator:Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Scribe: Loni Spletzer (Tesera Systems Inc.)

1. Welcome & Introductions
a. Welcome by chair of Steering Committee.
2. Reviewed Agenda – Agenda accepted as written.
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3. Reviewed TFL 30 PAG Minutes of June 17, 2008 and PG PAG Minutes of June
19, 2008.
a. TFL 30 PAG members adopted June 17, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
b. PG PAG members adopted June 19, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
a. Attendance was a bit disappointing with only 4 PAG members present
b. The Field Tour had a Silviculture focus with tour stops looking at the following issues
from the PG SFMP Proposed Workplan for 2008-2009:
i. Issue A - Opportunities for minimizing herbicide use
ii. Issue C - Climate change and same species planting
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation – Tom Niemann
a. See handout.
b. See website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
c. Presentation focused on 3 main questions:
1. Is Climate change real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect from BC's forests?
3. What do we need to do?
Tom Niemann asked for each table to come up with 2 questions, which were posted
at the front of the room. Through his presentation, he addressed many of these
questions. Examples of table questions were:
Should we panic? How big is human impact? Will trees planted today survive?
How do we establish what is "natural" (what extinctions are ok?)? If climate
change is natural, should we intervene? Can forest industry be carbon neutral?
What trees should we plant today for future? How quick is climate onset? What's
the plan for future seed source? Do we value old live trees in carbon budgeting?
d. Introduction:
i. There has been an increase in global surface temp of 0.6 degrees Celsius over
the last century. Audience was asked to appreciate the difficulty around
measuring the temperature of the globe! When, where, frequency, etc, all
become issues (it gets really complicated in a hurry!).
ii. Over the last 650, 000 years, there have been plenty of ice ages, and
temperature cycles with peaks approximately every 120,000 years
iii. For the last 500 years, we're at a peak. In the last 150 years, there are both long
term and short term cycles, and large sporadic natural events
iv. Climate change is part of our natural cycle
v. Causes of climate change:
• earth orbit and axis wobbles
• solar, air and ocean cycles
• meteors, volcanoes
• human activity also has effects:
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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a. surface change (albedo)
b. aerosols
c. ozone, greenhouse gases (CO2, methane, etc)
e. Discussion:
i. CO2 in atmosphere has increased from 280-383 ppm (clearly linked to
burning gas, coal, wood), carbon emissions have increased to 8 gigatons
(gigaton= a billion tons) per year (breakdown: 6.1 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use
change (ie. cutting down forests).
ii. Scientists are recommending an immediate 90% reduction in CO2 emissions.
iii. Summer extent of Arctic Sea ice is decreasing faster that all model projections not just loss of area, but loss in depth and thickness of ice from 2005-2007
(will North Pole be ice free by 2015?). Greenland is melting! (the water pouring
off Greenland is being measured in cubic km's and is not being replaced by
more snow.)
iv. Do climate models work? Data is collected from each continent for ocean and
land (see graphs in handout). Temperatures are increasing and models seem to
be encompassing the observations relatively well
f. Summary:
i. Climates change due to natural phenomena, but global warming is humaninduced (this is an important distinction).
ii. Many climate scenarios have been run, but with any scenarios, we can expect
and increase in droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees, loss of ecosystems,
food supplies affected, and so on for the future
iii. We can expect longer fire seasons, more disturbances and changes to survival
and growth rates
iv. Serious and concerted action is advised over panic.
v. Four (4) recommended Actions:
1) get informed
2) get organized at all levels (internationally and down to city level)
3) adapt to inevitable climate changes, prepare objectives, strategies,
plans/policies, actions and monitoring systems
4) mitigate climate change (new focus is needed to reduce net emissions,
analyze affects between burning biofuel and wood products, reduce carbon
emissions, enhance carbon sinks, use forest products as carbon storage)
vi. Potential Forest Adaptation Responses:
1) increase diversity, connectivity, immediate reforestation
2) avoid slash burning
3) manage for asynchrony (lack of synchronism; disturbance of coordination)
4) increase redundancy
5) prepare for surprises
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models - Vanessa Egginton
a. See handout.
b. Introduction:
i. Definition of climate change and climate variability
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Definition of positive/negative feedback loops, re: snow/ice melt, land use
changes, increased CO2.
c. The presentation focused on Northern BC and the Prince George area referred to as
Fraser Basin (data from 1895-2006)
d. Reviewed locations of Northern BC Climate Stations (60% still operational over last
100 yrs)
e. Climate trends:
i. Reviewed changes in precipitation, min/max and mean temperature trends in
the Fraser Basin.
ii. Reviewed other factors influencing this area:
• El Nino Southern Oscillation (warm/dry 3-7 yr cycle)
• La Nina Oscillation (cool/wet)
• Pacific Decadal Oscillation (dominant mode of climate variability in
Northern BC)
• Arctic Oscillation
• Aleutian Low Pressure Index
f. Climate models:
i. Reviewed types of climate models
g. Reviewed climate scenarios (A2: worst case, B2: best case)
h. Current research:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mountain Pine Beetle Carbon Fluxnet Study
Radiation Balance in Mountain Pine Beetle Affected Stands
Microclimate Change and Pine Foliar Diseases
Regional Climate Trend Monitoring and Influence of Natural Variability

i. Conclusions:
i. In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James data since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
ii. Feedbacks (positive and negative) have large impacts on climate when
thresholds are exceeded
iii. Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has increased
13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature change is 1.4%
warmer.
iv. Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during spring,
summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum temperatures show the
biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and not so much fall
v. PG temp has changed 2% since 1942, PG winter minimum temperature has
increased by 10 degrees
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7. Audit Summaries
a. PAG members directed to link on SFMP website for details
b. Canfor – Janine Gervais:
i. See attachment
ii. KPMG Audit of Canfor’s DFA in July
iii. There were no major non-conformities identified during the course of this
audit.
iv. Silviculture practices received good reviews
v. Canfor’s PG Division (FSJ, TFL30 and Prince George) is recommended for
continued registration to CAN/CSA Z809:2002 Standard.
c. BCTS – Tim Sproule
i. BCTS will report to PAG in January following a December 08, 2008 audit.
d. Carrier Lumber Ltd. – Meredith Spike
i. QMI Audit of Carrier’s DFA in May
ii. An Opportunity for Improvement (OFI) for Carrier to consider developing a
better documentation tracking process for First Nation correspondence as it
applies to including them in PAG activities.
iii. Carrier Lumber Ltd. Prince George Forest District Sustainable Forest
Management Plan is recommended for continued registration to CAN/CSA
Z809:2002 Standard.
8. Other
a. None
9. Meeting Evaluation summaries were posted and reviewed.
10. Updated Actions (see Action Tables).
a. PG PAG:
i. Action Item June 19-01 – Completed. PAG comments on Annual Report sent
to the PAG Facilitator.
b. TFL 30 PAG:
i. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Deferred to January 2009. A report on the UNBC
Non-Timber Forest Products User Survey will occur at the January PAG
meeting.
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Action Item May 16-02 – Completed. Fall Field Trip agenda circulated to PAG
in August 2008.
iii. Action Item Oct 25-04.– Completed. Information on biodiversity strategy
distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
iv. Action Item Feb 7 – 01 – Completed. TFL30 PAG membership list reviewed
by Licensees and distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
v. Action Item June 17-01 – Completed. Access Plan provided to Dave
Stevenson.
vi. Action Item June 17-02 – Completed. Safety-related information (break out
of logging/hauling vs other woodland activities) distributed to PAG on October
29, 2008.
11. Next PAG meetings:
a. PG PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 22, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
b. TFL30 PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 20, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
Actions
PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Nov 2 - 03

Provide updates on attempts to
recruit representation for NonRenewable Resource
Extraction.

Steering
Committee

Dec 2006

In progress: positive responses
received from Enbridge, PMG,
and BC Hydro.

January 24 01

Licensees to provide a
presentation in a years time
Steering
on the performance of the Old Committee
Growth Quality model.

January 2009
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PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

March 6-01

Licensees to provide
“Management Guidelines for
Species and Plant
Communities at Risk: PG
Timber Supply Area – 2007”

Steering
Committee

Next Meeting

June 19 - 01

Review Annual Report and
send comments to the PAG
Facilitator.

PAG and LSC August 15, 2008

STATUS

Completed

TFL 30 PAG
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

WHO

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to
track past the scale.
Canfor will provide a
list of mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Nov 30 – 01

Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Janine Gervais

January 2009

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
January 2009

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Send out in
August 2008

Completed

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine
Gervais/Lee
Evans
Janine Gervais

October 2008

Completed

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

Completed

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Completed

June 17-02

PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Lee Evans

October 2008

Completed

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 9

Chief Derek Orr - McLeod Lake First
Nation
1-250-750-4420

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

January 14, 2009

TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009

The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 204-5)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from October 29, 2008 meeting
5. BCTS Audit Results
- - - Supper - - - 5. Review Terms of Reference
6. PAG Questionnaire Review
7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 9. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
10. Review / Update Actions
11. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
12. Next Meeting
Notes
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Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
Meeting
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

MINUTES
In Attendance:
Public & First Nations:
Betty Abbs
Doug Beckett
Jocelyn Campbell
Mark Clark
Teena Demeulemeester
Kelly Giesbrecht
Virginia Karr

David Kim
Jeff Mohr
Mike Nash
Esther Perry
Ken Pickering
Lee Sexsmith

Steering Committee:
Chair: Tim Sproule – BCTS
Meredith Spike – Carrier
Janine Gervais – Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Sarah Fletcher - Canfor
Advisors & Observers:
Bruce Bradley - Canfor
Shannon Carson - Integrated Land Management Branch (ILMB)
Vanessa Egginton - Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional Climatologist
Matthew Feagan - Ministry of Forests & Range
Tom Neimann - Ministry of Forests & Range /Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon
Facilitator:Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Scribe: Loni Spletzer (Tesera Systems Inc.)

1. Welcome & Introductions
a. Welcome by chair of Steering Committee.
2. Reviewed Agenda – Agenda accepted as written.
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3. Reviewed TFL 30 PAG Minutes of June 17, 2008 and PG PAG Minutes of June
19, 2008.
a. TFL 30 PAG members adopted June 17, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
b. PG PAG members adopted June 19, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
a. Attendance was a bit disappointing with only 4 PAG members present
b. The Field Tour had a Silviculture focus with tour stops looking at the following issues
from the PG SFMP Proposed Workplan for 2008-2009:
i. Issue A - Opportunities for minimizing herbicide use
ii. Issue C - Climate change and same species planting
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation – Tom Niemann
a. See handout.
b. See website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
c. Presentation focused on 3 main questions:
1. Is Climate change real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect from BC's forests?
3. What do we need to do?
Tom Niemann asked for each table to come up with 2 questions, which were posted
at the front of the room. Through his presentation, he addressed many of these
questions. Examples of table questions were:
Should we panic? How big is human impact? Will trees planted today survive?
How do we establish what is "natural" (what extinctions are ok?)? If climate
change is natural, should we intervene? Can forest industry be carbon neutral?
What trees should we plant today for future? How quick is climate onset? What's
the plan for future seed source? Do we value old live trees in carbon budgeting?
d. Introduction:
i. There has been an increase in global surface temp of 0.6 degrees Celsius over
the last century. Audience was asked to appreciate the difficulty around
measuring the temperature of the globe! When, where, frequency, etc, all
become issues (it gets really complicated in a hurry!).
ii. Over the last 650, 000 years, there have been plenty of ice ages, and
temperature cycles with peaks approximately every 120,000 years
iii. For the last 500 years, we're at a peak. In the last 150 years, there are both long
term and short term cycles, and large sporadic natural events
iv. Climate change is part of our natural cycle
v. Causes of climate change:
• earth orbit and axis wobbles
• solar, air and ocean cycles
• meteors, volcanoes
• human activity also has effects:
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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a. surface change (albedo)
b. aerosols
c. ozone, greenhouse gases (CO2, methane, etc)
e. Discussion:
i. CO2 in atmosphere has increased from 280-383 ppm (clearly linked to
burning gas, coal, wood), carbon emissions have increased to 8 gigatons
(gigaton= a billion tons) per year (breakdown: 6.1 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use
change (ie. cutting down forests).
ii. Scientists are recommending an immediate 90% reduction in CO2 emissions.
iii. Summer extent of Arctic Sea ice is decreasing faster that all model projections not just loss of area, but loss in depth and thickness of ice from 2005-2007
(will North Pole be ice free by 2015?). Greenland is melting! (the water pouring
off Greenland is being measured in cubic km's and is not being replaced by
more snow.)
iv. Do climate models work? Data is collected from each continent for ocean and
land (see graphs in handout). Temperatures are increasing and models seem to
be encompassing the observations relatively well
f. Summary:
i. Climates change due to natural phenomena, but global warming is humaninduced (this is an important distinction).
ii. Many climate scenarios have been run, but with any scenarios, we can expect
and increase in droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees, loss of ecosystems,
food supplies affected, and so on for the future
iii. We can expect longer fire seasons, more disturbances and changes to survival
and growth rates
iv. Serious and concerted action is advised over panic.
v. Four (4) recommended Actions:
1) get informed
2) get organized at all levels (internationally and down to city level)
3) adapt to inevitable climate changes, prepare objectives, strategies,
plans/policies, actions and monitoring systems
4) mitigate climate change (new focus is needed to reduce net emissions,
analyze affects between burning biofuel and wood products, reduce carbon
emissions, enhance carbon sinks, use forest products as carbon storage)
vi. Potential Forest Adaptation Responses:
1) increase diversity, connectivity, immediate reforestation
2) avoid slash burning
3) manage for asynchrony (lack of synchronism; disturbance of coordination)
4) increase redundancy
5) prepare for surprises
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models - Vanessa Egginton
a. See handout.
b. Introduction:
i. Definition of climate change and climate variability
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Definition of positive/negative feedback loops, re: snow/ice melt, land use
changes, increased CO2.
c. The presentation focused on Northern BC and the Prince George area referred to as
Fraser Basin (data from 1895-2006)
d. Reviewed locations of Northern BC Climate Stations (60% still operational over last
100 yrs)
e. Climate trends:
i. Reviewed changes in precipitation, min/max and mean temperature trends in
the Fraser Basin.
ii. Reviewed other factors influencing this area:
• El Nino Southern Oscillation (warm/dry 3-7 yr cycle)
• La Nina Oscillation (cool/wet)
• Pacific Decadal Oscillation (dominant mode of climate variability in
Northern BC)
• Arctic Oscillation
• Aleutian Low Pressure Index
f. Climate models:
i. Reviewed types of climate models
g. Reviewed climate scenarios (A2: worst case, B2: best case)
h. Current research:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mountain Pine Beetle Carbon Fluxnet Study
Radiation Balance in Mountain Pine Beetle Affected Stands
Microclimate Change and Pine Foliar Diseases
Regional Climate Trend Monitoring and Influence of Natural Variability

i. Conclusions:
i. In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James data since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
ii. Feedbacks (positive and negative) have large impacts on climate when
thresholds are exceeded
iii. Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has increased
13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature change is 1.4%
warmer.
iv. Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during spring,
summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum temperatures show the
biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and not so much fall
v. PG temp has changed 2% since 1942, PG winter minimum temperature has
increased by 10 degrees
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7. Audit Summaries
a. PAG members directed to link on SFMP website for details
b. Canfor – Janine Gervais:
i. See attachment
ii. KPMG Audit of Canfor’s DFA in July
iii. There were no major non-conformities identified during the course of this
audit.
iv. Silviculture practices received good reviews
v. Canfor’s PG Division (FSJ, TFL30 and Prince George) is recommended for
continued registration to CAN/CSA Z809:2002 Standard.
c. BCTS – Tim Sproule
i. BCTS will report to PAG in January following a December 08, 2008 audit.
d. Carrier Lumber Ltd. – Meredith Spike
i. QMI Audit of Carrier’s DFA in May
ii. An Opportunity for Improvement (OFI) for Carrier to consider developing a
better documentation tracking process for First Nation correspondence as it
applies to including them in PAG activities.
iii. Carrier Lumber Ltd. Prince George Forest District Sustainable Forest
Management Plan is recommended for continued registration to CAN/CSA
Z809:2002 Standard.
8. Other
a. None
9. Meeting Evaluation summaries were posted and reviewed.
10. Updated Actions (see Action Tables).
a. PG PAG:
i. Action Item June 19-01 – Completed. PAG comments on Annual Report sent
to the PAG Facilitator.
b. TFL 30 PAG:
i. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Deferred to January 2009. A report on the UNBC
Non-Timber Forest Products User Survey will occur at the January PAG
meeting.
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ii. Action Item May 16-02 – Completed. Fall Field Trip agenda circulated to PAG
in August 2008.
iii. Action Item Oct 25-04.– Completed. Information on biodiversity strategy
distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
iv. Action Item Feb 7 – 01 – Completed. TFL30 PAG membership list reviewed
by Licensees and distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
v. Action Item June 17-01 – Completed. Access Plan provided to Dave
Stevenson.
vi. Action Item June 17-02 – Completed. Safety-related information (break out
of logging/hauling vs other woodland activities) distributed to PAG on October
29, 2008.
11. Next PAG meetings:
a. PG PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 22, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
b. TFL30 PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 20, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
Actions
PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Nov 2 - 03

Provide updates on attempts to
recruit representation for NonRenewable Resource
Extraction.

Steering
Committee

Dec 2006

In progress: positive responses
received from Enbridge, PMG,
and BC Hydro.

January 24 01

Licensees to provide a
presentation in a years time
Steering
on the performance of the Old Committee
Growth Quality model.

January 2009
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PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

March 6-01

Licensees to provide
“Management Guidelines for
Species and Plant
Communities at Risk: PG
Timber Supply Area – 2007”

Steering
Committee

Next Meeting

June 19 - 01

Review Annual Report and
send comments to the PAG
Facilitator.

PAG and LSC August 15, 2008

STATUS

Completed

TFL 30 PAG
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

WHO

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to
track past the scale.
Canfor will provide a
list of mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Nov 30 – 01

Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Janine Gervais

January 2009

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
January 2009

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Send out in
August 2008

Completed

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine
Gervais/Lee
Evans
Janine Gervais

October 2008

Completed

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

Completed

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Completed

June 17-02

PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Lee Evans

October 2008

Completed

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 9

Chief Roland Willson - West Moberly
First Nation
1-250-788-9792

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

January 14, 2009

TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009

The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at
the Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

CSA - TFL30
Public Advisory Group Meeting
January 20, 2009 (5:30 PM – 9:00 PM)
Prince George Civic Centre (Room 204-5)

AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introduction
2. Review Meeting evaluation results
3. Confirm Agenda
4. Review Minutes from October 29, 2008 meeting
5. BCTS Audit Results
- - - Supper - - - 5. Review Terms of Reference
6. PAG Questionnaire Review
7. TFL30 SFMP Priority Action Plan
8. Non-Timber Forest Products Presentation – Patience Rakochy
- - - 10 min. Break - - - 9. Indicator #37 - Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA
10. Review / Update Actions
11. Feedback of Meeting (including circ. of PAG questionnaire)
12. Next Meeting
Notes
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October 29, 2008
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Prince George SFMP Public Advisory Group
TFL 30 SFMP Public Advisory Group
Meeting
5:30 – 9:00 PM, October 29, 2008
Civic Centre (Room 208), Prince George, BC

MINUTES
In Attendance:
Public & First Nations:
Betty Abbs
Doug Beckett
Jocelyn Campbell
Mark Clark
Teena Demeulemeester
Kelly Giesbrecht
Virginia Karr

David Kim
Jeff Mohr
Mike Nash
Esther Perry
Ken Pickering
Lee Sexsmith

Steering Committee:
Chair: Tim Sproule – BCTS
Meredith Spike – Carrier
Janine Gervais – Canfor
Lee Evans - BC Timber Sales
Sarah Fletcher - Canfor
Advisors & Observers:
Bruce Bradley - Canfor
Shannon Carson - Integrated Land Management Branch (ILMB)
Vanessa Egginton - Ministry of Forests & Range/Regional Climatologist
Matthew Feagan - Ministry of Forests & Range
Tom Neimann - Ministry of Forests & Range /Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon
Facilitator:Dwight Scott Wolfe (Tesera Systems Inc.)
Scribe: Loni Spletzer (Tesera Systems Inc.)

1. Welcome & Introductions
a. Welcome by chair of Steering Committee.
2. Reviewed Agenda – Agenda accepted as written.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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3. Reviewed TFL 30 PAG Minutes of June 17, 2008 and PG PAG Minutes of June
19, 2008.
a. TFL 30 PAG members adopted June 17, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
b. PG PAG members adopted June 19, 2008 PAG minutes as written.
4. PG/TFL 30 Joint PAG Field Tour summary - Janine Gervais
a. Attendance was a bit disappointing with only 4 PAG members present
b. The Field Tour had a Silviculture focus with tour stops looking at the following issues
from the PG SFMP Proposed Workplan for 2008-2009:
i. Issue A - Opportunities for minimizing herbicide use
ii. Issue C - Climate change and same species planting
5. Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative (FFEI) presentation – Tom Niemann
a. See handout.
b. See website: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests/
c. Presentation focused on 3 main questions:
1. Is Climate change real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect from BC's forests?
3. What do we need to do?
Tom Niemann asked for each table to come up with 2 questions, which were posted
at the front of the room. Through his presentation, he addressed many of these
questions. Examples of table questions were:
Should we panic? How big is human impact? Will trees planted today survive?
How do we establish what is "natural" (what extinctions are ok?)? If climate
change is natural, should we intervene? Can forest industry be carbon neutral?
What trees should we plant today for future? How quick is climate onset? What's
the plan for future seed source? Do we value old live trees in carbon budgeting?
d. Introduction:
i. There has been an increase in global surface temp of 0.6 degrees Celsius over
the last century. Audience was asked to appreciate the difficulty around
measuring the temperature of the globe! When, where, frequency, etc, all
become issues (it gets really complicated in a hurry!).
ii. Over the last 650, 000 years, there have been plenty of ice ages, and
temperature cycles with peaks approximately every 120,000 years
iii. For the last 500 years, we're at a peak. In the last 150 years, there are both long
term and short term cycles, and large sporadic natural events
iv. Climate change is part of our natural cycle
v. Causes of climate change:
• earth orbit and axis wobbles
• solar, air and ocean cycles
• meteors, volcanoes
• human activity also has effects:
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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a. surface change (albedo)
b. aerosols
c. ozone, greenhouse gases (CO2, methane, etc)
e. Discussion:
i. CO2 in atmosphere has increased from 280-383 ppm (clearly linked to
burning gas, coal, wood), carbon emissions have increased to 8 gigatons
(gigaton= a billion tons) per year (breakdown: 6.1 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use
change (ie. cutting down forests).
ii. Scientists are recommending an immediate 90% reduction in CO2 emissions.
iii. Summer extent of Arctic Sea ice is decreasing faster that all model projections not just loss of area, but loss in depth and thickness of ice from 2005-2007
(will North Pole be ice free by 2015?). Greenland is melting! (the water pouring
off Greenland is being measured in cubic km's and is not being replaced by
more snow.)
iv. Do climate models work? Data is collected from each continent for ocean and
land (see graphs in handout). Temperatures are increasing and models seem to
be encompassing the observations relatively well
f. Summary:
i. Climates change due to natural phenomena, but global warming is humaninduced (this is an important distinction).
ii. Many climate scenarios have been run, but with any scenarios, we can expect
and increase in droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees, loss of ecosystems,
food supplies affected, and so on for the future
iii. We can expect longer fire seasons, more disturbances and changes to survival
and growth rates
iv. Serious and concerted action is advised over panic.
v. Four (4) recommended Actions:
1) get informed
2) get organized at all levels (internationally and down to city level)
3) adapt to inevitable climate changes, prepare objectives, strategies,
plans/policies, actions and monitoring systems
4) mitigate climate change (new focus is needed to reduce net emissions,
analyze affects between burning biofuel and wood products, reduce carbon
emissions, enhance carbon sinks, use forest products as carbon storage)
vi. Potential Forest Adaptation Responses:
1) increase diversity, connectivity, immediate reforestation
2) avoid slash burning
3) manage for asynchrony (lack of synchronism; disturbance of coordination)
4) increase redundancy
5) prepare for surprises
6. Climate Trends and Regional Climate Models - Vanessa Egginton
a. See handout.
b. Introduction:
i. Definition of climate change and climate variability
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Definition of positive/negative feedback loops, re: snow/ice melt, land use
changes, increased CO2.
c. The presentation focused on Northern BC and the Prince George area referred to as
Fraser Basin (data from 1895-2006)
d. Reviewed locations of Northern BC Climate Stations (60% still operational over last
100 yrs)
e. Climate trends:
i. Reviewed changes in precipitation, min/max and mean temperature trends in
the Fraser Basin.
ii. Reviewed other factors influencing this area:
• El Nino Southern Oscillation (warm/dry 3-7 yr cycle)
• La Nina Oscillation (cool/wet)
• Pacific Decadal Oscillation (dominant mode of climate variability in
Northern BC)
• Arctic Oscillation
• Aleutian Low Pressure Index
f. Climate models:
i. Reviewed types of climate models
g. Reviewed climate scenarios (A2: worst case, B2: best case)
h. Current research:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mountain Pine Beetle Carbon Fluxnet Study
Radiation Balance in Mountain Pine Beetle Affected Stands
Microclimate Change and Pine Foliar Diseases
Regional Climate Trend Monitoring and Influence of Natural Variability

i. Conclusions:
i. In the last 100 yrs, we are getting warmer and wetter (Fort St. James data since 1895, a 20% increase in temperature and precipitation)
ii. Feedbacks (positive and negative) have large impacts on climate when
thresholds are exceeded
iii. Fraser Basin (TFL 30 and PG region) total annual precipitation has increased
13.7% (weighted average) and the mean annual temperature change is 1.4%
warmer.
iv. Fraser Basin is seeing the largest changes in precipitation during spring,
summer and fall, not so much winter; while minimum temperatures show the
biggest changes in winter, spring, summer and not so much fall
v. PG temp has changed 2% since 1942, PG winter minimum temperature has
increased by 10 degrees

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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7. Audit Summaries
a. PAG members directed to link on SFMP website for details
b. Canfor – Janine Gervais:
i. See attachment
ii. KPMG Audit of Canfor’s DFA in July
iii. There were no major non-conformities identified during the course of this
audit.
iv. Silviculture practices received good reviews
v. Canfor’s PG Division (FSJ, TFL30 and Prince George) is recommended for
continued registration to CAN/CSA Z809:2002 Standard.
c. BCTS – Tim Sproule
i. BCTS will report to PAG in January following a December 08, 2008 audit.
d. Carrier Lumber Ltd. – Meredith Spike
i. QMI Audit of Carrier’s DFA in May
ii. An Opportunity for Improvement (OFI) for Carrier to consider developing a
better documentation tracking process for First Nation correspondence as it
applies to including them in PAG activities.
iii. Carrier Lumber Ltd. Prince George Forest District Sustainable Forest
Management Plan is recommended for continued registration to CAN/CSA
Z809:2002 Standard.
8. Other
a. None
9. Meeting Evaluation summaries were posted and reviewed.
10. Updated Actions (see Action Tables).
a. PG PAG:
i. Action Item June 19-01 – Completed. PAG comments on Annual Report sent
to the PAG Facilitator.
b. TFL 30 PAG:
i. Action Item Nov 30-01 – Deferred to January 2009. A report on the UNBC
Non-Timber Forest Products User Survey will occur at the January PAG
meeting.
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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ii. Action Item May 16-02 – Completed. Fall Field Trip agenda circulated to PAG
in August 2008.
iii. Action Item Oct 25-04.– Completed. Information on biodiversity strategy
distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
iv. Action Item Feb 7 – 01 – Completed. TFL30 PAG membership list reviewed
by Licensees and distributed to PAG on October 29, 2008.
v. Action Item June 17-01 – Completed. Access Plan provided to Dave
Stevenson.
vi. Action Item June 17-02 – Completed. Safety-related information (break out
of logging/hauling vs other woodland activities) distributed to PAG on October
29, 2008.
11. Next PAG meetings:
a. PG PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 22, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
b. TFL30 PAG:
i. Agenda: TBA
ii. Time: 5:30 – 9:00
iii. Date: January 20, 2009
iv. Location: Civic Centre
Actions
PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

STATUS

Nov 2 - 03

Provide updates on attempts to
recruit representation for NonRenewable Resource
Extraction.

Steering
Committee

Dec 2006

In progress: positive responses
received from Enbridge, PMG,
and BC Hydro.

January 24 01

Licensees to provide a
presentation in a years time
Steering
on the performance of the Old Committee
Growth Quality model.

January 2009

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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PRINCE GEORGE PAG
ID#

ACTION

WHO

DEADLINE

March 6-01

Licensees to provide
“Management Guidelines for
Species and Plant
Communities at Risk: PG
Timber Supply Area – 2007”

Steering
Committee

Next Meeting

June 19 - 01

Review Annual Report and
send comments to the PAG
Facilitator.

PAG and LSC August 15, 2008

STATUS

Completed

TFL 30 PAG
ID#

ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

Jan 21 – 04

Follow up and report back on stand-level best
practices standards.

WHO

February 2,
2006

Ongoing

Feb 13 – 08

Investigate the possibility of an indicator that
indicates the number of products and services
related to various processing facilities.

Spring 2006

BCTS is unable to
track past the scale.
Canfor will provide a
list of mills and likely
products.

Feb 13 – 10

Investigate the possibility of an indicator
regarding the ratio of money Canfor pays
directly to employees versus government.

Spring 2006

Ongoing

Nov 30 – 01

Report out on the user survey (UNBC) on
TFL30.

Janine Gervais

January 2009

Janine to schedule
Patience to present in
January 2009

May 16-02

Prepare and circulate an Agenda for the Fall
Field Trip

Send out in
August 2008

Completed

Oct 25-04

Information on biodiversity strategy to be sent
to PAG

Janine
Gervais/Lee
Evans
Janine Gervais

October 2008

Completed

Feb 7 - 01

Licencees to review membership list for TFL30
PAG

Janine/Lee

October 2008

Completed

June 17-01

Provide Dave Stevenson a hard copy of this
Access Plan

Janine Gervais

July 31, 2008

Completed

June 17-02

PAG request for safety related information on
break out of logging/hauling vs other
woodland activities.

Lee Evans

October 2008

Completed

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

January 14, 2009
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the
Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16, 2009
to confirm your attendance.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

January 14, 2009
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the
Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16, 2009
to confirm your attendance.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

January 14, 2009
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the
Prince George Civic Centre.
We will have an informative meeting as Patience Rakochy will be presenting the results of the Nontimber Forest Products survey conducted for TFL 30.
A draft meeting agenda is attached.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are also attached.
Action Requested: If you haven't done so already, please RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16, 2009
to confirm your attendance..

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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https://mail.google.com/a/tesera.com/?ui=2&ik=26743b9a35&view=pt&s...

Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

PAG Goal Setting for 2009?
Rakochy, Patience FOR:EX <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>
To: Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Fri, Jan 9, 2009 at 1:24 PM

Dwight,
In the spirit of the New Year and resolutions, I was wondering if there
would be an opportunity to squeeze 20 minutes into the agenda (for the
20th) for the PAG to set some goals for 2009?
Kindest Regards,
Patience Rakochy
BCTS - Nursery Services Interior
1011 - 4th Ave (1st floor)
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
ph: 250-565-6093
fax: 250-565-6671
cell: 250-614-9690
Canadian Hockey Rocks!
Please consider the environment before printing...

09/01/2009 1:28 PM
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: The next TFL30 PAG meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday, January 20, 2009 at the Civic Centre
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Fri, Dec 12, 2008 at 12:49 PM
Cc: "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais
<Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug
Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn
Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <par0842@telus.net>,
Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt
<KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience
Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley
<dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon
<rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16, 2009 to confirm
your attendance
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and is confidential, subject to
copyright and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.

12/12/2008 12:49 PM
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December 12, 2008
Chief Delores Alec
Nazko First Nation
P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2
Dear Chief Alec,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

December 12, 2008
Chief Dominic Frederick
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
1041 Whenun Road
Prince George, BC
V2K 5X8
Dear Chief Frederick,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

December 12, 2008
Chief Derek Orr
McLeod Lake Indian Band
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC,
V0J 2G0
Dear Chief Orr,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

December 12, 2008
Chief Roland Willson
West Moberly First Nation
PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0
Dear Chief Willson,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

December 12, 2008
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com
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December 12, 2008
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

December 12, 2008
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, January 20, 2009, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Prince George Civic Centre.
An agenda will be sent out shortly.
The draft minutes of the October 29th TFL30 PAG meeting are attached.
Action Requested: Please mark your calendars and RSVP before noon on Friday, January 16,
2009 to confirm your attendance.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
tfl30@tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL30 PAG: BCTS Auditors would like to meet with interested
PAG Members
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Fri, Dec 12, 2008 at 8:08 AM
Cc: Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, "Fletcher, Sara" <Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug
Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn
Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <par0842@telus.net>,
Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt
<KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience
Rakochy <Patience.Rakochy@gov.bc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley
<dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon
<rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
Once again the members of the BCTS external audit team are making themselves available to meet with PAG
members. TFL30 PAG members have an opportunity to meet with Dave Bebb, Craig Roessler, or Sylvi Holmsen,
Auditors from KPMG Performance Registrar Inc.
They have offered several options in order of preference.
1. A group meeting at the BCTS office (2000 South Ospika) with the auditors December 17th (best option)
- BCTS has set aside a conference room for the audit team.
2. A group meeting with the auditors December 15th or 16th in the evening (alternate option) - probably at their
hotel.
3. A one on one meeting if option 1 or 2 is not preferred.
4. A telephone chat could be arranged if 1, 2 or 3 doesn't work.
Action Requested: Please contact Lee Evans 250-614-7488 by the end of the day on Monday, December 15th if
you are interested in meeting with the BCTS Auditors.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
403.932.0445 tel

Prince George
250.614.3122 tel
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FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 1

Chief Delores Alec - Nazko First
Nation
1-250-992-7982

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

December 12, 2008

TFL30 PAG: BCTS Auditors would like to meet with interested PAG Members

Once again the members of the BCTS external audit team are making themselves available to meet with
PAG members. TFL30 PAG members have an opportunity to meet with Dave Bebb, Craig Roessler,
or Sylvi Holmsen, Auditors from KPMG Performance Registrar Inc.
They have offered several options in order of preference.
1. A group meeting at the BCTS office (2000 South Ospika Blvd, Prince George) with the
auditors December 17th (best option) - BCTS has set aside a conference room for the audit team.
2. A group meeting with the auditors December 15th or 16th in the evening (alternate option) probably at their hotel.
3. A one on one meeting if option 1 or 2 is not preferred.
4. A telephone chat could be arranged if 1, 2 or 3 doesn't work.
Action Requested: Please contact Lee Evans 250-614-7488 by the end of the day on Monday, December
15th if you are interested in meeting with the BCTS Auditors.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 1

Chief Dominic Frederick - Lheidli
T’enneh First Nation
1-250-963-6954

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

December 12, 2008

TFL30 PAG: BCTS Auditors would like to meet with interested PAG Members

Once again the members of the BCTS external audit team are making themselves available to meet with
PAG members. TFL30 PAG members have an opportunity to meet with Dave Bebb, Craig Roessler,
or Sylvi Holmsen, Auditors from KPMG Performance Registrar Inc.
They have offered several options in order of preference.
1. A group meeting at the BCTS office (2000 South Ospika Blvd, Prince George) with the
auditors December 17th (best option) - BCTS has set aside a conference room for the audit team.
2. A group meeting with the auditors December 15th or 16th in the evening (alternate option) probably at their hotel.
3. A one on one meeting if option 1 or 2 is not preferred.
4. A telephone chat could be arranged if 1, 2 or 3 doesn't work.
Action Requested: Please contact Lee Evans 250-614-7488 by the end of the day on Monday, December
15th if you are interested in meeting with the BCTS Auditors.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 1

Chief Derek Orr - McLeod Lake First
Nation
1-250-750-4420

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

December 12, 2008

TFL30 PAG: BCTS Auditors would like to meet with interested PAG Members

Once again the members of the BCTS external audit team are making themselves available to meet with
PAG members. TFL30 PAG members have an opportunity to meet with Dave Bebb, Craig Roessler,
or Sylvi Holmsen, Auditors from KPMG Performance Registrar Inc.
They have offered several options in order of preference.
1. A group meeting at the BCTS office (2000 South Ospika Blvd, Prince George) with the
auditors December 17th (best option) - BCTS has set aside a conference room for the audit team.
2. A group meeting with the auditors December 15th or 16th in the evening (alternate option) probably at their hotel.
3. A one on one meeting if option 1 or 2 is not preferred.
4. A telephone chat could be arranged if 1, 2 or 3 doesn't work.
Action Requested: Please contact Lee Evans 250-614-7488 by the end of the day on Monday, December
15th if you are interested in meeting with the BCTS Auditors.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

FAX
To:
Fax:

Number of pages including this one: 1

Chief Roland Willson - West Moberly
First Nation
1-250-788-9792

Subject:

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Date:

December 12, 2008

TFL30 PAG: BCTS Auditors would like to meet with interested PAG Members

Once again the members of the BCTS external audit team are making themselves available to meet with
PAG members. TFL30 PAG members have an opportunity to meet with Dave Bebb, Craig Roessler,
or Sylvi Holmsen, Auditors from KPMG Performance Registrar Inc.
They have offered several options in order of preference.
1. A group meeting at the BCTS office (2000 South Ospika Blvd, Prince George) with the
auditors December 17th (best option) - BCTS has set aside a conference room for the audit team.
2. A group meeting with the auditors December 15th or 16th in the evening (alternate option) probably at their hotel.
3. A one on one meeting if option 1 or 2 is not preferred.
4. A telephone chat could be arranged if 1, 2 or 3 doesn't work.
Action Requested: Please contact Lee Evans 250-614-7488 by the end of the day on Monday, December
15th if you are interested in meeting with the BCTS Auditors.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Share with CSA PAGs
Lara & Doug Beckett <druid@pgweb.com>
To: dwight.wolfe@tesera.com

Mon, Nov 17, 2008 at 10:06 PM

Dwight,
The CSA PAG members should be made aware the public review and comment period has initiated for the
Prince George Timber Supply Area Timber Supply Review Data Package. Please pass on my suggestion to
the representatives of the various CSA PAGs in the PG TSA, and to the TFL 30 CSA PAG to have
presentations and discussion time arranged with these CSA PAGs.
In the mean time you may also wish to share the following with these CSA PAG members.
TIMBER SUPPLY REVIEW STARTS FOR PRINCE GEORGE TSA
Public input is welcome to provide feedback on any aspect of these documents (Information Report and
Data Package) or any other issues related to the timber supply review for the Prince George timber supply
area. Comments will be accepted until January 30, 2009.
Invite is posted at: <http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/tsa/tsa24/>http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/tsa/tsa24/
Information Report: <http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/tsa/tsa24/tsr4/24ts08ir.pdf>http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/
tsa/tsa24/tsr4/24ts08ir.pdf
(the Information Report is a 9 page document comprising general descriptions of the information contained
in the Data Package)
Data Package: <http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/tsa/tsa24/tsr4/24ts08dp.pdf>http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/
tsa/tsa24/tsr4/24ts08dp.pdf
(the Data Package is a 59 page document comprising technical details of the data and assumptions to be
reflected in the upcoming timber supply analysis).
Send comments to:
Jeff.Burrows@gov.bc.ca
OR
District Manager
Prince George Forest District
2000 Ospika Blvd
Prince George, BC
V2N 4W5
OR
John.Degagne@gov.bc.ca
OR
District Manager
Vanderhoof Forest District
Box 190
Vanderhoof, BC
V0J 3A0

19/11/2008 11:09 AM
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OR
Carl.Pollard@gov.bc.ca
OR
District Manager
Fort St. James Forest District
Box 100
Fort St. James, BC
V0J 1P0
Following is a copy of the recent government news release:
TIMBER SUPPLY REVIEW STARTS FOR PRINCE GEORGE TSA
VICTORIA - Today's release of an information report and technical data
package signals the start of the fourth timber supply review for the
Prince George timber supply area (TSA).
The public is encouraged to review and comment on the documents.
Comments will be accepted until Jan. 30, 2009.
The information report summarizes key issues covered in the
corresponding data package, which will serve as the foundation for a
timber supply analysis report that the chief forester will consider
before he decides a new allowable annual cut for the Prince George TSA
next fall.
This is the first of two opportunities for public comment during the
timber supply review process. The second will be when the timber supply
analysis report and an accompanying public discussion paper are
completed next summer.
The current allowable annual cut of 14.9 million cubic metres was set in
October 2004. It reflected the need to address a mountain pine beetle
epidemic by increasing the harvest of pine timber in the TSA, which is
composed of the Vanderhoof, Prince George and Fort St. James forest
districts.
The mountain pine beetle is still affecting the timber supply area, but
recent research shows that the epidemic has already peaked in the
Vanderhoof and Prince George forest districts. In the Fort St. James
district, the infestation is still increasing.
By 2024, the mountain pine beetle is projected to have attacked a
cumulative total of more than 220.9 million cubic metres of pine across
the Prince George TSA. As part of the review process, a socio-economic
analysis will be done to help assess the impacts and implications of the
decline in timber supply. The chief forester will review the
socio-economic analysis, along with other information, before setting a
new allowable annual cut.
The Prince George TSA covers about 7.5 million hectares and includes the
City of Prince George and the smaller communities of Fort St. James,
Vanderhoof, Fraser Lake, Fort Fraser, Hixon, Strathnaver, Giscome, Upper
Fraser, Willow River, Summit Lake, Bear Lake, McLeod Lake, Lheidli
T'enneh, Yekooche, Nak'azdli, Tl'azt'en, Takla, Saik'uz, Stellat'en, and
Nadleh Whut'en.
Under the timber supply review, the chief forester or deputy chief
forester determines how much wood can be harvested in each of the
province's 37 timber supply areas and 33 tree farm licences at least
once every five years. A new allowable annual cut can be determined
earlier in response to abnormal situations, or postponed for another
five years if the allowable annual cut is not expected to change
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significantly.
The timber supply review accounts for environmental concerns like
biodiversity (including old-growth forests), water quality, and scenic
values, in addition to social and economic issues. Public input is an
important component of the review, along with First Nations input and
information from technical forestry reports.
Copies of the data package and information report are available online
at www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/tsa/tsa24 or from Ministry of Forests and Range
district offices in Prince George, Vanderhoof and Fort St. James. Open
houses will also be held so members of the public can review and respond
to the documents. Dates and locations for the open houses are still
being determined.
-30-

Reference #: 2008FOR0149-001721
Date released: Nov 12, 2008
Region: Northern Interior Forest Region
Category: General
Contact(s):
Chief Forester''s Office
250 387-1296
************************************************************************
****
The Ministry of Forests and Range web site is http://www.gov.bc.ca/for
All Ministry of Forests and Range news releases, back to 1994, are
available at:
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/pscripts/pab/newsrel/mofnewstitles.asp
Yours truly,
Doug Beckett, as a member of the public.
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 CSA PAG - Request
Lara & Doug Beckett <druid@pgweb.com>
To: dwight.wolfe@tesera.com

Wed, Nov 5, 2008 at 10:58 PM

Dwight,
Would you please forward this suggestion to the TFL30 CSA PAG representatives.
Please accept this as a request to have Craig Delong provide a similar presentation (see notice in email
below) to our CSA PAG.
I did not manage to attend Craig's presentation at UNBC, thus can not comment on it's appropriateness.
Though the write-up sounds very interesting and appropriate for the CSA PAG.
From: nres-list-bounces@unbc.ca [mailto:nres-list-bounces@unbc.ca] On Behalf Of Michelle Keen
Sent: October 30, 2008 9:39 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: [Nres-list] NRESI Colloquium-Oct 31-Craig Delong,Min. of Forests & Range
NRESI Colloquium
3:30 – 4:30

Room

light refreshments served at 3:20

Friday, October 31, 2008

7-212

Craig Delong
Northern Interior Forest Region, Ministry of Forests & Range

The Effect of ecological forest gradients on macrolichens & bryophytes on coarse woody debris in central
BC
Coarse woody debris (CWD) in forests forms an important habitat for mosses, liverworts and lichens with
many species restricted to CWD substrates. The influence of coarse woody debris characteristics on
lichen and bryophyte species has not been well examined for sub boreal spruce forests in central BC.
Wildlife tree patches are maintained on the landscape after clearcut logging with the intent of conserving
wildlife habitat, however, the ability of these patches to maintain other species assemblages including
lichen and bryophyte communities has not been well examined. With the rapid changes occurring in
forests throughout BC through harvest, fire and insect damage it is imperative to understand the habitat
requirements of these specialized species in order to take conservation efforts to reduce species loss.
Yours truly,
Doug Beckett
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Permanent Email: whitewater.canoe@unb.ca
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG meeting Re-scheduled to Wednesday, October
29, 2008 at the Civic Centre
DAVID KING <kingjudi@shaw.ca>
To: Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Fri, Oct 17, 2008 at 10:55 AM

As I will be away, I have asked Mike Nash to fill in for me. He said he would. Mike has been involved in
land use planning for many years and was a member of the PG LRMP table. He is on the Mountain Caribou
recovery team and is currently a public member of the BC Hydro Compensation Program board. He is
also an avid backcountry recreationalist and can more than adequately represent the non-motorized sector.
His email is foris@telus.net
Dave King
Dwight Wolfe wrote:
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change and Forest
Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself available to speak to
the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We are fortunate to have this
opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be Carbon Neutral by 2010 and
business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this presentation with an opportunity to work with
Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with
Tom. Vanessa is the Research Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in
Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to have
presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs.* We hope that most of you will be able to take
advantage of Tom being here and attend. *
_Tom's bio._
/Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC Forest
Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning, and preparation
of major reports, the most recent being //_The State of British Columbia's Forests - 2006_/
<http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/sof/2006/>/. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists
Research Branch and manager of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development
Agency. In April of this year Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon./
/Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He will
describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which aims to increase
the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate regimes. /
_Vanessa's bio._

17/10/2008 10:56 AM
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/Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British Columbia. She
worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon Fraser University she was
able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now
working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all research disciplines with information on
climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of
climate change modelling. /
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new meeting date of
*October 29th*.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com <http://www.tesera.com>
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and is confidential,
subject to copyright and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the e-mail
together with any attachments.
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG meeting Re-scheduled to Wednesday, October
29, 2008 at the Civic Centre
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Thu, Oct 16, 2008 at 3:29 PM
Cc: Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, "Fletcher, Sara"
<Sara.Fletcher@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>,
Doug Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate
Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne Kaupp
<Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les
Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee
<ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover
<cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>,
Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change and Forest Carbon, with
the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself available to speak to the PAGs and answer your
questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to
achieve it's commitment to be Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our own Vanessa
Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research Climatologist with the Northern Interior
Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to have presentations on
areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be able to take advantage of Tom being
here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies.
After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC Forest Service in 1981. His work has included
economic and policy analysis, strategic planning, and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of
British Columbia's Forests - 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and
manager of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this y ear Tom became
Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
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Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He will describe BC's
efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which aims to increase the resilience of BC's
forests and improve their adaptation to future climate regimes.
Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British Columbia. She worked around
BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a
research project which is the focus of her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research
staff supporting all research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new meeting date of
October 29th.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866.698.8789 toll free
250.564.0393 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.564.0393 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and is confidential,
subject to copyright and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is prohibited.
If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any
attachments.
PG_TFL30_PAG Agenda - Oct29, 2008_draft.pdf
18K
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October 16, 2008
Chief Delores Alec
Nazko First Nation
P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2
Dear Chief Alec,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

October 16, 2008
Chief Dominic Frederick
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
1041 Whenun Road
Prince George, BC
V2K 5X8
Dear Chief Frederick,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

October 16, 2008
Chief Derek Orr
McLeod Lake Indian Band
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC,
V0J 2G0
Dear Chief Orr,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

October 16, 2008
Chief Roland Willson
West Moberly First Nation
PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0
Dear Chief Willson,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

October 16, 2008
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 16, 2008
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

October 16, 2008
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, October 29, 2008,
5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A revised, draft agenda for October 29 is attached.
A note from the Licensee Steering Committee:
We have a unique opportunity to hear from Tom Niemann, RPF, Manager of Climate Change
and Forest Carbon, with the Ministry of Forests and Range in Victoria. Tom has made himself
available to speak to the PAGs and answer your questions on the Wednesday October 29th. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity as government is working to achieve it's commitment to be
Carbon Neutral by 2010 and business travel is being scrutinized. Tom is combining this
presentation with an opportunity to work with Northern Interior Region Forest Region staff. Our
own Vanessa Egginton will be sharing the evening with Tom. Vanessa is the Research
Climatologist with the Northern Interior Forest Region, MOFR here in Prince George.
This joint meeting of the PG and TFL30 PAGs is unique, as well, because of the opportunity to
have presentations on areas of common interest to both PAGs. We hope that most of you will be
able to take advantage of Tom being here and attend.
Tom's bio.
Tom Niemann studied forestry at the University of Alberta and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. After two years with MacMillan Bloedel in Nanaimo, he joined the BC
Forest Service in 1981. His work has included economic and policy analysis, strategic planning,
and preparation of major reports, the most recent being The State of British Columbia's Forests
- 2006. He has been manager of the Growth and Yield Scientists Research Branch and manager
of an overseas project for the Canadian International Development Agency. In April of this year
Tom became Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon.
Tom will provide an overview of Climate Change and its anticipated impacts on BC's forests. He
will describe BC's efforts to respond, including the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative, which
aims to increase the resilience of BC's forests and improve their adaptation to future climate
regimes.

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/

Vanessa's bio.
Vanessa Egginton studied Environmental Science at the University of Northern British
Columbia. She worked around BC as both a geomorphologist and a meteorologist. At Simon
Fraser University she was able to combine her two into a research project which is the focus of
her Masters thesis. Vanessa is now working as part of the Regional Research staff supporting all
research disciplines with information on climate trends and weather observations. Vanessa's
presentation will give us a glimpse into the world of climate change modelling.
-Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance for the new
meeting date of October 29th.

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

http://www.sfmpgtsa.com/
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL30 PAG: The Next Meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled
for Thursday, October 30, 2008 at the Civic Centre.
Lee Sexsmith <hecubuspg@telus.net>
To: Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Thu, Oct 9, 2008 at 6:47 PM

Hello Dwight
The Prince George Snowmobile Club was approached by West Fraser Mills Ltd with an offer to bid on trail
grooming around the Wells/Barkerville area for the next two years.
West Fraser has a community benefits commitment program that includes money to groom 898 kms around
Wells this winter!
I did not realize that any forest companies was paying to have this kind of access enhancement for
non-timber benefits.
For the past number of years the Prince George Snowmobile Cub has struggled to even find enough diesel
for all our groomer work in TFL30. Many groups and people, besides only those members of the PGSC, now
enjoy proper winter access to TFL30 as a result of our grooming work.
This year the PGSC will be buying a new groomer as the one we have has becoming too undependable and
burns too much fuel. We have a commitment from the government for funds to purchase the groomer, but
we have to show that we can afford to operate the groomer in a regular manner.
We have not approached Canfor for similar funding to operate our groomer as we never thought Canfor
would be approachable. However the West Fraser example is very encouraging.
Therefore I'm wondering if I should bring this to the PAG members to discuss this? Or is the PAG the proper
place to discuss Canfor assistance for this community benefit?
Please advise whether this should be on the agenda.
Lee Sexsmith
[Quoted text hidden]

10/10/2008 12:53 PM

October 7, 2008
Chief Delores Alec
Nazko First Nation
P.O. Box 4129
Quesnel, BC
V2J 3J2
Dear Chief Alec,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Chief Dominic Frederick
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation
1041 Whenun Road
Prince George, BC
V2K 5X8
Dear Chief Frederick,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Chief Derek Orr
McLeod Lake Indian Band
General Delivery
McLeod Lake, BC,
V0J 2G0
Dear Chief Orr,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Chief Roland Willson
West Moberly First Nation
PO Box 90
Moberly Lake, BC V0C 1X0
Dear Chief Willson,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008 , 5:30-9:00
PM at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 7, 2008
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
The next meeting of the TFL30 PAG is scheduled for Thursday, October 30, 2008, 5:30-9:00 PM
at the Civic Centre.
Note that this is a joint meeting with the Prince George Public Advisory Group.
A draft agenda for October 30 is attached along with the draft minutes of the June 17th PAG
meeting.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, October 24th to confirm your attendance

Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 6, 2008
Ann Migvar
42450 Telegraph Rd.
Prince George, BC
V2N 6P5
Dear Ann,
You are invited to stop by a display of forestry harvesting and road access plans for the PG
Forest District as developed by:
•
•
•
•
•

BC Timber Sales (Prince George)
Canadian Forest Products
Carrier Lumber
Lakeland Mills
Winton Global

Foresters from each company will be available to answer questions. For more information,
please contact Tim Sproule at 250-614-7478.
Also included will be information on the Prince George Sustainable Forest Management Plan,
the 2007-08 Annual Report and Public Advisory Group meetings.
See www.sfmpgtsa.com for more info.
9:00 am to 9:00 pm on Friday, October 24th, 2008 at Pine Center Mall.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 6, 2008
Esther Perry
Perry Bros. Contracting Ltd.
P.O. Box 579
Prince George, BC
V2L 4S8
Dear Esther,
You are invited to stop by a display of forestry harvesting and road access plans for the PG
Forest District as developed by:
•
•
•
•
•

BC Timber Sales (Prince George)
Canadian Forest Products
Carrier Lumber
Lakeland Mills
Winton Global

Foresters from each company will be available to answer questions. For more information,
please contact Tim Sproule at 250-614-7478.
Also included will be information on the Prince George Sustainable Forest Management Plan,
the 2007-08 Annual Report and Public Advisory Group meetings.
See www.sfmpgtsa.com for more info.
9:00 am to 9:00 pm on Friday, October 24th, 2008 at Pine Center Mall.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

October 6, 2008
Len Shankel
1540 VanBien Avenue
Prince George, BC
V2L 4N7
Dear Len,
You are invited to stop by a display of forestry harvesting and road access plans for the PG
Forest District as developed by:
•
•
•
•
•

BC Timber Sales (Prince George)
Canadian Forest Products
Carrier Lumber
Lakeland Mills
Winton Global

Foresters from each company will be available to answer questions. For more information,
please contact Tim Sproule at 250-614-7478.
Also included will be information on the Prince George Sustainable Forest Management Plan,
the 2007-08 Annual Report and Public Advisory Group meetings.
See www.sfmpgtsa.com for more info.
9:00 am to 9:00 pm on Friday, October 24th, 2008 at Pine Center Mall.
Sincerely,

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com

Prince George Sustainable Forest Management Plan

FAX

Number of pages including this one: 2

To:

Chief Delores Alec

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-992-7982

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com

Map showing route to JD Little Forest Centre

Aerial photo showing JD Little Forest Centre (centre top)
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To:

Chief Colleen Erickson

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-567-2998

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Dominic Frederick

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-963-6954

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Geronimo Squinas

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-747-1341

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Liliane Squinas

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-747-3294

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Keith Matthew

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-672-5858

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Derek Orr

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-750-4420

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Fred Sam

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-996-8010

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Ed Whitford

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-772-5600

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com
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To:

Chief Roland Willson

From:

Dwight Scott Wolfe

Fax:

1-250-788-9792

Date:

September 16, 2008

Subject:

PG PAG: September 20th Field Trip Agenda / Details including new Meeting Location

As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to
assemble for an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions (map attached): Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Pulpmill Rd. by the
Chevron north of weigh scales and travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD
Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of
Forest and Range and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops
will include a review of microsite selection for planting, spring versus summer planting, mixed species
planting, competing brush control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a
discussion on forest stands that have achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected
by stand damaging agents such as mountain pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have
access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for
the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple of surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the
area. We hope to have everyone back by 4pm.
Action Requested: If you have not already let us know that you will be there, please RSVP before
noon on Thursday, September 18, 2008 in order to have a lunch ready for you.
Sincerely,

Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF, Cert. ConRes.
PAG Facilitator
250-614-3122 (ph); email: PGPAG@Tesera.com
http://www.sfmpgtsa.com

Map showing route to JD Little Forest Centre
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

PG PAG: Sept 20 Field Trip agenda/details including new
Meeting Location
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Tue, Sep 16, 2008 at 9:27 AM
Cc: Cecil Gray <cecilg@lakelandmills.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, Meredith Spike
<mspike@carrierlumber.bc.ca>, "Scott, Chris RPF FOR:IN" <chriss@wintonglobal.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Aaron Deans <adeans@manningcooper.com>, Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Brian Aitken <dwbbrian@magnet.com>, Chief Colleen Erickson <anita.antoine@hotmail.com>, Chief Delores Alec <Delores@nazkoband.ca>, Chief
Dominic Frederick <Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Chief Geronimo Squinas <geronimo_rbib@hotmail.com>, Chris Andreschefski
<lava4est@telus.net>, Clara Jack <nrcoordinator@nakazdli.ca>, Dan Burri <Dan.Burri@gov.bc.ca>, Dan Hunter
<StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Darwyn Coxson <darwyn@unbc.ca>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Stevenson
<dgstevens@telus.net>, Del Myers <eileen_myers@telus.net>, Earl Pickett <earl16@mag-net.com>, Ed Morrice
<morrice@cnc.bc.ca>, Gerald Bird <gbird@telus.blackberry.net>, Glen Wonders <gwonders@terranemetals.com>,
Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Gretchen Petra Prystawik <gretchenprystawik@hotmail.com>, Hilary
Crowley <hcrowley@mag-net.com>, Hugh Perkins <Borealis33@aol.com>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Jocelyn
Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Jonathan Prince <JonathanPrince2003@hotmail.com>, Joseph Gagne
<djgagne@telus.net>, Justin Calof <Justin.Calof@gov.bc.ca>, "Karl D. Bachmann" <karl@manningcooper.com>, Karl
Tress <dwbkarl@mag-net.com>, Kevin Taylor <shipleytaylor@shaw.ca>, Kim Menounos <kmenounos@city.pg.bc.ca>,
Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leonard Thomas <LeonardT@nakazdli.ca>, Loretta Drolet
<Loretta.Drolet@gov.bc.ca>, Marc Steynen <marc_steynen@telus.net>, Mark Clark <markclarkrpf@shaw.ca>, Martin
Daburger <martin.daburger@terraprogps.com>, Matthew Feagan <Matthew.Feagan@gov.bc.ca>, Maureen Dudoward
<maureend@saikuz.com>, Michael Green <mgreen2@shaw.ca>, Michael Peterson <Mike.Peterson@gov.bc.ca>, Mike
Jull <jullm@unbc.ca>, Mike Morris <MJMorris@shaw.ca>, Mike Torpe <TyAnda@shaw.ca>, Nathan Hentze
<nathan.hentze@gmail.com>, Norm Holt <nholt@netbistro.com>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>,
Pirie Elliot <elliot@cnc.bc.ca>, Ralph Hausot <hausot@unbc.ca>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rob Murray <rmurray@allstream.net>, Romona Blackwell <Romona.Blackwell@gov.bc.ca>, Rose Bortolon
<rbortolon@mnbc.ca>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Shannon Carson
<Shannon.Carson@gov.bc.ca>, Virginia Karr <karr@mag-net.com>
Hi Folks,
As promised the 2008 PAG field tour will indeed have a silviculture focus. PAG members are asked to assemble for
an 8:00 am start at the Canfor's JD Little Forest Centre, 6677 Landooz Road, Prince George.
Directions: Turn off Highway 97 (Hart Hwy) onto Northwood Puplmill Rd. by the Chevron north of weigh scales and
travel 6.4 km to Landooz Rd. Turn left and travel 1.0 km to the JD Little Forest Centre on the left.
The day will start with presentations from Steve Kiiskila, Seedling & Reforestation Specialist, Ministry of Forest and Range
and a representative from the Ministry of Environment.
We will then board the bus and travel north to tour stops within Canfor's Tree Farm Licence area. Stops will include
a review of microsite selection for planting, spring vs summer planting, mixed species planting, competing brush
control techniques including herbicide, sheep and site preparation, and a discussion on forest stands that have
achieved the Free-to-Grow milestone and subsequently been affected by stand damaging agents such as mountain
pine beetle. To facilitate these discussions we will have access to Dale Likes, Silviculture Forester for Canfor, and
Gord Dow, Regional Silviculture Specialist for the Ministry of Forest and Range.
There will hopefully be time for a couple surprise stops focusing on the historical significance of the area. We hope
to have everyone back by 4pm.
If you have not already let us know that you will be there and now are interested we need to hear from you
before Thursday noon in order to have a lunch ready for you.
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

SFM Field Tour Scheduled for Saturday, September 20, 2008
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Mon, Aug 25, 2008 at 11:47 AM
Cc: Cecil Gray <cecilg@lakelandmills.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>, Meredith Spike
<mspike@carrierlumber.bc.ca>, "Scott, Chris RPF FOR:IN" <chriss@wintonglobal.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Kim
<kimforestmgmt@telus.net>, David Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug
Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate Harvey
<Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee
Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick
Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley
<dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>,
Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon
<rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, Aaron Deans
<adeans@manningcooper.com>, Brian Aitken <dwbbrian@mag-net.com>, Chief Colleen Erickson
<anita.antoine@hotmail.com>, Chief Delores Alec <Delores@nazkoband.ca>, Chief Geronimo Squinas
<geronimo_rbib@hotmail.com>, Chris Andreschefski <lava4est@telus.net>, Dan Burri <Dan.Burri@gov.bc.ca>, Darwyn
Coxson <darwyn@unbc.ca>, Del Myers <eileen_myers@telus.net>, Earl Pickett <earl16@mag-net.com>, Ed Morrice
<morrice@cnc.bc.ca>, Gerald Bird <gbird@telus.blackberry.net>, Glen Wonders <gwonders@terranemetals.com>,
Gretchen Petra Prystawik <gretchenprystawik@hotmail.com>, Hilary Crowley <hcrowley@mag-net.com>, Hugh Perkins
<Borealis33@aol.com>, Jocelyn Campbell <joc_camp@telus.net>, Jonathan Prince
<JonathanPrince2003@hotmail.com>, Joseph Gagne <djgagne@telus.net>, Justin Calof <Justin.Calof@gov.bc.ca>,
"Karl D. Bachmann" <karl@manningcooper.com>, Karl Tress <dwbkarl@mag-net.com>, Kevin Taylor
<shipleytaylor@shaw.ca>, Kim Menounos <kmenounos@city.pg.bc.ca>, Leonard Thomas <LeonardT@nakazdli.ca>,
Loretta Drolet <Loretta.Drolet@gov.bc.ca>, Marc Steynen <marc_steynen@telus.net>, Mark Clark
<markclarkrpf@shaw.ca>, Martin Daburger <martin.daburger@terraprogps.com>, Matthew Feagan
<Matthew.Feagan@gov.bc.ca>, Michael Green <mgreen2@shaw.ca>, Michael Peterson <Mike.Peterson@gov.bc.ca>,
Mike Jull <jullm@unbc.ca>, Mike Morris <MJMorris@shaw.ca>, Mike Torpe <TyAnda@shaw.ca>, Nathan Hentze
<nathan.hentze@gmail.com>, Norm Holt <nholt@netbistro.com>, Pirie Elliot <elliot@cnc.bc.ca>, Ralph Hausot
<hausot@unbc.ca>, Rob Murray <rmurray@allstream.net>, Romona Blackwell <Romona.Blackwell@gov.bc.ca>, Rose
Bortolon <rbortolon@mnbc.ca>, Shannon Carson <Shannon.Carson@gov.bc.ca>, Virginia Karr <karr@mag-net.com>
Hi Folks,
A combined TFL 30 PAG and Prince George PAG Field Tour is scheduled
for Saturday, September 20, 2008
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
The tour will have a silviculture focus and will consist of stops
along the North Fraser Forest Service Road NE of Prince George.
A detailed agenda will be confirmed on Sept 5 then circulated to the
PAG members.
Please mark your calendars and let me know if you plan on attending.
Sincerely,
DSW

9/4/2008 3:30 PM
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-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane Prince George
403.932.0445 tel 250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax 250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.

9/4/2008 3:30 PM
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: ABCFP "Applying Professional Reliance Under
FRPA"
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Mon, Jun 16, 2008 at 2:36 PM
Cc: "Vasily, Judy" <Judy.Vasily@canfor.com>, Lee Evans <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, Janine Gervais
<Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Stevenson
<dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines
<outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette <doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>,
Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne
Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les
Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>,
Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison
<roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry
Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
Here is a note from Doug Beckett regarding the ABCFP Initiative "Applying Professional Reliance Under FRPA".
If you would like a hardcopy of the document referenced below please RSVP and I will bring them to the meeting on
Tuesday night.
Sincerely,
DSW
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lara & Doug Beckett <druid@pgweb.com>
Date: Sat, Jun 7, 2008 at 10:09 PM
Subject: Re: TFL 30 PAG: Agenda and Materials for the June 17th PAG meeting
To: Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

Dwight,
I will attend.
Could you add the ABCFP "Applying Professional Reliance Under FRPA" on the agenda.
It would be great if you could provide copies of this document for all in attendance as well.
http://www.abcfp.ca/publications_forms/publications/documents/report_PR_Workgroup.pdf
Yours truly,
Doug Beckett
At 03:36 PM 6/6/2008 -0700, you wrote:
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL 30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, June
17th, 2008 , 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda and draft Annual Report are attached.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, June 13th to confirm your attendance

19/06/2008 10:39 AM
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Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane Prince George
403.932.0445 tel 250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax 250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
Content-Type: application/pdf; name=TFL30_PAG_Agenda_Draft_June_17_2008.pdf
X-Attachment-Id: f_fh5chv2t0
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename=TFL30_PAG_Agenda_Draft_June_17_2008.pdf
Content-Type: application/pdf;
name=csa_tfl30_2007_2008_annual_report_2008_06_04.pdf
X-Attachment-Id: f_fh5ckhgq1
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename=csa_tfl30_2007_2008_annual_report_2008_06_04.pdf

-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane Prince George
403.932.0445 tel 250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax 250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and is confidential, subject to
copyright and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the e-mail to gether with any attachments.

19/06/2008 10:39 AM
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL 30 PAG: Agenda and Materials for the June 17th PAG
meeting
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Fri, Jun 6, 2008 at 3:36 PM
Cc: "Evans, Lee FOR:EX" <Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>, "Chartier, Dean" <Dean.Chartier@canfor.com>, "Vasily, Judy"
<Judy.Vasily@canfor.com>, "Gervais, Janine" <Janine.Gervais@canfor.com>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David Stevenson
<dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug Beckett <whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord
Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette <doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows
<jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker
<parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne Kaupp <Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone
Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>,
Patience Rakochy <patience.rakochy@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee
<ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover
<cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison <roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra
Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>, Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX"
<Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
The next meeting of the TFL 30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, June
17th, 2008 , 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
An agenda and draft Annual Report are attached.
Please RSVP before noon on Friday, June 13th to confirm your attendance
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane Prince George
403.932.0445 tel 250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax 250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
2 attachments

19/06/2008 10:50 AM
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL30 PAG: Draft Minutes and materials from March 11th
TFL30 PAG meeting.
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Wed, Apr 23, 2008 at 9:45 AM
Cc: Dean Chartier <Dean.Chartier@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Evans
<Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David
Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug Beckett
<whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate
Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne Kaupp
<Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les
Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<pir@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda
Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison
<roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>,
Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
Here are the minutes and background materials from the March 11th
TFL30 PAG meeting.
The next meeting of the TFL 30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, June
17th, 2008 , 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
A meeting reminder and agenda will be sent out closer to that date.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.

13/05/2008 10:46 AM
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3 attachments
TFL 30 PAG minutes - Mar 11 2008 draft.pdf
35K
SAFE Companies Presentation - PAG Presentation.pdf
64K
safety_indicator44_2008_03_11_org.pdf
106K
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- TFL30 PAG: Draft Minutes and materials from March 11th TFL30 PAG meeting.
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Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>

TFL30 PAG: Draft Minutes and materials from March 11th
TFL30 PAG meeting.
Dwight Wolfe <dwight.wolfe@tesera.com>
Wed, Apr 23, 2008 at 9:45 AM
Cc: Dean Chartier <Dean.Chartier@canfor.com>, "Sproule, Tim FOR:EX" <Tim.Sproule@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Evans
<Lee.Evans@gov.bc.ca>
Bcc: Betty Abbs <ejabbs@telus.net>, Bonnie Hooge <Bonnie.Hooge@gov.bc.ca>, Chief Dominic Frederick
<Dominic@lheidli.ca>, Dan Hunter <StriderAdventures@telus.net>, Dave King <kingjudi@shaw.ca>, David
Stevenson <dgstevens@telus.net>, Denis Pelletier <dpp@timberline.ca>, Doug Beckett
<whitewater.canoe@unb.ca>, Gord Haines <outdoorgord@hotmail.com>, Greg Doucette
<doucettegreg@hotmail.com>, Jeff Burrows <jeff.burrows@gov.bc.ca>, Jo Graber <jopg@telus.net>, Kate
Harvey <Kate_Roddick@dccnet.com>, Ken Parker <parkerkr@shaw.ca>, Leanne Kaupp
<Leanne.Kaupp@gov.bc.ca>, Lee Sexsmith <Hecubuspg@telus.net>, Leone Watt <KingPine@telus.net>, Les
Husband <les.husband@gov.bc.ca>, Nick Leone <leonen@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>, Patience Rakochy
<pir@timberline.ca>, Peter Dawley <dawley@shaw.ca>, Ray Vallee <ray_rayvallee@hotmail.com>, Rhonda
Thibeault <Rhonda.Thibeault@gov.bc.ca>, Rick Publicover <cila@pgonline.com>, Roy Pattison
<roy@sentinelmountainsafaris.com>, Ryan Bichon <rbichon@mlib.ca>, Sandra Kinsey <sjkinsey@direct.ca>,
Sherry Sethen <sherrys@pgchamber.bc.ca>
Hi Folks,
Here are the minutes and background materials from the March 11th
TFL30 PAG meeting.
The next meeting of the TFL 30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, June
17th, 2008 , 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
A meeting reminder and agenda will be sent out closer to that date.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which
it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright and may be
legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure is
prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender
and delete all copies of the e-mail together with any attachments.
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23/04/2008

Mailed to TFL30 First Nations’ Contacts on April 23, 2008
Hi Folks,
Here are the minutes and background materials from the March 11th
TFL30 PAG meeting.
The next meeting of the TFL 30 PAG is scheduled for Tuesday, June
17th, 2008 , 5:30-9:00 PM at the Civic Centre.
A meeting reminder and agenda will be sent out closer to that date.
Sincerely,
DSW
-Dwight Scott Wolfe, RPF
Operations Manager
Tesera Systems Inc.
250.614.3122 tel
866-698-8789 toll free
250.964.4037 fax
www.tesera.com
Cochrane
Prince George
403.932.0445 tel
250.614.3122 tel
403.932.9395 fax
250.964.4037 fax
Box 1078, Cochrane, AB, T4C 1B1 Box 2130, Prince George, BC, V2N 2J6

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion
1.
Conservation
of Biological
Diversity

CSA SFM
Element
1.1
Ecosystem
Diversity

Value
A.
Well balanced
and functioning
ecosystems.

PAG Consensus

Objective

Indicator

i.
Maintain landscapes
that support the natural
diversity, variety and
pattern of ecosystems.

1.1a
The amount of old forest
by landscape unit/Natural
Disturbance Type within
the DFA.

Indicat
or #
1

Target

Varianc
e

Targets set
as per the
“Provincial
non-spatial
old growth
order”

0%

2

Targets set
as per the
“Landscape
Biodiversity
Objectives
for the PG
TSA”

0%

The Provincial non-spatial old growth order can
be found at the following website:
http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/rmd/oldgrowth/
Run scenario using natural range of variability
and variance with the objective of setting new
target and variance based on natural variability.
PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus
1.1b
The amount of interior old
forest by NDU/merged
BEC within the DFA.

Comments

Landscape Biodiversity Order (LBO) for the
PGTSA can be found at the following website:
ftp://ftpprg.env.gov.bc.ca/pub/outgoing/reque
sts/Oct2004_PG%20TSA_Biodiversity_Order.
Bigger interior forest areas are preferred to a lot of
smaller ones.
Run Scenario with higher targets with more
variance.
PAG Consensus

1.1c
The young patch size
distribution by NDU
within the DFA.

1.1d
Trend towards the
percentage of area of
patches in 101-500ha range
within the Wet Trench and
Wet Mountain of the
young patch size
distribution class 1011000ha.
1.1e
The amount in hectares of
landscape-level
biodiversity reserves
within the DFA.

3

4

Targets set
as per the
“Landscape
Biodiversity
Objectives
for the PG
TSA”
70%

-75%

PAG Consensus (one abstention)

+10%

PAG Consensus (one abstention)

5

As per
Table 6 in
the SFM
plan dated
June 2, 2006

March 11, 2008 - Version 1.11

0%

PAG Consensus

1

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
1.1f
The average percent stand
level retention in harvested
areas within the DFA.

1.2
Species
Diversity

A.
Sustained
populations of
flora and fauna
native to the
DFA.
PAG Consensus

i.
Maintain habitat to
support flora and fauna
native to the DFA.

Indicat
or #
6

Target

Varianc
e

Target: >
7%
Annually
within the
DFA
(minimum
of 3.5% by
block, no
maximum
%)
100%

0%

PAG General Agreement with two dissensions

1.1g
Percentage of site plans
that have CWD retention
within the natural range
appropriate for the site.
1.1h
Percentage of cut blocks
consistent with coarse
woody debris
requirements in
operational plans.

7

1.2a
The amount in hectares of
Caribou Ungulate Winter
Range habitat within
TFL30.

8

>7171 ha in
high value
habitat and
>5459 ha in
corridors

0%

0%

9

100%
Annually

0%

9

30-June-07

(+6
months)

Site may be updated to a different ecological unit
as new information becomes available.
CWD also includes recruitment.
PAG Consensus

7

100%

0%

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus
1.2b
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
approved provincial
Species at Risk Notice/
Orders applicable to
TFL30.
1.2c
The amount of Species at
Risk (wildlife) habitat (ha)
within TFL30.

Comments

Caribou populations to be monitored and actions
taken as appropriate.

PAG Consensus
Currently doesn’t apply on the DFA.

PAG Consensus

March 11, 2008 - Version 1.11

Includes fisher, wolverine and grizzly bear
PAG Consensus

2

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
1.2d
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
riparian reserve
requirements as identified
in site plans.
1.2e
Percent of appropriate
personnel trained to
identify Species at Risk
and their habitat.
1.2f
Percentage of forest
operations consistent with
Species at Risk
management strategies
applicable to TFL30.
1.2 g
Native plant species
diversity index by plant
associations within the
DFA.

1.2 h
Proportion of mature and
old deciduous tree species
by BEC subzone within the
DFA.

1.2 i
Effectiveness Monitoring
Plans (Wildlife) are
developed and
implemented for selected
indicator species to keep
common species common

Target

Varianc
e

100%
Annually

0%

11

100%

0%

12

100%

0%

13

Sxw- devil’s
Club >2.03
Sxw – Oak
fern > 2.04
Sxw–
Huckleberr
y> 1.42
Sxw –
Horsetail >
2.22
Bl – Oak
fern > 2.04
SBS mk1 >
1%
SBS wk1 >
5%
ICH vk2 >
2%
ESSF > 0%
SBS vk> 3%

0
0
0
0
0

Indicat
or #
10

Comments

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

14

15

31-Dec-07

March 11, 2008 - Version 1.11

PAG Consensus
Only the top 5 plant associations representing
around 80% of the landbase are currently being
monitored.

PAG General Agreement with one dissension

0%

Measured every 5-year re-inventory period. Over time
improve the database for younger deciduous trees.

PAG Consensus
Consider measuring alder as a component of deciduous
in ESSF and other wet subzones. Investigate the use of
inventory data.
(+3
months)

PAG Consensus

3

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element
1.3
Genetic
Diversity

Value

A.
Genetic
Diversity.

PAG Consensus

Objective

Indicator

Indicat
or #

Target

Varianc
e

Comments

i.
Maintain natural genetic
diversity.

1.3a
The amount of landscapelevel biodiversity reserves
within the DFA.

5

As per
Table 6 in
the SFM
plan dated
June 2, 2006

0%

May be required to harvest in landscape reserves
due to fires/pests. If this is the case, bring back to
the PAG for discussion.

>15% for
common
ecosystem
groupings
and >50%
for rare
ecosystems
> 7%
Annually
within the
DFA
(minimum
of 3.5% by
block, no
maximum
%)
100%

0%

PAG Consensus
1.3b
The percentage area of
distinct habitat types in the
non-harvesting landbase.

1.4
Protected
Areas and
Sites of
Special
Biological
Significance

16

ii.
Sustain natural genetic
diversity on harvested
areas.
PAG Consensus

1.3c
The average percentage of
stand-level retention in
harvested areas within the
DFA.

6

iii.
Sustain natural genetic
diversity of trees on
harvested areas.
PAG Consensus

1.3d
Percent compliance with
Chief Forester’s Standards
for Seed Use.

17

A.
Sites of Special
Biological
Significance.

i.
Sites of special biological
significance are
identified and
appropriately managed.

1.4a
Percent of appropriate
Canfor, BCTS and
contractor personnel
trained to identify sites of
biological significance.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

Reserves and appropriate/representative areas
within corridors will act as benchmarks for
natural genetic diversity.
PAG Consensus
The condition between harvesting and nonharvesting is explored.

PAG Consensus

0%

PAG Consensus

0%

PAG Consensus

11

100%

0%

Include spawning habitat, moose wallows, etc.

PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
1.4b
Percentage of forest
operations consistent with
sites of biological
significance management
strategies as identified in
site plans.

Indicat
or #
12

1.4c The amount of
harvesting in antique
forests within the ICH
subzone

2.0
Maintenance
and
Enhancement
of Forest
Ecosystem
Conditions
and
Productivity

2.1
Forest
Ecosystem
Resilience

B.
Protected Areas.

i.
Protected Areas are
identified and
appropriately managed.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

A.
Resilient Forest
Ecosystems.

i.
Well-balanced
ecosystems that largely
support natural
processes.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

1.4d The percentage of
existing alder swale areas
converted to something
else.
1.4e
Hectares of unauthorized
forestry related harvesting
or road construction
within Protected Areas.

Target

Varianc
e

100%

0%

0%
annually

0%
annually

0%
annually

+1%
annually

0 ha

0%

Comments
Report annually the number and type of sites in
and out of blocks found by the various
operational layout or surveys and share this
information with the PAG.

PAG Consensus
Staring in the 2007/08 annual report.
Target and variance may be revisited once areas
have been identified.
PAG Consensus
Staring in the 2006/07 annual report.
Reporting out actual alder conversion annually

PAG Consensus

5

PAG Consensus
2.1a
The amount of old forest
by landscape unit/Natural
Disturbance Type within
the DFA.

1

Targets set
as per the
“Provincial
non-spatial
old growth
order”

0%

PAG General Agreement with two dissensions and 1
abstention
2.1b
The amount of interior old
forest by NDU/merged
BEC within the DFA.

2

Targets set
as per the
“Landscape
Biodiversity
Objectives
for the PG
TSA”
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0%

PAG General Agreement with two dissensions and 1
abstention

5

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
2.1c
The young patch size
distribution by NDU
within the DFA.

2.2
Forest
Ecosystem
Productivity

A.
Productive Forest
Ecosystems.

PAG Consensus

i.
Maintain forest
ecosystem conditions
that are capable of
supporting naturally
occurring species.
PAG Consensus

Indicat
or #
3

Target

Varianc
e

Targets set
as per the
“Landscape
Biodiversity
Objectives
for the PG
TSA”
31-Dec-07

0%

Comments

PAG General Agreement with two dissensions and 1
abstention

2.1d
Monitoring plan is
developed and
implemented for
evaluating ecosystem
resilience.

15

2.2a
The amount of Caribou
Ungulate Winter Range
habitat within TFL30.

8

100%
Annually

0%

2.2b
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
approved provincial
Species at Risk Notice/
Orders applicable to
TFL30.
2.2c
The amount of landscapelevel biodiversity reserves
within the DFA.

9

100%
Annually

0%

5

0%

2.2d
The amount of
wildlife/biodiversity
corridors within the DFA.
2.2e
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
riparian reserve
requirements as identified
in site plans.

18

As per
Table 6 in
the SFM
plan dated
June 2, 2006
> 82ha

(+3
months)

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus
Currently doesn’t apply on the DFA.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus
0%

PAG Consensus

10

100%
Annually
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0%

PAG Consensus

6

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
2.2f
The percentage area of
distinct habitat types in the
non-harvesting landbase.

3
Conservation
of Soil and
Water
Resources

3.1
Soil Quality
and Quantity

A.
Soil
Conservation.

PAG Consensus

i.
The productive capacity
of forest soils within the
Timber Harvesting Land
Base (THLB) is
sustained.
PAG Consensus

Indicat
or #
16

Target

Varianc
e

>15% for
common
ecosystem
groupings
and >50%
for rare
ecosystems
See table in
annual
report for
targets
30-June-07

0%

Comments
The condition between harvesting and nonharvesting is explored.

PAG Consensus

2.2g
Site index by BEC subzone
within the DFA.

19

-5%

2.2h
The amount of Species at
Risk (wildlife) habitat (ha)
within TFL30.

9

3.1a
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
Soil Conservation
Standards.

20

100%
Annually

0%

3.1b
The percentage of the
Productive Forest Land
converted to total
permanent access
structures.

21

<3%

+1%

3.1c
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
terrain management
requirements as identified
in operational plans.
3.1d
The number of Legally
Reportable Spills.

22

100%
Annually

0%

PAG Consensus
(+6
months)

Includes fisher, wolverine and grizzly bear
PAG Consensus

Soil Conservation website:
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/legsregs/fpc/fpc
guide/soil/soil-toc.htm

PAG Consensus
Ensure example is included in SFM plan or
annual report.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

23

0
Annually
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0

Look into reporting of spill of greater than ½ of
legal limits.
PAG Consensus

7

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element
3.2
Water
Quality and
Quantity

Value

Objective

A.
Water
Conservation.

i.
Water quality and
quantity in TFL30 is
sustained.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

Indicator
3.2a
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
riparian management
requirements as identified
in operational plans.
3.2b
Stream Crossing Quality
Index (SCQI) for each
watershed within TFL30.

3.2c
The percentage of all new
or deactivated stream
crossings that shall
maintain natural stream
flow.
3.2d
The percentage of stream
crossing that are installed
or removed consistent with
erosion control plans or
other procedures
3.2e
Peak flow index (PFI) for
each watershed within
TFL30.

3.2f
The number of Legally
Reportable Spills.
3.2g
The percentage of
unnatural sediment
occurrences where
mitigating actions were
taken.

Target

Varianc
e

100%
Annually

0%

100% of the
sub-basins
will have
<10% SCQI
high
concerns
100%
Annually

(-25% of
subbasins)

25

100%
Annually

-5%

26

100%
Annually
As per the
targets in
the PFI
table in the
annual
report
0
Annually

-10%

100%
Annually

-10%
over 2
years

Indicat
or #
10

24

25

Comments
Discussion around working towards a landscape
view around riparian management and targets.

PAG Consensus
Report out on number of stream crossing (old,
new, deactivated) by SCQI.

PAG Consensus (Target and variance not addressed)
0%

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

23
27

PAG Consensus

0

Report out on any spills in the riparian
management area.
PAG Consensus
Report out on actual number of sediment
occurrences.

PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion
4.0
Forest
Ecosystem
Contributions
to Global
Ecological
Cycles

CSA SFM
Element
4.1
Carbon
Uptake and
Storage

Value

Objective

Indicator

A.
Uptake and
storage of carbon
in forest
ecosystems.

i.
Facilitate carbon uptake
within the DFA.

4.1a
Percent of net area
regenerated within 3 years
after the start of
harvesting.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

ii.
Facilitate carbon storage
within the DFA.

Indicat
or #
28

Target

Varianc
e

100%

-5%

Comments

PAG Consensus
4.1b
Percent of cut block area
that meets Free Growing
requirements as identified
in site plans (SP).

29

4.1c
The amount of carbon
stored in forest ecosystems
within the DFA.

30

100%

> 150
tons/ha

0%

0
tons/ha

May be at odds with going to a more natural
regeneration and other objectives.

PAG Consensus
Update SFM text on current practice &
monitoring.
Report out current status by timber and nontimber landbase

PAG Consensus
Indicator reported out during the AAC timber
supply analysis – generally every 5 years or when
other analysis opportunities allow for efficient
reporting
PAG Consensus
4.2
Forest Land
Conversion

A.
Forest Land.

PAG Consensus

5.
Multiple
Benefits to
Society

5.1
Timber and
Non-Timber
Benefits

a.
Minimize industrial
conversion of forested
land to non-forested
area.
PAG Consensus

A.
Short and Long
term benefits.

i.
Maintain a flow of
timber benefits.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

4.2a
The percentage of the
Productive Forest Land
converted to total
permanent access
structures.
4.2b
The percentage of the
Productive Forest Land
converted to other nonforested area.

21

<3%

+1%

21

<0.5%

+0.2%

5.1a
Cut control volume of
timber harvested (m3/per
cut control period) within
the DFA.

31

PAG Consensus
Report out on the types of conversions.

PAG Consensus
<100%
(Over each
5 year cut
control
period)
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+10%

Current timber flow in TFL30 is part of a bigger
picture in the PG TSA. Add a section explaining
this within the Introduction of the SFM plan.
PAG Consensus

9

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
5.1b
Percent of net harvested
area regenerated within 3
years after the start of
harvesting.

ii.
Maintain a flow of nontimber benefits.

PAG Consensus

Indicat
or #
28

Target

Varianc
e

100%

-2%

Comments

PAG Consensus

5.1c
Percent of net harvested
area that meets Free
Growing requirements as
identified in site plans (SP).
5.1d
% of the DFA (pre harvest
and after free growing)
assessed for damaging
agents.
5.1e
% of the DFA (pre free
growing) assessed for
damaging agents.
5.1f
Non-recoverable volume
loss due to stand
damaging agent.

29

100%

0%

32

100%
Over a 10year period

-20%

32

100%
Over a 7year period

32

<
4,000m3/yr
but greater
than
1,500m3/yr

+5%

5.1g
Number of hectares (area)
damaged by accidental
forestry-related industrial
fires.
5.1h
The percentage of forest
operations consistent with
the following non-timber
benefits: visual quality,
cultural heritage, riparian,
and lakeshore
management requirements
in site plans.

33

<10 ha
Annually

0 ha

34

100%
Annually

0%

PAG Consensus
Overview assessment on an annual basis.

PAG Consensus (One abstention)
-10%
PAG Consensus
Applies to THLB and unplanned losses.
Rolling average calculated over 10 yrs. Consider
leaving an amount of unsalvaged losses and
incorporating into other strategies, i.e., CWD.
PAG Consensus
Escapes from prescribed fires not included.

PAG Consensus
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Report out separately by non-timber benefits.

PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
5.1i
The number of
opportunities given to the
public to express forestryrelated concerns and be
involved in our planning
processes.
5.1j
Percentage of Creating
Opportunities (Canfor)
and Keeping in Touch (KIT
- BCTS) communication
strategy requirements met.
5.1k
Annual public review of
Canfor and BCTS TFL30
road access plans.
5.1m
Public survey of nontimber uses within the
DFA.

Indicat
or #
35

Target

Varianc
e

> 3 types of
media
Annually

-1

Comments
Add details in SFM plan.

PAG Consensus (Comments not addressed)

35

100%
Annually

-5%

Add details in SFM plan.

PAG Consensus (Comments not addressed)

36

October 1,
each year

Nov 1,
each year

37

At least
every 4
years

+1 year

PAG Consensus
Refer to the list of non-timber uses recorded in the
meeting minutes of February 13, 2006.
Ensure the survey results are analysed to
determine the impact of forest operations on nontimber values.
Report out on the number of non-timber ventures
benefiting from the DFA.
PAG Consensus

5.2
Community
and
Sustainability

A.
Community well
being.

i.
Support opportunities
for maintaining a
resilient and stable
community.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

5.2a
Percent of money spent on
forest operations and
management on the DFA
contracted to North
Central Interior
suppliers\contractors.
5.2b
Proportion of timber
extracted from the DFA
supplied to local
processing facilities.

38

> 90%
Annually

0%

Applies to Canfor only

39

> 95%
Annually

-5%

PAG Consensus
Applies to Canfor only.
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PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator

Indicat
or #
40

Target

Varianc
e

> 200km

-10%

5.3a
Stumpage paid on time to
Government. – applies to
Canfor only

41

100%

0%

5.3b
Average income of DFA
forestry sector workers
compared to provincial
average for forestry sector
workers.

42

> provincial
average for
forestry
sector
workers

$0

5.3c
A list of quantity and value
of non-timber forest
products from the DFA.
5.3d
Number of donations to
the local community.

37

On or
before
March 31,
2007
>6

+3
months

5.2c
Kms of main access roads
maintained to a minimal
standard (liability) in the
spring.
5.3
Fair
Distribution
of Benefits
and Costs

A.
Fair Distribution
of Benefits and
Costs.

PAG Consensus

i.
Encourage the Fair
Distribution of
Economic, Ecological,
and Social Benefits and
Costs.
PAG Consensus

Comments
Main access roads to be identified in the SFMP
and recognizing that some access may be
managed to meet other values.
Standards as per road permits.
PAG Consensus
Canfor and BCTS report out the amount
harvested.
Canfor report out on stumpage paid and BCTS on
revenue generated.

PAG Consensus
Applies to Canfor only.

PAG Consensus

43
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0

PAG Consensus
Applies to Canfor only
PAG Consensus
Report out on the number and nature of
donations.
One dissension – concerned about under
reporting the donations.
PAG General Agreement with one dissension

12

TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
5.3e
Number of loss time
accidents and deaths
associated within the DFA
Canfor and BCTS will
maintain certification
under the SAFE
Certification Program.

Indicat
or #
44

Percentage of BCTS
Contractors and Timber
Sale Licenses issued by
BCTS registered under the
SAFE Certification
Program
5.3f Percentage of forest
operations (trucking,
harvesting and planting)
done by certified SAFE
companies on the DFA.
A.
Aboriginal and
Treaty Rights.

i.
Recognition and respect
for Aboriginal and
treaty rights.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

0

0

Comments
Applies to Canfor only.
Canfor to report out on accidents/near misses
that occur on the DFA.
To include trucking, harvesting, and planting
contractors.
PAG General Agreement with one dissension
Canfor and BCTS will provide trending analysis
on the BC Forest Safety Council statistics by sector

Percentage of Canfor
Contractors registered
under the SAFE
Certification Program.

6.1
Aboriginal
and Treaty
Rights

Varianc
e

Annually
100% SAFE
Certified

Percentage of Canfor
Contractors certified under
the SAFE Certification
Program.

6.
Accepting
Society’s
Responsibility
for
Sustainable
Development

Target

2008 – 60%
2009 – 80%
2010 – 90%

10%

100%

0

100%
Registered

0

Comments:

Comments:

The intent is that following registration to the
SAFE Certification Program, the Contractor and
TSL holder will obtain certification.
PAG Concensus (031108)

100 %
Annually

-2%

6.1a
No unauthorized forestry
activities within legally
recognized and Agreement
in Principle areas (Province
and Federal) treaty areas.

45

100%

0%

6.1b
All FSP and associated
major amendments are
referred to affected
aboriginal bands.

46

100%

0%

Applies to Canfor contractors & BCTS Timber
Sales License holders including subcontractors.
Indicator will be reported on the 2007/08 annual
report.
PAG Consensus
Buffer around treaty areas.

PAG Consensus (Comments not addressed)
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PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
6.1c
Pesticide Management
Plans and associated major
amendments are referred
to affected aboriginal
bands.

Indicat
or #
46

Target

Varianc
e

100%

0%

Comments

PAG Consensus
6.2
Respect for
Aboriginal
Forest
Values,
Knowledge,
and Uses

A.
Aboriginal Forest
Values,
Knowledge, and
Uses.
PAG Consensus

i.
Incorporation of
Aboriginal Forest
Values, Knowledge, and
Uses in Forest
Management.
PAG Consensus

6.2a
Percentage of forest
operations consistent with
the Heritage Conservation
Act.

47

100%
Annually

0%

6.2b
Documented opportunities
for Aboriginal peoples
participation in developing
public plans.

48

0

6.2c
Percentage of issues raised
by Aboriginal peoples
evaluated by Canfor and
BCTS.
6.2d
Percentage of issues raised
by Aboriginal Chief &
Council or their
representative developed
into mutually agreed upon
strategies.
6.2e
Incorporation of mutually
agreed upon strategies to
address Aboriginal
peoples’ values,
knowledge, and uses in
public plans for the DFA.

49

>1
meaningful
face-to-face
meeting per
Aboriginal
peoples per
year
100%
Annually

PAG Consensus
Public plans include Management plan (5yr),
forest stewardship plan (5yr), SFM plan (3-5yrs).
Target may be higher if major issues arise on the
DFA.
PAG Consensus

-10%

49

100%
Annually

-50%

50

100%
Annually

0%

PAG Consensus
Over time the intent is to decrease the variance.

PAG Consensus
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PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element

Value

Objective

Indicator
6.2f
Percentage of forest
operations consistent with
mutually agreed upon
strategies.

6.3
Public
Participation

A.
Public
participation in
decision making
processes.
PAG Consensus

i.
A clear process for wide
public participation in
SFM.

Indicat
or #
50

Target

Varianc
e

Comments

100%
Annually

0%

Starts after mutually agreed upon strategies are in
place.

PAG Consensus

6.3a
PAG general satisfaction
with public participation
process.

54

Score of 5

-1

6.3b.
PAG overall satisfaction
with public participation
process.
6.3c.
Number of times PAG
Terms of Reference
reviewed.
6.3d.
Number of PAG meetings.
6.3e.
Percentage of the public
areas as defined in the ToR
invited to participate in the
PAG process.
6.3f.
Percentage of people
leaving the PAG process
getting a follow-up
interview survey.
6.3g.
The number of
opportunities given to the
public and stakeholders to
express forestry related
concerns and be involved
in our planning processes.

54

Score of 5

-0.75

52

>1
Annually

0

52

>1
Annually
100%
Annually

0

6.3h.
Percentage of
communication strategy
requirements met.

PAG Consensus

Objective comment: PAG desires the process to be
inclusive, effective, and mutually agreed upon.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

53

0%

51

100%

0%

35

>3
Annually

-1

35

100%
Annually

-5%

PAG Consensus
Attendance by public area will be shared with the
PAG during the annual reporting.
Includes also those removed from the ToR.
PAG Consensus
Results and proposed improvements will be
shared with the PAG.

PAG Consensus
Canfor has developed a process called Creating
Opportunities to track this indicator. BCTS has
developed a process called Keeping In Touch
(KIT) to track this indicator.

PAG Consensus
Communication strategies are on an individual
basis.

PAG Consensus
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TFL30
Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and Elements Matrix
CCFM
Criterion

CSA SFM
Element
6.4
Information
for Decision
Making

6.5
Continuous
Improvement
& Adaptive
Management.
PAG
Consensus

Value

A.
Useful
information for
informed
decision making.
PAG Consensus

A.
Continuous
improvement

PAG Consensus

B.
Adaptive
Management

PAG Consensus

Objective

i.
Useful and timely
information to
interested parties.
PAG Consensus

i.
Continuous
improvement that is
responsive to research,
experience, and public
input.
PAG Consensus

i.
Adaptive management
that is responsive to
research, experience,
and public input.
PAG Consensus

Indicator

Indicat
or #

Target

Varianc
e

Comments

6.4a
Percentage of PAG
satisfied with amount and
timing of information
presented for informed
decision-making.
6.4b
Percentage of interested
parties satisfied with
amount and timing of
information presented for
informed decision-making.

54

100%
Annually

-20%

Information should be from varied sources so it is
robust and should be based on good science.

6.5a
Review ranking and
update status of items in
the Continuous
Improvement Matrix.

55

100%
Annually

0%

Includes reporting on the items in the CI matrix.

6.5b
PAG satisfaction with the
progress on the
Continuous Improvement
Matrix.
6.5c
Number of items
incorporated from the
Continuous Improvement
Matrix into the SFM Plan.

55

Score of 5

-1

PAG Consensus
Measured as a mean of those responding.

55

>2
Annually

-1

Satisfied is an average of PAG responses.

54

100%
Every 3
years

-40%

PAG Consensus
Survey of Creating Opportunities database group.

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus

PAG Consensus
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Canfor Tree Farm License 30 - Continuous Improvement Issues Matrix
March 11, 2008 - Version 2.2

The purpose of this matrix is to capture issues presented by PAG members that can contribute to the continuous improvement of sustainable forest management but are either
outside the scope of the PAG process or cannot be addressed by Canfor at the present time. These issues are to be reviewed at annual PAG meetings for further discussion and
prioritization.
Performance
Suggested
No.
Description of Issue
Suggested Strategies
Matrix Ref.
Dates
1.

6.1b & 6.1c

Improve referral process for First Nations

2.

ToR G.1.a

Attempt to find members and alternates for the following sectors: Non-Timber
Forest Products, Hunting/Fishing – Commercial, Timber Sales Users,
Union/Labour

3.

6.2c

4.

6.2e

5.

6.2

6.

1.4a

7.

1.1a & 1.1b

8.

1.1b

Meet with local First Nations to discuss best communication pathways
regarding public processes.
Develop strategies addressing Abor iginal Forest values, knowledge, and uses
(for example, Culturally Modified Trees, cultural use, etc.) with local First
Nations.
Cultural Heritage coverage for the DFA.
Look at including antique forests to 1.4.a. Definition needed. (Consult with
Trevor Goward, Dave Radies, and Craig DeLong)
Once old and interior old forests are identified and mapped along with Canfor’s
choice of old and interior old fo rests, Canfor will provide these maps to the
public to review and request input on the value of each old and interior old
forest.
Obtain additional information about the significance and value of interior forest
buffers.

9.

1.1

Canfor to add goal to the following indicator and develop further: The
percentage area of each distinct habitat types in the non -harvesting landbase;
Target: Based on ecosystem representation analysis.

10.

1.2d

Report out on the research that Canfor is supporting on riparian management.

11.

1.2h

Investigate either adding in Alder as a plant association or as a separate
indicator.

12.

2.2

Canfor to develop an indicator regarding a management r egime based on
natural disturbance.

Approach First Nations and ask them ways to improve the referral
process
Phone survey inactive members.
PAG, Canfor, & BCTS to approach people & community
associations or email Dwight and ask if they would like to come a
PAG orientation meeting.
Public sessions / awareness of the process (ie. LRMP, UNBC,
booth at the mall …)
Meet with local First Nations to discuss best communication
pathways regarding public processes.
Meet with local First Nations to discuss and improve upon
strategies
Map of known cultural heritage resources.
Map of cultural heritage resources likelihood assessment.
Continue process until indicator is developed. May look at using a
different term for antique.
Canfor & BCTS will continue to provide these maps to an
expanded public audience to review and request input on the
value of each old and interior old forest

Gather additional information to improve the interior forest
buffering methodology and present to PAG
Canfor will share concepts with the int ent of developing indicators
with the PAG. This will likely involve a presentation and more
information.
Gather additional information to better understand the non harvesting land base and to re-evaluate the suitability of the
thresholds.
Provide a list of the riparian management type projects to the
PAG.
Long-term interest in different riparian strategies in site plans.
Suggest a new indicator in the SFM plan - Indicator completed.
Comment added to 1.2h.
Step one: Review research on natural ranges of variability for
appropriate biological indicators and stand succession for similar
ecosystems and provide summary to PAG.

October 2008

March 2008

Completed
Ongoing
Reporting to
PAG annually
October 2008
October 2008
June 2008
Ongoing
March 2008
January 2008
Completed
Ongoing
January 2009
January 2008,
May 2009
Completed
September 2008
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No.

Performance
Matrix Ref.

13.

5.1

14.

3.1A.i

15.

4.2

16.

5.2c

Description of Issue

Canfor to report out by species on the volume of merchantable tree species that
are currently not harvested and assess their potential economic benefit.
Commit to working with researchers to develop more direct measurements of
soil productivity and bring back to PAG for discussion.
Evaluate to determine which forested land would be or is naturally reverting to
a non-forested state.
Develop an access management plan.

17.

3.2

Develop an indicator addressing stream, non -classified drainage (NCD), and
sub-surface water flow diversion.

18.

3.2

Develop an indicator addressing stream drainage patterns.

19.

2.0

Identify and document the rate of natural succession without interference by
humans.

20.

1.0

Consider developing and for Species at Risk flora habitat.

22.

5.3e

23.

5.3e

Investigate and document the natural range of variability for appropriate
biological indicators and report back to the PAG each year at the time of annual
report review.
BCTS to investigate potential for getting accident & death stats from
WorksafeBC
Canfor/BCTS to investigate potential ways to raise safe awareness in the DFA

24.

1.1

Clarity for PAG on seral stage targets.

25.

1.1

Ranking old forest quality attributes.

21.

Suggested Strategies

Suggested
Dates

Provide inventory, list, and report of all of tree species and
provide map of leading deciduous, non -obligatory tree species on
DFA

September 2008
with status
update
including
species list by
May 2008

Discuss topic with researchers and report bac k to the PAG.

December 2009

Discussed with PAG and felt low priority item on the DFA

Completed

Keep up to date with the process in the Prince George Forest
District and report back to PAG.
Canfor & BCTS to discuss and explore the topic of access
management planning with the intent of keeping consistent with
the Prince George process.
Discuss with researchers and review subsurface /recharge areas
within the DFA and report back to PAG.
Review road construction strategies related to stream drainage
patterns within the DFA and report back to PAG.
Review research and data sources on natural forest succession on
similar ecosystems and provide summary to PAG.
Review CDC database for flora species and plant communities and
report back to PAG

Ongoing
March 2008
December 2008
December 2008
March 2010
Completed

Discussed and incorporated into item 12.

Completed

BCTS will investigate item and report back to the PAG

September 2008

Canfor/BCTS will investigate item and report back to the PAG
Presentation to PAG on Biodiversity seral objectives relative to PG
TSA biodiversity Order and Craig DeLong research on NDUs.
Investigate and define quality old forest for other forest types in
addition to cedar/hemlock.

September 2008
December 2009
December 2009
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Canfor) achieved registration under the Canadian
Standards Association CAN/CSA Z809-96 Sustainable Forest Management
Standards for Tree Farm Licence 30 in July 2001.

2.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Of the 56 indicators listed in the following table, 53 indicators were met within the
prescribed variances and 3 indicators were not met within the prescribed variances.
A corrective and preventative action plan is contained in the indicator discussions for
each non-conformance indicator.

The TFL30 Public Advisory Group (PAG) was formed in September 2000 to help
Canfor identify quantifiable local-level indicators and objectives of Sustainable Forest
Management. Originally, 40 indicators and objectives were identified by the TFL 30
PAG and associated with forest management practices to achieve those objectives in
a Sustainable Forest Management Plan (SFMP) for Tree Farm Licence 30 (Canfor
SFMP, June 2001).
British Columbia Timber Sales (BCTS) accepted the invitation to cooperate in a joint
SFM plan in the fall of 2005. Canfor and BCTS (Prince George Business Area)
achieved registration under an updated certification standard (CSA-Z809-02) in June
2006. As a result of the new standard and the continuous improvement process, the
number of indicators has expanded to 56.
It is important to note that the TFL30 SFMP is a working document and is subject to
continual improvement. Over time, new knowledge, experience and research will be
incorporated in order to recognize society’s environmental, economic and social
values.
This Annual Report measures the signatories’ performance in meeting the indicator
targets outlined in the SFMP for the TFL30 Defined Forest Area (DFA), over the
st
st
reporting period of April 1 2007 to March 31 2008. The intent of the Report is for
sustainable forest management to be viewed by the public as an open and evolving
process to meet the challenge of forest management on the TFL30 DFA for the
benefit of present and future generations.
For further reference to the intent of the Indicators and Objectives, or the practices
involved, the reader should refer to Canfor's Sustainable Forest Management Plan for
Tree Farm Licence 30 (Canfor SFMP, February 2008).
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Indicator
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Old Forest
Interior Old Forest
Young Forest Patches
Wet Trench & Wet Mountain
Young Patch Size Distribution

3.5

Biodiversity Reserves

3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

Stand Level Retention
Coarse Woody Debris
Caribou Habitat
Species at Risk Notice /
Orders & Habitat

3.10

Riparian Management Areas

3.11

Personnel Trained to Identify
Species at Risk & Sites of
Biological Significance
Species at Risk & Sites of
Biological Significance
Management Strategies
Native Plant Species Diversity
Deciduous Tree Species
Effectiveness Monitoring Plans
for Selected Wildlife Species
and Ecosystem Resilience
Distinct Habitat Types
Chief Forester’s Standards for
Seed Use

3.12

3.13
3.14
3.15

3.16
3.17

Criteria &
Elements
Matrix

Objective
Met

1.1a, 2.1a
1.1b, 2.1b
1.1c

X
X
X

1.1d

X

Objective
Not Met

3.32
3.33
3.34
3.35
3.36
3.37

1.1e, 1.3a,
1.4e
1.1f, 1.3c
1.1g,h
1.2a

X
X
X

1.2b,c

X

3.40
3.41
3.42

1.2d

X

3.43

1.2e, 1.4a,b

X

1.2f

X

1.2g
1.2h

X
X

1.2i

3.47
3.48

X

3.49
3.50
3.51
3.52

X

Wild life Biodiversity Corridors

X

3.19
3.20
3.21

Site Index
Soil Conservation
Permanent Access Structures /
Land Conversion
Terrain Stability
Reportable Spills
Stream Crossing Quality Index
Stream Crossings Installation
Peak Flow Index

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3.27

Sediment Occurrence
Mitigation

X

3.28

Net Area Reforested

X

3.29
3.30
3.31

Meeting Free Growing Dates
Carbon Storage
Volume of Timber Harvested

X
X
X
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3.44
3.45
3.46

X

1.3b
1.3d

3.38
3.39

X

3.18

3.22
3.23
3.24
3.25
3.26

Objective
Pending

3.53
3.54
3.55
3.56

Damaging Agent Assessment
Accidental Industrial Fires
Non-Timber Benefits
Requirements
Public Input Opportunity and
Response to Public Concerns
Viewing of Access Plans
Survey of Non-Timber Uses
and List of Quality & Value of
Non-timber Forest Products
Local Contract Value
Supply of Timber to Local
Processing Facilities
Main Access Road Maintained
Stumpage Paid to Government
Average Income of DFA
Workers
Donation to the Local
Community
Safe Certification
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights
FSP Referral and PMP Referral
to First Nations
Heritage Conservation Act
Aboriginal Participation in
Planning Process
Aboriginal Issues Evaluated
Aboriginal Strategy
Incorporation
PAG Follow Up Survey
Number of Public Advisory
Group Meetings
Public Sector Participation in
the PAG
PAG and Interested Parties
Satisfaction
Continuous Improvement
Matrix
Alder Conversion

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1.4d

X
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3.0

SFM INDICATORS AND OBJECTIVES

3.1

OLD FOREST

1

Indicator: The amount of old forests by landscape unit/Natural Disturbance Type
within the DFA.
Management Objective:
variance) in Table 1.

Maintain old forests consistent with the targets (0%

This indicator reflects the “state of the forest” and portrays the percentage of the
landscape that is represented by the older age classes. Table 1 identifies the current
status of old forest representation and targets associated with each landscape and
ecosystem on TFL 30.
The old forest objective has been met in 2007/08 as 100% of the mature and old seral
stage targets that were to be achieved annually were accomplished.

3.2

See comments under Interior Old Forest page 4 with respect to timing and
measurement units to be used going forward.
Table 1.
Landscape
Unit

Current State of Old Forest
N
D
T
3

Averil

Seebach

1
1
2
3
1
1

Woodall

2
1

BEC
Subzones
SBSwk1,
mk1
ICHvk2
ESSFwk2
SBSvk
SBSwk1
ICHvk2
ESSFwk2,
wc3
SBSvk
ICHvk2

Old Forest
Stage
(years)

Current
Status
%

Target
%

Achieved
By

March 31,
2008

Old>140

36.2%

> 11%

Annually

Old>250
Old>250
Old > 250
Old > 140
Old > 250

40.6%
2.2%
61%
68.6%
47.9%

> 13%
> 19%
> 9%
> 11%
> 13%

Annually
2026
2011
Annually
Annually

Old > 250

25.8%

> 19%

2031

Old > 250
Old > 250

44.2%
36.2%

> 9%
> 13%

2011
2016
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Old > 250

5.7%

> 19%

2071

INTERIOR OLD FOREST

Indicator: The amount of old interior forest by Natural Disturbance Unit
(NDU)/merged Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) within the DFA.
Management Objective: Achieve the targets of total interior old forest area by
NDU/Merged BEC as per Table 2 (0% variance).
Old interior forest conditions are achieved when the climatic and biotic impact of
adjacent younger stands no longer influences environmental conditions. This indicator
is important because many species are dependent upon old interior forest conditions
for their habitat requirements.
Table 2.

In a number of cases due to natural disturbances (such as fire) and past harvesting,
the status of the old forest category is below the target required. As the forest grows
older, the status will trend toward the targets. In these circumstances, it will take
several decades before the targets are achieved. In old forest stages areas below the
target, harvesting will not normally occur until the status is above the targets.
Exceptions to this may be made for forest protection activities (beetles, windthrow).

ESSFwk2,
wc3

Current Interior Old Forest Condition and Forecasting Results

NDU/Merged BEC

A2 NDU_McGregor
Plateau_ESSF
A3 + A13
NDU_McGregor
Plateau_SBSmk1
A4 NDU_McGregor
Plateau_SBSvk, wk1
A14 NDU_Wet
Mountain_ESSFwk2
A15 NDU_Wet
Mountain_ESSFwc3
A16 NDU_Wet
Mountain_SBSwk1
A17 NDU_Wet
Mountain_SBSvk
A19 NDU_Wet Trench
Mountain_ESSFwk2
A20 NDU_Wet Trench
Mountain_ESSFwc3
A23 NDU_Wet TrenchValley_SBSwk1
A25 NDU_Wet TrenchValley_SBSvk

Current
Target Old Interior
Old
Old Interior
Old
(%) as of
Interior
(ha) as of
Interior
Mar ’08
in 50
Mar 31,
(ha)
years
2008
(%)

Target
Total Old
Forest
Area (ha)

Target
Old
Interior
(%)

137

>40%

>55

190%

260

5%

7

816

>25%

>204

282%

2301

1%

12

13,397

>10%

>1,340

35%

4635

4%

507

3,907

>40%

>1,563

92%

3612

77%

3,006

2,479

>40%

>992

48%

1192

83%

2,049

1,273

>25%

>318

139%

1768

24%

310

28,952

>25%

>7,238

66%

18,983

7%

2,025

935

>40%

>374

109%

1019

105%

983

29

>40%

>11

105%

30

105%

30

1

>10%

>0

0%

0

0%

0

10,342

>25%

2,585

30%

3117

5%

509
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The old interior forest objective has been met in 2007/08 as 100% of the mature and
old seral stage interior forest targets were achieved.
Prior to 2006 this indicator was reported out at the Landscape Unit by Natural
Disturbance Type level. This aligns with the current old forest analysis. Note the two
different units being reported on page 3. At the time the recommendation was made
to move to the Natural Disturbance Units (NDU) by merged Biogeoclimatic (BEC)
Zones, the intention was that TFL30 would be rolled into the Prince George Timber
Supply Area (TSA) Landscape Biodiversity Order. This has yet to be acted upon and
therefore, it is not reasonable to continue running two different analysis
methodologies. In addition, completing the analysis annually is deemed unnecessary
when very low levels of harvesting operations occurring.
These concepts were brought to the attention of the TFL30 PAG on June 17, 2008
and it was noted that 1) the newer NDU Merged BEC Units would be implemented
going forward for both Old Forest and Old Interior Forest analysis and 2) 2008 will be
the baseline data and these indicators will be reported every 3 years, until such time
that activities increase.
Regardless of the measurement units applied, old and old interior forests are being
monitored over time. In these areas, current and future practices will be to continue
to harvest while monitoring the interior old forest status to ensure the minimum
threshold limits are maintained.

3.3

YOUNG FOREST PATCHES

Indicator: The young forest patch size distribution by NDU/merged BEC within the
DFA.
Management Objective: To trend towards the achievement of the young forest
patch size targets by NDU as per Table 3 (0% variance).
This indicator addresses the pattern of young forest patches distributed across
ecosystems and landscapes, with young forests defined as stands of 0 to 20 years of
age.
Formerly, this indicator was reported as “patch size category by landscape unit”, but
as per the 2005/06 annual report recommendation, the methodology and targets were
replaced with those used in the Prince George Timber Supply Area Landscape
Biodiversity Order.
Table 3 identifies the baseline current status (June 2006) of patch size classes and
targets associated with the Natural Disturbance Units on TFL 30. As per the PG TSA
Landscape Biodiversity Order, reporting protocol (July 2005), the reporting will take
place over a 5-year period. The next current status reporting will be in 2011.
2007/2008 Annual Report for Tree Farm Licence 030

Eight blocks were harvested in 2006/07 and another six blocks were reported in
2007/08, therefore no significant changes would be observed. As discussed in the
previous indicator, it was thought in 2006 that this indicator would potentially be rolled
into the PG TSA landscape biodiversity order. Being that this has yet to a occur,
Canfor Staff are reviewing and providing recommendations as to the preferred
analysis methodology to use, going forward.
Table 3.

Current Young Patch Size Distribution (June 2006)
Needed Future
Young Patch
Size Trending

Young Patch Size Class

Natural Disturbance
Unit
<50 ha

50-100
ha

100-1000
ha

>1000 ha

10%

5%

45%

40%

3%

3%

3%

90%

19%

6%

17%

58%

20%

10%

60%

10%

7%

7%

22%

64%

25%

11%

20%

45%

20%

10%

60%

10%

Current Young Patch
Size Distribution %

6%

4%

1%

89%

Year 50 – Young
Patch Size
Distribution %

13%

5%

10%

71%

McGregor Plateau –
Target %
Current Young Patch
Size Distribution %
Year 50 – Young
Patch Size
Distribution %
Wet Mountain –
Target %
Current Young Patch
Size Distribution %
Year 50 – Young
Patch Size
Distribution %
Wet Trench – Target
%

Trending towards
increasing <50ha
and 100-1000 ha
blocks

Trending towards
increasing <50ha
and 100-1000 ha
blocks

Trending towards
increasing <50ha,
50-100 ha & 1001000 ha blocks

In most cases, the current status of the patch size category is not near the specified
target due to past harvesting trends. As the forest grows older and new harvesting is
conducted, the targets may be maintained or achieved; however, this process may
take several decades. Current and future practice will be to prescribe further
harvesting that will accelerate the trend toward the desired target for each category.

3.4

WET TRENCH & WET MOUNTAIN YOUNG PATCH SIZE
DISTRIBUTION
Page 4
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Indicator: Trend towards the percentage of area of patches in 101-500 ha range
within the Wet Trench and Wet Mountain of the young patch size distribution class
101-1000 ha.

Indicator: The amount in hectares of landscape-level biodiversity reserves within
the DFA; and the hectares of unauthorized forestry-related harvesting or road
construction within Protected Areas.

Management Objective: To trend towards the achievement of the young forest
patch size targets by higher-elevation NDU as per Table 4 (±10% variance).

Management Objective: To achieve the targets for landscape-level biodiversity
reserves within the DFA as per Table 5 (0% variance); and to ensure no
unauthorized forestry-related harvesting occurs within Protected Areas, as per
Table 5 (0% tolerance).

This indicator addresses the pattern of young forest patches distributed within the
Wet Trench and Wet Mountain NDU’s. The Prince George Forest District patch size
category of 101-1000 hectares is too large a range to account for the natural
disturbance ecology in these higher-elevation NDU’s, so the range is sub-divided for
the purpose of this indicator (as per Table 4).
As per the PG TSA Landscape Biodiversity Order, reporting protocol (July 2005) for
patch size distribution, the reporting will take place over a 5-year period. The next
current status reporting will be in 2011. No blocks were harvested within these NDU’s
during the reporting period.
Table 4.

Wet Trench & Wet Mountain Current Young Patch Size Distribution
(June 2006)

Area in 1001000 ha
Wet Trench – Target %
Current Young Patch Size
Distribution
Year 50 – Young Patch Size
Distribution
Wet Mountain – Target %
Current Young Patch Size
Distribution
Year 50 – Young Patch Size
Distribution

110 ha
828 ha

3,912 ha
2,143 ha

Area & % in 100500 ha
70% ±10%
110
100%
828
100%
70% ±10%
3,001 ha
77%
2,143 ha
100%

As illustrated in Table 5, the objective has been met for this reporting period as there
was no harvesting in protected areas within the DFA.
Table 5.

Area & % in
500-1000 ha
0 ha
0%
0 ha
0%
911 ha
23%
0 ha
0%

With regard to the 100-500 ha patch size class, the Wet Trench NDU is currently
above the target range and the Wet Mountain NDU is within the target range. As new
blocks are designed in the short term within the Wet Trench NDU, there will be efforts
made to increase young patch area within the 500-1000 ha patch size category so
that the 100-500 ha young patch area falls within the target range.

Giscome Portage Trail
Horseshoe Recreation
Area
High Value Caribou
Habitat
McGregor River
Management Zone
Seebach Riparian
Management Zone
Tri Lakes Recreation
Area
Woodall Recreation
Area

BIODIVERSITY RESERVES
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Current Status
(ha)*
as of March 31,
2007

Target
(ha)*

Area of
Unauthorized
Harvest

Achievement

93

93

0 ha

Annually

649

649

0 ha

Annually

8313

8313

0 ha

Annually

3182

3182

0 ha

Annually

1196

1196

0 ha

Annually

675

675

0 ha

Annually

1734

1734

0 ha

Annually

15,842
ha
* All areas refer to the productive forested portion of the TFL
Total

3.6
3.5

Current Status of Biodiversity Reserves

Biodiversity Reserve
Type

Young Patch Size Class

Natural Disturbance Unit

Landscape-level biodiversity reserves include provincial parks and all other large
reserve areas that are removed from the timber harvesting landbase. This indicator
evaluates the amount of productive forest devoted to landscape level biodiversity
reserves, and tracks the amount of area harvested within Protected Areas to enable
forest managers to determine if there are flaws in the planning and implementation of
forestry activities.

15,842 ha

0 ha

STAND LEVEL RETENTION

Indicator: The average percentage of stand level retention in harvested areas
within the DFA.
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Management Objective: On an annual basis, to achieve average stand level
retention of >7% (>3.5% by cut block, with 0% variance).

Stand level retention consists primarily of wildlife tree patches and riparian
management areas. The targets of 3.5% and 7% were established by the Provincial
Government (Forest Planning and Practices Regulation) to ensure an adequate
amount of original stand structure is maintained in and/or around a cut block as a
result of landscape planning.
From April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008, BCTS did not conduct forest operations on
the DFA. Canfor harvested 348.0 ha, designated 46.7 ha as reserve areas and 6.0ha
designated as WTC (Wildlife Tree Credit) area. The average stand level retention is
15.1% within the DFA for this reporting period, with >3.5% retained on each
harvested block.

3.7

COARSE WOODY DEBRIS

Indicator: The percentage of site plans that have Coarse Woody Debris (CWD)
retention within the natural range appropriate for the site; and the percentage of cut
blocks consistent with CWD requirements in operational plans.
Management Objective: To ensure that CWD retention requirements are part of
the planning process and that those requirements are achieved in cut blocks
(target of 100% with variance of 0%).
Work was completed April 1st 2006 to March 31st 2007 to gather information for
establishing a natural range of CWD in ecosystems that cover TFL30. This included a
literature review and analysis of current data on CWD in natural forests and gathering
new CWD data within natural stands.
As of March 31st 2008, there is no established natural range for CWD in ecosystems
on TFL30. Therefore, the target will be assumed to be the default amount noted in
the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation (FPPR), which is 4 pieces/ha of a
certain size. Although Canfor and BCTS recognize that 4 pieces/ha is an
unrealistically small amount that is likely insufficient for biodiversity purposes, this
target will be applied until a target for the natural range of CWD is established. Canfor
and BCTS are currently waiting on government residue and waste legislation before
setting natural range of CWD targets.
From April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008, Canfor harvested five blocks on TFL 30 and
BCTS did not conduct any harvesting. The site plans for all five blocks specified
CWD targets as noted above (the FPPR default amount) and 100% of the blocks
were consistent with those CWD requirements.
2007/2008 Annual Report for Tree Farm Licence 030

3.8

CARIBOU HABITAT

Indicator: The amount in hectares of Caribou Ungulate Winter Range Habitat
within TFL30.
Management Objective: To maintain the availability of high value caribou habitat
(0% variance) and corridor habitat (0% variance) consistent with the targets in
Table 6.
An “Ungulate Winter Range (UWR)” is defined as an area that contains habitat
necessary to meet the winter habitat requirements of an ungulate species. The BC
Conservation Data Centre has placed Mountain Caribou on the provincial red list,
which species and sub-species that are endangered, extirpated or threatened in BC.
Canfor and BCTS are committed to 100% of forest operations being consistent with
the approved Ungulate Winter Range Order #U7-003. Canfor and BCTS are also
committed to maintaining the designated travel corridors as outlined in Table 6.
Table 6.

Current Status of Caribou Habitat and Connectivity Corridors

Caribou
Management
Areas
High Value
Caribou Habitat

Current Status

Target

Allowable
Variance

Achieved
By

Current status is
100% reserved from
harvest.
(7171 ha)

Reserve 100% of
the high value
Caribou habitat
(7171ha) from
harvesting.

None

Annually

There are 5459 ha
with a total of 20
Maintain 5459 ha
BEC/NDT
of functional*
combinations for
Caribou
caribou
None
Annually
tracking. On average
Connectivity
connectivity
across all units,
Corridors
corridors.
currently 76% of the
forested area is
mature.
* Functional is defined as being at least 200m wide and containing 70% mature forest

3.9

SPECIES AT RISK NOTICE /ORDERS & HABITAT

Indicator: The percentage of forest operations consistent with approved provincial
Species at Risk Notice/Orders requirements as identified in operational plans; and
the amount of Species at Risk (wildlife) habitat (ha) within TFL 30.
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Management Objective: Ensure forest operations are consistent with approved
provincial Species at Risk Notice/Orders requirements as identified in operational
plans (target 100%, with 0% variance); and identify the amount of Species at Risk
(wildlife) habitat (ha) within TFL 30 by September 2008 (+6 months variance).
In the DFA, mountain caribou, grizzly bear, fisher, and wolverine are red- or bluelisted species that play a key role in the ecosystems and/or are of great socioeconomic value.
One provincial Species at Risk order applies to the DFA (Ungulate Winter Range
Order #U7-003, pertaining to Mountain Caribou). 100% of the blocks harvested within
the DFA during the reporting period were consistent with the requirements of UWR
Order #U7-003.
(It is worth noting that one of Canfor’s blocks is located within a Caribou Corridor
identified in #U7-003, but that the requirements of the Order were met. Whereas the
Order specifies to maintain a minimum of 20% of the forest in each corridor as 100+
years of age where no more than 20% of the areas is in less than 3m green-up
condition, 74.4% of the corridor is 100+years of age with 5.6% in less than 3m greenup condition.)
Identification of the amount of Species at Risk habitat within the TFL is an ongoing
project, targeted for completion by 30th September 2008 (+6 months variance).

3.10

RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT AREAS

Indicator: Percentage of forest operations consistent with riparian reserve
requirements as identified in Site Plans; and percentage of forest operations
consistent with riparian management requirements as identified in Site Plans.
Management Objective: Ensure that forest operations are consistent with riparian
reserve and riparian management requirements as identified in Site Plans (target
of 100%, with 0% variance).
Riparian areas occur next to the banks of streams, lakes and wetlands and include
both the area covered by continuous high moisture content and the adjacent upland
vegetation. Riparian management areas contribute to the sustainable forest
management of TFL 30 through the conservation of riparian and aquatic
environments, which are key to the survival of flora and fauna species. Riparian
management areas also provide critical habitats, home ranges, and travel corridors
for wildlife.

final harvest inspection forms). BCTS did not conduct forest operations on the DFA
during this reporting period.

3.11

PERSONNEL TRAINED TO IDENTIFY SPECIES AT RISK &
SITES OF BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Indicator: Percentage of appropriate personnel trained to identify Species at Risk
and their habitat; and the percentage of appropriate personnel trained to identify
Sites of Biological Significance.
Management Objective: To achieve the target of training 100% of appropriate
personnel to identify Species at Risk and their habitat and Sites of Biological
Significance (0% variance).
This indicator defines Species at Risk as endangered or threatened species; redlisted animal species, forested plant communities and plants; blue-listed animal
species and forested plant communities; and provincially identified wildlife. Sites of
Biological Significance include sites that support red- and blue-listed plant
communities and rare ecosystems; protected areas (such as parks and wildlife
reserves); and features such as bald eagle or osprey nests and mineral licks.
Currently 100% of the appropriate Canfor staff was trained on the identification of
Species at Risk and Sites of Biological Significance in the spring of 2006. The
training, which is mandatory for new staff and update training for all appropriate staff
is scheduled every 3 years and was completed most recently, May 9, 2008. The
Canfor Office Manager records and tracks this training.
Currently 93.3% of BCTS appropriate staff have been trained on Species at Risk and
sites of Biological Significance with the DFA. Training is provided every 2 years or
earlier and this list of appropriate staff is managed by the Certification Standards
Officer (CSO). Training was provided for staff in summer 2007.
BCTS is developing an online SAR webpage specifically designed for BCTS to
update staff training and summer student employees with appropriate level of training.
To be rolled out by June 30, 2008.
Canfor is developing a process to identify contractors who require training, and to
communicate and track training completion. BCTS is refining a training matrix and a
tracking system to identify key personnel who require the training. Furthermore,
BCTS is developing an on-line training course to provide training for new staff or
those staff who miss the bi-annual training opportunities.

st
Over the past harvesting year (April 1 2007 to March 31st 2008), 100% of all riparian
reserve and riparian management requirements were consistent with the site plans
(as determined through a review of the Canfor Incident Tracking System and EMS
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3.12

SPECIES AT RISK & SITES OF BIOLOGICAL
SIGNIFICANCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Indicator: Percentage of forest operations consistent with Species at Risk
management strategies applicable to TFL 30; and the percentage of forest
operations consistent with Sites of Biological Significance management strategies
applicable to TFL 30.
Management Objective: To ensure that forest operations are 100% consistent
with the Species at Risk and Sites of Biological Significance management
strategies applicable to TFL 30 (0% variance).
Over the past three years, Canfor has developed and implemented management
strategies for Species at Risk and some Sites of Biological Significance on the DFA.
In 2006, BCTS completed a set of management strategies for their operations in the
Prince George Forest District including TFL30.
Within this reporting period, no Species at Risk or Sites of Biological Significance
were identified on Canfor blocks harvested in the TFL. BCTS did not conduct any
forest operations in TFL30. The Species at Risk management guidelines for
licensees in the Prince George TSA were last reviewed and released in April 2007.

3.13

NATIVE PLANT SPECIES DIVERSITY

Indicator: Native plant species diversity index by plant associations within the
DFA.
Management Objective: Maintain plant species diversity consistent with the
targets identified in Table 7 (variance 0%).
A diversity index is a mathematical measure of species diversity in a community.
Diversity indices provide more information about community composition than simply
species richness (i.e., the number of species present); they also take the relative
abundance of different species into account.
In order for entire ecosystems to function effectively and be able to recover from
disturbances (e.g. forest harvesting activities), it is necessary to retain a natural
diversity of elements that are fundamental to ecosystem recovery. Largely, plant
species provide the basic requirements and fundamental habitat for faunal species
and contribute to the recycling of nutrients and other life sustaining elements
necessary to sustain the productive capacity of the ecosystem. As a result,
ecosystem resilience is strengthened if a natural diversity of plant life can be
maintained throughout TFL30.
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The approach to monitoring Plant Diversity has been updated for the 2006/07
reporting period. The indicator landbase has been expanded to encompass the entire
PG Timber Supply Area (PGTSA), including TFL30. As eight of the top ten PGTSA
grouped site associations occur in the TFL, these eight associations were
recommended for monitoring (see Table 7).
In 2005/06, the Shannon-Wiener index was applied, whereas Simpson’s and Species
Richness indices are also applicable for 2006/07.
As shown in Table 7, all grouped site associations have met the targets for Plant
Diversity Index within managed stands.
st
Status of Plant Diversity Index on the DFA, as of March 31 2008

Table 7.

Grouped
Site
Association
Bl – Oak fern
Bl –
Rhododendron

Sb –
Feathermoss
Sxw – Devil’s
club
Sxw –
Horsetail
Sxw –
Huckleberry
Sxw – Oak
fern
SxwFd –
Princes Pine

3.14

Mean
ShannonWiener
Index
(2008)

New
ShannonWiener
Target

Mean
Simpson
’s Index
(2006)

New
Simpson
’s Target

Mean
Species
Richness
(2006)

New
Richness
Target

2.766

>2.198

0.135

<0.187

38

>31

2.811

>1.952

0.146

<0.251

36

>30

2.490

>1.469

0.143

<0.378

28

>21

2.737

>2.282

0.142

<0.165

43

>34

2.811

>2.239

0.118

<0.186

49

>39

2.468

>1.720

0.153

<0.276

41

>33

2.600

>2.203

0.130

<0.185

40

>32

2.364

>1.963

0.167

<0.229

30

>23

DECIDUOUS TREE SPECIES

Indicator: Proportion of mature and old deciduous tree species by BEC subzone
within the DFA.
Management Objective: Achieve the proportion of mature and old deciduous tree
species by BEC subzone consistent with the targets (-1% variance) in Table 8.
The current status of this indicator (Table 8) remains unchanged from the information
presented in the Sustainable Forest Management Plan for TFL30 (June 27, 2001),
and indicates that the objective has been met. This indicator will be updated following
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the next re-inventory which will be conducted in conjunction with the preparation of
Management Plan 10 in 2010.
Table 8. Current Deciduous Tree Species Component and Targets.
BEC
subzone

Natural
Stands
Current
Status *
11%
7%
2%

Managed
Stands
Current
Status *
14%
15%
4%

Target Managed
Stands*

A Songbird Monitoring Project has been funded by FIA, and initiated within the TFL30
Achieved by

Every 5 year
SBS mk1
>6%
re-inventory
SBS wk1
>5%
period
ICH vk2
>1%
ESSF (all
0%
0%
0%
subzones)
SBS vk
2%
8%
>2%
* % deciduous based on basal area; the current status % were obtained by
multiplying the percent composition of deciduous in each stand by BEC subzone
reported in the VRI attribute file by the forested area within the stand then dividing by
the total forest area in each BEC subzone variant (see table 51 and 52 in the MP 9
data information package for more details).
The current status of deciduous basal area in the ESSF is 0% in natural and
managed stands due to the lack of deciduous species in high elevation ecosystems.

3.15

planning scheduled for 2007 did not occur. Effectiveness monitoring within the TFL
and other Canfor Defined Forest Areas is currently under review to determine an
overall biodiversity strategy that will embody a number of stand and landscape level
biodiversity objectives.

EFFECTIVENESS MONITORING PLANS FOR SELECTED
WILDLIFE SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEM RESILIENCE

Indicator:
Effectiveness monitoring plans (wildlife) are developed and
implemented for selected indicator species to keep common species common; and
a monitoring plan is developed and implemented for evaluating ecosystem
resilience.

DFA. This project addresses one aspect of the Species Accounting System and
Effectiveness Monitoring. This Species Accounting system work completed to date is
in the early data collection stage, where songbird data will be used to identify certain
indicator bird species to monitor and report on the functioning of forest and habitat
types.

3.16

DISTINCT HABITAT TYPES

Indicator: The percentage of area (ha) occupied by Distinct Habitat Types in the
non-harvesting landbase.
Management Objective: >=15% of common ecosystem groupings will be
maintained in the NHLB; and >=50% of rare ecosystem groupings will be
maintained in the NHLB.
Maintenance of distinct habitat types on the Non-timber Harvesting Land Base
(NHLB) is important for many reasons, primarily the use of natural landscapes in
comparison to managed landscapes. Unmanaged stands play an important role as a
precautionary buffer against errors in efforts intended to sustain species and a variety
of genes within the managed forest.
TFL30 contains two levels of unmanaged forest: 1) at the stand level, which includes
wildlife tree patches and riparian reserve areas, and 2) at the landscape level, which
includes provincial parks and other large reserve areas that have become part of the
NHLB through strategic-level processes. The NHLB occupies 15% of the forested
land base of TFL30.

To determine if productive populations of a selected species are present and well
distributed throughout their habitat within the DFA, Canfor and BCTS committed to
developing an Effectiveness Monitoring Plan for one or more indicator species. This
plan will help determine if current management practices and policies are successful
in producing desired populations.

The TFL30 DFA includes 31 Distinct Habitat Types that were overlaid onto the NHLB
and Timber Harvesting Land Base (THLB). A query of hectares associated with each
habitat type within the NHLB and THLB was completed. The results were integrated
into a preliminary rating of relative ecological risk associated with ecosystem
representation and maintenance of Distinct Habitat Types. Targets were set for all
habitat types based on whether they were uncommon or common. Seven distinct
habitat types did not meet the target set for area located in the NHLB, and therefore
these habitat types have stand level retention strategies applied in order to slowly
increase the overall area located in the NHLB (stand level retention being a part of
the NHLB). See Appendix B for table highlighting management strategies.

A report on an Effectiveness Monitoring Plan for the DFA was developed by late
March 2007 by Proulx and Bernier. The proposed field inventories and further

Canfor and BCTS have incorporated the Distinct Habitat Type targets into the general
block planning and declaration process. A spatial layer of the Distinct Habitat Types

Management Objective: To develop and implement an effectiveness monitoring
plan (wildlife) and ecosystem resilience by the target date of December 31st 2007
(+3 months variance).
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(Genus – PG Ecosystem Representation) requiring management in TFL30 exists for
planners; this layer is represented on field layout maps for identification and
verification in the field.
The table identifying the appropriate management strategy by Distinct Habitat Type
inserted into the 2008.1 SFM Plan was incorrect. It stated that the Retention Strategy
for 2-30 was to retain 100%, however this strategy was to be implemented for the
Uncommon Ecosystem Groupings not the Common Ecosystem Groupings. This was
presented to the TFL30 PAG at the June 17 meeting. The following items were
requested by PAG members and have been provided in Appendix B of this years
Annual Report: 1) more analysis information should be provided in the results table;
2) detailed descriptions of each of the distinct habitat types be provided; 3) identify
the appropriate management strategies to be implemented going forward.
Four blocks harvested on TFL30 this past reporting year overlapped with the
“Common Ecosystem Grouping – 2-30”. These blocks did not meet the 15%
retention strategy. This was attributable to timing and implementing of the business
process. To ensure that blocks planned prior to December 2007 are not falling within
these Distinct Habitat Types with retention strategies, there will be an audit to review
all blocks on the TFL30. This will be documented and retention strategies will be
loaded into the Genus Task Tab. A query of all planned and permitted blocks has
been completed in order to ensure the management strategies are implemented
going forward.
Over time, as more inventory data is available and more information comes on line for
each of the Distinct Habitat Types, we may alter the targets.

3.17

CHIEF FORESTER’S STANDARDS FOR SEED USE

Indicator: Percent compliance with Chief Forester’s Standards for Seed Use.
Management Objective: To maintain 100% compliance with the Chief Forester’s
Standards for Seed Use (variance of 0%).

Licensee
Canfor
BCTS
TOTAL

Total Area
Planted
(ha)
504.9
104.6
609.5

Area Planted in Accordance with Chief
Forester’s Standards* (ha)

Total %
DFA**

504.9
104.6
609.5

100%
100%
100%

* Measured in terms of number of trees purchased
** % = (Area planted in accordance with Chief Forester's Standards for Seed Use / total area
planted) X 100

3.18

WILDLIFE BIODIVERSITY CORRIDORS

Indicator: The area in hectares in wildlife biodiversity corridors within the DFA.
Management Objective: To maintain ≥82 ha of wildlife biodiversity corridors within
the DFA (variance of 0%).
Canfor has been actively planning for wildlife movement corridors since 1999. These
movement corridors provide a mosaic of early-, mid- and late-successional vegetation
stages which accommodates the needs of furbearers by giving them access to
canopy cover and promoting the use of openings and ecotones for foraging.
A Certified Wildlife Biologist designed the corridors within the DFA, which attempt to
mimic natural patterns of connectivity and to provide basic ecological linkages
throughout the forest landscape.
As of March 31st 2008, more than 82 ha of wildlife biodiversity corridors have been
established within the DFA.

The Chief Forester's Standards for Seed Use is a component of the Forest and
Range Practices Act (FRPA). Adherence to the Standards is crucial for sustainable
forest management as the standards are designed to establish healthy stands
composed of ecologically and genetically appropriate trees. Planting unsuitable
genetic stock could result in stands that will not meet future economic and ecological
objectives.

3.19

Table 9 shows the area planted with seedlings and seeds within the DFA in
accordance with the Chief Forester's Standards for Seed Use for this reporting period.

Site index is a relative measure of forest site quality. It is a measure of the height
growth that can be expected in 50 years (after trees reach 1.3 m in height) by a
particular tree species on a given site. Since site index is a physical measure of the
growth of trees in a stand at a specified point in time, it provides a good method to
evaluate if the productivity capacity of the forest is being maintained.

Table 9.

Compliance with Chief Forester's Standards for Seed Use April 1/06
to March 31/07
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SITE INDEX

Indicator: Site index by BEC subzone within the DFA.
Management Objective: To maintain the site index consistent with the targets (5% variance) in Table 10.
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Data from 1999 to 2004 was collated by BEC subzone for the site index calculation.
The data mainly included pre-1987 silviculture surveys and recent free growing
surveys, which allowed for growth intercept assessment of site index.
As illustrated in Table 10, the objective has been met for the reporting period as the
current status of the site indices exceeds the targets.
Table 10.

Current Status of Site Index

BEC Subzone

SBSmk1,
SBSvk, SBSwk1
SBSvk, SBSwk1

Elevation

Current
Status
(Average
Spruce Site
Index (m))

Less than
1000m
More than
1000m

More than
1000m
More than
ESSFwk2
1000m
More than
ESSFwcp3
1000m
More than
ICHvk2
1000m
* Numbers indicate updated average based
year.
ESSFwc3

3.20

Target
(Average
Spruce Site
Index in
meters)

22.5*

>19.4

21*

>19.6

12.1

>11.5

23.1

>16.8

6.0

>5.7

22.6

>20.2

Achieved
By

A 5-year
rolling
average

on data collected during the reporting

SOIL CONSERVATION

Indicator: The percentage of forest operations consistent with soil conservation
standards as identified in Site Plans.
Management Objective: To achieve 100% of forest operations consistent with soil
conservation standards as identified in Site Plans (0% variance).
During the reporting period of April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008, BCTS did not
conduct forest operations on the DFA. Canfor harvested five blocks and conducted
mechanical site preparation on two blocks. A review of completed EMS forms and
the incident tracking system indicates that 100% of these Canfor blocks were
consistent with the soil conservation targets identified in the Site Plans.
2007/2008 Annual Report for Tree Farm Licence 030

3.21

PERMANENT ACCESS STRUCTURES/LAND
CONVERSION

Indicator: The total percentage of forested land area occupied by permanent
access structures; and the percentage of productive forested land area converted
to other non-forested areas.
Management Objective: To maintain the total percentage of forested land area
occupied by permanent access structures to ≤3% (+1% variance); and to maintain
the percentage of productive forested land area converted to other non-forested
areas to ≤0.5% (+0.2% variance).
A permanent access structure is a structure, including a road, bridge, landing, gravel
pit or other similar structure, that provides access for timber harvesting and remains
after timber harvesting activities on the area are complete. Conversion to other uses
would include any development project not covered under the above definition. This
indicator is simply a measure of the amount of area permanently removed on an
annual basis from the productive forest as a result of development, in relation to the
defined forest area.
As per the February 2008 SFM Plan for the TFL (page 8), the productive forestland
base is 159,385 ha. As of March 31st 2008, a total of 3492.5 ha (2.2%) of the
productive forestland base is classified as permanent access structures (including the
19.0 ha of road constructed by Canfor during the reporting period). No land
st
conversion occurred during the reporting period, so as of March 31 2008, a total of
0.002% (2.6 ha) of productive forested land had been converted to non-forested
areas.

3.22

TERRAIN STABILITY

Indicator:
The percentage of forest operations consistent with terrain
management requirements as identified in Site Plans.
Management Objective: To ensure that 100% of forest operations are consistent
with terrain management requirements as identified in Site Plans (variance of 0%).
A terrain stability field assessment (TSFA) is an assessment that is conducted by a
certified terrain stability specialist (usually a professional geo-scientist/engineer) on
areas determined to be at risk from mass wasting. TSFA’s are completed on any
proposed harvest area or road location that lies within an area identified as either
unstable or potentially unstable. The assessment is usually completed prior to
preparation of the site plan or road layout and design, to facilitate integration of the
recommendations into the relevant operational plan. To ensure the recommendations
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are followed, Canfor conducts internal checks prior to the development project (prework meeting), and following project completion (final inspection). Inconsistencies
are reported through Canfor’s Environmental Management System.

low index indicates that the crossing is being well managed to reduce the possibility
of sedimentation.
The following progress has been made on this indicator since June 2001:

One-terrain stability field assessments was necessary and completed on the blocks
harvested and roads constructed during the assessment period of April 1, 2007 to
March 31, 2008. All activities were consistent with recommendations provided in this
assessment.

3.23

REPORTABLE SPILLS

Indicator: The number of “legally” reportable spills.
Management Objective: To meet the target of 0 reportable spills (variance of 0).
The use of heavy equipment for forest operations may result in accidental petroleum/
antifreeze release into the environment. As these materials can be toxic to plants and
animals, avoidance of such spills or ensuring their proper containment will contribute
to sustainable forest management.
The Spill Reporting Regulation of the BC Environmental Management Act requires
any spill in excess of the reportable level for that substance to be immediately
reported by the person involved, or an observer, to the Provincial Emergency
Program.
This indicator is intended to monitor the number of spills that may occur as a result of
forest operations and evaluate the success of measures to reduce such spills. By
tracking spill occurrence, guidelines and procedures can be adjusted to improve
handling and transportation procedures to avoid a reoccurrence of the spill.
st

st

Over the reporting period of April 1 2007 to March 31 2008, no reportable spills
were caused within the DFA by Canfor or BCTS operations.

3.24

STREAM CROSSING QUALITY INDEX

Indicator: Stream Crossing Quality Index (SCQI) for each watershed within the
DFA.
Management Objective: To achieve the target of 100% of Sub-basins having
<10% SCQI high concerns (variance of –25%).
The stream crossing quality index is a measure of the potential of a stream crossing
(on a permanent road) to deliver sedimentation into the stream. A high index indicates
a high potential for the crossing to add sediment to the adjacent stream, whereas a
2007/2008 Annual Report for Tree Farm Licence 030

P. Beaudry & Associates developed a stream crossing quality index scoring
methodology for Canfor, and produced a stream crossing inventory map.
An associated database of stream crossing information was developed.
Stream crossings were sampled in 8 sub-basins in TFL30 in 2002.
Sampling continued in the summer of 2004 with the completion of the Upper
Seebach and 7 additional watersheds.
In 2005, work completed on crossings in two watersheds resulted in moving them
below the target. Also in 2005, an update to the plan for maintaining this
indicator below threshold levels was completed.
13 crossings with High SCQI scores were rehabilitated in the summer of 2006
(Lower Olsson and Basin 4); these sites will be assessed by P. Beaudry &
Associates in the early summer of 2007.
Currently 75% of the Sub-basins have less than 10% of the SCQI in the high concern
category. Additional restoration planning occurred in May 2007 with implementation
expected in the summer of 2008. Treatments to 7 crossings occurred in the summer
of 2006. No treatments occurred in the summer of 2007 due to time constraints cause
by heavy snowpack and the deactivation of the Sustut operating area. For the
summer of 2008 the plan is to focus on restoring crossing in the six watersheds that
are identified in the May 2007 updated plan.
Table 11.
Stream Crossing Quality Index within TFL30 for 2006/2007

Sub-Basin

Number of
crossing
surveyed

Barney Creek
East Olsson
Herring
Lower Olsson
Residual D
Upper Seebach
Basin 4
Woodall
East Seebach
Averil
Limestone
Watershed 20
Basin A
Watershed 25

70
39
83
48
44
300
48
96
269
157
59
62
100
22

Target
Current Status
% Crossing high % Crossings
high
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %

5.71
2.6
10.8
10.4
2.27
6.0
4.2
7.29
6.3
11.5
0.0
21.0
5.0
13.64
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Upper Olsson
Lower Seebach
Tay Creek
Horn Creek
Basin C
Basin 7
Mokus Creek
West Torpy
Hubble Creek
Basin F

187
52
35
173
54
13
24
114
60
17

<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %
<10 %

3.2
11.5
0.0
6.4
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

* Bold numbers indicate the % crossing high changed during the reporting period

3.25

STREAM CROSSINGS INSTALLATION

Indicator: The percentage of new or deactivated stream crossings that maintain
natural stream flow.

Indicator: Peak flow index (PFI) for each watershed within the DFA.
Management Objective: Each year, 100% (- 10% variance) of the watersheds
will be below the baseline target in Table 12. Each year, all watersheds that
exceed the baseline target will have a watershed review completed wherever new
harvesting is planned (0% variance).
The peak flow index is an indicator of the potential effect of harvested areas on water
flow in a particular watershed. Most hydrologic impacts occur during periods of the
peak stream flow in a watershed. Peak flow is the maximum flow rate that occurs
within a specified period of time, usually on an annual or event basis. In the interior of
British Columbia, peak flow occurs as the snowpack melts in the spring. Barney
Creek and East Olson are currently over the PFI threshold. Barney Creek is the
location of Canfor’s current MPB harvesting operations. The future PFI numbers are
under the PFI target. This is new information as of April 2008 and therefore these
watersheds are currently under review.
Table 12 presents the current peak flow index status in the 27 watersheds on the
TFL. Currently, 92.6% of the watersheds are below the targets.
Table 12.

Management Objective: To maintain natural stream flow on 100% of new or
deactivated stream crossings (variance of 0%).
As roads are constructed to access areas for forest operations, it is necessary to build
structures (i.e. culverts, bridges) where roads intersect with streams. This indicator
will measure the success of maintaining fish movement and managing peak flow at all
new and deactivated stream crossings in the DFA.
Streams and crossing structures are identified during site plan preparation. All
streams are surveyed for fish bearing potential and qualified personnel determine
probable peak flow volumes. The appropriate culvert size and installation procedures
are then prescribed for the stream crossing. EMS pre-work forms are completed prior
to their installation and the supervisor is then required to perform a complete
inspection of the structure. In addition, many stream crossing structures undergo
scheduled inspections over time, as part of EMS procedures.
During the reporting period, Canfor installed and subsequently deactivated 3 stream
crossings in the Barney operating area on the TFL. As natural stream flow was
maintained on 100% of these sites, the objective has been met.
BCTS did not install or deactivate any crossings during the reporting period.

3.26

PEAK FLOW INDEX
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Current Peak Flow Index on the DFA

Watershed name

Averil
Barney Creek
Basin 20
Basin 25
Basin 27
Basin 7
East Olsson
Herring
Horn
Hubble
Limestone
Lower Olsson
Mokus
Residual A
Residual B
Residual C
Residual D
Residual E
Residual F
East Seebach

PFI as of March
31, 2008

Target

Achieved

42.9
43
37.4
37.7
37.2
43.6
39.3
41.4
29.5
37.4
49.4
50.2
50.1
35.3
25.9
29.9
20.8
41.0
33.1
28.4

< 65
< 37
< 65
< 80
< 80
< 80
< 37
< 65
< 37
< 80
< 80
< 65
< 90
< 65
< 37
< 65
< 37
< 65
< 65
< 80

Annually
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Lower Seebach
Upper Seebach
Tay Creek
Upper Olsson
Basin 4
Woodall
West Torpy

3.27

43.5
35.5
24.6
31.9
63.4
30.7
15.5

< 65
< 80
< 80
< 80
< 65
< 37
< 37

SEDIMENT OCCURRENCE MITIGATION

Indicator: The percentage of unnatural sediment occurrences where mitigative
actions were taken.
Management Objective: On an annual basis, to take mitigative action, if required,
on 100% of known unnatural sediment occurrences (-5% variance).
Sedimentation can damage water bodies by degrading spawning beds, increasing
turbidity, and reducing water depths. Forest management activities may create
unnatural inputs of sedimentation into water bodies. In addition to the effects of
roads, sedimentation may also occur from slope failures as a result of forestry
activities. Once sedimentation occurrences are detected, mitigative actions must be
taken to stop further damage and rehabilitate the site. Tracking these mitigative
actions contributes to sustainable forest management by evaluating where, when and
how sedimentation occurs, and monitoring the results of the mitigative actions.
Forestry personnel detect sedimentation occurrences during stream crossing
inspections, road inspections, silviculture activities, and other general activities.
While in some situations the sites may have stabilized so that further sedimentation
does not occur, in other cases mitigative actions may be required. This may involve
re-contouring slopes, installing siltation fences, re-directing ditch lines, grass seeding,
or deactivating roads.
No unnatural known sedimentation occurrences required mitigating actions between
April 1st 2007 and March 31st 2008 in the DFA.

3.28

NET AREA REFORESTED

Indicator: Percentage of net area regenerated within 3 years after the completion
of harvesting.
Management Objective: To regenerate 100% of net area within 3 years of harvest
completion (-5% variance).
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Prompt reforestation of harvested areas is a major component of sustainable forest
management.
In addition to creating wildlife habitat, maintaining hydrologic
processes, and providing future timber for harvesting, regenerating cutblocks absorb
significant amounts of carbon through photosynthesis. Because young plantations
are typically healthy and rapidly growing, they sequester more CO2 through
photosynthesis than they release through decay.
By reducing atmospheric
greenhouse gases such as CO2, regenerating cutblocks can contribute to reducing
climate change. The sooner cutblocks are regenerated after the completion of
harvest the sooner this process can begin.
Tracking plantation establishment will allow forest managers to assess how quickly
and successfully regeneration is occurring, and if possible, adjust operations to
reduce the time it takes to achieve reforestation.
As shown in Table 13, 100% (504.9 of 504.9 ha) of net areas to be reforested have
been regenerated within 3 years after start of harvesting by Canfor. BCTS - 100% of
all blocks harvested between April 1st 2004 and March 31st 2005 have met regen
delay by 2007 (within 3 years of harvest start).
Table 13.

Net Area Reforested within 3 Years of Start of Harvesting

Licensee
Canfor
BCTS
TOTAL

3.29

Net Area
Harvested (ha)
504.9
0
504.9

Net Area Regenerated
(ha)
504.9
0
504.9

% in DFA

100%

MEETING FREE GROWING DATES

Indicator: Percentage of cut block area that meets Free Growing requirements as
identified in Site Plans.
Management Objective: To meet Free Growing requirements as identified in Site
Plans for 100% of cut blocks (0% variance).
A free growing stand is a stand of healthy trees of a commercially valuable species,
the growth of which is not impeded by competition from plants, shrubs or other trees
(BC MOF 1995b). A free growing assessment is conducted on stands based on the
time frame indicated by the site plan, and assesses the fulfilment of a Licensee’s
obligation to the Crown for reforestation.
If a survey indicates that the stand has not achieved free growing status by the
required date, corrective actions will be prescribed immediately in order to remedy the
situation while still meeting the late free growing deadline.
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While achievement of this indicator is important in a legal sense, it is also important
for sustainable forest management. Stands that meet free growing standards are
deemed to have reached a stage where their continued presence and development is
more assured. They are of a stand density, health, and height that make them less
vulnerable to competition and more likely to reach maturity. Producing a free to grow
stand means that the forest ecosystem will continue to develop. It means that carbon
sequestration will also continue, locking up additional green house gases as cellulose
in the growing plantation.
st
For the reporting period of April 1 2006 to March 31st 2007, the target for this
measure was met as demonstrated in Table 14.

Table 14:

Percent of Cut Block Area that Meets Free Growing Requirements
as Identified in Site Plans (April 1, 2006 to March 31, 2007)

Licensee

Canfor
BCTS
TOTAL

Cut block area
required to meet
late Free Growing
(FG) during
reporting period
1240.4
0
1240.4

Cut block area
required to meet FG
succeeding in meeting
FG during or before
reporting period
1240.4
0
1240.4

% of Target

100%

* % = (Cut block area achieving free to grow status/ cutblock area required to meet free to grow
status) X 100

3.30

CARBON STORAGE

Indicator: The amount of carbon stored in forest ecosystems within the DFA,
reported separately for the timbered and non-timbered landbases.
Management Objective: To maintain carbon storage in forest ecosystems within
the DFA at >150 tonnes/ha (0 tonnes/ha variance).
Although carbon uptake and storage is not currently monitored on the DFA, several
forest-level decision support tools are available for assessing carbon sequestration
rates. One such tool is the Canadian Forest Services Carbon Budget Model (CBMCFS2) (an overview of this model is presented on the CFS website at
http://www.carbon.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/cbm/index_e.html). CBM-CFS2 is a potentially
suitable model for the TFL30 because it contains many of the fundamental
requirements for the achievement of SFM objectives identified through this measure.
th
This indicator was refined at the January 10 2007 TFL PAG meeting. Following a
presentation on the indicator, the PAG agreed upon a target of 150 tons/ha and a
variance of 0 tons/ha, to be reported by timber and non-timber landbase. The
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indicator is to be reported when the timber supply analysis is conducted (generally,
every five years or when other analysis opportunities allow for efficient reporting).

3.31

VOLUME OF TIMBER HARVESTED

3
Indicator: Cut control volume of timber harvested (m /year) within the DFA.

Management Objective: To meet the target of ≤100% of cut control volume of
timber harvested (m3/year) within the DFA (variance of +10% over each five-year
cut control period).
To be considered sustainable, the harvesting of a renewable resource such as timber
cannot deplete the resource on an ecological, economic or social basis.
The
determination of the Allowable Annual Cut (AAC) involves the consideration of
various factors such as the long-term sustainable harvest of the timber resource,
community stability, wildlife use, recreation use, and the productivity of the DFA. The
AAC is generally determined every five years by the Chief Forester of the Province of
British Columbia, using extensive data and forecasts to assess the resource values to
be managed. On behalf of the Crown, the Chief Forester makes an independent
determination of the rate of harvest that is considered sustainable.
The harvest level for a defined area must be met within thresholds that are
established by the Crown. Maintaining the rate of harvest consistent with what is
considered by the province to be sustainable ecologically, economically and socially
within the DFA is considered sound forest management.
Due to the current
mountain pine beetle epidemic in the Prince George TSA, harvest priority has shifted
to the Prince George and Fort St. James DFA’s and the cut has been temporarily
reduced in TFL30.
This indicator is a simple annual summary of the volume of timber harvested form the
DFA. These values are determined from timber scale billings from each calendar
year, based on the data used by the Crown to determine stumpage revenue. Note
that this target was changed from 100% to ≤100% by PAG consensus (Indicator 5.1a
on the Criteria & Elements Matrix).
The current status of volume cut in 2007 is shown in Table 15. BCTS cut 103,976 m3
during the period from 2000-2004, and 0 m3 from 2005-2007 (as shown in Table 16).
Table 15.
Year

2000
2001

Canfor - Current Allowable Annual Cut on the DFA
Actual
Recorded
Cut (m3)

Allowable
Annual Cut
(m3)

% Recorded
Cut of AAC

285,016
165,183

328,688
328,688

86.7%
50.3%

5-Year Cut Control %
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2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

375,231
301,940
135,220
41,506
43,371

328,688
180,000
180,000
180,000
180,000

114.2%
190.3%
86.6%
23.1%
24.1%

2007

169,869

180,000

94.4%

Table 16.

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

98.3%

(Note that the final
review of this measure
will be undertaken at
the end of the cut
control period)

BCTS – Current Allowable Annual Cut on the DFA

Actual
Recorded
Cut (m3)
41,182
62,794
0
0
0
0
0
0

Allowable
Annual
Cut (m3)
65,253
21,312
21,312
21,312
21,312

21,213
21,213
21213

% Recorded
Cut of AAC
63.1%
294.6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

5-Year Cut Control
%

70.1%

(Note that the final
review of this measure
will be undertaken at
the end of the cut
control period)

agent assessments will allow for adjustments to be made in the planning process,
and for a greater understanding of the damaging agents that affect forest productivity.
At its November 2006 meeting, the PAG refined the target definition for pre-harvest
and post-free growing assessment, and agreed to the targets for non-recoverable
volume loss.
The objective has been met for the first part of this indicator, as overview
assessments of the DFA were conducted during the reporting period, via a helicopter
flight in November 2007.
st
st
Between April 1 2007 and March 31 2008, 3622 hectares were assessed for
damaging agents on pre-free growing blocks in the DFA.

As part of the timber supply analysis in 2000 for TFL30 Management Plan 9,
unsalvaged losses were calculated as 3640 m3 per year, representing approximately
5% of the total amount of timber damaged. Annual overview flights and ground
surveys indicate that since 2000, the mountain pine beetle is the most significant
damaging agent on the TFL (primarily in the Barney operating area). During the
reporting period, efforts have been made to salvage mountain pine beetle-attacked
stands in the Barney. Spatial analysis indicates that approximately 12,500 m3 of
stands with a pine component (>20%) have been retained within inoperable areas or
riparian reserves in the Barney. Therefore, the non-recoverable volume loss due to
stand damaging agents is calculated to be 16,140 m3 for this reporting period.

3.33
3.32

DAMAGING AGENT ASSESSMENT

Indicator: Percentage of the
DFA (pre-harvest and after
free growing) assessed for
damaging agents.
Indicator: Percentage of the
DFA
(pre-free
growing)
assessed
for
damaging
agents.
Indicator:
Non-recoverable
volume loss due to stand
damaging agents.

Mgt. Objective: To complete an annual overview
assessment of the DFA for damaging agents (preharvest and after free growing), targeting 100%
over a 10-year period (-20% variance).
Mgt. Objective: To assess 100% of the DFA for
damaging agents (pre-free growing) over a 7-year
period (-10% variance).
Mgt. Objective: To manage non-recoverable
volume loss due to stand damaging agents
between >1500 m3/yr and ≤4000 m3/yr, applied as
unplanned losses to the Timber Harvesting Land
Base and calculated as a 10-year rolling average.

ACCIDENTAL INDUSTRIAL FIRES

Indicator: Number of area (hectares) damaged by accidental forestry-related
industrial fires.
Management Objective: To manage the area damaged by accidental forestryrelated industrial fires within the target of <10 ha per year (variance +5 ha).
This indicator applies to accidental industrial fires originating in the DFA.
As fire can result in catastrophic losses to the timber supply, wildlife, and private
property, a high value has been placed on reducing the impact of these fires in the
DFA.
st
st
From April 1 2007to March 31 2008 0 hectares were damaged due to accidental
forestry related industrial fires originating within Canfor and BCTS operations on the
DFA.

Monitoring the health of the forest within the DFA plays an important role in
maintaining the continuous flow of economic benefits. The timing of the damaging
2007/2008 Annual Report for Tree Farm Licence 030
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3.34

NON-TIMBER BENEFITS REQUIREMENTS

Indicator: The percentage of forest operations consistent with the following nontimber benefits: visual quality, cultural heritage, and lakeshore management
requirements in site plans.
Management Objective: To manage 100% of forest operations consistent with the
following non-timber benefits: visual quality, cultural heritage, and lakeshore
management requirements in site plans (0% variance).
Forests provide intangible benefits in addition to their economic and ecological
values. Protection and maintenance of these values helps assure that these benefits
will be available for current and future generations.
Visual Quality Objective requirements address the perceived beauty of certain areas
as designated by the MoFR District Manager or as contained in higher level plans. A
cultural heritage value is a unique or significant place or feature of social, cultural or
spiritual importance. Lakeshore requirements address the valuable role waterfront
plays in ecosystem diversity, recreation and aesthetics. Maintenance of non-timber
requirements is an important aspect to sustainable forest management because it
contributes to respecting the social and cultural needs of people.
During the reporting period, 100% of Canfor forest operations were consistent with
visual quality, cultural heritage, and lakeshore management requirements in site
plans. One block was located within a known scenic area and was harvested in
compliance with the visual impact assessment recommendations and no blocks were
had a high potential for cultural heritage resource features. None of the blocks
harvested within the reporting period had lakeshore management requirements.

As public involvement is a key element of CSA-SFM, it is important to provide
meaningful and effective opportunities to incorporate public input and respond to
public concerns. As public values change over time, it is important to be able to
efficiently solicit public feedback and, where possible, incorporate this input into forest
management and practices. Public plans include the forest stewardship plan, pest
management plan, forest management plan, and the sustainable forest management
plan.
The following key performance indicators will be applied to communication strategies:
•
100% of communications from resource users will be responded to within 30
days
•
100% of commitments made to resource users are delivered within the time
frame specified
•
100% of the applicable public is sent notification of planning and development
activities associated with TFL30 forest management activities.
Historically, Canfor and BCTS have used a total of four media types to provide public
and stakeholders opportunities to express forestry related concerns and be involved
in our planning processes. These include newspaper ads, notification letters, public
meetings, and face-to-face meetings.
During the reporting period, 100% of public commitments were met on the DFA.
Canfor sent a total of 1239 communications, received 32 communications, and
delivered 32 separate actions within the time frames specified. In addition, Canfor
sent the following notification letters to the relevant stakeholders:
o
o
o

BCTS did not conduct forest operations on the DFA during the reporting period.

3.35

PUBLIC INPUT OPPORTUNITY AND RESPONSE TO
PUBLIC CONCERNS

Indicator: The number of opportunities given to the public and stakeholders to
express forestry related concerns and be involved in our public planning
processes; and the percentage of Creating Opportunities (Canfor) and Keeping in
Touch (BCTS) communication strategy requirements met.
Management Objective: To present opportunities to the public and stakeholders
to express forestry related concerns and be involved in our public planning
processes, via ≥3 types of media annually (variance of –1); to meet 100% of the
communication strategy requirements for Creating Opportunities (Canfor) and
Keeping in Touch (BCTS) (variance of –5%).
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FSP Notifications
Harvest Notifications
Block Declaration Notifications

For the 2007 – 2008 year, 100% of BCTS’s public commitments were met on the
DFA. In addition, amendment #3 to the BCTS FSP contains changes to results and
strategies for visual quality objectives for the DFA. All letters to stakeholders and
First Nations were sent out with a 60-day review and comment period, and ads were
placed in local papers for notification of the proposed amendment for Public review
and comment. No issues were raised from the process. As of May30, 2008
amendment #3 was approved by the Prince George District Manager.
The number of opportunities provided to the public and to stakeholders within the
reporting period is identified in Table 17.
Table 17.

Public Input Opportunity from April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008

Format of Opportunity

Number of Opportunities for Public and
Stakeholders Input
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and value of non-timber forest products from the DFA.

FSP Original Ads
FSP Amendment Ads
FSP Stakeholder Letters
PMP Original Ads
PMP Stakeholder Letters
PMP Signage
Field Tours
Harvest Notification Letters
PAG Meetings
Documented Phone Calls
Newspaper Ad (Open House)
Open House (Pine Centre Mall)
Documented Personal Meetings
TOTAL FOR DFA*

Canfor

BCTS

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
N/A
1
N/A
N/A
1
5

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
N/A
0
N/A
N/A
0
1

Joint
SFMP

1
1
1
3

TOTAL
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

* This indicator tracks the number of different types of opportunities that the public has to provide
input into the planning process, not the total number of opportunities.

3.36

VIEWING OF ACCESS PLANS

Indicator: Annual public review of Canfor and BCTS TFL30 road access plans.
Management Objective: To provide the public with an annual opportunity to
st
review TFL30 road access plans, on or before October 1 of each year (variance
of +1 month).
Forestry roads provide industrial and public access to large portions of the DFA.
Creating, maintaining, deactivating and closing these roads is an ongoing process
that requires careful planning. Because many non-forestry users of these roads have
an interest in their management, it is important to provide opportunities to view the
Canfor and BCTS current access plans. The input received from such viewings can
be used to plan future access management activities.
th
On October 12 2007, Canfor and BCTS participated in a licensee display of forestry
harvesting and road access plans at the Pine Center Mall in Prince George. Licensee
representatives staffed the display from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

3.37

SURVEY OF NON-TIMBER USES AND LIST OF QUALITY &
VALUE OF NON-TIMBER FOREST PRODUCTS

Indicator: Public survey of non-timber uses within the DFA; and a list of quality
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Management Objective: To conduct a public survey of non-timber uses within the
DFA at least every four years (+1 year variance); and to establish a list of quality
and value of non-timber forest products from the DFA by March 31st 2007 (+3
months variance).
As sustainable forest management pertains to the interaction of social, ecological and
economic factors, forest managers must not only be cognizant of the range of
different uses on the DFA, but also how these uses and values change over time.
This indicator measure the number of different local uses and values on the DFA as
well as the intensity for each value/use. As data is collected through the public
surveys, possible changes can be evaluated.
Public survey of non-timber uses was conducted within the DFA as part of FIA project
# 2700003, during the 2007-08 reporting period. The project results will be presented
to the TFL30 PAG in the Fall of 2008. See Appendix A for this list.

3.38

LOCAL CONTRACT VALUE

Indicator: Percentage of money spent on forest operations and management in
the DFA provided from the North Central Interior Suppliers/Contractors (applies to
Canfor only).
Management Objective: To target ≥90% of money spent on forest operations and
management in the DFA on goods and services provided by the North Central
Interior Suppliers/Contractors (0% variance).
Forests not only provide a multitude of ecological benefits to the areas surrounding
them, but they also provide many critical socio-economic benefits. In order to have
sustainable socio-economic conditions for local communities associated with TFL 30,
local forestry-related businesses should be able to benefit from the work that is
required in the management of the DFA. Local suppliers and contractors are
considered to be those based in the geographic area bounded by 100 Mile House
(south), Ft. St. John (north), Valemount (east) and Terrace (west).
Querying Canfor’s accounting data allows for the current status and tracking of the
local contract value within TFL 30. As shown in Table 18, 98.6% of the dollars spent
within the DFA during the 2007 calendar year was spent on local suppliers and
contractors.
Table 18.

Local Contract Value within TFL30

Current Status of
Indicator

Calendar Year

Target
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92.4%
93.0%
95.2%
99.1%
98.6%
99.4%
100.0%
98.6%

3.39

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

access, the social costs or benefits, and the ecological costs or benefits in terms of
impacts to other resource values such as wildlife.
> 90 %

Annually

SUPPLY OF TIMBER TO LOCAL PROCESSING
FACILITIES

Indicator: Proportion of timber extracted from the DFA supplied to local processing
facilities (applies to Canfor only).
Management Objective: To supply ≥95% of timber extracted from the DFA to
local processing facilities (-5% variance).
Sustainable forest management involves the balancing of ecological, social and
economic values. Canfor can play a key role in the stability and sustainability of
socio-economic factors by ensuring that a large proportion of timber volume is
processed by local facilities (i.e. those located within the boundaries of the Prince
George Timber Supply Area).
Each truckload of wood is scaled (weighed) at an approved MoFR scale site. The
timber mark and scale-based information is recorded in Canfor’s “Logs Production
Module”. A query of this Module for the period of April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008
indicates that 100.0% of the timber harvested from TFL30 was delivered to local
processing facilities.

The target of this measure is 200 km, 8.6 km of which is maintained by BCTS and the
remainder by Canfor. The main roads within the DFA include: North Fraser, Church,
Pass Lake, Seebach, Herrick, Olsson, Otter, Hayden, and Bend.
Road maintenance programs are currently tracked through each Licensee’s internal
data records. Canfor’s process includes flying the roads in the spring to identify
potential concerns; issuing hazard alerts for roads that are impassable until the
problem is rectified; and implementing an annual road and bridge maintenance
program.
For this reporting period, the objective has been met as a minimum of 200 km of main
access roads were maintained to a minimum standard in the spring.

3.41

STUMPAGE PAID TO GOVERNMENT

Indicator: The percent of stumpage paid on time to Government (applies to Canfor
only).
Management Objective: To pay 100% of stumpage on time to Government (0%
variance).
The payment of stumpage owing on the timber harvested within the DFA by Canfor is
a quantifiable indicator of how the public is receiving a portion of the economic
benefits derived from forests. In order to ensure continual sustainable socioeconomic conditions for local DFA communities, all stumpage billings will be paid on
time.
Each month, the provincial government invoices Canfor for stumpage. This invoice is
directed to the accounting and payroll departments for immediate processing.

3.40

MAIN ACCESS ROADS MAINTAINED

Indicator: Kilometers of main access roads maintained to a minimum standard in
the spring.
Management Objective: To maintain ≥200 km of main access roads to a
minimum standard in the spring.
Roads are a necessary component of forest management as they allow access to the
forest resource and its recreation potential. This indicator provides a measure of the
amount of main access roads maintained within the DFA, to allow for public access to
the benefits of the forest resource. A balance must be met between the value of
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During the reporting period of April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008, Canfor paid 100% of
its stumpage to Government on time.

3.42

AVERAGE INCOME OF DFA WORKERS

Indicator: Average income of DFA forest sector workers compared to provincial
average for forest sector workers.
Management Objective: To monitor the average income of DFA forestry sector
workers compared to provincial average for forest sector workers, targeting ≥100%
every five years (0% variance).
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Forests provide a mix of benefits to society, including direct and indirect employment,
wood products, goods and services, non-market values, tourism, guiding, trapping,
and recreation. This indicator focuses on the economic and social benefits that are
offered by the forest sector in the form of income.
The forest sector generally provides a fair and reasonable wage for work done in the
area. The Prince George Timber Supply Review conducted in 2001 reported the
average income of a forest sector worker in Prince George as $46,690 (based on
1996-1998 data). The provincial average income of a forestry and logging sector
worker from the Statistics Canada 2001 census is estimated at $42,925. The
difference in average Prince George area income compared to Provincial average
income is 108.7%.
This indicator is currently reported using dated information, but it is anticipated that
updated income data will be available for the 2007/08 annual report. The October
2004 AAC determination for the PG TSA did not include data on average incomes,
but the Data Package for the next PG TSA Timber Supply Review is scheduled for
release in October 2007. According to the Statistics Canada website, the scheduled
release date for the report on Income and Earnings, based on the 2006 census data
is May 2008. This Indicator will be update for the 2008 – 2009 Annual Report.

3.43

DONATION TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

Indicator: Number of donations to the local community (applies to Canfor only).
Management Objective: To provide ≥6 donations to the local community (0%
variance).
This indicator documents how Canfor provides economic and social benefits to the
public over and above wages, taxes and stumpage fees through donations and
involvement in local community organizations. Types of support opportunities within
the local community vary from providing personnel, equipment and/or facilities, to
providing cash and product donations. This is an important component of a
community’s economic and social stability, but it is also difficult to quantify as support
opportunities often go unrecorded.
During 2007, Canfor provided several donations within the community and included
recipients as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Prince George United Way
University of Northern British Columbia
School District #57
The Exploration Place
Two Rivers Gallery
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College of New Caledonia
Prince George Community Foundation
Theatre North West Society
Prince George Public Library
Prince George Chamber of Commerce
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
Dick Harris Special Olympics
Canadian Red Cross Society
And many more

As shown above there are at least 12 donations listed that Canfor has provided to the
Community in 2007.

3.44

SAFE CERTIFICATION

Indicator:
A - Canfor and BCTS will maintain certification under the SAFE

Certification Program.
B - Percentage of Canfor Contractors certified under the SAFE Certification
Program.
C - Percentage of Canfor Contractors registered under the SAFE
Certification Program.
D - Percentage of BCTS Contractors and Timber Sale Licensees issued
by BCTS registered under the SAFE Certification Program
Management Objective:
A – Target: 100% SAFE Certified / 0% Variance
B – Target: 2008 – 60%

2009 – 80%
2010 – 90%
Variance – 10%
C – Target: 100% / 0% Variance
D – Target: 100% / 0% Variance
This indicator was introduced during the current reporting year. PAG consensus was
received on March 11, 2008. The Safety related indicator was changed from ‘Loss
Time Accidents’ to ‘SAFE Certification’. During the roll out and introduction of this
new indicator, it was agreed that Canfor and BCTS would roll out the 2007-08 status
of the SAFE Certification programs, in this annual report.
A – Canfor is SAFE Certified; BCTS is currently undergoing their SAFE Certification
Audit.
B – Percentage of Canfor Contractors certified – 64%
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C – Percentage of Canfor Contractors registered – 97% (100% Harvesting
Contractors, 90% Silviculture Contractors)
D - Percentage of BCTS Contractors registered – (100 %)
Canfor did not meet Part C of this indicator at the time of the reporting date. There
were 3% of contractors overall that were not registered however will be registered
before starting work on 2008 projects.
With regards to Part D of this indicator, BCTS has a commitment with safe company
certification, at the corporate level to ensure that 100% of companies providing work
to BCTS are REGISTERED with the safe companies program. For the 2007 – 2008
reporting period BCTS Prince George has complied with that corporate policy and
100% of the companies working for BCTS P.G are Safe Company Registered.
However there are no commitments to require the company to be certified to conduct
work for BCTS P.G., therefore the number of companies certified that work for BCTS
P.G is unavailable.

3.45

ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS

Indicator: No unauthorized forestry activities within legally recognized (Provincial
and Federal) treaty areas and Agreement-in-Principle areas.
Management Objective: 100% (0% variance) recognition and respect of
Aboriginal and treaty rights.
A treaty is a negotiated agreement that spells out the rights, responsibilities and
relationships of First Nations and the Federal and Provincial governments
(Government of BC, 2005). Depending on the nature of the treaty, specific First
Nations will exercise a variety of rights over the area described in the treaty. Any
forestry activities that occur in these areas without the permission of the appropriate
First Nation peoples could have serious legal, economic, and social repercussions.
Respecting Aboriginal treaty rights is a part of sustainable forest management as it
protects social and economic values.
Four First Nation Bands have asserted Aboriginal interests in the TFL30: the McLeod
Lake Indian Band (Tsekani) the Lheidli T'enneh First Nation, the Nazko First Nation,
and the West Moberly First Nation. The McLeod Lake Band signed a Treaty 8
settlement agreement with the Federal and Provincial governments in 2000. None of
the Treaty 8 settlement lands are located within TFL30. The Lheidli T'enneh signed
an Agreement-in-Principle in July 2003 and voted to reject a final agreement in March
2007. In the meantime, the Agreement-in-Principle (signed in July 2003) proposed
land packages are being used to run this query.
As no treaty or Agreement-in-Principles areas have been identified within the DFA,
Canfor and BCTS are able to report 100% compliance with no unauthorized forestry
activities during the reporting period within legally recognized (Provincial and Federal)
treaty areas and Agreement-in-Principle areas.
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3.46

FSP REFERRAL AND PMP REFERRAL TO FIRST
NATIONS

Indicator: All Forest Stewardship Plan (FSP) and associated major amendments
are referred to affected Aboriginal peoples; and Pest Management Plans (PMP)
and associated major amendments are referred to affected Aboriginal bands.

Management Objective: To refer 100% of Forest Stewardship Plan (FSP) and
associated major amendments to affected Aboriginal peoples (0% variance); and
to refer 100% of Pest Management Plans (PMP) and associated major
amendments to affected Aboriginal bands (0% variance).
This indicator is designed to evaluate the success in providing opportunities to
Aboriginal peoples to be involved in forest management planning processes.
Specifically, all Forest Stewardship Plans and associated major amendments are to
be referred to affected Aboriginal groups for their input. As pesticides may have to be
used within the DFA to meet certain forestry objectives, Pest Management Plans will
be prepared to outline their use. This use may be applied to areas of interest to
various First Nations peoples within the DFA, necessitating referral. Operational
plans (location and type of pesticide) may be changed as a result of referral.
Canfor’s FSP was approved in February 2006, following a series of referral-related
interactions with First Nations communities. In late March 2007, Canfor’s first “FSP
amendment requiring approval” (ARA-001) was prepared and referred to the First
Nations, in the form of letters, tables and FSP content maps. The official referral
period ended on June 1st 2007. Significant discussion occurred around this
amendment with the West Moberly First Nation and the amendment was approved in
September 27, 2007.
Canfor has referred 100% of the FSP amendments requiring approval to all of the
affected First Nations within the DFA.
For the 2007 – 2008 reporting period, amendment #3 to the BCTS FSP contains
changes to results and strategies for visual quality objectives for the DFA of BCTS
Prince George. The amendment also applies the results and strategies proposed for
the DFA to TFL 30. All letters to First Nations were sent out with a 60 day review and
comment period, and ads were placed in local papers for notification of the proposed
amendment for Public review and comment. No issues were raised from the process.
As of May30, 2008 amendment #3 was submitted and approved by the Prince
George district manager.
In January 2005, Canfor referred the 2005 PMP to First Nations bands. In addition,
Canfor placed an ad in the local paper providing the public (including First Nations) an
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opportunity to review and provide comment. Canfor’s 2005 PMP was approved for a
term from 2006-2011. No major amendments were prepared during the reporting
period of April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008.
In February 2006, BCTS referred its 2006 PMP to First Nations bands, and placed an
ad in the local paper to provide the public and First Nations the opportunity to review
and provide comment. No amendments were prepared during the reporting period.

3.47

HERITAGE CONSERVATION ACT

Indicator: Percent of forest operations consistent with the Heritage Conservation
Act.
Management Objective: To conduct 100% of forest operations consistent with the
Heritage Conservation Act (0% variance).
The Heritage Conservation Act's stated purpose is "to encourage and facilitate the
protection and conservation of heritage property in British Columbia". The act
prohibits activities that will damage specific heritage resources. There are many
heritage resources in the DFA that are protected by the Act. Some of the more
common features of concern to forest operations are culturally modified trees, cache
pits, and pit house sites. Measures must be taken to ensure forest operations are
consistent with the Heritage Conservation Act to preserve and manage these features
to meet social and cultural needs of First Nation people and the broader community
within the DFA.
Forest operations are relatively easily adapted to protect known features under the
Act. Archaeological Predictive Models are used to assess the potential for
archaeological resources within proposed harvest areas or road access corridors.
Where activities are proposed within zones of high archaeological potential, trained
archaeologists conduct site-level Archaeological Impact Assessments (AIA) to
identify, assess and record any archaeological resources that may be present.
Specific requirements to conserve cultural resources are prescribed in site plans.
These strategies may include alteration if an alteration permit is obtained from the
Archaeology Branch (BC Ministry of Tourism, Sport and the Arts). Harvest and
subsequent silviculture inspections ensure that strategies are implemented as stated
in the site plan.
AIA’s were not required for any of the blocks harvested on the DFA by Canfor
st
st
between April 1 2007 and March 31 2008. As BCTS did not harvest any blocks
during this reporting period, 100% of Canfor and BCTS forest operations were
consistent with the Heritage Conservation Act.
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3.48

ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING PROCESS

Indicator: Documented opportunities for Aboriginal peoples’ participation in
developing public plans.
Management Objective: To conduct ≥1 meaningful face-to-face meeting per year
(variance of 0).
The incorporation of Aboriginal peoples' needs into forest planning is a key aspect to
sustainable forest management. As such, this indicator contributes to respecting the
social, cultural heritage and spiritual needs of people who traditionally and currently
use the DFA for the maintenance of traditional aspects of their lifestyle. Working with
Aboriginal people to identify, define and develop management strategies for these
special and unique needs is an important component of managing landscape
elements for the traditional lifestyle values of Aboriginal peoples.
This indicator will report all documented opportunities provided to local Aboriginal
peoples to participate in the development of forest management operational plans.
Public plans refer to the Management Plan (5 year), Forest Stewardship Plan (5 year)
and SFM plan (3-5 years). The target of one meeting per year with each Aboriginal
group may increase if major issues arise within the DFA.
There have not been any major issues in the DFA within this reporting period as the
Forest Stewardship Plan was approved in February 2006 and the Government has
approved an extension to the current Management Plan (9). All four bands, McLeod
Lake Indian Band, Lheidli T’enneh First Nation, Nazko First Nation and West Moberly
First Nation, have been invited to send representatives to the Public Advisory Group
(PAG) meetings.
Canfor hosted an open house at the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation’s band office last
April. In addition, Canfor has recently provided a developmental/training position for a
member of the Lheidli T’enneh First Nations’ Natural Resource staff and is also
providing support for this staff member in the development of the Lheidli T’enneh’s
Community Forest FSP.
Canfor met with the McLeod Lake Indian Band last April and again in August to
discuss various aspects of the planning process. Interest was expressed in
developing joint strategies on the management around cultural heritage trails and
culturally modified trees, and is being pursued with the Band.
th
On February 27 2007, the Nazko First Nation signed a Mountain Pine Beetle
Agreement with the Government of British Columbia. This Agreement expanded the
Nazko Traditional Territory to include a portion of TFL030 (south of the Fraser River).
Canfor representatives have met with forestry representatives from the Nazko First
Nation and discussed their traditional territory expansion and the options available to
the Nazko First Nation to participate in the planning process.
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Canfor has met with representatives of the West Moberly First Nation twice in the last
reporting period. Various aspects of the planning process were discussed at both of
these meetings.

•

The target of ≥1 meaningful face-to-face meeting has been met, as Canfor’s planning
staff met numerous times with the 4 First Nations bands on the DFA throughout the
reporting period.

3.49

ABORIGINAL ISSUES EVALUATED

Indicator: Percentage of issues raised by Aboriginal peoples evaluated by Canfor
and BCTS; and the percentage of issues raised by Aboriginal Chief & Council or
their representative developed into mutually agreed-upon strategies.
Management Objective: To evaluate 100% of issues raised by Aboriginal peoples
evaluated by Canfor and BCTS (-10% variance); and to develop mutually agreedupon strategies for 100% of the issues raised by Aboriginal Chief & Council or their
representative
(-50% variance).
The evaluation of forest management issues raised by Aboriginal peoples
demonstrates respect for their unique perspective and historical connection with the
forest.
Incorporating management strategies into the planning process in order to resolve
issues raised by Aboriginal leaders is a key aspect of sustainable forest management.
This indicator contributes to respecting the social, cultural heritage and spiritual needs
of people who traditionally and currently use the DFA for the maintenance of
traditional lifestyle aspects.
During the 2007/08 reporting period, the following issues were raised by Aboriginal
Chief and Council (or representatives of the Chief and Council):
•
Nazko First Nation
o Issues around fertilization in general and within the DFA. Canfor agreed
to provide additional information around the PG Fertilization Strategy
and to implement a water quality monitoring program in conjunction with
any fertilization activities that are to take place. Also agreed to raise the
issue of employment opportunities with the contractor conducting the
water quality sampling program.
o Brought forward that they found the current FSP Review template map
didn't meet their needs.
Requested some specific features be
highlighted differently for ease of identification. Canfor agreed to modify
the template and worked with the PG District ALO and the Nazko First
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•

Nation to produce a better map product. Have agreed to use this map
template for all FSP referrals sent to Nazko First Nation.
McLeod Lake First Nation
o Have expressed interest in locating, geo-referencing and developing
management strategies for culturally important trails within their
traditional territory. Canfor has committed to working with the McLeod
Lake Indian Band to move forward with this project.
o Issues around fertilization in general and within the DFA. Canfor agreed
to provide additional information around the PG Fertilization Strategy
and to implement a water quality monitoring program in conjunction with
any fertilization activities that are to take place. Canfor has also
committed to inviting the McLeod Lake First Nation to make a site visit
to any fertilization operations occurring within the DFA.
West Moberly First Nation
o Requested clarification on the FSP Amendment ARA-001, specifically
the section regarding a provision to trend away from the patch size
targets on the TFL. Canfor provided background information on the
Order Establishing Landscape Biodiversity Objectives for the Prince
George TSA. An explanation of why the current patch size targets
could not be met was also provided.
o Requested fish and fish habitat information for Olsson Creek. Canfor
provided the information to the best of their abilities and included a list
of resources that may provide a more detail.
o Requested further information around the maintenance of water quality
and quantity for TFL 30. Canfor provided an explanation of the water
quality and quantity indicators for the TFL 30 SFM plan and provided
the information contained in the 2006/07 annual report.

During the reporting period, no issues were raised by Aboriginal individuals.

3.50

ABORIGINAL STRATEGY INCORPORATION

Indicator: Incorporation of mutually agreed-upon strategies to address Aboriginal
peoples' values, knowledge, and uses in public plans for the DFA; and the
percentage of forest operations consistent with mutually agreed-upon strategies.
Management Objective: To incorporate 100% (annually) of mutually agreed-upon
strategies to address Aboriginal peoples' values, knowledge, and uses in public
plans for the DFA (0% variance); and to conduct 100% of forest operations
consistently with mutually agreed-upon strategies (0% variance).
The development of mutually agreed-upon management strategies is only the first
step in SFM. Incorporation of those strategies into public plans demonstrates
recognition of Aboriginal forest values, knowledge, and uses (“public plans” refers to
the Management Plan, Forest Stewardship Plan and SFM plan). Monitoring
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adherence to these strategies is a measure of the success of these strategies to
address the issues for which they were developed.

As no PAG members left the public advisory group process during the reporting
period (April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008), no follow up interviews were required.

These indicators report on the incorporation and implementation of the strategies that
were developed to address Aboriginal peoples issues. As these strategies are
implemented, the tracking of forest activity compliance with the strategies will help to
determine whether concerns are being addressed appropriately.

3.52

As no mutually agreed-upon strategies have been developed for application on the
DFA, the percentage of forest operations consistent with such strategies cannot be
reported, however, Canfor has been working to strengthen our communications and
relationships with the First Nations groups who have interests in the DFA.
A request was made by the Nazko First Nation to provide a modified map template in
all referral packages sent to them that better highlights the proposed blocks predicted
to have a high archaeological potential rating. Canfor has complied with this request
in hopes that the improved map product will allow for areas of interest to be more
readily identified and lead to further discussions around management strategies.
As reported in 2005/06, one of the Bands has demonstrated interest in working on the
location, geo-referencing and development of management strategies for culturally
important trails in its traditional territory. It is anticipated that progress will be made
over the coming year with regard to trail inventories and the development of
management strategies.

3.51

PAG FOLLOW UP SURVEY

NUMBER OF PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUP MEETINGS

Indicator: Number of times Public Advisory Group (PAG) Terms of Reference
reviewed; and the number of Public Advisory Group meetings per year.

Management Objective: To review the PAG Terms of Reference ≥1 time per year
(variance of 0); and to conduct ≥1 PAG meeting annually.
The TFL30 PAG is made up of a diverse set of representatives with various defined
interests, values or specific uses of the forest resource within the DFA. The PAG
provided valuable input into the initial development of values, indicators, and
objectives for the CSA SFM process, and will continue to provide guidance, input and
evaluation of this process. This indicator provides information regarding how often
the PAG will meet on an annual basis.
The PAG reviewed the terms of reference in February 2008. Between May 16, 2007
and March 11, 2008, the PAG met 4 times to develop the Values, Goals, Indicators
and Objectives for CSA-SFM TFL30 plan.

3.53

PUBLIC SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN THE PAG

Indicator: Percentage of people leaving the PAG process receiving a follow-up
interview survey.

Indicator: Percentage of the public sectors (as defined in the Terms of Reference)
invited to participate in the Public Advisory Group (PAG) process.

Management Objective: To ensure 100% of people leaving the PAG process
receive a follow-up interview survey.

Management Objective: To invite 100% of the public sectors (as defined in the
Terms of Reference) to participate in the Public Advisory Group (PAG) process
(variance of 0%).

Public participation in the SFM planning process is essential to understanding and
respecting local values and concerns. A follow -up interview in the form of a survey
provides the public participants with an opportunity to express their satisfaction with
the entire process. The information collected from these surveys can be used as part
of the SFM continuous improvement process.
The PAG Facilitator oversees the follow up survey for those members leaving the
PAG. Survey questions are designed to assess satisfaction with the entire PAG
experience, suggestions for improvement and concerns with the SFMP process. The
results of this survey are reported to the PAG and a course of action to address
concerns is determined.
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An important component of the PAG is the representation from the various public
sectors as defined in the Terms of Reference (ToR). Their involvement in the PAG
process is crucial for the success of the SFMP as they represent a broad range of
commercial and non-commercial interests within the DFA. Their participation will
enhance the co-operation between the forest industry and other parties interested in
the management of public lands in the DFA to meet the social, economic and
ecological goals of sustainable forest management.
The process for inviting public sector representatives to participate in the PAG is
defined in the PAG ToR. Within the reporting period, representatives from 100% of
the 12 public sectors described in the ToR were invited to participate in the PAG.
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3.54

PAG AND INTERESTED PARTIES SATISFACTION

Indicator:

Management Objective:

PAG overall satisfaction score with
the meetings.

To achieve a score of 5 annually (variance
of –1).

PAG overall satisfaction score with
the public participation process.

To achieve a score of 5 annually (variance
of –0.75).

Percentage of PAG satisfaction with
the amount and timing of information
presented for decision-making.

To achieve 100% PAG satisfaction with
the amount and timing of information
presented for decision-making (variance
of –20%).
To achieve 100% interested parties’
satisfaction with the amount and timing of
information presented for decisionmaking, every 3 years (variance of –40%).

Percentage of interested parties
satisfied with the amount and timing
of information presented for decisionmaking.

This indicator is intended to measure and report the level of satisfaction the PAG has
with meetings and the overall participation process, and the level of satisfaction the
PAG and interested parties have with the amount and timing of information presented
for informed decision-making input into the SFM plan and other public plans. While it
is hoped that there will be high satisfaction, it is also acknowledged that as with any
group of diverse backgrounds and opinions, it is difficult to achieve unanimous
satisfaction in every regard. However, if the SFM Plan is to succeed, the people who
are involved in its evolution must have a certain level of satisfaction with the
information provided to direct that development.
A meeting evaluation survey was provided to the PAG at each of the 8 meetings in
2006/07 in order to determine the levels of satisfaction with the meetings, public
participation process, and the amount and timing of information presented for
decision-making. The average PAG satisfaction score was 4.6 for the meetings, 4.7
for the overall public participation process was 4.4, and 88% for the amount and
timing of information presented for decision- making.
No information is available regarding the satisfaction of interested parties with the
amount and timing of information presented for decision-making. Canfor and BCTS
will develop and circulate a survey by October 2008, in order to facilitate reporting for
the 2008/09 annual report.

3.55

Indicator:

Management Objective:

Review ranking and update status of
items
on
the
Continuous
Improvement Matrix.

To annually review the ranking and
update the status of 100% of items on the
Continuous Improvement Matrix (0%
variance).
To achieve a score of 5 (variance of –1).

PAG satisfaction score for progress
on the Continuous Improvement
Matrix.
Number of items incorporated into the
SFM Plan from the Continuous
Improvement Matrix.

On an annual basis, to incorporate into
the SFM Plan ≥2 items from the
Continuous Improvement Matrix (variance
of –1).

The TFL30 PAG and interested parties provide guidance, input and evaluation during
development of the SFMP. The Terms of Reference provide for the discussion of
relevant issues PAG meetings. Issues that cannot easily be developed into indicators
or that require more information are added to the Continuous Improvement Matrix.
The Continuous Improvement Matrix is used to capture issues outside the scope of
the PAG process but can contribute to continuous improvement of sustainable forest
management. Canfor and BCTS have developed a work plan for ranking, updating,
and incorporating items into indicators. In March 2007, the PAG assigned priorities to
the items listed in the Matrix. For the 2007/08 year, the PAG satisfaction score for
progress on the Matrix was 4.2.
During this reporting period, one item from the Matrix was incorporated into the SFM
Plan (indicator for Safety).

3.56

ALDER CONVERSION

Indicator: The percentage of existing alder swale areas converted to something
else.
Management Objective: On an annual basis, to convert of 0% of existing alder
swales to something else (variance of +1%).
At the January 10th 2007 PAG meeting, the TFL PAG added this indicator to the
SFMP for reporting to begin in 2006/07.
During the reporting period of April 1st 2007 to March 31st 2008, harvesting, road
construction, Special Use Permits, or planting activities ha were conducted on 972.1
hectares within the DFA. 0.0 hectares of existing alder swales were impacted by
these activities.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT MATRIX
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Appendix A – Initial Draft of the Non Timber Forest Products (NTFP) Species in the Prince George DFA.

NTFP
Alder

Arnica

Beaked
Hazel Nut
Birch

Botanical Name

Habitat

Alnus viridis, A.
sitchenis, A. crispa;
A. incana
Arnica cordifolia; A.
latifolia;
A.
angustifolia;
Corylus cornuta

Mesic to hygric sites in openings or under
canopy gaps across the area, very abundant in
disturbances at mid elevations
Species dependant, typically found on circummesic sites under canopy gaps

Bark & Cones

Flowers
Roots

Subxeric to mesic sites at lower elevations,
most abundant in the SBSmh
Mesic to subhygric mesotrophic soils on lower
to toe slope positions at mid to lower
elevations, large birch stands seem to be more
common on clay soils

Betula papyrifera

Parts Used

Use description

Use Category

Anytime

Alder bark and spruce tips
used as a tea for colds

T

June, July

Arnica

Nuts

Fall

Beaked Hazel Nut

Sap

March
May

early

Sap can be tapped to drink
or boil for syrup or wine

T/Cc

Bark

Best in the winter
when there is a
thaw
Spring

birch bark canoes tied
together with spruce roots

T/Cc

Live young trees can be
used for restoration
Dead saplings can be used
for trellising or fencing
Edible berries, preserves

Cc
Cp

T/Cc

Seedlings

Blueberrie
s

Vaccinium
myrtilloides

V. caespitosum

Bog
cranberrie
s
Bolete

Oxycoccos
oxycoccos

Bunchberr
y
Cattails

Cornus canadensis

Boletus spp

Typha latifolia

Harvest Timing

&

to

T/Cc

Xeric to submesic poor soils at mid to lower
elevations in the moderate and wetter BGC
units, found on mesic mesotrophic sites in the
dryer BGC units, during a wetter year, 5 to 10
year old cutblocks produce well, in drier year,
sites under pine canopy will produce better
Often found on sites similar to velvet-leaved
blueberry as well as in areas with cold air
pooling
Nutrient poor treed and non-treed wetlands
hygric sites.

Berries

August,
September

Leaves

Best in spring

Teas

T/Cc

Berries

July, August

Edible berries

T/Cc

Species specific and will have mycorhizal
associations with specific trees

Whole
mushroom
Berries

SeptemberOctob
er
July - September

Edible mushrooms

T/Cc

Edible berries

T/Cp

Tops

Spring

Tops are edible, like corn

T/Cp

Leaves

Fall

Leaves used in weaving

T

Nutrient rich wetlands with high water tables
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NTFP
Cedar

Botanical Name
Thuja plicata

Habitat
Interior temperate
ICHwk4, ICHwk3

rainforest

Parts Used
–

ICHvk2,

Harvest Timing

Use description

Use Category

Boughs & Bark

Year round

Boughs used at Christmas

Cc

Oil

Essential oil

Cc

Contains
anti-cancer
properties (nutraceutical)
Edible berries

Cc
T/Cp
T/Cc

Chaga

Inontus obliquus

Birch stands

Fungus

Year round, but
higher
concentrations in
spring
All year

Choke
cherry
Clover

Prunus virginiana

Dry exposed sites at lower elevations

Fruits

July, August

Trifolium pratense

Young disturbances

Flowers

Tea

Conifer
cones

Picea,
Pinus,
Pseudotsuga,
Tsuga, Thuja
Ganoderma
applanatum(Artist’s
fungus)
Populus
balsamifera
spp
tricocarpa

Species dependant

Throughout
season
All year

Potpourri

Cc

All year

Fuel source, also used to
draw on

Cc

All year

Bark used for art and other
projects; sold for crafts and
carving
Buds used as a healing
salve

Cc

Conks

Cottonwoo
d

Found alone or in clumps on rotting stumps
and logs, associated with most deciduous and
coniferous species
Active fluvial plains, toe slope positions

Bark & Wood

Leaves
Buds

Cow
Parsnip

Heracleum lanatum

Cranberrie
s

Viburnum edule

Crowberry

Empetrum nigrum

Dandelion

Taxacum

Subhygric to hygric sites in mid to lower
elevations

Cottonwood patches – deciduous overstory,
active fluvial plains and toe slope positions at
lower elevations
Cold air ponding sites and higher elevation
sites with nutrient poor soils
Ubiquitous in disturbances across the area
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&

May

Stem

Early June

Roots

Anytime

Berries

T/Cc

In spring, edible stems are
eaten like celery
When dry, stems can be
made into whistles
Dried roots soaked in water
and placed on skin to ease
arthritis

T
T

Late
August,
September

Edible berries, preserves &
syrup

T/Cc

Berries

August

Edible berry

T/Cp

Leaves

Spring

Spring greens

T/Cc

T
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NTFP

Botanical Name
officianale;
ceratophorum

Devil’s
Club

T.

Oplopanax horridus

Douglas
Maple
Drift wood

Acer glabrum

Elderberry

Sambucus
racemosa

False
Solomon
Seal

Smilacina
racemosa
trifolia

Fireweed
Gooseberr
y

Epilobium
angustifolium
Ribes
oxyacanthoides

Huckleberr
ies (black
and blue)

Vaccinium
membranaceum
and V. ovalifolium

Juniper

Habitat

Juniperus spp.

Harvest Timing

Use description

Use Category

Roots

Anytime, best in
spring

Teas

Nutrient rich sites with seasonal subsurface
seepage, typically not level sites, common in
the wetter mid-elevation BGC subzone
variants – SBSmk1, SBSwk3, SBSwk1,
SBSvk, ICHvk2, ICHwk4, ICHwk3

Berries

June

Stem & Roots
(rhizome)

Anytime

Steep warm aspects with mesotrophic soils in
the moderate and warmer BGC zones
Lake and river banks

Seedlings

Early spring

Spiritual uses, and used in
teas and tinctures, like
ginseng
Spiritual uses, and used in
teas and tinctures, like
ginseng
Landscaping plant

Wood

Anytime

Furniture, art

Berries

Spring – June,
July

Tea for coughs and colds

Berries

Summer

Edible berries

T

Greenery

Spring

Edible spring greens

T

Greenery

Spring

Edible spring greens

T/Cp

Berries

August

Edible berries

T/Cc

Berries

Mid
to
late
summer
(late
July – August)

Edible berries,
and wine

Leaves

Best in spring

Teas

Boughs

Year round

Decorative boughs.

Mesotrophic to rich, subhygric to hygric sites in
the wetter wet mid-elevation BGC subzone
variants – SBSwk3, SBSwk1, SBSvk, ICHvk2,
ICHwk4, ICHwk3
Often more abundant in recent disturbances
S. trifolia &

Parts Used

T/Cc
T

T/Cc

Cc
Cc
T/Cc

S.
S. racemosa – mesic to subhygric mesotrophic
sites in the mid to lower elevations
Ubiquitous in recent disturbances across the
area
Subhygric, nutrient rich sites, often associated
with clay soils, birch/cottonwood at mid to low
elevations
Edges of Older Spruce, Lodgepole Pine
forests (gaps, moisture)
15 years post disturbance, north, northeast
aspect in younger stands (plantations), WTPs
post harvest
Autecology – partial sun to partial shade,
higher elevation on mesic, mesotrophic sites
or on subxeric to submesic sites with poor soil
nutrient in the wetter subzones.
Typically more abundant at higher elevations
(ESSF)
Xeric to subxeric nutrient poor sites, typically
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preserves,

T/Cc

T/Cc

Cc
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NTFP

Botanical Name

Habitat
on coarse textured, nutrient poor soils at mid
to lower elevations

Parts Used
Berries

Harvest Timing
Year round

Arctostapholus
uva-ursi

Labrador
Tea
Lichen
Lupine

Ledum
groenlandicum
Bryoria, Alectoria
Lupinus polyphyllus

Morels

Morchella spp.

Moss
Mountain
Ash

Sphagnum spp.
Sorbus sitchensis &
S. scopulina

Xeric to subxeric nutrient poor sites, typically
on coarse textured soils at mid to lower
elevations

Berries

Nutrient poor soils, cold air ponding sites,
typically associated with black spruce
Old interior forest
Recent disturbances in cool, moderate
precipitation subzone/variants – SBSmk1,
SBSwk1, ESSFwk2
Recent burns or in cutblocks in the first year
post-harvest
providing
sufficient
spring
sun/heat
Nutrient poor wetlands and hygric forests
Mesic mesotrophic sits in the mid to upper
elevation BGC units

Cc

Lobe & hair
Flowers

Year round
June

Survival food
Cut flowers

T
Cc

Edible mushroom

Cc

T

Early June
earlier

or

Edible berries.

T/Cp

Teas.

T/Cp

Peat moss
Berries

Year round
September

Used in diapers
Teas to treat diarrhea

Greenery

Spring, summer,
fall

Leaves
used
arrangements

Early spring, mid
to late June, prior
to
seed
production
August,
September
August,
September

Spring greens, and used in
teas

T/Cc

Edible berries, preserves.

T/Cc

Leaves

Oregon
grape

Mahonia aquifolia

Dry to mesic sites in the warm dry or moist hot
BGC units

Berries
Greenery

Anaphalis
margaritaca
Prunus
pensylvanica

Floral greenery

Subhygric to hygric nutrient rich sites, typically
associated with fluvial outwashes.
**SBSmh/08 and ICHvk2/05 are both red-listed
ecosystems
Recent disturbances

Fiddleheads

Early June

Edible young fiddleheads

Flowers

August

Dried flowers

Dry steep south aspects at lower elevations in
the southern portion of the area

Fruits

End of
early July
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Cc

Landscaping.

Nutrient rich subhygric to hygric sites, toe
slopes, in forest openings, associated with
cottonwood

Pearly
everlasting
Pin cherry

Landscaping plants

Plant/seeds

Leaves

Urtica dioecious

Matteucia
struthiopteris

T/Cp

Late summer, fall
(September)
All year for the
most part
Fall/winter

Nettle

Ostrich
fern

Use Category

Teas or as seasoning.

Plants

Kinnickinni
ck

Use description

June,

in

Cc

Cc
T/Cc

Cc

Edible fruit
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Pine

Botanical Name
Pinus contorta

Habitat
Ubiquitous

Parts Used
Cambium

Rubus ideaus

Red Osier

Cornus stolonifera

Rose

Rosa spp

Salvage
wood,
cones
Saskatoon

Amelanchier
alnifolium

Shaggy
Manes
Soopalallie

Coprinus comatus

Spruce

Picea spp.

Sheperdia
canadensis

Most commonly found in post harvest
cutblocks in mesic to subhygric ecosystems, in
mid to lower elevations
Also know to thrive in drier conditions although
yield may not be as high
Species is quick to recover post-disturbance
Wet and rich fluvial areas at mid to lower
elevations in the moderate to warm drier BGC
units, often associated with Cottonwood

Edible mushroom

Berries

Spring, summer,
fall
Late July

Edible fruit, preserves

T/Cc

Leaves

Anytime,
better early

Leaves used in teas

T/Cc

Greenery

All season

but

Steep warm aspects with mesotrophic soils in
the moderate and warmer BGC zones

Food source

T

Pine gum to chew

T
Cc

Floral greens

Plants
Rosehips
Flowers
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Use Category

Sap

Ubiquitous but most abundant in dry warm and
dry cool BGC units on submesic to mesic
mesotrophic soils
Species dependant

Common on lawns and roadsides at mid to
lower elevations across the area
Subxeric to submesic sites or poor soils with
fluctuating water tables, most common in the
moderate and dry BGC units at mid to lower
elevations
Ubiquitous

early

Use description

Spring,
June
All year

Puffballs
Raspberrie
s

Harvest Timing

Landscaping plant

Cc
Cc

Post flower
Spring

Source of vitamin C, teas,
jelly

T/Cc
T/Cp

All year

Art and smoke wood

T/Cc

Berries

Mid-July

Edible berries

T/Cc

Branches

All year

Berries

September,
October
Late June
early July

Edible mushrooms

Cc

to

Whipped into ice cream,
dried or smoked, mixed with
pemmican as well

T/Cc

Most uses are
early
spring,
boughs,
roots
anytime

Tea for colds when boiled
with alder

T

Boughs

Boughs at Christmas, also
used
for
ceremonial
purposes

T/Cc

Cambium

Food source

New growth on
branch tips

T
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Strawberry

Botanical Name

Fragaria ssp.

Strawberry
blite
Subalpine
fir
Thimbleber
ry

Chenopodium
capitatum
Abies spp.

Valerian

Valerianna ssp.

Wild
(Black)
Currant
Wild
flowers
chocolate
tiger lilies,
columbine,
sedum,
rose, fern,
grasses,
lady
slipper
Wild
Ginger

Ribes lacustre

Wild mint

Mentha spp.

Wild onion

Allium spp.

Rubus parvifolium

Asarum cladatum

Habitat

Parts Used

Harvest Timing

Use description

Use Category

Sap

Spruce gum

T

Roots

Used like rope

T/Cc

Early to mid June
(some fruit twice)
Leaves
picked
anytime, runners
in the summer
when
berries
gone

Edible fruit, preserves

T/Cc

Used for tea (for diarrhea) or
hair colour

T/Cc

Used in salads

T/Cp

Sap

Late June, early
July
August

Used as medicine

Berries

June

Edible berries

T/Cc

Greenery

Anytime

Root

Spring – June

Teas and tinctures

T/Cc
T/Cc

Subxeric to mesic sites with partial to full sun,
at mid to lower elevations across the area,
most common on disturbed site such as
roadsides with south facing aspects.

Berries

Disturbances at mid to lower elevations across
the area
Ubiquitous at mid to high elevations across the
area
Mesic to sughygric sites with mesotrophic to
rich soils at middle elevations in moderate to
wet cool to cold BGC units
Common at mid to high elevations across the
area
Subhygric sites in

Flowers

Berries

August

Edible berries

Species specific

Whole plant
Bulbs/corms

When dormant.
Late
summer,
early fall

Landscaping plants

Moist rich lower to toe slope positions in very
wet BGC units, most commonly found on
subhygric benches under dense conifer cover
Medium to rich wetlands and rich hygric sites
at mid to lower elevations
Dry open sites, wooded or grassy, typically

Leaves
Roots

Mid to late June
Anytime

Teas

T/Cp

Leaves

All season

Teas

T/Cc

Bulb

Fall before frost

Edible bulbs

T/Cp
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Leaves
Runners

&

T

Cc
T
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NTFP

Botanical Name

Habitat

Parts Used

Harvest Timing

Use description

Use Category

with sandy soils on warm aspects, may be
associated with Douglas-fir
Wild rice
Willow

Yarrow

Fruit/grain
Salix spp

Achillea millefolium

Species dependant, most species thrive in
disturbances

Partial to full sun on dry to moist soils at mid to
lower elevations across the area

Late summer to
Fall
All year

Stems

Greenery
(bark,
leaf,
buds)

Spring

Leaves
Flowers

All season –
better at certain
times of year
depending upon
use – teas early,
smudges later

&

Edible rice

T/Cc

Willow for furniture
Pussy willows in spring as
floral greenery
Used as a pain reliever in
tea
Bark scraped and mixed
with tobacco
Scraped bark for sore eyes

Cc
Cc

Teas, flowers used as a rub
on the skin or a smudge for
mosquitoes

T/Cc

T
T
T

Appendix B Distinct Forest Habitat Types Management Strategies and 2007-08 Results
Distinct
Habitat
Grouping
2-7

3-23

Description of Ecosystem Habitat Type

Type of
Ecosystem
Grouping

Total Area
in TFL 30

TFL30
(ha) NHLB

Total
TFL30 %
Rep. in the
NHLB

Distinct
Habitat
Types
Targets

Total Area
in DPG
(ha) THLB

Total DPG
% Rep. in
the NHLB

Area (Ha)
Harvested
2008

Area (ha)
in Reserve
2008

Retention Strategy
for areas found in
the THLB

SBSmk1 04 subxeric-submesic Pl Fd
Sx leading; Huckleberry, Spirea, Rose,
Saskatoon ; Moderate tree cover light
shrub cover;
ESSFwk2 03 mesic-subhygric Se, Bl;
thimbleberry, huckleberry,
rhododendron, twinberry, bunchberry,
oak fern, foamflower, bluebells, lady
fern, horsetail, knights plume,
feathermoss; Light tree cover, heavy
shrub cover, moderate herb cover,
heavy moss (this unit is now lumped
with another unit in the PG TSA – may
no longer be considered uncommon).

Uncommon

141

22.6

16%

>50%

665

8.9%

0

0

No Harvest

Uncommon

139

65.3

47%

>50%

139

47%

0

0
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Distinct
Habitat
Grouping

Description of Distinct Habitat Grouping
Type

Type of
Ecosystem
Grouping

Total Area
in TFL 30

TFL30
(ha) NHLB

Uncommon
15
5
SBSwk1 02 xeric-subxeric Pl Sx, Fd
leading; Huckleberry Velvet Leaved
Blueberry, bunchberry twinflower dwarf
blueberry, feathermoss, cladina and
freckle lichens; Light tree cover and
shrub cover, very sparse herb cover,
heavy moss/lichen cover, rare and
small
Common
303
21.2
2-30
SBSmk1 08 subhygric-hygric Sxw, Bl,
Devils club, twinberry, gooseberry,
thimbleberry, Queen’s cup, oak fern
lady fern, leafy mosses, knights plume,
feathermoss, cat’s tail moss; Moderate
tree cover, moderate shrub and herb
cover, moderate moss cover; limited to
stream edges and seepage flats
Common
621
62.1
3-04
ICH/SBSvk 02 or SBS wk1 03 xericsubxeric Pl, Sx Velvet leaved blueberry,
huckleberry, twinberry, pink spirea,
rose, Saskatoon, huckleberry,
bunchberry, 5-leaved bramble, toadflax,
ricegrass, freckled lichen, cladina
lichen, stepmoss; Light tree cover, light
shrub cover, moderate herb cover,
heavy moss cover, limited to fluvial
terraces.
Common
29,187
2043
3-20
SBSwk1 01/05 circum-mesic Sx Pl,
Huckleberry, thimbleberry, devils club,
gooseberry, cranberry, oak fern
bunchberry, queen’s cup, feathermoss,
leafy moss, step moss; light tree cover,
light shrub cover, heavy her cover,
abundant mosses. Large area.
Common
3,660
256.2
3-25
SBSwk1 06 subhygric Sx, Pl, Sb, Pink
spirea, twinberry, thimbleberry,
Labrador tea, cranberry, rose,
gooseberry, bunchberry, oak and lady
fern, wintergreen, ground pine,
feathermoss, knights plume, broom
moss; Moderate tree cover and shrub,
light herb cover, moderate moss cover,
cold air drainage.
Distinct Habitat Type Indicator Targets:
**Uncommon Grouping Target >50% in NHLB **Common Grouping Target >15% in NHLB
3-06
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Total
TFL30 %
Rep. in the
NHLB

Distinct
Habitat
Types
Targets

Total Area
in DPG
(ha) THLB

Total DPG
% Rep. in
the NHLB

Area (Ha)
Harvested
TFL30
2008

Area (ha)
in Reserve
TFL30
2008

Retention Strategy
for areas found in
the THLB

33%

>50%

669

31%

0

0

No Harvest

7%

>15%

18,586

10.9%

14.8

5.5

15 % WTP
Retention on
blocks, target
retention in
Distinct Habitat
Type area

10%

>15%

18,610

11.9%

0

0

7%

>15%

334,517

11.6%

0

0

7%

>15%

14,534

6.3%

0

0
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Box 10426, 777 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver BC V7Y 1K3
Canada

Telephone (604) 691-3000
(604) 691-3401
Telefax
(604) 691-3031
www.kpmg.ca

Jody Rhodes
Certification Standards Officer
Prince George Timber Sales Office
BC Timber Sales
2000 Ospika Boulevard
Prince George, BC V2N 4W5
December 18, 2008
Dear Jody:
Re:

2008 ISO 14001 and CSA Z809 Re-registration Audit Report for BCTS Prince
George Operations

Our 2008 ISO 14001 and CSA Z809 Re-registration Audit Report for BCTS Prince George
Operations is attached. The report documents the results of the audit that took place during the
period December 2-18, 2008.
As communicated to you previously, you are required to submit corrective action plans to address
all identified non-conformities within 30 days of the date of the closing meeting. Upon receipt by
KPMG PRI, these will be reviewed to verify that they adequately address the root cause(s) of the
non-conformities identified during the audit, and either approved or returned to you for revision.
We value the ongoing working relationship that we have with BCTS Prince George Operations,
and appreciate the assistance provided to the audit team by Company staff and contractors during
the audit process.
If you have any questions regarding the results of the audit or what is required in the way of
corrective actions, please call me at the phone number listed below.
Yours truly,

Dave Bebb, RPF, CEA(SFM), EMS(LA)
Vice President, Registration Operations
Enc:

2008 ISO 14001 and CSA Z809 Re-registration Audit Report for BCTS Prince George
Operations
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report by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
may be unlawful. Any opinions contained in this audit report are subject to the terms and
conditions expressed in the governing KPMG PRI client engagement contract.
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A.

Client Information

Client Name:

BCTS Prince George Operations and Prince George Defined
Forest Area, Mackenzie Defined Forest Area and Tree Farm
Licence 30

Audit Criteria:

ISO 14001:2004 and CSA Z809-02
ISO 14001:2004: Forestry operations on Crown forest land
including planning and performance on active and completed
timber sales as well as SFM conformance by individual
participating BCTS licencees, permitees, and contractors.
CSA Z809 – Prince George Defined Forest Area: BC Timber
Sales operations and responsibilities under the Prince George
Sustainable Forest Management Plan within the Prince George
Forest District Defined Area. (NB. BCTS “operations” do not
include the operations of Carrier Lumber under licence
A70174 which would require an expansion of BCTS’
oversight of these operations and an extension of the audit
process to explicitly address the management responsibilities
of Carrier Lumber under this licence).
CSA Z809 – TFL 30 Defined Forest Area: BC Timber Sales
operations and responsibilities under the Tree Farm Licence #30
sustainable forest management plan.
CSA Z809 – Mackenzie Defined Forest Area: Forestry
operations on Crown forest land including planning and
performance on active and completed timber sales as well as
SFM system conformance by individual participating BCTS
licensees, permitees and contractors within the Mackenzie
Defined Forest Area (BCTS operations within the Mackenzie
Forest District)

Scope of Registration:

Client Representative:
Assessment Number:

B.

Jody Rhodes, Certification Standards Officer
Prince George Operations ISO 14001: #2265.13
Prince George DFA CSA Z809: #2265.15
TFL30 CSA Z809: #2265.19
Mackenzie DFA CSA Z809: #2265.24

Document Review Findings

The document review did not identify any non-conformities with the requirements of ISO 14001
and CSA Z809. As a result, no corrective actions were required prior to the re-registration audit
taking place.
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C.

Audit Details

Type of Audit:

Re-registration audit

Date(s) of Document
Review:

December 2-5, 2008

Date(s) of Field Audit:

December 15-18, 2008

Date of Next Assessment:

Fall 2009

Audit team:

Lead auditor:

Dave Bebb

Audit team members:

Sylvi Holmsen
Craig Roessler

Audit Report
Distribution:

BCTS Prince George Operations
KPMG PRI audit files

Audit objective(s):

The objective(s) of the audit was to evaluate the environmental and
sustainable forest management system at BCTS Prince George
Operations, its implementation, effectiveness and conformance
with the requirements of ISO 14001 and CSA Z809. These
objective(s) were met.

Audit scope:

The scope of the audit included:
The elements of ISO 14001 and CSA Z809 outlined in the audit
plan dated November 21, 2008.
Activities conducted under the Company’s management system
during the period January 10, 2008 – December 18, 2008.
Visits to the following BCTS operations:
Site 1.
BCTS Prince George office
Site 2.
Site 3.

Audit sample size:

BCTS Mackenzie office
Various field sites located in the Prince George, TFL
#30 and Mackenzie DFAs

Number of field sites visited during the audit:
Roads:
Harvesting:
Silviculture:

D.

15
23
6

Audit Findings

Good Practices
The following good practices were noted during the audit:
1.

The minutes of the July 23, 2008 management review provide a very thorough record of
performance under the SFMS, and serve as a good basis for identifying and tracking action
plans and ensuring continual improvement of the system over time.
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2.

The SharePoint that is used by the Prince George Licensee Steering Committee provides an
effective means to track changes to the SFM plan and annual report and manage the
consolidated action plan process.

3.

The audit found a considerable amount of evidence of recent efforts (letters, fax, telephone
calls) by the Prince George and TFL 30 Licensee Steering Committees to communicate with
local First Nations regarding the SFM planning process, notify them of upcoming PAG
meetings and invite them to participate.

4.

Utilization of logging debris piles by chipping the piles and shipping the chips to the Prince
George pellet plant.

5.

The Operation provides all LPCs with a detailed pre-work manual that includes all EMS
procedures, forms, site plans, maps, and related documents that are applicable to the site.

6.

Provision of detailed web-based species at risk training materials to staff and multiphase
contractors.

Follow-up on open non-conformities from previous audits
At the time of this assessment there were a total of 5 open non-conformities from previous audits.
The audit team reviewed the implementation of the action plans developed by BCTS Prince
George Operations to address these issues, and found that they had been effectively implemented
in the majority of cases. However, a total of 2 non-conformities from previous have yet to be
adequately addressed and remain open. The current status of the non-conformities from previous
audits that were open at the time of this assessment is as follows:
•

2265.13/15-NC-2007-01 (overdue ITS action items): Current status of this finding is closed.

•

2008-NC-03 (weaknesses in the implementation of procedures for transportation of dangerous
goods and emergency response): Although progress has been made towards addressing the
root cause(s) of this finding through the implementation of the approved action plan, the 2008
re-registration audit noted a recurrence of some of the issues (although fewer in number) that
gave rise to this finding. Examples noted during the audit included:
−

No fire extinguishers on 2 truck box fuel tanks (A82714-1).

−

No drip containment on 1 truck box fuel tank (A82714-1).

−

Most machines operating on A82714-1 and EN09TGG-001 did not have spill kits
containing grey pads.

−

Ongoing non-compliances with TDG requirements for fuel handling (e.g., failure to
inspect 3 specification fuel tanks, lack of visible TDG labels on 4 truck box fuel tanks –
A80884, A80770-8 and A82718-3).

As a result, this minor non-conformity remains open.
•

2008-NC-04 (problems achieving quorum at meetings of the Mackenzie PAG): This minor
non-conformity has been closed.
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•

2008-NC-05 (gaps in the current status information for several of the indicators included in
the Mackenzie SFM plan): Although the 2007/08 annual report still indicates that 6 indicators
are still pending with respect to current status information, the audit verified that the majority
of these have now been addressed (i.e., research and analysis completed and presented to the
PAG) and will be reflected in the 2008/09 annual report. Indicator 1-2.5 Tree Species
Composition has been taken out of the SFM plan (by PAG consensus at Oct. 28 08 meeting).
However, there is work yet to be done on indicators 1-1.5 Productive Forest Representation
and 2-1.5 Site Index with respect to establishing current status and (with respect to 1-1.5) an
actual target. Consequently, this minor non-conformity has been downgraded to an
opportunity for improvement. NB: Issues still persist in the newly updated SFM plan
(Dec.08) and 2007/08 annual report with respect to reporting out on current status. This issue
is now captured in a new opportunity for improvement that is discussed later in this report.

•

2008-NC-06 (failure to meet 18 out of the 75 measures included in the Mackenzie SFM plan):
The Operation has made some progress towards addressing this finding, including posting the
2006/07 annual report to the BCTS website. However, the 2007/08 annual report (which was
also recently posted to the website) still contains 18 targets which were not met. In addition,
the strategy for reducing reporting requirements in the 2008/09 reporting year has yet to be
presented and approved by the PAG and implemented. As a result, this minor non-conformity
remains open. NB: The action plan to address this finding was approved in August 2008. As
such, the organization only had approximately 4 months to address it prior to the reregistration audit.

Non-conformities and opportunities for improvement issued to other
members of the Prince George, TFL 30 and Mackenzie DFA Licensee
Steering Committees
A number of recent non-conformities and opportunities for improvement have been issued by
KPMG PRI and other certifiers in relation to the Prince George, TFL 30 and Mackenzie SFM
plans and public participation processes. To the extent that these findings have not yet been
adequately addressed by the respective licensee steering committees, they also are also applicable
to BCTS Prince George Operations. However, as these findings have been reported previously
they are not repeated here.

Minor non-conformities
The following 1 minor non-conformity was identified during the audit:
1.

Minor non-conformity:

TPG-2008-NC-RR-01

Standard/Element(s):

ISO 14001: 4.5.5
CSA Z809: 7.5.4
Internal Audit
Business Area

Client Procedure:
Applicability:

Chapter 17 of the EMS Manual at Chapter 17 lays out requirements for internal EMS and
SFM audits. However, a review of the internal audit report dated November 20, 2008 and the
associated internal audit records found that there are ongoing weaknesses related to the
conduct of the audit and the quality of the report.
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Specifically, the November 2008 internal audit documentation indicates that:
•

While the audit plan documents the scope of the internal audit as including SFM Criteria
4, 5, and 6, neither the audit report nor the audit notes demonstrate that all of the related
indicators were assessed during the audit. For example, for TFL 30 there are
approximately 30 indicators that relate to the noted criteria, however, the audit report
indicates that only two indicators were assessed during the internal audit.

•

There were limited field samples and, in particular, no field sample of TFL 30 in the last
two years. While there have been limited activities on the TFL, BCTS still has
obligations related to road maintenance and silviculture.

•

The audit notes are not very legible and weakly linked to EMS/SFMS elements. As a
result, it is difficult to confirm that: (1) the audit coverage was adequate, and (2) the
evidence collected was sufficient to support the findings in report.

In addition, the internal audit report:
•

Lacks detail on what EMS and SFM elements were audited, although it does identify the
SFM plan indicators that were assessed and the audit plan indicates which elements will
be assessed.

•

Poorly describes the nature and extent of the findings, which are also not clearly linked
back to the specific EMS or SFMS requirements.

•

Lacks a clear conclusion on whether:

•

−

The Operation was found to be in compliance with legal requirements.

−

The Operation’s EMS and SFMS are in conformance with ISO 14001 and CSA Z809.

−

The EMS and SFMS have been implemented in accordance with the documented
systems.

Lacks a clear conclusion on whether all previous audit findings had been adequately dealt
with.

Opportunities for improvement
The following 11 opportunities for improvement were identified during the audit:
1.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-01

ISO 14001: N/A
CSA Z809: 7.5.2
Corrective and Preventive Action
Prince George DFA

Section 7.5.2 of the CSA Z809 standard requires the organization to establish and maintain
procedures for initiating and completing corrective and preventive actions in situations where
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monitoring results indicate that the targets included in the SFM plan have not been met. In
addition, section 4.4.3 of the Prince George SFM plan requires that the annual report identify
those management practices that are not meeting targets, and propose actions to improve and
adaptively manage forestry in the DFA.
Review of the 2007/08 Prince George SFM plan annual report found that 9 out of the 50
targets included in the plan had not been met. However, although the annual report included
a section entitled “Indicator Discussion” in all situations where targets were not met, review
of this section found that some of the indicator discussions (i.e., indicator discussions for
indicators 5, 14, 30, 37 and 40) were somewhat vague and/or lacked a clear description of the
corrective or preventive actions that had been taken or were being proposed.
2.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-02

ISO 14001: N/A
CSA Z809: 7.5.2
Prince George LSC Audit Action Plan
Prince George DFA

The Prince George Licensee Steering Committee (LSC) has developed a consolidated audit
action plan to track the completion of corrective actions required to address the audit findings
(including non-conformities, opportunities for improvement and system weaknesses)
identified by certification bodies during external audits. However, review of the current LSC
audit action plan found that:
•

At least 2 of the opportunities for improvement identified during previous external audits
(2265.15-OFI-SFMIA-01 – weaknesses in the modeling of young patch size distribution
and 2265.15-OFI-SFMIA-06 – lack of clarity regarding the method used to identify
“unnatural sediment occurrences) are not being tracked on the action plan. As a result,
there is a risk that these issues may not be addressed in a timely manner and may
contribute to one or more non-conformances during future external audits.

•

The target completion dates for the action plans developed by the LSC to address 3
opportunities for improvement (CFP-2265.15-OFIIA-01a, CFP-2265.15-OFI-SFMIA-03a
and CFP-1480.8-OFI-SFMIA-04) have passed, and the action plan does not indicate what
the current status of the corrective actions is.

•

The text of both the audit finding and the associated action plan that is included in the
LSC action plan is sometimes incomplete, making it difficult to determine what the
original finding was and how the LSC plans to address it (this is apparently the result of
cutting and pasting of text from previous versions of the action plan into the Excel
spreadsheet format that has been used for the action plan).
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3.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-03

ISO 14001: N/A
CSA Z809: 7.3.7
Mackenzie SFM Plan
Mackenzie DFA

Section 7.3.7 of the CSA Z809 standard requires the organization to document, maintain and
make publicly available an SFM plan for the DFA that is to include current status and
forecasts for each indicator, including a description of the assumptions and analytical
methods used for forecasting. However, a review of the latest version of the Mackenzie SFM
plan (Dec. 2008) and associated appendices posted on the BCTS public website found that
current status and associated information as presented in the plan weakens its value as a
communication tool. Specifically:

4.

•

In Section 5.2 the plan specifies that the current condition for a number of the indicators
is unknown or will be determined by a specific (now passed) date.

•

For a number of indicators Section 5.2 references Appendix G (Indicator/Measure Status
Report) as having the current status information, despite this information not being
presented in the appendix (i.e., Appendix G it contains current status as of 2005/06 when
it was unknown for some of the indicators included in the plan).

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-04

ISO 14001: N/A
CSA Z809: 5.4 a)
SFM Plan Annual Report; PAG
Mackenzie DFA

Section 5.4.a) of the CSA Z809 standard requires that interested parties have opportunities to
work with the organization to design monitoring programs, evaluate results and recommend
improvements. However, although a draft version of the 2007/08 Mackenzie SFM plan
annual report was provided to the PAG for review during the October 28, 2008 meeting,
meaningful evaluation of the report by the PAG was hindered as follows:
•

The draft annual report was not provided to the PAG in advance of the meeting.

•

The Licensee Steering Committee made revisions to the annual report subsequent to the
PAG meeting which, along with the summary of changes, was posted to the BCTS
website without first reconvening a PAG meeting to allow the PAG to review the final
version of the report.
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5.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-05

ISO 14001: 4.4.6
CSA Z809: 7.4.6
Document Control
Business Area

The audit identified a number of isolate weaknesses in the implementation of document
control procedures. These included:
•

6.

The following weaknesses were identified with respect to the availability of up-to-date
operational controls on an active harvest block (A82714-1):
−

Most operators had last year’s (June 22, 2007) BCTS environmental guide book on
hand as opposed to the latest version released September 12, 2008 (Harvesting
commenced in early September) and one operator (forwarder) did not have a current
copy of the environmental guide book on hand.

−

The forwarder operator did not have a map of the block on hand in his machine.

•

The ERP, site plan and EMS binder missing from one site where loading was taking
place (A81049-8).

•

Field inspections identified several instances where LPCs had outdated versions of the
environmental guide book (A80884, A80770-8, A81049-8, A82720-3).

•

A review of the EMS manual indicated that Chapter 1 contains an inaccurate reference to
the ‘Forest Practices and Range Act’, rather than the ‘Forest and Range Practices Act’.

•

A review of EOP-02 indicated that the procedure has not been revised since June 11,
2005, and includes an outdated reference to voluntary participation by licensees and
permittees in the EMS.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-06

ISO 14001: 4.5.1
CSA Z809: 7.5.1
BCTS and LPC Inspections
Business Area

The audit identified the following weakness in the implementation of the Operation’s
inspection and monitoring procedures:
•

LPC self-inspections were not being conducted on a monthly basis as dictated by the risk
rating form for an active harvest block (A82714-1) and an active road construction
project (EN09TGG-001). With respect to the harvest block, only 1 undated/unsigned self
inspection could be located, although harvesting commenced over 3 months ago. On the
road construction project, no self inspections could be located, although road
construction commenced over 3 months ago. NB: It should be noted that an on-site
monitor was present on the road construction project on most days.
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•

7.

Isolated weaknesses were noted in relation to BCTS inspections that had not identified
nonconformance issues (e.g., on one site, the TDG issues were not identified in
inspections (A80884); on another site (A80770), none of the inspections confirmed that
emergency response tests have been completed).

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-07

ISO 14001: 4.3.3; 4.4.3
CSA Z809: N/A
Objectives and Targets (Table 00601)
Business Area

The audit verified that the Operation periodically evaluates its progress against objectives
and targets. However, there is currently no formal mechanism for clearly documenting the
Operation’s performance against objectives and targets on a periodic basis and
communicating these results to staff (i.e., the evaluation of progress column in Table 006-1
does not clearly indicate whether the target is being achieved or not). In addition, only 3 out
the 5 targets included Table 006-1 are “SMART” (i.e., specific, measurable, achievable,
realistic and time-bound).
8.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-08

ISO 14001: 4.4.6
CSA Z809: 7.4.6
Site Plans, Timber Sale Licence Document
Business Area

Review of a sample of site plans and TSL documents found that while there are documented
requirements for retaining live trees in clumps or as individuals, there are often no
measurable targets or standards in relation to on-block retention (e.g. basal area, number,
quality, size, etc.). As a result, there is no means of determining if the retention objectives
outlined in the site plan and TSL documents have been met.
9.

Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-09

ISO 14001: 4.4.7
CSA Z809: 7.4.7
Emergency Response Procedures
Business Area

ISO 14001:2004 element 4.4.7 and CSA Z809 element 7.4.7 require the organization to
establish, maintain, and implement procedures to identify potential emergency situations and
how it will respond to them. BCTS Prince George has established procedures for emergency
response and documented them in the Emergency Response Manual. These procedures have
been communicated to LPCs and staff via distribution of the manual. The audit found that
the Operation’s emergency response procedures had been implemented as required in most
instances. However, the following weaknesses were identified with respect to the testing of
emergency response procedures:
•

Where emergency response testing has been carried out by LPCs, there is no mechanism
for the results of emergency response testing to feedback into the EMS.
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•

Interviews with a sample of LPCs indicated that the extent of emergency response testing
consisted primarily of discussions related to emergency equipment and how to implement
the procedures rather than actual emergency response drills.

•

No records of LPC emergency response testing were available on two active operations
(A80770-8, Hoodoo road construction).

10. Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-10

ISO 14001: 4.4.6
CSA Z809: 7.4.6
EOP-02 – Licensee and Permittee Operations; EFP-02
Business Area

The audit identified a weakness in the Operation’s communication of procedures related to
LPC self inspections to LPCs. EOP 02-Licencees and Permitees Operations outlines the
responsibilities of licensees and permitees related to self-inspections. However, this EOP is
not posted to the external EMS website and therefore may not be readily available to LPCs.
While the part of EOP-02 that relates to licensees is the requirement for self-inspections
(which is also addressed in EFP-02 Project Supervision that is provided to LPCs), a
comparison of the two documents found that EOP-02 specifies requirements for identifying
non-conformances and assigning corrective actions which are not addressed in the EFP.
11. Opportunity for improvement:
Standard/Element(s):
Client Procedure:
Applicability:

TPG-2008-OFI-RR-11

ISO 14001: 4.4.5
CSA Z809: 7.4.5
SFM Plan; Annual Report Document Control Procedures
TFL 30 DFA

A review of the TFL 30 SFM plan, performance matrix and the 2007/08 annual report
identified the following inconsistencies:
•

Indicator 3.9 – The description of the indicator in the SFM plan differs slightly from that
in the performance matrix which forms part of the SFM plan (Appendix 3).

•

Indicator 3.3.1 – The description of the indicator in the SFM plan differs slightly from
that in the annual report.

•

Indicator 3.56 – This was added during the June 10, 2007 PAG meeting but was not
reflected in the February 2008 version of the SFM plan and performance matrix, although
it has been reflected in the 2007/08annual report.

•

Indicators 3.13 and 3.14 – The targets presented in the performance matrix are not
consistent with the SFM plan or the 2007/08 annual report.
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Audit conclusions
The audit found that BCTS Prince George Operations’ environmental and sustainable forest
management system:
•

Except where noted otherwise in this report, was in full conformance with: (1) the
requirements of the ISO 14001 standard included within the scope of the audit in the Prince
George Business Area, and (2) the requirements of the CSA Z809 included within the scope
of the audit on the Prince George, TFL 30 and Mackenzie DFAs;

•

Continues to be effectively implemented, and;

•

Is sufficient to systematically meet the commitments included within the organization’s
environmental and SFM policy, provided that the system continues to be implemented and
maintained as required.

As a result, a decision has been reached by the lead auditor to recommend that BCTS Prince
George Operations continue to be registered to: (1) the ISO 14001 standard, and (2) the CSA
Z809 standards on the Prince George, TFL 30 and Mackenzie DFAs.
Once we have received and approved any required corrective action plans, the ISO 14001 and
CSA Z809 re-registration files will be subject to a KPMG Independent Technical Review as
required by our accreditation. Provided the Independent Technical Reviewer approves the
recommendation, BCTS Prince George Operations will receive replacement ISO 14001 and CSA
Z809 (for the Prince George and TFL 30 DFAs only) registration certificates in approximately 4
weeks from the date of corrective action plan approval.
NB: Our assessment by its nature is a sample and is not intended to be as comprehensive as your
internal audit. It is possible for nonconforming issues to remain undetected. Our next assessment
will verify that your internal audits have continued to operate as the primary mechanism to ensure
that your management system remains effectively implemented and continues to improve.

E.

Corrective Action Plans

Written corrective action plans that are designed to address the root causes of all identified nonconformities are required within 30 days of the closing meeting. These will be reviewed by
KPMG PRI for adequacy, and either approved or returned for revision.
A template for BCTS Prince George Operations to develop the required corrective action plans
will be provided to you for this purpose. Please complete the appropriate section of this template
and e-mail your proposed corrective actions to the KPMG PRI lead auditor for review.
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F.

Focus Areas for Next Audit Visit

The following issues/potential concerns have been identified as focus areas for the next audit
visit:
1.

Implementation and effectiveness of the action plans developed by BCTS (and the other
members of the applicable Licensee Steering Committees where there are open findings that
relate to the content of SFM plans and the functioning of the public participation process) to
address the open findings from the current and previous audits.

2.

Monitoring, inspection and enforcement of LPC EMS obligations by BCTS staff.

3.

The status of the Operation’s road inspection and maintenance scheduling program.

4.

The Operation’s continued progress towards the implementation of the silviculture action
plan that was developed to address the failure to achieve regeneration delay and/or free to
grow performance requirements on several blocks.
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1

Dominated mainly by increases in summer precipitation, spring and fall have increased as
well, but not as significantly.
Winters overall have a drying trend.

2

All seasons are dominated by increasing trends in mean temperature, but winter has
seen the greatest change.

3

Extreme
Winter and summer have generally been experiencing increasing maximum temperatures.

4

Extreme
All seasons generally had increasing trends in minimum temperature at greater rates. Winter
again dominated the warming.
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Fraser Basin: Seasonal Change
o
Precip (%) Mean Temp ( C)
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Non-Timber Forest
Products and TFL 30








Purpose
NTFPs defined
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Next steps

 PG

District Licensees – developing
criteria & indicators for non-timber
forest products
•

how can we ensure that the plants and
ecosystems of the forests remain healthy?

•

how can we ensure that communities, now
and in the future, have equitable access to the
plants they need?












Non-timber forest
products are all of
the plants and
mushrooms of the
forest other than
timber, pulpwood,
shakes, or other
wood products.

Wild edibles
Floral greens
Art products
Medicinals and
nutraceuticals
Landscaping, horticulture
and restoration
And many more

Business

Area

Local NTFP Used

Angelique's Native Arts

Prince George

birch bark

Product created
Birch art

Sculptures in Wood

Prince George

cottonwood, fir, spruce cedar

Wood carvings

Direct Arts

Prince George

area for inspiration

wildlife painting

Arts & Crafts

Cottonwood Carvings

Prince George

cottonwood, fir, spruce cedar

Wood carvings

Visions of Nature

Prince George

antlers

carving

Blue Pine Products Ltd.

Prince George

beetle wood

pine wood crafts

Niche Industries

Prince George

beetle wood

scrapbooks

Food
Wildberry Wholesome Foods

Prince George

berries

jams/jellies

Bee Tree Honey

Prince George

herbals

Honey, ointments

Fiddlehead Sales

Prince George

young fern fronds

fiddleheads

Red Hen Organic Foods

Smithers

Various

Food, medicinals

Prince George

herbals

cosmetics

Herbals
Little Prairie Soapwork
Pillywiggin Meadows Herb Farm

Prince George

herbals

Northern Scents+

Prince George

herbals

cosmetics

Smithers

Medicinal herbs

Homeopathy

Unknown

Prince George

beetle wood

flooring

Silva Enterprises

Prince George

conifer seed & seed cones

Seeds and cones

Birch Creek Nursery

Prince George

native seed

Native seed

Naturescape/Wild B.C.

Prince George

native plants

workshops

Natures Natural Solutions
Jean Christian

cosmetics
Soaps, shaving cream

Miscellaneous

Plants



Omineca Peace







Prince George Forest District






To educate workshop participants on the
overall project, as well as the latest NTFP
status, ecological and economic information,
policy, and research findings.
To ask participants to share the ideas and
knowledge of local NTFPs so that this
knowledge can be incorporated into local
planning processes, leading to a greater
sustainability in this sector.

Workshop participants focused on
the following issues:







Commercial and personal
use
Species such as: Vaccinium
spp, Saskatoon berries,
fiddleheads, chokecherries
etc.
Respondents vague about
harvest areas and habitats

Regulation
Access to resources
Market access and pricing
First Nations considerations

Identified species used for NTFPs
(handout)

TFL 30









The purpose of Phase III was to
develop draft NTFP indicators
(including potential targets and
monitoring plans) for TFL 30.
These draft indicators were
intended for consideration by
the TFL30 Licensee Steering
Committee, in order to discuss
with the TFL30 PAG

CSA Criterion 5 – Multiple Benefits to
Society


Element -Timber and Non-Timber Benefits
(5.1m)



Element - Fair Distribution of Benefits and Costs
(5.3c)

à Public survey of non timber uses within the DFA

à A list of quantity and value of non-timber forest
products from the DFA



Harvesters (Aboriginal and nonAboriginal)




Harvesting to support livelihoods (cultural,
subsistence, recreational, commercial).

Management of overlapping values


Recreation, wildlife, etc.



Compatible management (policies and
management)
In response to interest from the local community, the
manager evaluates existing and potential production of
NTFPs within the management unit, and identifies and
implements forest management practices that produce a
diversity of NTFPs compatible with site conditions and local
objectives for strengthening and diversifying the local
economy over time - Preferred
 Percentage of forest management commitments completed on
time resulting from consultations regarding non-timber
features and interests by licensee - Alternative




Ecological sustainability




Capacity to measure and
monitor changes in the
conservation and sustainable
management of forests,
including scope, frequency and
statistical reliability of forest
inventories, assessments,
monitoring and other relevant
information

Values (market and non-market)




Value of non-wood forest products produced
or collected - Preferred

Income opportunities


Sustained economic opportunities for nontimber forest resources - Preferred



Work toward implementing
direct indicators




Develop positive relationships with
local NTFP harvesters.
Incorporate NTFPs within forest
management plans.
Incorporate NTFP species within ongoing inventory projects.

TFL30 SFM
PRIORITY ACTION PLAN – 2008/09
January 20, 2009
Objective: To review ongoing projects, pending indicators, audit findings, the continuous
improvement matrix and other information in order to efficiently allocate time and resources to the
projects with the highest risk of impacting the SFMP commitments and certification.
Category Rankings
1. Major Non-conformances
2. Minor Non-conformances and System Weaknesses
3. Pending Indicators
4. Continuous Improvement Matrix
5. Opportunities for Improvement (Audit Findings)
6. Other
7. Core Projects
Outstanding Projects/Actions
1. Major Non-conformances
a. None
2. Minor Non-conformances and System Weaknesses
a. None
3. Pending Indicators
a. #15 - Effectiveness Monitoring
b. #37 - Non-Timber Forest Products (indicator development)
4. Continuous Improvement Matrix (attached)
a. First Nations and Cultural Heritage Resources
5. Opportunities for Improvement (Audit Findings)
a. Text & indicator numbering consistency between Matrix, SFM Plan, Annual
Report
6. Other
a. New 2008 CSA Z809 standard
7. Core Projects
a. Annual Report
b. SFMP new draft

Next Review Date: June 2009

Climate Change and BC’s Forests
Public Advisory Group - Prince George
October 29, 2008
Tom Niemann, Ministry of Forests and Range

1

2

Climate Change
0.6º C increase
in global surface temperature
over last century

1. Is it real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect for BC’s forests?
3. What we need to do
Some examples

(Source: IPCC AR4)
Figure SPM.5
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The last 650,000 years

Causes of climate change
• Earth orbit and axis wobble
• Solar, air and ocean cycles
• Meteors, volcanoes

• Plenty of ice ages
• Temperature ‘peaks’ every 120,000 years

•
•
•
•

• For the last 5000 years, we’re at a ‘peak’

5

Surface change (albedo)
Aerosols
Ozone
Greenhouse gases (CO2, methane…)
6

1

Anthropogenic GHGs
• Atmospheric CO2 from 280 to 383 ppm
• Carbon emissions:
8 Gt/y (6.4 fossil fuel, 1.6 land use change)

(Source: IPCC AR4)
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Minimum Summer Arctic sea ice is decreasing
faster than all model projections

8

Greenland is melting

historical
Meltwater stream flowing into a
large moulin in the ablation zone
(area below the equilibrium line)
of the Greenland ice sheet.

2005
2007

Image: Roger J. Braithwaite,
The University of Manchester, UK
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Stroeve et al. 2007, Geophys. Res. Lett. 34, L09501

Models and observations

Climate models
– do they work?

Natural climate influence

human_v s_natural_b

All climate influences

Human climate influence
11

Source: IPCC AR4
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2

Predicting future climate(s)
Global Climate Models
Annual emissions of CO2 (Giga tonnes C/y)

Emissions scenarios

B

(Source: IPCC AR4)
Figure SPM.5

Expect droughts, floods, maladaptation of trees,
loss of ecosystems, food supplies, cities…
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(IPCC - Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis)

Climate Change

BC has been warming for 100 years...

1. Is it real? Is it human-induced?
2. What can we expect for BC’s forests?

•
•
•

faster in north
warmer winters
earlier springs

• Compare with
global increase:
0.6º
0.6º C

3. What we need to do

15
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Anticipated BC climate change

Anticipated BC climate change
BC warming more than global average:
3 to 5○C if emissions reductions are limited

• Warmer
• Drier/wetter

?

• More changes in precipitation than average
• Northward
• UpUp-slope

• Warming greater in Northern BC
• Warming greater in winter than summer

?
?

• Warming greater in Interior
17
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3

What we expect for BC forests

Climate Change
1. Is it real? Is it human-induced?

•
•
•
•
•

Longer fire seasons
More disturbances
Changes to survival and growth rates
Species’ ranges will move north and higher
Changes in habitats and species’ communities

2. What can we expect for BC’s forests?
3. What we need to do

19

What we need to do

20

1. Get informed

1. Get informed
2. Get organized

Climate Change
Science

3. Be prepared (Adaptation)
4. Reduce emissions (Mitigation)

Adaptation

Adjust forest practices

Mitigation

New focus on carbon

21

2. Get organized
•

22

3. Be prepared (Adaptation)
Information

International
1988 – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
1994 – UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
1997 – Kyoto Protocol

•

Canada
1990 – Canadian Forest Service – carbon budget model
2008 – Environment Canada – “Turning the Corner”
2008 – Canadian Council of Forest Ministers

•

BC
–
–
–
–
–
–

Climate Action Secretariat
Pacific Carbon Trust
MFR, MOE, MAL
Forest industry – Climate Change Working Group
Forest Sector Climate Action Steering Committee
Western Climate Initiative
23
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Role for Forestry

4. Reduce emissions (Mitigation)
Minimise net Emissions to the Atmosphere

Maximise Carbon Stocks

Non-forest
Land Use

Biofuel

Fossil Fuel

Wood Products

Other Products

Forest
Ecosystems

• A sustainable forest management strategy
aimed at maintaining or increasing forest
carbon stocks, while producing an annual
sustained yield of timber, fibre or energy
from the forest, will generate the largest
sustained mitigation benefit.
(IPCC AR4)

Land-use Sector

Forest Sector

Services used by Society

Source: IPCC 2007, AR4 WG III, Forestry
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Some Potential
Forest Adaptation Responses

Adaptation
Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative

• Increase diversity

• Manage for
asynchrony

• To ensure forests retain resiliency and continue to provide array
of products, ecosystem services and other benefits

• Assist transitions

• Ecological research, climate forecasting, ecosystem monitoring,
policy evaluation and change, and extension

• Increase connectivity

• Increase redundancy
• Prepare for surprises

• 3-year strategy

C. Millar et al 2007 (Ecol. Appns)
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Forest Carbon

Mitigation

Landscape level tools

• Enhance C sinks

•
•
•
•
•
•

– Afforestation, Reforestation, Deforestation (LUC)
– Reduce AAC, Longer rotations, Fertilizing (FM)

• Reduce C emissions
– Forest health
– Fire management
– Fuel switching (biofuels, bioenergy, cogen)

• Forest products as C storage

Forest Area
Forest cover
Fire protection
Forest health
Longer rotations
Conservation areas
– Link corridors to enhance adaptation

• Forest products as substitutes for
high-C materials and fuels

After Kurz - CFS
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5

Forest Carbon

Questions?

Stand level tools
•
•
•
•

Partial retention
Avoid slash-burning
Immediate reforestation
Species selection
– Diversity for resilience

• Stand management
– Fertilization
– Soil conservation
After Kurz
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For More Information
Tom Niemann
Manager, Climate Change and Forest Carbon
Ministry of Forests and Range
Tom.Niemann@gov.bc.ca
(250) 387-8386
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/mof/Climate_Change/
33
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Regional Climate Trends and Predictions

Annua l Mea n Te mpe rature Fort St. Ja m es 1895-2007

Outline

6

Northern BC Climate Stations
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Feedbacks

Definitions
• Climate change: generally used to describe
a change occurring over at least 100 years
• Climate variability: within 100 years
• Natural climate variability: e.g. seasonal
cycles, solar cycles, orbital variability,
ocean-atmospheric oscillations, volcanic
eruptions
• Anthropogenic climate change: e.g.
enhanced greenhouse effect, land use
change, pollution
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Precipitation (mm)

Introduction
Climate Trends
Climate Models
Current Research
Conclusions
Questions?
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Vanessa Egginton
Research Climatologist
PG and TFL30 PAG Meeting
Oct 29, 2008
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Temperature (

o
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• Self-perpetuating mechanism of change, and the
response to that change
– Negative and Positive feedback loops

• Snow/Ice melt:
– Positive: Exposes darker surfaces, energy absorption and
releases more heat, causing more melt

• Land use changes:
– Positive: same as snow/ice melt, exposes surfaces with a
lower albedo and increases heat absorption and radiation

• Increased CO2:
– Negative: Temperature ~ Photosynthesis ~ CO2
– Positive: Temperature ~ CO2 release from oceans, rocks

Northern Interior Forest Region:
1895-2006
• Annual Precipitation:
+5.4%
• Annual Mean
Temperature: +1.0oC
• Annual Extreme Max
Temperature: +0.4oC
• Annual Extreme Min
Temperature: +2.5oC

1

Rate of change per decade

Fraser Basin: Seasonal Change

Total
Precipitation
(%)

Mean
Temperature
(oC)

Maximum
Temperature
(oC)

Minimum
Temperature
(oC)

Gwaii Haanas

1.2

0.1

0.0

0.1

Boundary Ranges/Yukon Stikine Highlands

-0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

Coastal Gap

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.2

Nass Ranges

0.8

0.1

0.1

0.1

Skeena/Omineca Mountains

1.7

0.2

0.1

0.5

Fraser Plateau (North)

0.7

0.1

0.0

0.3

Region

Fraser Basin

1.2

0.1

0.0

0.4

Columbia Highlands-Mtns/Western Continental (North)

1.4

0.0

0.1

-0.1

Southern Rocky Mountain Trench (North)

1.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

Central Canadian Rocky Mountains

-1.0

0.1

0.0

0.5

Peace River Basin

0.1

0.1

-0.1

0.3

Central Alberta Uplands

1.1

0.1

0.0

0.4

Northern Rockies/Hay River Lowlands

0.8

0.3

0.0

0.4

Yukon Southern Lakes/Liard Basin

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.4

Boreal Mountains and Plateaus

1.2

0.1

0.1

0.2

o
Precip (%) Mean Temp ( C)

Max Temp (oC)

Min Temp (oC)

Winter

2.3

2.8

0.9

4.3

Spring

23.0

1.2

0.0

4.3

Summer

23.4

1.0

0.2

1.8

Fall

19.3

0.9

0.1

2.9
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Prince George A: 1942-2007
Ye arly Total Pre cipitation Prince George A 1942-2007

• El Niño Southern Oscillation:

Yearly Average Temperature Prince George A 1942-2007
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900
800

– 3-7 year cycle
– Northern BC impact only when moderate to strong: El Niño =
warm/dry; La Niña = cool/wet
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– Dominate mode of climate variability in northern BC
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• Variety of models types (e.g. GCM, RCM)
• Variety of model centres (e.g Canada, UK, USA)
• Variety of emission scenarios
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Climate Modelling

Prince George W inter Temperatures and ALPI

Prince George W inter Precipitation and ALPI
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-20
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-60

Drier
Wetter

-80
Year

Year

– A2: worst case
– B2: best case

• Variety of output types
– Gridded maps
– Downscaling
– Graphical

• Online information

GCM vs. RCM: Temperature

GCM vs. RCM: Precipitation

Source: http://pacificclimate.org/docs/presentations/Murdock.AMS.13Aug2008.pdf
http://pacificclimate.org/docs/presentations/Murdock.AMS.13Aug2008.pdf

Source: http://pacificclimate.org/docs/presentations/Murdock.AMS.13Aug2008.pdf
http://pacificclimate.org/docs/presentations/Murdock.AMS.13Aug2008.pdf

3

Modelling Resources
• Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis
(www.cccma.ec.gc.ca)
– GCM’s, coupled and atmospheric, seasonal forecasts

• Canadian Climate Change Scenarios Network (www.ccsn.ca,
www.pyr.ccsn.ca)
– Model selection and scenario guidance, ASD tools

• Ouranos (www.ouranos.ca)
– CRCM, CLASS, regional vulnerability/impact assessments

• Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium (http://pacificclimate.org)
– Regional Analysis Tool, ensemble GCM’s

• ClimateBC (www.genetics.forestry.ubc.ca/cfcg/climatemodels.html)
– Downscaled PRISM data (lat, long, elevation), variety of GCM outputs
– Highest resolution available for BC currently.

Future Summer Temperatures

Future Summer Precipitation

Future Winter Temperatures

Future Winter Precipitation

4

Future Climate Change and Forest Fires
change precip %

Annual climate change scenarios
NW and NE British Columbia
40
35
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25
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5
0

2020 NW
2050 NW
2080 NW
2020 NE
2050 NE
2080 NE
0

5
change temp deg C

10

BioGeo
Climatic
Zone
Changes

Climate models
predicting
temperature
increases of up to
2.5oC in mean
temperature and
12% in total
precipitation by
the 2020s

http://www.cics.uvic.ca
/
http://www.cics.uvic.ca/

Hamman and
Wang 2006,
Ecology,
87(11)

• Nation-wide studies of climate
change and fire predicting:
–
–
–
–

Fire season length increase
Seasonal fire severity increase
Area burned increase
Increasing convective activity and
lightning caused fires

http://genetics.forestry.ubc.ca/cfgc/climatehttp://genetics.forestry.ubc.ca/cfgc/climatemodels.html

Current Research – PG Area
• MPB Carbon Fluxnet Study
– Change in carbon dioxide sink/source of MPB
affected forests (UBC, UNBC, CFS, MFR)

• Radiation balance in MPB affected stands
– Changes in light beneath MPB affected canopies
impacting site hydrology, regeneration

• Microclimate change and pine foliar diseases
– Relating weather conditions to disease severity
levels

• Regional climate trend monitoring/analysis and
influence of natural variability

Conclusions
• In the last ~100 years, northern BC
has become warmer and wetter.
• Models predict this trend to continue,
likely at an enhanced rate.
• Research is being conducted in the
northern interior region on current
and potential impacts to forestry.
Contact: Vanessa.Egginton@gov.bc.ca
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hre/topics/climate.htm
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/mof/Climate%5FChange/
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PREFACE

This Technical Report is one of two foundation papers for the B.C. Ministry
of Forest and Range (MoFR) Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative (FFEI).
These papers will increase the awareness of the potential impact of climate
change on forest and range resources in British Columbia. They will also provide information to aid in assessing the vulnerability of British Columbia’s
forest and range resources and their management, leading to the development of adaptation strategies for a changing climate. The FFEI was initiated
by the Chief Forester with a symposium and workshop in December 2005. At
the same time the MoFR Climate Change Task Team was preparing a report
on how the MoFR should strategically position itself with respect to the potential impacts of climate change on the province’s forest and range resources.
The present report draws on the Task Team report, recommendations from
the FFEI workshop, and numerous other documents including the most
recent reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. It provides a summary of future possible climates for British Columbia, a brief
review of possible impacts on forest and range resources, and options for and
challenges to adapting to climate change. Finally, there are recommendations
on how the MoFR might respond to climate change. The report contains four
appendices that expand on material presented in the body of the report, including information on the past as well as on future climates of British
Columbia.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change states that warming of the climate system is unequivocal. It notes
with a very high level of conﬁdence that much of this warming is due to
human activities through the release of greenhouse gases. The continued increase in greenhouse gas concentration over the next century could result in
an increase in global mean annual temperatures by up to 4°C and changes in
precipitation regimes. The rate of warming will be faster than has occurred
in the past and there will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme temperature and precipitation events.
British Columbia will have greater warming and changes in the precipitation regime than the global average. All models and emissions scenarios
predict an increase in winter and summer temperature. Warming would be
greater in northern British Columbia than in southern British Columbia and
larger in the winter than in the summer, particularly in the winter minimum
temperature. Warming is least in coastal areas where it is moderated by the
oceans.
If there is limited success internationally to control future emissions (e.g.,
the A2 emissions scenario), British Columbia could see a warming of 3–5°C
by the 2080s. With signiﬁcant reduction in emissions (e.g., the B emission
scenarios), the warming is 2–3°C by the 2080s. These two scenarios have the
winter minimums in northern British Columbia increasing by 4–9°C by the
2080s and summer maximums increasing by 3–4°C. The frost-free period,
growing-degree days, and frequency of extremely warm days will also increase.
Changes in precipitation will accompany changes in temperature. Southern and central British Columbia are expected to see the summer
precipitation decreasing by 0–40% by 2080s under all emission scenarios.
Summers in northern British Columbia range from a small decrease to a 25%
increase. Winters will be wetter across British Columbia, with increases ranging from 5 to 40%, depending on the emissions scenario and global climate
model. We can expect an increase in precipitation intensity and reduction in
the return period of extreme events. In most cases, the changes in mean precipitation are smaller than the inter-annual variability in precipitation
resulting from inter-annual and inter-decadal variation in ocean conditions.
Warming will result in less precipitation falling as snow, reduced snowpack
depth, and earlier spring snowmelt, with the snow disappearing up to a
month earlier under the highest warming scenarios. There will be an increase
in evaporative demand of the atmosphere.
Ecosystems and species have responded to past changes in climate; however, future responses may not be compatible with our patterns of use or
desires. Consequently, there could be signiﬁcant biological, economic, and
social impacts with major implications for resource management. Species
will be able to survive and grow in their current location under a changing
climate. However, growth rates will be aﬀected and there will be increased
competition from other species or genotypes more suited to the climate.
Warming and drying will increase forest ﬁre frequency and severity. Disturbance due to insects and disease is expected to increase and this will likely
have signiﬁcant negative impacts on the forest and range carbon balance. The
potential ranges of species will move northward and upward in elevation, and
new assemblages of species will occur in space and time. Species may be un-
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able to move into areas of suitable climate due to barriers to movement, slow
migration rates, unsuitable growing substrate, or lack of habitat.
Although many of the impacts of climate change are decades away, resource managers need to start evaluating the vulnerability of forest and range
resources to climate change. This will facilitate development of adaptation
strategies to maintain the resilience of ecological systems and our uses of
them. A guide to such activities and some challenges to implementing adaptation strategies are identiﬁed. A major challenge is the uncertainty in the
magnitude and timing of future climate change. Another signiﬁcant challenge is the size of the forest and range land base in British Columbia. It is
likely that much of the vegetation will have to adjust without human intervention, and society will have to adapt to this. In some areas, adaptation to
reduce the vulnerability of resources such as water quality and quantity, and
biological conservation, may become the highest priorities.
The various emissions scenarios have similar warming trends over the
next 20 years. During this period the global response to the risks of climate
change should become evident, the resolution and capabilities of global climate models will improve, and we should have a clearer idea of the climate
change to expect. This period should also see signiﬁcant improvements in
our understanding of the vulnerability of forest and range resources to climate change. In the meantime, it is recommended that:
• Vulnerability analyses use climate simulations for the B and A2 scenarios,
and simulations from at least two global climate models with diﬀerent climatologies (e.g., the Canadian and Hadley Centre models).
• Analyses should use annual, as well as mean, data to evaluate the eﬀects of
changes in the inter-annual variability, and the frequency and intensity of
extremes.
It is recommended that the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range respond
to the potential impacts of climate change on forest and range management
by co-operating with other agencies and groups in taking the lead to:
• Develop databases and methods for assessing vulnerabilities to climate
change and promote adaptation in forest and range management.
• Create a set of climate-change scenarios for British Columbia at a high
spatial resolution so that all users can work from a common database.
• Provide a “one stop” facility that is a source of climate-change scenarios
and other climate data for vulnerability analyses, and would facilitate access to the latest information.
• Determine user needs with respect to climate variables, time periods, and
tools for climate-change vulnerability analyses.
• Develop adaptive capacity within the forest and range management community.
• Develop a set of key indicators of climate change that can help in monitoring the response of forest and range resources to climate change.
• Investigate management responses that can be applied in the short term
that might alleviate some of the vulnerability without compromising the
long term.
Current actions by the Ministry of Forest and Range and the British
Columbia provincial government are addressing many of these recommendations.
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“There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will instantly
disappear and be replaced by something more bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory that states this has already
happened.”
— Douglas Adams, The Hitch Hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
979, Pan Books, London.
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INTRODUCTION

The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPPC WG I 2007) reports that over the last 00 years there has been
a 0.7°C warming of the global climate. The report states with a very high
level of conﬁdence that much of this warming is a result of human activities
through the release of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere from the burning
of fossil fuels, deforestation, and agricultural activities. IPCC WG I (2007)
presents a range of future greenhouse gas emission scenarios based on estimates of economic growth, technological development, and international
co-operation. Even the most optimistic scenarios require a few decades
before emissions start to decline. According to the climate models, a global
warming of –4°C is possible by the end of the century along with an increase
in the frequency and intensity of extreme temperature and precipitation
events. Canadell et al. (2007) report that current emissions are now higher
than those used in the IPCC WG I (2007) analyses.
Changes in British Columbia’s climate over the last 00 years are consistent
with global trends (B.C. Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection 2002;
Vincent and Mekis 2006; Rodenhuis et al. 2007; Pike et al. 2008a,b). Although ecosystems and species have responded to past changes in climate,
future responses may not be compatible with our patterns of use or desires.
Consequently, there will be signiﬁcant economic and social as well as biological impacts (McCarthy et al. 200; Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; IPCC WG II
2007). Although large changes in climatic conditions may not occur for decades, resource managers must start developing responses now to adapt to
the future climate and ecological conditions.
Before we can implement adaptive actions we need predictions of possible
future climates and we need to assess vulnerabilities. In doing this it is important to recognize the scale of the issue and to manage expectations of our
ability to respond. For example, the size of the forested land base in British
Columbia means that much of the forest will have to adjust without human
intervention. Adaptation will likely focus on the major commercial tree species and perhaps a few animal species, while most of forest plants and
animals will have to adapt as best they can.
This paper describes some possible future climates for British Columbia
and brieﬂy reviews possible impacts. This is followed by a framework to help
resource managers evaluate vulnerabilities to climate change and to determine adaptive actions (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Ohlson et al. 2005;
Spittlehouse 2005; Johnson and Williamson 2007). Challenges to adapting to
climate change are also reviewed. Additional reference material can be found
in the Appendices. A companion paper (Campbell et al. 2008) is addressing
how we might manage forest ecosystems in an era of rapid environmental
change.



BRITISH COLUMBIA’S FUTURE CLIMATES

Forecasts of future climates are available from numerous global climate models (GCMs). These models simulate oceanic and atmospheric processes and
their interaction with the land surface for a range of future greenhouse gas
emission scenarios. These scenarios depend on future developments in technology, economic growth, and international co-operation (IPCC WG  2007).
The GCMs are also a source of variability in the future climate simulations because of diﬀerences in how certain processes are modelled. A wide range of
climate variables are available from the models. However, it is useful to focus
on the average values of temperature and precipitation variables for certain
periods. The models simulate well the rise in temperature over the last century, showing the inﬂuence of past increases in greenhouse gas concentrations
(Hengeveld et al. 2005). At present, no one simulated future climate should
be considered more likely than another.
Predictions of the change in mean annual temperature for the suite of
global climate models and scenarios used in the Fourth Assessment (IPCC
WG I 2007) are shown in Figure . Changes in the global mean temperature
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Figure 1 Simulated change in global mean temperature from 1900 to 2100 referenced
to the 1980–1999 mean value. Solid lines are multi-model global averages of
surface warming (relative to 1980–1999) for the scenarios A2, A1B, and B1,
shown as continuations of the 20th-century simulations. Shading denotes the
±1 standard deviation range of individual model annual averages. The orange
line is for the experiment where concentrations were held constant at year
2000 values. The grey bars at right indicate the best estimate (solid line within
each bar) and the likely range assessed for the six SRES marker scenarios. The
assessment of the best estimate and likely ranges in the grey bars includes
the Atmosphere-Ocean Global Climate Models in the left part of the figure,
as well as results from a hierarchy of independent models and observational
constraints. (Figure SPM.5 in IPCC WG I 2007.) The B1 and A2 carbon dioxide
emission scenarios are shown in Figure A4, Appendix 2.
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of –6°C by 200 are indicated. The A2 scenario assumes that emissions will
continue to increase without signiﬁcant eﬀorts globally to reduce them
(Figure A4, Appendix 2). The B scenario assumes that the rate of emissions
will slow down and begin to decrease by the middle of the century. The orange line shows that even with an immediate cessation of all emissions we are
committed to a further 0.5°C warming above current conditions. Changes in
temperature will be accompanied by changes in precipitation. Summer precipitation is predicted to decrease in equatorial and temperate latitudes but
to increase in northern latitudes (Figure A6, Appendix 2). In the winter, the
precipitation increase is greater than in summer and the increase tends to
extend into the temperature latitudes.
All of the scenarios predict similar warming trends over the next 20 years.
During this period, the response of the global community to calls for reducing emissions should become evident. Also, the GCMs will have improved
such that we should have a much better idea of the climate change to expect
for 2050 and beyond. It is accepted that emissions of greenhouse gases cannot
cease immediately. Consequently, emission reduction targets have been proposed to limit warming to certain levels or to avoid certain climate impacts
(Rive et al. 2007). Weaver et al. (2007) note that a reduction in emissions is
not suﬃcient to avoid certain negative impacts and that we will require direct
capture of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
British Columbia’s
future temperature
and precipitation
regimes

The data presented in this section are based on the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s Third Assessment Report (Houghton et al. 200) as well
as the recent Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC WG I 2007). The Fourth Assessment uses a reference period of 980–999, which is about 0.5°C warmer
for British Columbia than the 96–990 period used in the Third Assessment
(Rodenhuis et al. 2007). However, allowing for the diﬀerent reference period,
the predicted climate changes for the various emission scenarios in the Third
Assessment are similar to those in the Fourth Assessment (Rodenhuis et al.
2007).

Table 1 Changes in temperature and precipitation predicted for British Columbia for 2020s, 2050s, and
2080s from seven global climate models and for eight emission scenarios. Data are changes
from 1961–1990 climate expressed as a change in mean temperature or as a percentage
change in total precipitation (PPT %). The range of the data represents the differences in the
emission scenarios and in the climate models. Values are based on data at www.ccsn.ca and
www.pacificclimate.org/scenarios/.

2020
Temp. °C

PPT %

2050
Temp. °C

2080
PPT %

Temp. °C

PPT %

Southern British Columbia
Winter
0 to 2
-5 to +15
Summer
0.5 to 2
-30 to +5

1.5 to 3.5
1.5 to 4

0 to +20
-35 to 0

2 to 7
0 to 25
2.5 to 7.5 -50 to 0

Central British Columbia
Winter
0 to 2
Summer
0.5 to 1.5

-5 to +15
-10 to +5

1.5 to 4
1.8 to 3.5

0 to +30
-20 to 0

2.5 to 6
+5 to +40
2.5 to 6.5 -20 to +5

Northern British Columbia
Winter
0 to 2.5
0 to 20
Summer
0.5 to 1.5 -10 to +10

1.5 to 5.5
1.5 to 3.5

0 to +25
-10 to +15

2.5 to 9
2 to 6

0 to +45
-15 to +25
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British Columbia will have greater warming and changes in precipitation
than the global average (Table , Appendix 2). All models and emissions scenarios predict a continued increase in temperature. There is a tendency for
the warming to be greatest in northern British Columbia and greater in the
winter than in the summer. This warming is largest in the winter minimum
temperature. Changes in precipitation vary in space as well as time. Southern
and central British Columbia are expected to get drier in the summer, while
northern British Columbia is more likely to be wetter. Winters will likely be
wetter across all of British Columbia.
The global climate models provide climate-change data at a coarse scale.
These data were downscaled with the ClimateBC software that uses the delta
method to produce values for individual locations and as high spatial resolution gridded data (Spittlehouse 2006; Wang et al. 2006a). The high resolution
of the ﬁgures does not imply a high accuracy. Climates for the B and A2
emissions scenarios (Figure A4, Appendix 2) are from the Canadian Global
Climate Model version 2 (CGCM2) (Flato et al. 2000). The simulated climates
are in the middle of the range of projections of the various GCMs and span
the range of the most likely future climates for British Columbia. Mean annual changes in temperature and precipitation for the A2 scenario are presented
in Figures 2 and 3. Seasonally based climate maps and data for selected locations in British Columbia for the B and A2 scenarios are presented in
Appendix 2.
The A2 scenario predicts a warming of 3–5°C across British Columbia
over the next century (Figure 2). The lower emissions for the B scenario result in a warming of 2–3°C by 2080, similar to that for the A2 in 2050 (Tables
A2 and A3, Appendix 2). Annually, most of British Columbia is predicted to
have an increase in precipitation that continues to increase over time. Seasonal data presented in Appendix 2 show that the southern half of the
province could be drier in the summer. The increase in winter precipitation
is large enough to result in an increase on an annual basis. Changes in mean
precipitation are smaller than the inter-annual variability that results from
inter-annual and inter-decadal changes in ocean conditions. As with temperature, the B precipitation climate of 2080 is similar to that of the A2 in 2050.
In contrast to CGCM2 simulations, the Hadley Centre HadCM3 model tends
to produce a warmer and drier summer for the A2 scenario.
Changes in temperature and precipitation inﬂuence other climate variables of interest in resource management. Under the B and A2 scenarios
frost-free periods and growing-degree days will increase (Tables A2 and A3,
Appendix 2). The depth of the snowpack and length of the snow season will
decrease by up to a month while the atmospheric evaporative demand and
climatic moisture deﬁcits will likely increase (Appendix 2; Huntington 2008;
Pike et al. 2008b).
The data presented above are average conditions for speciﬁc time periods.
Inter-annual variability in weather conditions and frequency and magnitude
of extreme conditions also has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the production and use
for forest and range resources. Analyses on a global basis from the Fourth
Assessment (Tebaldi et al. 2006; Kharin et al. 2007) are applicable to British
Columbia.
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Changes in warm extremes follow changes in the mean summertime temperature. Extreme maximum temperatures would be higher than at present
and cold extremes will warm faster, particularly in areas that see a retreat of
snow with warming. There will also be an increase in intensity and maximum
amount of precipitation. For both temperature and precipitation there will be
a reduction in return periods of current extreme events (Tebaldi et al. 2006;
Kharin et al. 2007), and it is very likely we will see an increase in the number
of heat waves and heavy precipitation events (IPCC WG II 2007).
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Figure 2 Mean annual temperature for British Columbia for 1961–1990 and that predicted for British Columbia in 2020s,
2050s, and 2080s for the A2 scenario from CGCM2. Downscaling was done with the ClimateBC software.
(Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006]. Cartography by Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch.)
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Figure 3 Mean annual precipitation for British Columbia for 1961–90 and the percentage change predicted for British
Columbia in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s for the A2 scenario from CGCM2. Downscaling was done with the
ClimateBC software. (Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006]. Cartography by Ministry of Forests and
Range, Research Branch.)

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON BRITISH COLUMBIA’S FOREST AND
RANGE RESOURCES

There are numerous reports worldwide of the response of plants and animals
to the increase in temperature in over the last century (Walther et al. 2002;
Breshears et al. 2005, Gulledge 2006; Parmesan 2006; IPCC WG II 2007). British Columbia is already experiencing biological and physical responses that
at least may partially be a response to current climate changes (Leith and
Whitﬁeld 998; BCMWLAP 2002; Carroll et al. 2004; Gillet et al. 2004; Woods
et al. 2005; Geertsema et al. 2006; Pike et al. 2008a). These responses will be
exacerbated under the climate changes described in the previous section.
IPCC WG II (2007) states that climate impacts will be mostly negative and
will fall hardest on those least able to adapt to changes, such as the poor, developing countries, and certain ecosystems. Extreme heat events could
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become more frequent and deadly for people, crops, and animals. Warming
will result in an increase in forest disturbance by drought, ﬁre, insects, and
disease. Sea-level rise will be a threat to coastal communities and result in a
loss of estuarine ecosystems. Although some high-latitude areas may see improvements in the growth of crops, global mean losses for a 4°C warming
could be –5% of gross domestic product. Not every one will bear the costs
equally.
British Columbia’s 60 million hectares of forest and range provide a wide
range of resources for human use. Wood-based products, such as lumber,
oriented strand board, and paper, and other forest products, such as mushrooms, berries, and botanicals, are important for the provincial economy.
Forests are the source of many streams that are the water supply for human
consumption. Forest and range provide habitat for ﬁsh and other wildlife, are
important reserves for endangered species, provide areas for recreation in all
seasons, and are culturally and spiritually signiﬁcant. Although British Columbia may be less vulnerable economically, socially, and climatically than
some other countries, impacts will be signiﬁcant and require responses.
Some generalizations can be made on species responses to climate change.
The potential ranges of species will move northward and upward in elevation,
and new assemblages of species will occur in space and time (Cummings and
Burton 996; Hebda 997, 998, 2007; Hansen et al. 200; Hamann and Wang
2006; Wang et al. 2006b). Using ecosystem-based climate envelop modelling,
Hamann and Wang (2006) found that tree species with their northern range
limit in British Columbia could gain climatically suitable habitat at about 00
km per decade. Common hardwoods appeared to be less sensitive to climate
change while some of the most important conifer species in British Columbia
lost a large portion of their climatically suitable habitat. However, species
may be unable to move into areas where the climate is suitable because of
barriers to movement, slow migration rates, unsuitable growing substrate,
or lack of habitat (Stewart et al. 998; Gray 2005).
Optimum growing conditions for local populations (genotypes) of trees
can be relatively narrow (Rehfeldt et al. 999, 200; Parker et al. 2000; Wang
et al. 2006b). Consequently, although species will be able to survive and grow
in their current location under a changed climate, growth rates will be aﬀected and there will be increased competition from other species or genotypes
more suited to the climate. Concurrent with a changing climate are changes
in the frequency and intensity of disturbance by ﬁre, insects, and disease
(Sieben et al. 997; Dale et al. 200; Flannigan et al. 2005; Volney and Hirsh
2005). Insects and diseases may adapt to new environmental conditions more
quickly than their long-lived hosts (Cammell and Knight 992; Volney and
Hirsh 2005).
Forest management, as well as species occurrence and growth, will be affected by climate change. For example, access to sites for harvesting, ﬁre
protection activity, and road design and maintenance are all weather-dependent activities (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003). The role of forests and forest
management in the global carbon balance will be aﬀected by climate change
through changes in forest growth and disturbance. Future disturbances by
ﬁre, insects, and disease will likely have a much greater inﬂuence on the carbon balance than changes in tree species occurrence and growth rates (Kurz
et al. 2007, 2008a, b). Further discussions on the implications of climate
change for British Columbia’s ecosystems can be found in Appendix 3.
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A GUIDE TO DEVELOPING ADAPTATION STRATEGIES

Adapting to climate change reduces vulnerability. This reduces risks and capitalizes on beneﬁts by maintaining social and ecological resilience (Nelson et
al. 2007). Vulnerability is the degree to which an entity (e.g., organism, ecosystem, company, community, or province) is susceptible to or unable to cope
with climate change (Smit and Pilifosova 2002). Diﬀerent entities are vulnerable to diﬀerent aspects of change, and what may be detrimental to one entity
could be beneﬁcial to another.
Determining adaptive actions requires a framework for analysis (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Kellomäki and Leinonen 2005; Metzger and
Schroter 2006; Johnson and Williamson 2007). The ﬁrst step of the procedure involves deﬁning the issue; second is evaluating vulnerability to the
changing climate; third is determining how to reduce vulnerability (i.e., adaptation); and fourth is implementing an adaptation strategy. For example:
• Issue: Deﬁne the subject, scale, and time (i.e., the resource issue of concern, the location, and the future time horizon).
• Vulnerability assessment: Select a range of climate-change scenarios for
the chosen time horizon. Determine the climatic, economic, social, and
other factors that inﬂuence the vulnerability of the resource. A lack of information on the climate sensitivity of the resources in question should
not stall the process of making a ﬁrst-cut vulnerability assessment. Educated guesses may be required at the beginning, but the analysis is an
iterative process, with continual updating of the vulnerability assessment
as more information becomes available. Diﬀerent issues, people, companies, and organizations will have diﬀerent timeframes to consider and
diﬀerent vulnerabilities.
• Adaptation strategy: Determine what needs to be done to reduce vulnerability. Options can be developed and their cost-eﬀectiveness evaluated.
Extension activities will be a critical component for the strategy. Immediate activities include those that facilitate future responses to reduce
vulnerability. Adaptation strategies must include the ability to incorporate
new knowledge about the future climate and forest vulnerabilities as they
are developed. They should also recognize the impediments to implementation, such as funding, policy, resistance to change, and risk aversion. It is
unlikely that any single issue or value can be considered in isolation. Thus,
an important component of adaptation is balancing diﬀerent timeframes,
needs, and values. An adaptation strategy should include a monitoring
program to determine the state of the forest and to evaluate the success
of the adaptation strategy.
• Implementing the adaptation strategy: This step should be self-evident.
As noted above, this is an iterative process and the vulnerability assessments and adaptation strategies will be revisited as more information
such as improved simulations of future climate becomes available.
There are many smaller steps within the over-arching four steps outlined
above. Details on processes for doing this work can be found in Ebi et al.
(2004), Ohlson et al. (2005), and Evans et al. (2006). Doing vulnerability assessments and developing adaptation strategies is an iterative process, with
assessments and strategies being revisited as more knowledge becomes avail-
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able. It is likely that a ﬁrst run through the framework on an issue would be
done to identify information needs and reﬁne the issue. The vulnerability and
adaptation steps would be cycled through a number of times before implementation of an adaptation strategy.
Numerous adaptive actions proposed for forest and range management are
summarized by Spittlehouse and Stewart (2003). They can be grouped into
two categories: adaptation of forests and range to a changing climate, and societal adaptation to the response of forests and range to the changing climate.
Adapting the forest includes species selection, tree breeding, stand management, and creating ﬁre-smart landscapes. Societal adaptation includes
revising conservation objectives, changing expectations, developing policies
to encourage adaptation, adapting forest management techniques, changing
rotation age, using more salvage wood, and modifying wood processing technology.

CHALLENGES TO ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Consideration of weather and climate conditions is part of forest and range
management. For example, ﬁre protection activities include calculating
drought codes and developing ﬁre-smart communities. Climate is implicitly
included in growth and yield modelling and ecosystem mapping. The challenge is to develop explicit descriptors of species and ecosystem responses to
climate that can be used in vulnerability assessments and in developing adaptation strategies (e.g., Wang et al. 2006b).
A major challenge in taking adaptive actions in the short term is the uncertainty in the magnitude and timing of future climate change. This
uncertainty is compounded by the uncertainty in the future markets for our
forest and range resources and the concern that climate change may lead to
relative increases in the timber and forest products supply from other nations
(Sohngen and Sedjo 2005). The development of adaptation measures for
some time in the future, under an uncertain climate, in an unknown socioeconomic context is bound to be highly speculative (Burton et al. 2002).
Some groups may believe that responding is a greater risk than doing nothing, or that impacts can be dealt with only when they happen. Furthermore,
there is a lack of awareness in the forestry community of the risks of climate
change (Williamson et al. 2005), although this is changing.
The size of the forested land base in British Columbia means that much of
the forest will have to adjust without human intervention. Of the approximately 60 Mha of forest in British Columbia there are about 35 Mha in the
non-timber harvest land base (including parks, wilderness areas, and areas
with operational constraints) where forest management consists mainly of
ﬁre protection and conservation. The remaining 25 Mha, the timber harvest
land base, is harvested at about 0.2 Mha per year. Adaptation will likely focus
on the major commercial tree species and perhaps a few animal species,
while most forest and range plants and animals will have to adapt as best they
can. Any large-scale disturbances caused by climate change would be particularly diﬃcult to address. In some areas, adaptation to reduce the vulnerability
of resources such as water quality and quantity and biological conservation
will become the highest priority.
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There are institutional and policy barriers to responding to climate
change. For example, seed planning zones, reforestation standards, and hydrologic and wildlife management guidelines are designed for the current
climate regime. There are no requirements for adaptation strategies in forest
management plans, nor are there guidelines and suﬃcient experienced personnel to aid such activities. Also, it is often diﬃcult to get the long-term
funding required to address such a wide-ranging issue as climate change.
Assessing vulnerabilities and developing adaptation strategies requires information about possible future climates. At present, all of the future climate
scenarios should be considered to have equal likelihood of occurrence. The
next 20 years will see improvements in our knowledge of the future climate,
along with improved understanding of the vulnerability of forest and range
resources to climate change. We may need to apply interim responses, but
these actions must not have negative consequences if the future does not unfold as assumed. Short-term actions include: forest policies to facilitate
adaptation, training to develop adaptive capacity in forest managers, and
doing vulnerability assessments.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The next 20 years will clarify the global response to the risks of climate
change. Global climate models will have improved, and we should have a
clearer idea of the climate change to expect. This period should also see signiﬁcant improvements in our understanding of the vulnerability of forest and
range resources to climate change. In the meantime, it is recommended that:
• Vulnerability analyses use climate simulations for the B and A2 scenarios,
and simulations from at least two global climate models with diﬀerent climatologies (e.g., the Canadian and Hadley Centre models).
• Analyses should use annual, as well as mean, data to evaluate the eﬀects of
changes in the inter-annual variability, and the frequency and intensity of
extremes.
Although many of the impacts of climate change may be decades away,
assessing forest vulnerability to climate change, developing adaptation strategies, and strengthening monitoring programs should start now. Most of
British Columbia’s forests and range are on Crown land. The provincial government is responsible for: developing management objectives; setting
standards for species selection, seed transfer, stocking, and biodiversity; allocating land to parks and wilderness areas; and maintaining health and
growth monitoring plots.
It is recommended that the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range respond
to the potential impacts of climate change on forest and range management
by co-operating with other agencies and groups in taking the lead to:
• Develop databases and methods for assessing vulnerabilities to climate
change and promote adaptation in forest and range management.
• Create a set of climate-change scenarios for British Columbia at a high
spatial resolution so that all users can work from a common database.
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• Provide a “one stop” facility that is a source of climate-change scenarios
and other climate data for vulnerability analyses, and facilitate access to
the latest information.
• Determine user needs with respect to climate variables, time periods, and
tools for climate-change vulnerability analyses.
• Develop adaptive capacity within the forest and range management community.
• Develop a set of key indicators of climate change for monitoring the response of forest and range resources to climate change.
• Investigate management responses that can be applied in the short term to
alleviate some of the vulnerability without compromising the long term.
It is encouraging to note that current actions by the Ministry of Forest and
Range and the British Columbia provincial government are addressing many
of these recommendations. Recent announcements from the British Columbia provincial government setting emission reduction targets for British
Columbia are also welcomed.
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APPENDIX 1 British Columbia’s past and present climates

Departures in temperature (°C)
from the 1961–1990 average

British Columbia’s climate has changed dramatically since the glaciers receded about 2 000 years ago. A dry, cold late-glacial climate was followed by a
period of rapid warming, a warm and dry interval, and then a warm and
relatively moist interval. Today’s relatively cool climate in British Columbia
began about 4500 years ago (Rosenberg et al. 2004). Most of the vegetation
regimes we are familiar with were established 4000–6000 years ago, although
there have been adjustments in ranges and species composition due to ﬂuctuations in climate and human activity during this period.
The last 000 years in the Northern Hemisphere was a period of slow cooling of about 0.7°C, followed by a warming that started about 200 years ago
(Figure A). The rate of warming over the last 00 years has been faster than
any time in the past 2000 years. Temperatures are now as warm, if not warmer, than any time in the past 2000 years and are about °C warmer than the
early 800s. The concentration of carbon dioxide has risen from 280 ppm before the start of the Industrial Revolution to about 38 ppm and is currently
increasing at about .9 ppm per year (Canadell et al. 2007). Other greenhouse
gases such as methane have shown similar rates of increase. Concentrations
are greater than any seen in the last 650 000 years (Houghton et al. 200;
Hengeveld 2006; IPCC WG I 2007).
The temperature variation in British Columbia in the last 2000 years has,
in general, been similar to that of the Northern Hemisphere (Rosenberg et al.
2004; Hebda 2007). In the last 00 years there has been a tendency for a
greater warming in the winter than in the summer air temperature. The
warming has been greater in northern British Columbia than in southern
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Figure A1 Variation in the annual Northern Hemisphere temperature over the last
2000 years expressed as the difference between the annual values and the
1961–1990 average. The green line shows data from the instrumental record
and the red line is a multiproxy reconstruction from tree rings, ice cores,
and corals. The blue line is the low-frequency component with uncertainty.
(Adapted from Moberg et al. 2005.)
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and coastal British Columbia (Figure A2) (Zhang et al. 2000; B.C. Ministry of
Water, Land and Air Protection 2002; Vincent and Mekis 2006; Rodenhuis et
al. 2007; Pike et al. 2008a). There have been fewer cold nights, cold days, and
frost days and more warm nights and warm days. Similar conditions have
been found for most of southern Canada (Vincent and Mekis 2006). There is
insuﬃcient coverage in the ﬁrst half of the 900s to quantify changes in
northern Canada.
Trends in annual precipitation over the 20th century were positive but
spatially variable. Increases have occurred in winter and summer but have
been larger in the winter than in the summer in northern British Columbia
and larger in the summer in southern British Columbia (Figure A3). Over
the last 50 years there has been a reduction in winter precipitation and an
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Figure A2 Seasonal trends in (a) maximum and (b) minimum temperatures for western
Canada for 1900–2003 (Moore et al. 2008). Units are °C over 104 years.
Grid cells with crosses indicate trends that are significant at a 5% significance
level. Grey cells indicate areas with insufficient data to estimate gridded
temperatures. Winter is December, January, and February; spring is March,
April, and May; summer is June, July, and August; and fall is September,
October, and November.
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Figure A3 Trends in winter and summer precipitation (percent change/100 years) in British Columbia from 1900 to 2004
(Rodenhuis et al. 2007). Black solid circles indicate statistical significance at 95% confidence level. Summer is
June, July, and August and winter is December, January, and February.

increase in summer precipitation over most of British Columbia (Zhang et al.
2000; Vincent and Mekis 2006). There has been an increase in the number
of days with precipitation and a decrease in the number of consecutive dry
days since early in the 900s. Woods et al. (2005) suggested that the recent
increase in wet and warm days has resulted in an increase in the occurrence
of a needle disease that kills lodgepole pine trees. Annual snowfall and snowpack depth have declined substantially in the last 50 years (Mote et al. 2005;
Vincent and Mekis 2006). Similar conditions have been found for most of
southern Canada (Vincent and Mekis 2006). Trends in precipitation are
superimposed on large inter-annual and inter-decadal variations in precipitation that are aﬀected by ocean conditions such as El Nino / La Nina events
and the Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation (Rodenhuis et al. 2007; Moore et al 2008).
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APPENDIX 2 CLIMATE-CHANGE SCENARIOS FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA

Climate model simulations use a range of emissions scenarios that are based
on possible future technological and economic developments and international co-operation (IPCC WG I 2007). An example for carbon dioxide is
shown in Figure A4, and similar patterns occur for other greenhouse gases
such as methane, nitrous oxide, and dust particles. Canadell et al. (2007) report that current rates of emissions are now higher than those used in the
IPCC WG I (2007) analyses.

British Columbia’s
future temperature
and precipitation
regimes

The corresponding simulated global air temperatures for the two emission
scenarios in Figure A4 are shown in Figure  of the main body of this report.
All scenarios have a temperature increase with time, and the size of the
change increases towards the poles (Figure A5).
Changes in precipitation have a more variable pattern and there is a greater range of variation between models and scenarios than there is with
temperature. Summer precipitation is predicted to decease in equatorial and
temperate latitudes but to increase in northern latitudes (Figure A6). In the
winter, the precipitation increase is greater than in summer and the increase
tends to extend into the northern temperate latitudes.
The examples for British Columbia are based on Canadian global climate
model version 2 (CGCM2) for the A2 and B emission scenarios (Figure A4).
Data were downscaled using the ClimateBC software (Spittlehouse 2006;
Wang et al. 2006a). This method assumes that the relative geographical distribution of temperature and precipitation will remain the same under
30
Annual CO2 emissions (Gigatonnes carbon y-1)

Future global
temperature and
precipitation regimes

Past
B1
A2

25
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Figure A4 The B1 and A2 emissions scenarios for carbon dioxide used in global climate
modelling. Other greenhouse gases such as methane and nitrous oxide, and
particulates such as sulphur, follow a similar trend. The simulated global
mean air temperature for each scenario is shown in Figure 1. (Adapted from
information at http://www.ipcc.ch.)
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Figure A5 Projected global surface temperature changes for the early and late 21st century relative to the
period 1980–1999. The central and right panels show the AOGCM multi-model average projections
for the B1 (top), A1B (middle), and A2 (bottom) SRES scenarios averaged over the decades
2020–2029 (centre) and 2090–2099 (right). The left panels show corresponding uncertainties as the
relative probabilities of estimated global average warming from several different Atmosphere-Ocean
Global Climate Models and Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity studies for the same
periods. Some studies present results only for a subset of the SRES scenarios, or for various model
versions. Therefore the difference in the number of curves shown in the left-hand panels is due only
to differences in the availability of results. (Figure SPM .6 in IPCC WG I 2007.)

Figure A6 Relative changes in global precipitation (in percent) for the period
2090–2099, relative to 1980–1999. Values are multi-model averages based
on the SRES A1B scenario for December to February (left), and June to August
(right). White areas are where less than 66% of the models agree in the sign
of the change and stippled areas are where more than 90% of the models
agree in the sign of the change. (Figure SPM .7 in IPCC WG I 2007.)
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climate change as at present. The high resolution of the ﬁgures does not
imply a high accuracy, that being limited by the GCM data and the interpolation methodology. Wang et al. (2006a) reported an accuracy of ±°C for
temperature and ±5 mm for precipitation in a test against the 96–990 normals. The grid-based data for monthly temperature and precipitation at
400 m spacing for current climate and the A2 scenario are available at:
ftp://ftp.for.gov.bc.ca/HRE/external/!publish/Climate/. ClimateBC software
and a web-based version are available at http://genetics.forestry.ubc.ca/cfgc/
climate-models.html .
Mean annual temperature and precipitation data for 96–990 and for
2020s, 2050s, and 2080s for the A2 scenario were presented in the main part
of the report (Figures 2 and 3). This Appendix focuses on seasonal changes in
temperature and precipitation for the A2 emissions scenario (Figures A7 and
A8) and presents data for speciﬁc locations in British Columbia (Tables A2
and A3) for the A2 and B emissions scenarios.
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Figure A7 (a) Mean maximum July temperature for British Columbia for 1961–1990 and that predicted for British
Columbia in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. (Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006]. Cartography by Ministry
of Forests and Range, Research Branch.)
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The reduced emissions under the B scenario result in less warming than
under the A2 scenario. Climate in 2080s for B is similar to that for A2 in
2050s (Tables A2 and A3). In both scenarios, the temperature increases with
time. There is a tendency for the warming to be greatest in northern British
Columbia and larger in the winter than in the summer. The warming is greater in the winter minimum temperature than in the winter maximum
temperature, with warming in winter greater than summer. For example, for
Cranbook by 2080 under the A2 scenario winter minimum rises by 7°C, winter maximum by 3°C, summer minimum by 4°C, and summer maximum by
3.5°C. The respective values for Fort Nelson of 9, 6, 4.5, and 3.5°C, show the
greater warming in northern British Columbia. Warming is least in coastal
areas where it is moderated by the ocean. Increasing temperature is accompanied by an increase in the frost-free period and growing degree-days.
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Figure A7 (b) Mean minimum January temperature for British Columbia for 1961–1990 and that predicted for British
Columbia in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. Data were produced by the ClimateBC software that downscaled
change data for the A2 scenario from CGCM2. (Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006]. Cartography by
Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch.)
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Figure A8 (a) Mean May to September precipitation for British Columbia for 1961–1990 and the percentage change
predicted for British Columbia in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. (Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006].
Cartography by Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch.)
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Figure A8 (b) Mean October to April precipitation for British Columbia for 1961–1990 and the percentage change
predicted for British Columbia in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. Data were produced by the ClimateBC software
that downscaled change data for the A2 scenario from CGCM2. (Source: ClimateBC v.2.2 [Wang et al. 2006].
Cartography by Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch.)
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Table A1 (a) 1961–1990 climate normals for biogeoclimatic zones, and (b) one standard deviation on these values (next
page). Data were obtained by overlaying biogeoclimatic ecosystem variants (Meidinger and Pojar 1991) on a
high spatial resolution (400 m grid) climate database created with ClimateBC (Spittlehouse 2006; Wang et al.
2006a). Climate variable and zone abbreviations are explained below the table. Data use to create this table
are available at: ftp://ftp.for.gov.bc.ca/HRE/external/!publish/Climate/ .

(a)1961–1990 climate normals

MAP

MSP

PAS

MAT

MTCM

MTWM

Zone

mm

mm

mm

°C

°C

°C

xTmin
°C

days

FFP

DD<0

DD>5

SHM

BAFA
BG
BWBS
CDF
CMA
CWH
ESSF
ICH
IDF
IMA
MH
MS
PP
SBPS
SBS
SWB

1090
342
514
1091
3198
2893
1096
920
493
1539
3119
648
382
473
657
691

447
161
308
201
816
651
404
342
210
473
730
261
165
228
280
352

598
100
178
61
1795
427
566
379
178
959
1198
292
112
191
274
322

-2.6
6.1
-0.3
9.6
-0.3
6.7
0.3
3.3
4.0
-2.0
2.8
1.9
6.3
1.7
2.2
-1.8

-13.4
-6.3
-16.0
3.0
-9.7
-0.4
-10.6
-8.4
-7.7
-11.3
-5.7
-9.3
-5.9
-10.3
-10.3
-13.9

9.1
17.5
14.3
16.9
9.6
14.5
11.5
14.7
15.1
8.4
12.0
12.8
17.9
12.6
13.6
10.9

-44.6
-35.8
-46.5
-15.4
-40.0
-22.1
-41.8
-38.9
-38.6
-43.1
-33.2
-40.8
-35.2
-43.2
-41.9
-44.6

15
118
77
204
43
151
51
88
84
20
76
62
120
35
75
37

2071
575
2090
31
1364
191
1413
922
813
1791
690
1101
517
1176
1169
2038

340
1717
1023
1965
440
1339
650
1152
1238
301
781
848
1762
843
988
525

22
115
48
88
15
28
31
46
74
20
20
511
113
58
20
13

MAP = Mean annual precipitation
MSP = Mean summer precipitation (May to September)
PAS = Precipitation as snow (water equivalent)
MAT = Mean annual temperature
MTCM = Mean temperature of coldest month
MTWM = Mean temperature of warmest month
xTmin = Extreme minimum temperature

FFP = Frost-free period
DD<0 = Degree-days less than 0°C
DD>5 = Degree-days greater than 5°C
SHM = Summer heat/moisture index
BAFA = Boreal Altai Fescue Alpine
BG = Bunch Grass
BWBS = Boreal Black and White Spruce
CDF = Coastal Douglas-ﬁr
CMA = Coastal Mountain-heather Alpine
CWH = Coastal Western Hemlock
ESSF = Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir
ICH = Interior Cedar-Hemlock
IDF = Interior Douglas-ﬁr
IMA = Interior Mountain-heather Alpine
MH = Mountain Hemlock
MS = Montane Spruce
PP = Ponderosa Pine
SBPS = Sub-boreal Pine-Spruce
SBS = Sub-boreal Spruce
SWB = Spruce-Willow-Birch
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Table A1 (b) One standard deviation on mean values of 1961–1990 climate normals

MAP

MSP

PAS

MAT

MTCM

MTWM

Zone

mm

mm

mm

°C

°C

BAFA
BG
BWBS
CDF
CMA
CWH
ESSF
ICH
IDF
IMA
MH
MS
PP
SBPS
SBS
SWB

524
30
61
166
1252
785
251
197
82
351
888
128
43
55
107
134

150
19
37
47
397
186
76
59
27
113
234
46
17
32
38
77

345
12
24
13
737
205
156
111
39
251
446
74
19
31
58
89

1.2
0.5
0.7
0.3
2.2
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.7
1.2
1.3
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7

1.6
0.5
2.1
0.5
3.5
1.4
0.9
1.0
0.7
1.2
2.0
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.5

FFP

°C

xTmin
°C

days

DD<0

DD>5

SHM

1.2
0.6
0.7
0.4
1.9
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.9
1.4
1.3
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.8

1.5
1.1
1.4
1.3
5.0
3.2
1.2
1.7
1.3
1.6
3.8
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.2

19
9
8
19
32
23
15
14
13
20
28
11
10
18
11
18

330
66
259
14
554
88
176
162
101
278
254
103
78
90
108
191

114
134
107
87
218
181
116
175
160
133
192
110
161
104
104
97

7
16
7
18
7
8
6
9
11
6
7
10
15
11
3
3
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Table A2 Climate in 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s for five locations in British Columbia for the A2 emission scenario. The data
are based on ClimateBC interpolation of the CGCM2 simulation. Data adjusted to 1961–1990 normals reported
in AES (1993) for the airport weather stations. Scenario temperature data rounded to 0.5°C and precipitation to
5 mm.

MAT

MWMT

MCMT

MAP

MSP

FFP

DD>5

SHM

Cranbrook
1961–90
2020s
2050s
2080s

5.6
7.0
8.0
10.0

18.2
19.5
20.5
22.0

-8.3
-6.5
-4.5
-3.5

384
390
380
395

185
185
175
175

109
125
140
170

1671
1960
2220
2680

98
105
117
126

Fort Nelson
1961–90
2020s
2050s
2080s

-1.1
0
1.5
3.5

16.7
18.0
19.5
21.0

-22.0
-20.5
-18.0
-14.5

449
465
475
500

303
310
315
330

106
115
130
145

1289
1480
1670
1950

55
58
62
64

Kelowna
1961–90
2020s
2050s
2080s

7.4
8.5
9.5
11.0

18.8
20.0
21.0
22.5

-4.5
-3.5
-2.0
-1.0

366
375
370
375

171
170
160
160

125
140
150
175

1864
2100
2390
2820

110
118
131
141

3.7
5.0
6.0
7.5

15.3
16.5
17.5
19.0

-9.9
-8.0
-6.5
-5.0

615
615
630
635

287
280
285
275

93
110
125
150

1238
1450
1700
2070

53
59
61
69

8.1
9.0
10.0
11.5

13.9
15.0
16.0
17.0

3
4.0
5.0
6.0

1871
1885
1935
2035

410
395
385
375

183
205
260
325

1379
1770
2020
2510

33
38
42
45

Prince George
1961–90
2020s
2050s
2080s
Port Hardy
1961–90
2020s
2050s
2080s

MAT = mean annual temperature (°C)
MWMT = mean warmest month temperate (July, °C)
MCMT = mean coldest month temperature (January, °C)
MAP = mean annual precipitation (mm)
MSP = mean May to September precipitation (mm)
FFP = frost-free period (days)
DD>5 = degree-days above 5°C
SHM = Summer heat/moisture index
Table A3 Climate in 2080s for five locations in British Columbia for the B1 emission scenario. Data based on ClimateBC
interpolation of the CGCM2 simulation. For an explanation of symbols and 1961–1990 normals see Table A2.

Cranbrook
Fort Nelson
Kelowna
Prince George
Port Hardy

MAT

MWMT

MCMT

MAP

MSP

FFP

DD>5

SHM

8.0
1.5
9.5
6.0
10.0

20.6
19.0
21.0
18.0
16.5

-6.1
-18.5
-3.5
-6.5
4.5

395
460
390
600
1975

185
305
170
275
390

140
115
160
130
255

2060
1690
2400
1700
1940

111
62
124
65
42
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Changes in precipitation are quite variable in time and space. Southern
and central British Columbia are predicted to get drier in the summer, while
northern British Columbia is more likely to be wetter (Figure A8), although
the change in volume is not large. Winters will be wetter across British Columbia, with a greater percentage increase in the north, though coastal
British Columbia sees the greatest volume increase in winter precipitation
(Tables A2 and A3). Warming means that less of the precipitation will fall as
snow. For example, at Cranbrook there is a reduction from 20 mm to 70 mm
(water equivalent) of the winter precipitation as snow by 2080s under the A2
scenario. At Fort Nelson the change is from 30 mm to 5 mm.
Mote et al. (2005) and Rodenhuis et al. (2007) report a general decline in
snowpacks over much of western North America in the last 50 years. Increasing winter temperatures under climate change are expected to continue this
trend. This is illustrated (Figure A9) with data for the Upper Penticton Creek
Experimental Watershed on the Okanagan Plateau (Winkler et al. 2004) for
climate conditions equivalent to the CGCM2 A2 scenario in 2050s and 2080s.
A snow accumulation and melt model was used to determine the daily snow
depth under a forest canopy for winter 200/02. The eﬀect of a changing climate was evaluated by modelling the response to 2 and 4ºC increases in the
200/02 daily temperatures. A third simulation involved a 4ºC increase in
temperature plus a 0% increase in winter precipitation. Winter precipitation
in 200/02 and snow on the ground at the end of March and April were
slightly below the 5-year average for Upper Penticton Creek.
A 2ºC warming early in winter did not aﬀect the snow accumulation
(Figure A9) because conditions still remained cold enough for precipitation
to fall mainly as snow. There was also minimal snowmelt. By mid to late
1.0

Current
+2° C
+4° C
+4° C, +10% ppt

0.8

Depth (m)

Influence of climate
change on snow
accumulation and
melt

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr
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Figure A9 Simulated winter snow depth at the Upper Penticton Creek Experimental
Watershed under winter 2001/02 temperature and precipitation conditions
(blue line) and three climate-change scenarios. The scenarios are: 2°C
warming (increase to daily temperature record for winter 2001/02) with
no precipitation change (purple line), 4°C warming with no change
in precipitation (green line), and 4°C warming with a 10% increase in
precipitation (orange line).
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winter, conditions had warmed suﬃciently that snowmelt could start earlier
than under the current climates, the maximum snowpack depth was reduced
by about 30% and it disappeared about 2 weeks earlier than under current
conditions. A 4ºC warming was large enough that early snow accumulation
was reduced resulting in a reduction in peak snow depth by 50% (Figure A9).
The warming also resulted in snowmelt occurring earlier in the year and the
snowpack disappearing about a month earlier than under current conditions.
Increasing precipitation only slightly oﬀset the eﬀect of a 4ºC temperature increase.
Influence of
climate change on
evaporative demand
and climatic moisture
deficit

Estimates of the evaporative demand for water and measurements of precipitation can be combined to give indicators of plant water stress and to predict
water demand for agricultural irrigation and domestic use. A climatic moisture deﬁcit occurs if the monthly precipitation is less than the monthly
evaporative demand. If precipitation is greater than the evaporative demand
there is a moisture surplus. Monthly evaporative demand was calculated following Allen et al. (998) for months when the air temperature was above
0°C. The analysis was done with the 96–990 normals and 2080s’ CGCM2
B and A2 climate scenarios for the Campbell River, Cranbrook, and Fort St.
John areas. Temperature and precipitation data at 2080 were obtained from
ClimateBC (Spittlehouse 2006; Wang et al. 2006a). The average monthly sunshine or solar radiation data and a mean wind speed for the 96–990 period
(AES 993) were used for the 2080s calculations.
Evaporative demand increased at all locations due to an increase in the
length of time the air temperature was above zero and to an increase in the
vapour pressure deﬁcit. This result is consistent with the assessment of Huntington (2008). Under the B scenario, by 2080s the demand increased by
about 8% while under the A2 scenario, with greater warming, it increased by
5–20%. There was a greater diﬀerence between locations in the climatic
moisture deﬁcit, reﬂecting the balance between changes in temperature and
changes in precipitation (Figures A7 and A8). By 2080s under the B scenario, the deﬁcit at Campbell River increased by 20%, at Fort St. John by 25%,
and at Cranbrook by 30%. For the A2 scenario, Campbell River and Fort St.
John increased by 30%, while Cranbrook increased by 60%. The larger increase at Cranbook reﬂects the decrease in summer rainfall and an initially
relatively low average deﬁcit for 96–990. A moisture surplus did not occur
during the summer at any of the locations. A comprehensive analysis should
assess the inter-annual variability in evaporative demand and climatic moisture deﬁcit under a changing climate.
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APPENDIX 3 Potential impacts of climate change on British Columbia’s forest and
range resources

The response of forest and range species to climate change and the changing
operating environment will challenge our ability to use forest and range resources. The wood supply for the next 50–00 years in most of British
Columbia is already “in the ground” or will be planted in the next few years
with minimal consideration about climate change. Losses in productivity of
natural and planted stands are expected to occur in the drier and warmer regions of British Columbia, while modest increases are anticipated in the short
to mid term in the north (Rehfeldt et al. 999, 200; Spittlehouse 2003; Johnson and Williamson 2005). These changes will aﬀect rotation age, wood
quality, wood volume, and size of logs. An increase in disturbance by ﬁre, insects, and disease could lead to a greater amount of the harvest consisting of
salvaged wood (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Volney and Hirsch 2005).
Technological change, trade disputes, changes in exchange and interest rates
and changes in consumer tastes and preferences will take place along with
climate change. Countries that are expected to be signiﬁcant beneﬁciaries of
climate change from a production standpoint (e.g., in South America and
Oceania) are already replacing Canadian products in the global market
(Sohngen and Sedjo 2005).
Access to timber and harvest scheduling will change because warmer and/
or wetter winters will limit site access for winter logging, and warmer and
drier summers will reduce access due to increased ﬁre risk. Expected higher
rainfall intensities and a reduction in the return period of high-intensity rains
will aﬀect road design and maintenance (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003).
More severe winter storm events in coastal British Columbia are likely to increase the probability of landslides, including debris ﬂows (Wieczorek and
Glade 2005; Pike et al. 2008b). This has implications for forest development
planning and operations. Increase in warming in the north and an accompanying increase in permafrost melt will increase the risk of landslides
(Geerstma et al. 2006).
Reforestation is based on the selection of species and genotypes that are
genetically adapted to the site (climate and soil). A changing climate means
that the appropriate plants for a site would change (Rehfeldt et al. 999, 200;
Parker et al. 2000; Spittlehouse 996; Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Wang et
al. 2006b). Hamann and Wang (2006) indicate that tree species with their
northern range limit in British Columbia could gain climatically suitable habitat at a pace of about 00 km per decade. Common hardwoods appear to be
less sensitive to climate change, while some of the most important conifer
species in British Columbia could lose a large portion of their climatically
suitable habitat. Similar results were obtained for the western United States
by Rehfeldt et al. (2006). The climate will continue to change over the life of
the stand and we must decide which climate regime the planting stock should
be selected to meet. Increased competition from species more suited to this
climate means that there may be a need to increase stand management activities in established stands (Parker et al. 2000; Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003).
Future disturbances by ﬁre, insects and disease will have a large inﬂuence
on the future forest carbon balance. The eﬀect will be greater than the eﬀects
of changes in tree species occurrence and growth rates (Kurz et al. 2007,
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2008a, b). Recent forest ﬁres and insect attacks have resulted in a negative
carbon balance for Canada’s managed-forest, and a much reduced positive
balance for British Columbia’s forests (Kurz et al. 2008a, b). In some areas of
British Columbia, the distribution of ages of the trees is biased towards old
trees. The resultant build-up of fuels for ﬁre and an increase in the susceptibility of trees to diseases and pests increases the risk of disturbance. Increase in
disturbance will lead to an increase in the area of younger forests, which
along with changes in forest growth and species composition will aﬀect habitat quality and availability for wildlife (Harding and McCullum 997; Stenseth
et al. 2002). Changes in ﬁre regime will also have a direct impact on the safety of people and property (Volney and Hirsch 2005), as illustrated by the
ﬁres near Kelowna and Barriere in 2003. Smoke from forest ﬁres can have
health impacts many kilometres from the ﬁre.
Increased occurrence of wildﬁres would increase the likelihood of postwildﬁre ﬂood and landslide risks to human life, property, and infrastructure.
Forest harvesting and road building may have to increase eﬀorts to mitigate
the impacts of changes in the timing of peak ﬂow and volume in streams on
infrastructure, ﬁsh habitat, and potable water supplies (Mote et al. 2003; Pike
et al. 2008b). Warmer and drier summer conditions will increase the pressure
to maintain cool stream temperatures by maintaining riparian cover in harvested areas (Moore et al. 2005). A priority may be placed on preserving
habitat for conservation. However, the values and attributes that parks and
wilderness areas were designed to protect may no longer exist within the protected areas under a changed climate (Scott and Lemieux 2005). Warmer
winters will shorten the winter recreational season while the summer recreational season will increase, although increased ﬁre risk may limit this
increase. Increases in disturbance by ﬁre may favour certain mushrooms and
berry-producing shrubs (Spittlehouse 2005).
Some speciﬁc implications of climate change for British Columbia’s ecosystems are:
• Coastal forests: In the southern part of the area, warmer and drier late
spring and summers could increase ﬁre risk and decrease water availability. Increased water stress will aﬀect species such as western redcedar on
marginal sites on the east side of Vancouver Island. The wet, cool mid and
north coasts will likely see an improvement in growing conditions. Increase in storm number and intensity will likely increase windthrow and
breakage of trees. An increase in the severity of storms could increase the
probability of landslides and debris ﬂows.
• Lower elevations in southern interior: Drier sites may experience regeneration problems due to an increase in summer droughts. Grasslands are
expected to expand and the current encroachment of forests on grasslands
may be reversed by climate change. The range of invasive species may also
expand.
• Higher elevations in southern interior: A shorter snow season and increased length of growing season may initially be beneﬁcial to regeneration and growth. In drier areas, reduction in summer precipitation and
increase in temperature will increase the risk of ﬁres and drought stress.
• Northern interior: Warming and only small changes in summer precipitation have the potential to result in increased tree growth in the short to
mid term. A shorter winter season will reduce access to sensitive terrain.
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• Alpine: The length of the snowpack season, soil conditions, and slow
regeneration rates will limit the rate of forest encroachment. Artiﬁcial
warming studies in tundra ecosystems have shown changes in the occurrence of existing species.
Assessment of
the implications
of a changing
climate change on
ecosystems

The high spatial resolution climate data (e.g., Figures 2 and 3 and Appendix
2) can be used in detailed assessments of climate-change impacts on forest
and range resources. The climate data were combined with a spatial distribution of British Columbia’s ecosystem units to determine the realized climate
space (characteristic values) of these units (Hamann and Wang 2006). Under
the A2 scenario, substantial shifts in climate zones could occur by the 2080s.
The drier and warmer climate produced by the Hadley model produced a
further northward movement of zone climates. The B emissions scenario
would produce a zone climate map for 2080s similar to that of the A2 in
2050s. This work is a preliminary assessment and the analysis needs to incorporate climate data from Alberta and the northwestern United States to
determine if analogues of climates of these areas may develop.
Another approach to assessing vulnerability of ecosystems is to evaluate
possible impacts of a changing climate at a location. In this approach, ecosystem maps are overlain on grid-based climate data from ClimateBC to obtain
descriptions of the climate of these units for current conditions (Table A)
and under various climate scenarios. The example presented here (Table
A4) is based on the A2 scenario in 2050 (Spittlehouse 2006). The very dry
maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHxm2) is on the eastern slope of
the Vancouver Island Mountains. The wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk)
is in the central interior of British Columbia on the west side of the Quesnel
Highlands and on the MacGregor Plateau. Climate varies within a unit but
the climate-change scenario shifts all values of a variable by about the same
amount, so the standard deviation on the means stays the same. Both units
are warmer by about 2°C and wetter in the winter. The CWHmx2 has less
rain in the summer, while there is a slight increase in summer rainfall for the
SBSwk. The CWHxm2 climate changes towards that of the coastal plain on
the east coast of the island. The implications for tree growth are that Douglasﬁr should continue to grow well but western redcedar could disappear from
currently marginal sites. The SBSwk climate is moving towards that of some
units of the Interior Cedar-Hemlock zone. Warming of this unit may favour
the growth of interior Douglas-ﬁr and lodgepole pine over spruce.
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Table A4 The 1961–1990 normals and possible future climate (CGCM2-A2x scenario) of two biogeoclimatic ecosystem
units for 2050s. Means and one standard deviation (± SD) of each variable are presented (from Spittlehouse
2006).

Very Dry Maritime Coastal Western
Hemlock (CWHxm2)
Area (ha)

Wet Cool Sub-Boreal
Spruce (SBSwk1)

580250

785950

1961–90

2050s

± SD

1961–90

2050s

± SD

Mean annual temperature (°C)

8.3

10.3

0.7

2.5

4.9

0.5

Mean July monthly maximum
temperature (°C)

21.3

23.4

1

20.7

23.0

1

Mean January monthly minimum
temperature (°C)

–1.0

0.8

1

–14.8

–10.0

1

Frost-free period (days)

173

223

22

78

116

10

May to September precipitation
(mm)

370

350

120

350

380

40

October to April precipitation
(mm)

1870

2020

590

488

510

90

Water equivalent of the annual
snowfall (mm)

190

100

90

340

280

70

Summer heat/moisture index

48

58

15

41

47

5
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APPENDIX 4 Examples of using an adaptation framework

The use of the framework is illustrated with two forestry-related issues that
have already undergone a partial assessment of vulnerabilities and have started to develop adaptation strategies.
The Ministry of Forests and Range (MoFR) is developing an adaptation
strategy in response to the threat of climate change for British Columbia’s forest and range resources. The ﬁrst iteration of the Ministry’s response can be
placed in the framework as follows:
• Issue: Climate change will play a major role in shaping the future composition and use of forest and range resources in British Columbia.
• Vulnerability assessment: Climate-change impacts are poorly known.
There is a lack of awareness of the issue within the forest and range community. Some of the vulnerability may not be related to climate change.
Changing social and economic conditions are inﬂuencing forest and range
resource utilization. There is a lack of research knowledge and policies to
enable adequate response to these vulnerabilities.
• Adaptation strategy: The MoFR established a Climate Change Task Team
to review potential impacts of climate change on provincial forest and
range resources, identify knowledge gaps, and develop recommendations
on how the MoFR should proceed. The Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative
(FFEI) was launched to consult with a wide cross-section of society in
British Columbia on the future threats to the province’s forest and range
resources and possible responses. Although it will be some years before
operational adaptation actions are implemented, consultation, capacity
building, and vulnerability assessments are viewed as important ﬁrst steps
in the adaptation process.
• Implementing the adaptation strategy: Recommendations from the Task
Team were released in a report (B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2006).
The MoFR consulted widely on the reports of the Task Team and the FFEI.
The recommendations from these reports and the consultations were
amalgamated under the goal of adapting British Columbia’s forest and
range management framework to changing climatic conditions. The FFEI
is ongoing and has become part of the MoFR business plan.
The forest genetics research community is a leader in forestry in assessing
vulnerability and developing adaptation strategies to respond to climate
change. Examples can be found in Rehfeldt et al. (999, 200, 2006), Hamann
and Wang (2006), and Wang et al. (2006b), and are used here to illustrate application of the framework at a provincial scale.
• Issue: Forest policies on the use of seed for reforestation are designed to
minimize the risk of maladaptation. Thus there is a requirement to use
“local” seed under the assumption that local seed is best adapted to the
local climate. Under climate change, this assumption may be invalid within the next 50 years. This is a province-wide issue for all commercial
species of trees.
• Vulnerability assessment: The risk is that by 2080 the climate will have
changed such that trees growing from the “local” seed may be in condi-
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tions well outside their envelopes for optimum survival and growth. Seed
planning units are geographically based and only implicitly account for
climatic conditions. Consequently, under a changing climate these management units may not be appropriate for managing seed selection (Wang
et al. 2006b).
• Adaptation strategy: Determine the climates of the sources of seed used
for reforestation. Develop response functions of various seed sources to a
wide range of climatic conditions using provenance trials. Determine the
patterns in growth response to climate among populations. Predict impacts of climate changes on productivity with diﬀerent seed deployment
strategies. Develop climate-based seed planning units.
• Implementating the adaptation strategy: Development of a high spatial
resolution climate database is facilitating determining the climate of seed
sources and the trial sites (e.g., Hamann and Wang 2006; Wang et al.
2006a,b). Plans are in place to increase the number of provenance trials
for commercial tree species and to establish them over a wide climatic
range.
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Message from the Chief Forester
Conditions in B.C.’s forest ecosystems are changing in ways that weren’t
foreseen a decade ago. There is strong scientific evidence that climate change
will significantly affect our forests and rangelands. Today’s forest managers
are concerned about these effects and the escalating impacts of weather events,
wildfires, bark beetle infestations, and other natural disturbances.
As Chief Forester, I helped launch the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative
(FFEI) in December 2005 to start the process of adapting British Columbia’s
forest and range management framework to a changing climate.
Since that time, significant effort has been put into developing and refining FFEI direction, determining
how best to implement the initiative over the coming years, soliciting resources to support long-term
delivery of FFEI projects, and initiating high-priority projects.
I’m pleased to release the FFEI three-year strategic plan. This plan describes FFEI direction and how it
will be implemented by the Ministry of Forests and Range in collaboration with our delivery partners.
The strategic plan represents the efforts of a technical team and lead programs in the Ministry of
Forests and Range and the Ministry of Environment, and was informed by extensive feedback from
staff, other agencies, and non-government organizations and individuals during our 2006 consultations.
Over the next three years, long-term implementation planning will be carried out to identify and
prioritize FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring, policy evaluation and change, and extension projects.
During this period, the Ministry of Forests and Range will develop partnerships and solicit resources to
support long-term delivery of FFEI projects. This process will culminate with the integration of FFEI
direction and long-term implementation plans into the ministry’s core business.
FFEI is one of several initiatives underway in the Ministry of Forests and Range that address climate
change. The ministry is also raising awareness, making efforts to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions,
developing strategies for forest carbon and bioenergy, initiating a future forest strategy with forest
companies, and supporting other federal and provincial climate change initiatives. To coordinate many
of these initiatives, I recently established a Climate Change and Forest Carbon Strategic Leadership
Work Unit. Effective December 2007, this unit will coordinate FFEI management and delivery.
The Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative is helping guide how we maintain and enhance the resilience
of our forest and rangeland ecosystems in the years and decades to come. The 2007/08 to 2009/10
Strategic Plan was prepared under my direction and I look forward to achieving its objectives.

Jim Snetsinger
B.C. Chief Forester
January 2008
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This document describes the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative and how it will be managed and
implemented over the next three years (Spring 2007 to Spring 2010). It was informed by input from
specialists and program directors within the Ministry of Forests and Range and the Ministry of
Environment, as well as by consultation with a broad array of government and non-government
stakeholders. For an overview of the FFEI development and consultation phase, refer to Appendix 1.
This strategic plan will be updated annually to reflect evolving direction and implementation guidance.

I

Executive Summary

British Columbia’s Chief Forester launched the Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative (FFEI) in
December 2005 to start the process of adapting B.C.’s forest and range management framework 1 to a
changing climate.
Adaptation is necessary to address both current and potential future management challenges posed by
climate change. Climate change has already contributed to the unprecedented infestation of mountain
pine beetle in B.C.’s interior forests. Beyond the current pine beetle epidemic, the implications of
climate change to forest and range management are significant.
Based on current forecasts of climate change, some of the key management challenges we are likely to
face over time include:
o Increased maladaptation of tree species to their environment, which would reduce their productivity
and increase their susceptibility to insects and disease;
o Increased frequency and intensity of wildfires, storms, droughts, and floods, which would increase
landslides, debris flow, wind throw, and variability in water quality and quantity; and,
o Encroachment of grasslands into forest ecosystems, and forests into alpine areas.
FFEI will address these and other management challenges by:
o Increasing understanding of (a) ecological processes and changes associated with climate change,
and (b) associated risks to forest and range ecosystem values (through research, forecasting and
monitoring); and,
o Using that knowledge to adapt the forest and range management framework to changing ecological
conditions (through policy evaluation and change).
Over time, adaptation of the management framework will:
o Help maintain and enhance the resilience of B.C.’s forest and rangeland ecosystems to ecological
changes associated with climate change; and,
o Help ensure ecosystems continue to provide the basic services, products, and benefits society
depends on and values.

1

The forest and range management framework includes legislation, policies, procedures and systems under or supporting
the Ministry of Forests Act, the Forest Act, the Range Act, the Forest and Range Practices Act, and the Wildfire Act. FFEI
focuses on aspects of this framework that support: biogeoclimatic classification; timber supply planning; and, management
and conservation of ecosystem services, biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, water, soil, terrain, tree species and genes,
forage and rangeland plant communities, biotic and abiotic agents, exotic and invasive species, and fire.
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The scope of FFEI is limited to the legislation and land base under the Ministry of Forests and Range’s
jurisdiction, and is further limited to environmental and ecological aspects of forest and range
management. Although FFEI does not directly address social and economic objectives, adaptation of
environmental and ecological aspects of the management framework will be essential to achieving
B.C.’s long-term social and economic objectives for forest and rangeland management. Furthermore,
any proposed changes to legislation and policy under FFEI will be subject to the ministry’s rigorous
policy review process that ensures full consideration of social, economic and environmental costs and
benefits before policy changes are approved.
Over time, FFEI outcomes will help inform other ministry programs (e.g., tenure administration,
pricing, and revenue), as well as the land management initiatives of other agencies (e.g., land use
planning, management of parks and protected areas, recreation management). The Chief Forester will
encourage other agencies to implement complementary initiatives to adapt their land management
policy frameworks to climate change.
To implement FFEI, responsible programs in the Ministry of Forests and Range will work in
collaboration with external partners and will utilize and adapt existing delivery mechanisms. Lead
ministry programs include: Forest Science Program, Forest Practices Branch, Tree Improvement
Branch, Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch, Protection Program, and Range Branch.
The Ministry of Forests and Range’s primary partner in FFEI delivery will be the Ministry of
Environment. The Ministry of Environment will lead or participate in the delivery of FFEI projects
related to ecosystem services, biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, and water. Other key external
partners are expected to include the Canadian Forest Service, the Integrated Land Management Bureau,
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, universities and research institutions, the Pacific Climate
Impacts Consortium, the Forest Science Board, FORREX, the Forest Genetics Council, First Nations,
forest and range industries, and professional associations.
FFEI will be implemented through or in collaboration with the ministry’s other climate change
initiatives, as well as directly related resource management initiatives and programs such as the FIA
Forest Science Program, the Forest Health Program, the Mountain Pine Beetle Action Plan, the Forest
and Range Evaluation Program, the BC Wildland Fire Strategy, the Gene Resource Management
Strategy, Ecosystem Restoration, Forests for Tomorrow, and the Future Forest Strategy. Other delivery
mechanisms that will be utilized and adapted to deliver FFEI include research installations and
projects, monitoring and inventory initiatives, resource information systems, adaptive management
(operational trials), policy review and approval processes, and extension programs.
FFEI projects will be phased in on a priority basis as resources allow, and a resource strategy will be
implemented over the next three years to support long-term delivery of FFEI direction.
FFEI activities will be managed, coordinated and reported for three years to give sufficient time to:
build and maintain profile for climate change adaptation; complete implementation planning; develop
partnerships and solicit resources to support delivery; and, integrate FFEI direction and implementation
plans into core business. The Ministry of Forests and Range’s goal is to integrate FFEI into its core
business by Spring 2010.
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II Direction
The following table outlines the purpose, objectives, desired outcomes and scope of FFEI.
Purpose
Objective 1
Objective 2
Objective 3
Objective 4
Objective 5
Objective 6
Desired
outcomes
Scope

To adapt BC’s forest and range management framework* to a changing climate.
Understand the functional constraints* for key species* and ecological processes* to
establish a baseline of information for forecasting and monitoring ecosystem changes.
Forecast how a range of climate change scenarios might alter key species and
ecological processes over time.
Monitor key species and ecological processes to detect changes over time, and
determine the agents of change*.
Evaluate a range of existing and new approaches to forest and range management for
their ability to maintain and enhance ecological resilience* and ecosystem services*,
products* and benefits* under changing ecological conditions.
Adapt the forest and range management framework to maintain and enhance
ecological resilience and ecosystem services, products and benefits under changing
ecological conditions.
Communicate knowledge gained and changes to the forest and range management
framework.
1. Ecosystems remain resilient to stress caused by climate change, human activity,
and other agents of change.
2. Ecosystems continue to provide the basic services, products, and benefits society
depends on and values.
1. Ecosystems within the land base subject to the Forest Act and the Range Act
2. Incremental changes to the existing forest and range management framework
3. Environmental and ecological aspects of forest and range management
4. Projects for which the MFR is the lead or partner agency

Appendix 2 includes a glossary of key terms (those noted with an * above) within the FFEI purpose,
objectives, and desired outcomes, as well as a detailed explanation of each component of the FFEI
scope. Key terms and explanations will be updated as necessary to reflect evolving direction.
Appendix 3 includes a list of high-level strategies to achieve each of the six objectives. The strategies
and an integrated cross-program approach to implementing them will guide responsible programs in
preparing and integrating discipline-specific implementation plans into their business plans.
The following products are being developed to help clarify FFEI direction and guide implementation
planning over the next three years. These products are expected to be completed between Fall 2007 and
Spring 2008.
1. Scientific Foundation. This paper will provide a scientific basis for management policies and
practices that achieve the FFEI desired outcomes (ecological resilience and productivity).
2. Future Climate Scenarios. This paper will: (a) describe a range of possible future climate scenarios
and corresponding ecological changes that may occur; (b) provide a preliminary assessment of risks
to and opportunities for forest and range resources; and, (c) provide a structure for analysing risks
to key disciplines and policy areas that may require adaptation to future ecological conditions.
3. Business Process Map. This document will map inter-dependent business processes and decision
sequences associated with the disciplines, programs, and policy areas subject to FFEI research,
forecasting, monitoring, and evaluation.
5
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III Implementation Strategy
1) FFEI Management
Over the next three years, FFEI implementation will be overseen by the Chief Forester, the Director of
Climate Change and Forest Carbon, a project manager, a management team, and a technical team. The
management structure will: set strategic priorities; provide cross-program guidance on management
and technical issues associated with implementation planning and delivery; coordinate, track and report
FFEI progress and outcomes; coordinate development of partnerships and solicitation of resources to
support long-term delivery; and, facilitate integration of FFEI direction and long-term implementation
plans into core business.
The following table provides a high level summary of FFEI management roles and responsibilities.
Appendix 4 provides a flow chart of the management structure supporting FFEI delivery, and
Appendices 5 and 6 provide terms of reference for the management and technical teams.
Chief Forester

Project
manager

Management
team

Technical
team

1. Solicits external advice as needed on FFEI direction and implementation.
2. Provides direction to project manager and management team.
3. Works with ADM, Operations to ensure consistent direction to Operations
Division.
1. Helps Chief Forester establish direction and guidance on FFEI implementation.
2. Acts as secretariat to management and technical teams.
3. Develops annual FFEI business plan, and helps Chief Forester develop
partnerships and solicit resources.
4. Tracks and reports FFEI progress and outcomes, and coordinates
communications and consultations.
5. Organizes periodic workshops and seminars to share FFEI progress and
outcomes and to refine FFEI objectives, strategies and project priorities.
1. Provides guidance to Chief Forester on management aspects of implementation.
2. Provides guidance to programs on project planning, management, tracking and
reporting, as well as integration of FFEI direction into core program business.
3. Provides direction to technical team on its terms of reference, including
development of cross-program technical guidance and resolution of issues.
4. Members: Chief Forester (chair); directors of responsible programs; deputy Chief
Forester; director of Forest Stewardship Division operations; MoE representative;
and, senior regional operations representative.
1. Acts as inter-disciplinary, cross-program sounding board on technical aspects.
2. Makes recommendations to management team on technical issues that cross
disciplines and programs, and require operational perspectives.
3. Develops integrated cross-program approach to FFEI research, forecasting,
monitoring and evaluation.
4. Develops long-term strategy for monitoring the effectiveness of FFEI objectives,
strategies and projects in meeting their desired outcomes.
5. Liaises with discipline and program counterparts to ensure technical
recommendations consider broader discipline and program implications.
6. Liaises with Climate Change Community of Practice, which provides scientific
data and guidance on climate change, and establishes FFEI Community of
Practice to facilitate collaboration and information-sharing.
7. Members: program and discipline specialists from responsible programs, as well
as field operations representatives.
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Team meetings and conference calls will be held only as necessary to address implementation matters.
Regularly scheduled Forest Stewardship Division Management Team meetings will be the primary
venue for management team meetings, whereas workshops and conference calls will be used by the
technical team. The FFEI management structure will conclude once FFEI has been fully integrated into
the Ministry of Forests and Range’s core business.
2) FFEI Delivery
Delivery of FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring, policy evaluation and change, and extension
projects will be led by responsible programs in collaboration with external partners. FFEI responsible
programs include: Forest Science Program; Tree Improvement Branch; Forest Analysis & Inventory
Branch; Forest Practices Branch; Protection Program; and, Range Branch.
The Ministry of Environment will lead or participate in the delivery of FFEI projects related to
ecosystem services, biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, and water. Other resource agencies, agencystakeholder committees, and non-government organizations will participate in FFEI project delivery
where their interests, expertise and capacity support their involvement.
Existing delivery mechanisms within and external to the ministry will be used and adapted as needed to
deliver FFEI. The following table describes expected delivery mechanisms for each project category;
actual delivery mechanisms will be determined as part of FFEI implementation planning (Section 3).
Research

Research projects will be led by the Forest Science Program. FFEI research – especially
topics not traditionally addressed by the program such as biotic agents, invasive plants,
and fire – will be carried out in collaboration with other programs (e.g., Forest
Practices, Range, and Protection) and external delivery agents such as the Canadian
Forest Service, universities, and research institutions. As well, the Forest Science Board
will set FIA-Forest Science Program (FIA-FSP) research priorities consistent with FFEI
research objectives, strategies and priorities.
Forecasting Climate forecasting projects will be led by the Forest Science Program, with help from
external experts such as the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium. Ecosystem response
forecasting will be carried out by responsible programs (especially Forest Science,
Range, and Protection) in collaboration with external partners such as universities.
Monitoring Monitoring projects are expected to involve all of the responsible programs with
support from external partners. The primary delivery mechanisms for monitoring (that
will be adapted as needed) include: the Forest and Range Evaluation Program; agency
monitoring and inventory programs; National Forest Inventory; research installations,
plots and projects; adaptive management trials; and, resource information systems.
Policy
Policy evaluation projects are expected to involve all of the responsible programs with
evaluation
support from external partners. Policy evaluation will rely heavily on (and be integrated
with) research, forecasting and monitoring projects. The primary delivery mechanism
for policy evaluation is expected to be experimental (operational) testing of existing
and new management approaches through adaptive management trials.
Policy
Policy change projects are expected to involve all of the responsible programs with help
change
from external partners, using existing committee structures and processes for policy
review and approval. For example, the process for FRPA policy changes utilizes several
committees.
Extension
Extension projects will be led by the responsible programs with significant assistance
from external delivery agents such as FORREX.
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Role of Responsible Programs
Responsible programs will be involved in FFEI implementation planning and delivery through:
• Representative participation on the management and technical teams;
• Support to the development of an integrated, cross-program approach to FFEI delivery;
• Development of discipline implementation plans, and integration of those plans into program
business plans, to support phased-in, sequenced and prioritized delivery of FFEI projects; and,
• Implementation of research, forecasting, monitoring, policy evaluation and change, and extension
projects, in collaboration with partners.
Role of Operations Division
Operations Division will participate in FFEI implementation planning and delivery through:
• Representation on the FFEI management and technical teams;
• Participation of Forest Science, Range, and Protection program staff in delivery of projects;
• Voluntary participation of other operations representatives in policy evaluation and change projects
led by responsible programs (e.g., experimental testing, analysis and adaptation of the legislation,
policies, procedures and systems governing management / conservation of biodiversity, wildlife,
fish, riparian, water, soil, terrain, tree species, forest health, forage, invasive species, and fire); and,
• Ongoing participation in provincial programs and initiatives that will be adapted over time to
incorporate FFEI objectives (e.g., Forest and Range Evaluation Program).
Role of External Partners
Collaboration with other agencies and non-government organizations on FFEI project delivery will be
essential to successful implementation of FFEI direction. The following agencies and organizations
have expressed interest in assisting the Ministry of Forests and Range in project delivery through
financial support, technical support, and/or consultation on draft plans and products.
Category
Gov’t
Groups
and
Agencies

Boards
and
Councils

Organization
Ministry of
Environment

•
•

Canadian Forest
Service

•

Integrated Land
Management Bureau
Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
Water Survey of
Canada
First Nations

•

Forest Science Board
(FIA-Forest Science
Program)

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Anticipated Involvement*
Primary partner in FFEI delivery
Leads or participates in projects related to ecosystem
services, biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, water
May provide funding support for FFEI projects that support
their forest health and climate change adaptation programs
Technical support for projects related to biotic agents, fire,
carbon management, and other topics within its mandate
Technical support for projects related to landscape level
planning, subject to capacity constraints
Technical support for projects related to fish, riparian and
water
Technical support for projects related to water
Technical support for projects of interest to First Nations
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to First Nations interests
Primary partner in FFEI research delivery
Sets FIA-Forest Science Program (FSP) priorities consistent
with FFEI research needs so that FIA-FSP funded projects
contribute to FFEI research delivery
Will be consulted on all aspects of FFEI implementation to
ensure effective coordination with the FIA-FSP
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Category
Boards
and
Councils

NGOs

Organization
Forest Genetics
Council

•
•

Forest & Range
Practices Advisory
Council
Forest Practices
Board
Pacific Climate
Impacts Consortium
Universities and
research institutions
Forest and range
industry associations

•

Professional
associations

•

Environmental
organisations
FORREX

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Anticipated involvement*
Technical support and funding for forest genetics projects
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to forest genetics
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to implementation and evolution of FRPA
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to implementation and evolution of FRPA
Technical support for climate change modelling projects
Primary partners in delivery of research, forecasting,
monitoring and evaluation projects
Technical support for projects of interest, especially policy
evaluation and change projects
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to policy evaluation and change
Technical support for projects of interest, especially policy
evaluation and change projects
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to role of professionals
Technical support for projects of interest
Will be consulted on draft plans and products
Primary partner in extension of FFEI research projects
Will be consulted on draft plans and products, especially as
they relate to extension of project outcomes

*Actual participation of other agencies, boards, councils and non-government organizations in FFEI projects will be
determined as part of the project planning carried out by lead programs.

Partnership agreements will be prepared where other agencies or government-sponsored organizations
provide funding or technical services to the Ministry of Forests and Range to support FFEI delivery.
3) Implementation Planning
Implementation Guidance
The Chief Forester and ADM, Operations will communicate the FFEI strategic plan, appendices, and
associated guidance (scientific foundation, future climate scenarios, business process map) to FFEIresponsible programs, ministry staff, other agencies and non-government organizations over Fall 2007.
These documents will guide implementation planning and delivery over the next three fiscal years.
An Integrated Cross-Program Approach to Delivery
One of the priority tasks for 2007/08 will be development of an integrated cross-program / discipline
approach to FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation. This approach will establish a
cross-program / discipline process and priorities for implementing FFEI objectives and strategies.
The technical team will develop a draft approach for the consideration of the management team. Each
member of the technical team will establish an informal working group within their discipline or
program area to ensure the team’s recommendations consider broader discipline and program
implications.
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To support the approach developed by the technical team, FFEI-responsible programs will identify and
assess the utility of existing delivery mechanisms to deliver desired activities, and develop action plans
to address gaps and adapt the delivery mechanisms as needed. As well, they will identify
implementation roles and responsibilities of programs and partners.
Long-Term Discipline Implementation Plans and Program Business Plans
In 2008/09, responsible programs will use the approach to FFEI delivery and their supporting action
plans to develop long-term discipline implementation plans and program business plans to phase-in
delivery of FFEI projects and integrate FFEI direction into the Ministry of Forests and Range’s core
business.
Implementation Schedule
The following table summarizes the schedule for FFEI implementation planning and delivery over the
next three years. Appendix 7 provides a more detailed three year implementation schedule.
2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

1. FFEI implementation planning
o Finalise 3-year strategic plan and appendices
o Publish scientific foundation, future climate scenarios, and business process map
o Solicit new resources from internal programs, other agencies and organisations,
and Treasury Board
o Develop cross-program approach to research, forecasting, monitoring and
evaluation
o Develop action plans to adapt delivery mechanisms and define
roles/responsibilities
2. Implementation of priority projects based on annual prioritized FFEI project list
1. FFEI implementation planning
o Develop long-term FFEI discipline implementation plans (to guide phased-in
delivery of FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation for each
discipline)
o Develop long-term FFEI program business plans (to guide phased-in delivery of
discipline implementation plans by programs)
o Develop strategy to support integration of FFEI into core business
2. Implementation of priority projects based on annual prioritized FFEI project list
1. Implementation of program business plans
2. Full integration of FFEI direction and implementation plans into MFR’s core business
3. FFEI management structure concludes once full integration is achieved (Spring 2010)

Integration into Core Business
In 2008-09, the Director of Climate Change and Forest Carbon and the FFEI project manager will
develop a strategy for integrating FFEI direction into core business, for consideration by the
management team. The strategy will clarify how the Ministry of Forests and Range’s core business
(vision and mission, strategic priorities, service plan, business plans, program plans, policies,
procedures, systems, and staff culture) will be adapted to integrate FFEI direction and implementation
plans into normal ministry business.
After the three-year implementation period of FFEI, the Chief Forester will continue to periodically
communicate (a) progress and outcomes of projects that inform effective adaptation of the forest and
range management framework to climate change, and (b) any changes to the objectives, strategies, and
desired outcomes that guide those projects.
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4) Resources
To support long-term delivery of FFEI, a resource strategy will be implemented over the next three
years that includes: (1) soliciting resources from other agencies and NGOs; (2) soliciting new resources
from Treasury Board; and (3) re-prioritizing existing MFR resources to support FFEI delivery. The
following table describes the three elements of the resource strategy.
#
Component
1 Solicit resources
from other
agencies and
organisations
2 Request
resources from
Treasury Board
3

Re-prioritize
existing resources

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Strategy
Solicit new funds from other agencies and NGOs that wish to collaborate
with the MFR on FFEI delivery.
Efforts to date have focussed on soliciting funds from the CFS and the
FIA Forest Science Program.
Develop a Treasury Board submission in 2007 for new core resources to
support phased-in delivery of FFEI.
Identify linkages between FFEI and other federal and provincial climate
change initiatives to increase the profile of FFEI within the broader
government priority to respond to climate change.
Formalise existing base capacity and funding within MFR and partner
agencies that can support FFEI project delivery over the long term.
Reprioritise existing base budgets and staff assignments within MFR
programs to meet FFEI priorities. This may be achieved through
Executive priority setting, business planning, performance measures,
direction from the Chief Forester and ADM, Operations to responsible
programs, and incorporating FFEI priorities into staff performance plans.
This approach may be the most realistic strategy for long-term
integration of FFEI direction into core business; in the short-term, this
approach may work best for FFEI projects that are already underway or
easily integrated into existing program priorities; this approach may not
work well for activities that require significant new resources over the
long term (e.g., forecasting and monitoring).

Funding for External Complementary Projects
The Ministry of Forests and Range will not fund externally-led projects that support FFEI objectives.
Those soliciting funding for complementary externally-led forest science projects will be referred to the
Forest Investment Account-Forest Science Program (annual call for proposals).
5) Project Planning, Tracking and Reporting
For the 2007/08 and 2008/09 fiscal years, proposed FFEI projects will be identified and prioritised by
the responsible programs on an annual basis, for collation by the project manager and consideration by
the management team. Proposed projects not already resourced by programs or partners will be funded
on a priority basis as new FFEI funds become available.
To facilitate a consistent approach to project identification and prioritisation among the responsible
programs, the Chief Forester and project manager will provide guidance and a template for project
submissions, as well as timelines for completing the templates.
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High-level project submissions will require the following basic information:
o High-level project description and explanation of how project supports FFEI objectives;
o Lead program, project contact, and collaborating programs and partners;
o Existing resources allocated to project, and estimated project funding required for fiscal year; and,
o Estimated timeline of project.
The FFEI project manager will collate completed templates into an annual prioritized FFEI project list
that will rationalize and guide allocation of FFEI funds as they become available.
Lead programs will be responsible for managing FFEI projects by carrying out project planning,
business planning and budgeting, establishing program and staff priorities and performance targets,
reporting progress and outcomes to the FFEI project manager, raising unresolved issues through the
FFEI management structure, and requesting incremental resources as necessary.
To facilitate periodic reporting of FFEI project progress and outcomes, the FFEI project manager will
provide programs with guidance and a template for a project tracking ledger.
2009/10 and Beyond
In 2009/10, FFEI discipline implementation plans completed the year prior will be integrated into
program business plans. From this point onward, FFEI project planning and prioritization will no
longer need to be coordinated through the FFEI management structure. The expectation will be that
responsible programs will prepare annual business plans that support phased-in, long-term delivery of
FFEI implementation plans. Although the FFEI management structure will likely conclude by March
31, 2010, the Chief Forester will continue to ask programs to report progress and outcomes of projects
that inform effective adaptation of the forest and range management framework to climate change.
6) Quality Assurance and Effectiveness
Quality Assurance
FFEI quality assurance will be dealt with through the business planning process. This will necessitate
establishment of corporate and internal performance measures, strategies, and deliverables linked to
FFEI direction, as well as monitoring and reporting performance. Programs will carry out business
planning relative to their FFEI projects and, to the extent necessary, the FFEI project manager will
coordinate FFEI business planning and reporting on behalf of the Chief Forester.
The FFEI integration strategy, which will be developed in 2008/09, will address how FFEI direction
and implementation plans will be integrated into ministry business planning over the long term.
FFEI Effectiveness
Successful achievement of FFEI desired outcomes over the long term will necessitate the development
of indicators for achieving the desired outcomes, as well as periodic evaluation of the effectiveness of
FFEI objectives, strategies, and projects in working towards the desired outcomes.
In 2009/10, the FFEI technical committee will develop a report with recommendations to guide
monitoring of the effectiveness of FFEI objectives, strategies and projects in achieving the desired
outcomes, and for integrating periodic effectiveness monitoring into existing programs. Outcomes of
the evaluations will be used by the Chief Forester to adjust FFEI direction over time.
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7) Communication and Extension
FFEI Progress Reports
The FFEI project manager will prepare summaries of FFEI progress on a quarterly or bi-annual basis,
or whenever important new products are completed. These updates will be communicated broadly
through communiqués from the Chief Forester to Ministry of Forests and Range staff, other agencies
and non-government organizations, and through postings to the FFEI web site. Wherever feasible, FFEI
communiqués will be coordinated with the communications of directly related initiatives.
Presentations, Workshops and Seminars
Whenever possible, FFEI direction, progress and outcomes will be communicated via presentations to
Ministry of Forests and Range staff, other agencies and non-government organizations by the Chief
Forester, Director of Climate Change and Forest Carbon, FFEI project manager, and responsible
program representatives. As well, periodic workshops and seminars will be held to report on FFEI
direction and progress, and to hear feedback that will assist in refining FFEI direction over time.
FFEI Web Site
The FFEI web site will be a repository for all publishable FFEI products, including: this strategic plan
and associated appendices; the scientific foundation; the future climate scenarios paper; the business
process map; implementation planning products (i.e., integrated cross-program approach to delivery,
discipline implementation plans, program business plans); the FFEI project tracking ledger; agendas
and products of workshops and seminars; key presentations; communiqués and progress reports; and,
other FFEI products. The FFEI web site www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests will also include links
to related initiatives (Section 8).
Communications Plan
A three-year FFEI communications plan has been prepared to support this strategic plan. The
communications plan includes communications objectives; key messages; a description of how FFEI
fits within the broader framework of the Ministry of Forests and Range’s climate change initiatives; a
communications calendar for the next three years; and, a comprehensive distribution list. The
communications plan does not address extension of FFEI project outcomes.
Extension Strategy
An extension strategy to support FFEI delivery, especially Objective 6 – “communicate knowledge
gained and changes to the forest and range management framework” – will be completed in 2008/09 in
conjunction with the development of discipline implementation plans. The FFEI project manager and
responsible programs will work with FORREX to develop the extension strategy.
8) Links to Related Initiatives
FFEI projects will be delivered through or in collaboration with closely related initiatives and programs
wherever feasible to ensure efficient use of resources, collaboration, and information sharing on related
topics. Some directly related initiatives the Ministry of Forests and Range is involved in include:
o Climate change initiatives: raising awareness of climate change; reducing greenhouse gas
emissions through improvement of ministry operations; developing strategies for forest carbon
management and bioenergy in collaboration with other agencies; and, supporting federal initiatives
such as assessing the vulnerability of the Canadian forest sector and B.C. communities to climate
change.
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o Resource management initiatives and programs: the FIA Forest Science Program, the Forest Health
Program, the Mountain Pine Beetle Action Plan, the Forest and Range Evaluation Program, the BC
Wildland Fire Strategy, the Gene Resource Management Strategy, Ecosystem Restoration, Forests
for Tomorrow, and the Future Forest Strategy.
In addition to collaborative opportunities, FFEI outcomes will likely inform other aspects of forest and
range management, including land use planning, management of parks and protected areas, recreation
management, licensee management planning (timber supply area or tree farm licence planning),
revenue, and tenure administration.
In Spring 2008, a review of related initiatives in B.C. and other jurisdictions will be conducted, with
the intent to: (a) incorporate other desired approaches and helpful information into FFEI
implementation guidance and planning; (b) establish linkages and information-sharing networks with
contacts from related initiatives; and, (c) solicit opportunities to collaborate on FFEI delivery.
9) Appendices
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Summary of FFEI development and consultation: a chronology of FFEI development and

consultation activities between December 2005 and June 2007, as well as consultation themes
and responses
FFEI Glossary: a glossary of key terms within the FFEI purpose, objectives and desired
outcomes, and an explanation of the four FFEI scope elements
FFEI Strategies: high level strategies for achieving each FFEI objective
FFEI Management and Delivery Structure: a graphic description of the management and delivery
structure supporting FFEI implementation

FFEI Management Team Terms of Reference
FFEI Technical Team Terms of Reference
3-year Implementation Schedule: 3-year schedule for phased-in delivery and integration of FFEI
into core business

10) Contact for Further Information
Silvia Lac, M.Sc., F.I.T.
Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative Coordinator
Climate Change and Forest Carbon, Ministry of Forests and Range
P.O. Box 9504 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9C1
Telephone: (250) 387-8902
Fax: (250) 356-8124
Email: Silvia.Lac@gov.bc.ca
FFEI web site: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests
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Appendix 1
Summary of FFEI Development and Consultation
Introductory Symposium / Workshop, December 2005
In December 2005, the Chief Forester hosted a symposium and workshop at the University of Northern
British Columbia, entitled The Future Forest Ecosystems of BC: Exploring the Opportunities. The twoday session was attended by representatives of federal and provincial agencies, universities, First
Nations, forest and range industries, environmental organizations, and resource professionals.
On day one, participants explored current and potential future changes to B.C.’s forest ecosystems as a
result of climate change, and the implications of those changes to forest management. On day two,
participants brainstormed strategies for adapting the forest management framework to address the
challenges climate change poses to forest management. Key topics of discussion included: natural
disturbances, fire, biotic agents, biogeoclimatic classification as a scientific foundation, species
composition and genetics, and alternative management paradigms.
The theme that emerged from the two-day session was ‘to effectively respond to future environmental
and ecological changes, B.C. needs to adopt ecological resilience as a goal of forest management’. All
written products from the symposium / workshop are posted at www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/Future_Forests.
Establishment of FFEI Technical Team, Early 2006
In early 2006, the Chief Forester established a technical team within the Ministry of Forests and Range
to analyze the strategies resulting from the symposium / workshop, and to incorporate key themes into
a purpose, objectives, scientific foundation, and draft recommended projects under a new ministry
initiative – Future Forest Ecosystems. The team comprised ministry specialists with expertise in
climate change, natural disturbance regimes, fire ecology, biotic agents, species composition and
genetics, the biogeoclimatic classification (BEC) system, and forest management operations. The
(2006) terms of reference and membership of the technical team is posted on the FFEI web site.
Over summer and fall 2006, the technical team was expanded to include expertise in rangeland
ecosystems, as well as expertise in wildlife, biodiversity, fish, riparian, and water from the Ministry of
Environment. Under the FFEI three year strategic plan, the terms of reference and membership of the
technical team has been updated again (effective September 2007 to March 2010) to support
implementation of FFEI. Refer to Appendix 6 for the current technical team terms of reference.
Recommendations Report, June 2006
In June 2006, the Chief Forester released a recommendations report setting out the proposed FFEI
purpose, objectives and 46 recommended projects:
• Future Forest Ecosystems of BC: Draft Recommendations for Review and Comment
• Appendix 1 – Managing B.C.’s Forest and Rangeland Ecosystems to Achieve Ecological Resilience
• Appendix 2 – Related and Complementary Initiatives
• Appendix 3 – Recommended Projects
The recommendations report and three appendices are posted on the FFEI web site. The report was
broadly released June 7 to MFR staff, other agencies, First Nations, and non-government organizations
and individuals via e-mail communiqués with a web site link to the documents.
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Consultation Period, June to September 2006
Between June and September 2006, the Chief Forester and FFEI project manager held 12 consultation
sessions, as follows:
1. FRPA Joint Steering Committee (multi-agency), June 16
2. Forest and Range Practices Advisory Committee (agency-stakeholder), June 22
3. MFR senior managers and staff at headquarters, July 5
4. Non-government stakeholders (Victoria), July 5
5. MFR Timber Sales Leadership Team, July 11
6. Council of Forest Industries and Coast Forest and Lumber Association, July 20
7. Non-government stakeholders (Vancouver), July 20
8. MFR Operations Leadership Team, July 27
9. Forest Science Board (FIA-Forest Science Program), August 29
10. First Nations (Kamloops), September 6
11. First Nations (Nanaimo), September 19
12. First Nations (Prince George), September 22
Also, between June and September, the FFEI project manager received 47 written submissions from
resource agency staff (Ministry of Forests and Range, Ministry of Environment, Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, Integrated Land Management Bureau, and Canadian Forest Service),
universities, professional associations, consulting professionals, the Forest Practices Board, the Forest
Genetics Council, environmental organisations, the Royal BC Museum, and the public.
The feedback received through the consultation sessions and written responses helped the Chief
Forester and technical team in evaluating and refining FFEI direction and project priorities.
Consultation Themes and Responses
1. Theme: The majority of respondents supported FFEI as timely and important; however, some were
sceptical its purpose could be achieved with limited government capacity to carry out the necessary
research, forecasting, monitoring, and policy evaluation.
Response: The Ministry of Forests and Range is implementing a resource strategy to support FFEI
delivery that includes (a) soliciting resources from other agencies and organizations, (b) soliciting
resources from Treasury Board, and (c) reprioritizing resources within the ministry. The ministry is
confident existing and new resources will be sufficient to phase-in implementation of priority
projects, and that adapting existing delivery mechanisms, collaborating with partners, and
integrating FFEI direction into our ministry’s core business will facilitate effective implementation
of FFEI direction over time.
2. Theme: Many respondents expressed concern that managing for or attaining ecological resilience as
defined under FFEI (“maintaining ecosystem components within their range of natural variation or
stability domains”) is not realistic in the face of climate change, because climate change will likely
move ecosystems into alternate domains.
Response: Revisions to the FFEI purpose, objectives, and desired outcomes have addressed this
concern. Instead of focussing the intent of FFEI on managing to maintain ecosystems within their
current range of natural variability, the overall intent of FFEI will be to gain a better understanding
of how ecosystems will respond to climate change, and to use that knowledge to adapt the forest
and range management framework to changing ecological conditions.
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Maintaining and enhancing ecological resilience will remain a desired outcome of FFEI, and will
be discussed in the updated FFEI scientific foundation. The scientific foundation will describe
management principles and approaches that achieve this desired outcome, as well as the ongoing
flow of ecosystem services, products and benefits to society, under a changing climate.
3. Theme: Some respondents thought the scope of FFEI should be expanded to include land use
planning, management of parks and protected areas, and other related land management initiatives
of the Ministry of Environment and the Integrated Land Management Bureau.
Response: The Ministry of Forests and Range acknowledges the strong linkages between the forest
and range management framework and related land management frameworks of other agencies.
While our intent is to keep the scope of FFEI within the ministry’s jurisdiction, we plan to
collaborate closely with the Ministry of Environment on FFEI projects related to its responsibilities
under the Forest and Range Practices Act (biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian and water), as well as
with the Integrated Land Management Bureau, the Canadian Forest Service and other resource
agencies on FFEI projects where their interests, expertise and resources support their involvement.
Outcomes of FFEI projects that could inform the land management frameworks of other agencies
will be shared with those agencies so they can respond accordingly. As well, the Chief Forester is
actively encouraging other agencies to implement complementary initiatives to adapt their land
management frameworks to climate change.
4. Theme: Many respondents raised concerns about the absence of economic and social objectives
under the scope of FFEI, noting: the importance of economic considerations in policy change; the
potential increases to the cost of doing business for industry; the apparent contradiction between
achieving ecological resilience and not impacting resource productivity and revenue; and, the
inherent link between ecological, social and economic resilience.
Response: Although FFEI does not directly address social and economic objectives, adaptation of
environmental and ecological aspects of the management framework will be essential to achieving
B.C.’s long-term social and economic objectives for forest and rangeland management. This is
because resilience of forest and rangeland ecosystems to climate change will be essential to
achieving continued productivity of the natural resources provided by those ecosystems.
Furthermore, any proposed changes to legislation and policy under FFEI will be subject to the
Ministry of Forests and Range’s rigorous policy review process that ensures full consideration of
social, economic and environmental costs and benefits before policy changes are approved.
The Ministry of Forests and Range will determine how to address the implications of climate
change to other aspects of the management framework not addressed under FFEI, such as tenure
administration, pricing and revenue, marketing and exporting of forest products, and administration
of BC Timber Sales. Over time, FFEI outcomes will help inform these other ministry programs.
5. Theme: Several respondents recommended rangeland ecosystems be incorporated into FFEI.
Response: This concern has been addressed through an expansion of the scope of FFEI to include
rangeland ecosystems.
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6. Theme: Many respondents said “incremental change” to the current management framework is not
enough and too slow to enable ecological resilience in the face of climate change.
Response: The MFR believes the current management framework, which includes the legislation,
policies, procedures and systems under or supporting the Ministry of Forests Act, the Forest Act,
the Forest and Range Practices Act, and the Wildfire Act, is a suitable framework for adapting to
address the impacts of climate change. Incremental change will strengthen the existing framework
over time so that it is better able to maintain and enhance ecological resilience and ecosystem
services, products and benefits under changing ecological conditions.
7. Theme: Some agencies and organisations (Ministry of Environment, Integrate Land Management
Bureau, Canadian Forest Service, Forest Genetics Council, Forest Science Board) expressed an
interest in being involved in FFEI implementation.
Response: Collaboration with other agencies and non-government organizations on FFEI project
delivery will be essential to successful implementation of FFEI. These and other organisations have
expressed interest in assisting the Ministry of Forests and Range in project delivery through
financial support, technical support, consultation on draft plans and products, or a combination of
the three. The ministry is actively pursuing partnerships with these and other organisations.
Feedback Analysis and Changes, October 2006 to February 2007
Over Fall 2006 and early 2007, the FFEI technical team analysed the consultation feedback and used it
to refine FFEI direction – the refined purpose, objectives, desired outcomes, scope, and strategies to
achieve the objectives, are outlined in the FFEI three-year strategic plan.
The original list of 46 recommended FFEI projects has evolved and expanded based on consultation
outcomes and further technical analysis. The current list will remain “interim” until implementation
planning under FFEI has been completed (March 2009). A project tracking ledger that itemizes and
describes current projects and their status will be posted on the FFEI web site in February 2008. The
ledger will be updated periodically. Of note, about 40 per cent of the projects on the original list were
underway or planned for start up as of Fall 2007.
Implementation Strategy and Planning, November 2006 to July 2007
Over Fall 2006 and early 2007, the FFEI project manager worked with the technical team, responsible
program directors, and others to develop an FFEI implementation strategy. This work has since been
folded into the FFEI three-year strategic plan and supporting appendices.
Outstanding FFEI Direction, January 2007 to March 2008
The following products will provide essential guidance for FFEI implementation planning over the next
three years.
1. Scientific foundation. This paper will provide a scientific basis for management policies and
practices that achieve the FFEI desired outcomes (ecological resilience and productivity).
2. Future climate scenarios. This paper will: (a) describe a range of possible future climate scenarios
and corresponding ecological changes that may occur; (b) provide a preliminary assessment of risks
to and opportunities for forest and range resources; and, (c) provide a structure for analysing risks
to key disciplines and policy areas that may require adaptation to future ecological conditions.
3. Business process map. This document will map inter-dependent business processes and decision
sequences associated with the disciplines, programs, and policy areas subject to FFEI research,
forecasting, monitoring, and evaluation.
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Appendix 2
FFEI Glossary
Forest and range management framework
The legislation, regulations, policies, procedures and systems under or supporting the Ministry of
Forests Act, Forest Act, Range Act, Forest and Range Practices Act, and Wildfire Act.
Functional constraints
The limited capacity of species characteristics (e.g., morphology, phenology, genetics) to facilitate
adaptation to changing environmental conditions.
Key species
Species that have a disproportionate influence on determining the composition and structure of
ecosystems; their loss would cause a greater than average change in the populations of other species
and ecosystem processes.
Ecological processes
Continuous actions that operate directly or indirectly, and in concert, to determine the composition
and structure of ecosystems. Examples of ecosystem processes include: vegetation succession
following disturbance; nutrient cycling, such as the redistribution of carbon; soil development; and
hydrological cycling.
Agents of change
Includes (but may not be limited to) climate change, changes to natural disturbance regimes and
geochemical cycling, habitat loss and fragmentation, invasive species, forest and range
management, and other human activities.
Ecological resilience
Ecological resilience is the capacity of an ecosystem to absorb, recover from, and adapt to
disturbance or stress caused by agents of change. Principles and approaches to managing for
ecological resilience under a changing climate will be explored in the FFEI scientific foundation.
Ecosystem services
Ecosystem services include (but may not be limited to): nutrient cycling; carbon storage; soil
formation; climate, disease, fire and flood mitigation; and, water purification.
Ecosystem products
Ecosystem products include (but may not be limited to): water, timber, non-timber forest products,
forage, and fuel.
Ecosystem benefits
Ecosystem benefits include (but may not be limited to): recreation; spiritual, aesthetic, and
educational values; worker and public safety and security.
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Elements and Explanations of Scope
Ecosystems
within land base
subject to Forest
Act and Range
Act
Incremental
changes to
existing forest &
range mgmt
framework
Environmental
and ecological
aspects of forest
& range
management

Projects for which
MoFR is lead or
partner agency

Out of scope

Ecosystems subject to FFEI includes forest and rangeland ecosystems, as well as
other ecosystems within or associated with lands subject to the Forest Act and
the Range Act. These lands include Provincial forests, Crown range, and private
land in tree farm licence areas, community forest areas, and woodlot licence
areas.
Incremental change means adapting the current forest and range management
framework over time to address knowledge gained and evaluated under FFEI,
rather than developing a new management framework.
Environmental and ecological aspects of forest and range management
addressed under FFEI include:
1. biogeoclimatic classification;
2. timber supply planning;
3. management and conservation of ecosystem services; and,
4. management and conservation of biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, water,
soil, terrain, timber and forest plant species and their genetics, forage and
rangeland plant communities, biotic and abiotic agents, exotic and invasive
species and their bio-control agents, and fire.
FFEI projects will be limited to activities within the mandate of the MFR. FFEI
projects will not address activities solely within the jurisdiction of other resource
agencies (e.g., land management subject to other acts such as the Land Act, the
Wildlife Act, the Park Act, or the Species at Risk Act).
FFEI outcomes that could inform other-agency land management legislation,
programs, and initiatives will be shared with the responsible agencies.
Aspects of the forest and range management framework outside the scope of
FFEI include:
• tenure administration, licensee management planning, pricing, revenue,
marketing and exporting forest products, and related economic aspects of
forest and range management;
• administration of BC Timber Sales;
• enforcement of the Forest Act, the Range Act, the Forest and Range
Practices Act, and the Wildfire Act;
• on-the-ground practices, treatments, restoration, or development activities
carried out by agencies, industries or other land managers;
• other climate change initiatives (e.g., reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
bio-energy, carbon sequestration, assessing forest sector and community
vulnerability to climate change);
• public health, safety and security; and,
• recreation management, management of parks and protected areas, land
use planning, and other land and resource management activities governed
by other resource agencies under their legislation.
FFEI outcomes that could inform these other aspects of forest and range
management will be shared with the responsible programs or agencies. In some
cases, FFEI project work will be integrated with related initiatives to ensure
efficient use of resources, collaboration, and information-sharing.
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Appendix 3
FFEI Objectives
#
FFEI Objective
1 Understand the
functional constraints
for key species and
ecological processes
to establish a
baseline of
information for
forecasting and
monitoring
ecosystem changes
2 Forecast how a range
of climate change
scenarios might alter
key species and
ecological processes
over time
3

Monitor key species
and ecological
processes to detect
changes over time,
and determine the
agents of change

4

Evaluate a range of
existing and new
approaches to forest
and range
management for
their ability to
maintain and
enhance ecological
resilience and
ecosystem services,
products and benefits
under changing
ecological conditions

Strategies to Achieve
1. Identify the key species most likely to be impacted by climate
change.
2. Identify the key ecological processes most likely to be impacted by
climate change.
3. Determine how identified key species and ecological processes will
respond to a changing climate, and the controlling variables causing
the responses.

4. Forecast climate changes for BC (by regional area and BEC unit) and
include explicit descriptions of the level of confidence in the
forecasts.
5. Determine the expected probability and magnitude of climate change
impacts on B.C.’s forest and range resources.
6. Determine the risks and benefits associated with implementing
climate change adaptation strategies and practices, and determine
who will assume the risks and reap the benefits.
7. Determine the indicators or measures to be used to monitor climate
change and changes to identified key species and ecological
processes.
8. Determine an appropriate monitoring design to detect climate
changes, and the responses of species, processes and agents of
change to climate change and to management activities
implemented in response to climate change.
9. Determine whether the current monitoring framework (e.g.,
programs, systems, and network of monitoring sites) is adequate to
meet FFEI objectives, and adapt it as necessary to meet FFEI
objectives.
10. Determine how the BEC system will be impacted by climate change
and what can be done to adapt the system so it continues to support
management decisions.
11. Determine how future timber supply will be impacted by climate
change, and what can be done to maintain the supply of timber.
12. Determine how management of ecological services can be adapted
to incorporate effective responses to changing climate and
associated ecological changes.
13. Determine how biodiversity management can be adapted to
incorporate effective responses to changing climate and associated
ecological changes.
14. Determine how wildlife management can be adapted to incorporate
effective responses to changing climate and associated ecological
changes.

(continued next page)
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5

6

Adapt the forest and
range management
framework to
maintain and
enhance ecological
resilience and
ecosystem services,
products and benefits
under changing
ecological conditions
Communicate
knowledge gained
and changes to the
forest and range
management
framework

15. Determine how fish management can be adapted for effective
responses to changing climate and associated ecological changes.
16. Determine how riparian management can be adapted to incorporate
effective responses to changing climate and associated ecological
changes.
17. Determine how watershed management can be adapted to
incorporate effective responses to changing climate and associated
ecological changes.
18. Determine how soil and terrain management can be adapted to
incorporate effective responses to changing climate and associated
ecological changes.
19. Determine how the management of timber species and their genetics
can be adapted to incorporate effective responses to changing
climate and associated ecological changes.
20. Determine how the conservation of forest plant species and their
genetics can be adapted to incorporate effective responses to
changing climate and associated ecological changes.
21. Determine how the management of forage and associated plant
communities can be adapted to incorporate effective responses to
changing climate and associated ecological changes.
22. Determine how the management of biotic and abiotic agents can be
adapted to incorporate effective responses to changing climate and
associated ecological changes.
23. Determine how the management of exotic and invasive species, and
their bio-control agents, can be adapted to incorporate effective
responses to changing climate and associated ecological changes.
24. Determine how fire management can be adapted to incorporate
effective responses to changing climate and associated ecological
changes.
25. Determine what can be done to integrate prompt adaptive
management into forest and range management in response to
climate change.
26. Determine which aspects of forest and range management
framework should be adapted, and how, in response to climate
change.

27. Determine how land managers, partners and stakeholders can be
kept informed of climate change-related forest and range
management adaptation issues and responses.
28. Develop tools to facilitate understanding and implementation of
changes to the forest and range management framework by land
managers, partners and stakeholders.
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Appendix 5
Terms of Reference
FFEI Management Team
A. Background
The Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative (FFEI) originated at a symposium / workshop hosted by the
Chief Forester in December 2005 that explored the implications of climate change to forest ecosystems
and forest management. The event involved participants from government agencies, universities, First
Nations, forest and range industries, and environmental organizations, and yielded numerous proposed
strategies for adapting forest management policies to address climate change.
Since the original symposium / workshop, a technical team of Ministry of Forests and Range
specialists, under the direction of the Chief Forester and supported by a project manager, developed,
consulted on, and refined FFEI direction. That direction includes a purpose, six objectives, 28 strategies
to achieve the objectives, two desired outcomes, a scope, and an evolving list of recommended projects
designed to achieve FFEI objectives and strategies. In addition to this work, specific members of the
technical team are currently developing products designed to clarify and facilitate implementation of
FFEI direction – these products (expected to be completed between Fall 2007 and Spring 2008) include
the scientific foundation for FFEI, a paper on future climate scenarios, and a business process map.
FFEI is currently entering the implementation phase. A three-year strategic plan and implementation
schedule, supported by a management and delivery structure and terms of reference that support the
management structure, have been prepared to support FFEI implementation. As well, resources are
being sought from internal programs, other agencies and organisations, and Treasury Board to enable
long-term delivery and integration of FFEI direction into the ministry’s core business.
It is now time to formalize the FFEI management team for a term ending March 2010, to provide crossprogram direction on the implementation of FFEI. The following terms of reference and membership
will support the team’s activities during the implementation phase of FFEI.

B. Guidance Documents
The FFEI three-year strategic plan describes the purpose, objectives, strategies, desired outcomes and
scope of FFEI, and how it will be managed and implemented over a three-year period (Spring 2007 to
Spring 2010). The strategic plan is supported by seven appendices (development and consultation
summary, glossary, strategies, management and delivery structure, management team terms of
reference, technical team terms of reference, and three-year implementation schedule).
The strategic plan and appendices provide broad guidance on FFEI direction and implementation. As
well, the scientific foundation, future climate scenarios, and business process map will help clarify
FFEI direction and facilitate implementation planning. All of these documents will assist the
management team in develops FFEI implementation direction and guidance.
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C. Guiding Principles of Team
During the implementation phase of FFEI, the management team will provide direction on crossprogram implementation of FFEI by:
1. Providing cross-program advice to the Chief Forester on management aspects of FFEI delivery;
2. Making decisions on recommendations brought forward by the technical team, programs, and the
project manager on FFEI implementation;
3. Providing direction to the technical team on its terms of reference; and,
4. Providing guidance to responsible programs on FFEI implementation.

D. Scope of Activities Relative to Technical Team and Programs
Management
Team

Technical
Team

Programs

Makes cross-program decisions regarding the management and delivery of FFEI,
including:
• scope and focus of FFEI implementation activities
• partnerships and resources to support long-term delivery of FFEI
• roles and responsibilities of responsible programs and partners
• prioritization of projects and allocation of resources to projects
• initiative-level consultation and communication priorities
• project planning, management, tracking and reporting requirements
• integration of FFEI into core business
Makes recommendations to management team on technical questions and issues
that cross disciplines and programs, and influence the direction and focus of FFEI
implementation activities, including:
• priority ecosystem vulnerabilities and key questions
• land base and policy area priorities within FFEI scope
• policy change considerations (e.g., barriers, risks, costs, benefits)
• information management needs
• sequencing and priorities for research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation
• other technical matters identified by the management team
• Evaluate existing delivery mechanisms (programs, initiatives, systems,
indicators, sites, other information sources, committee structures) for their
utility in enabling delivery of desired work
• Adapt existing delivery mechanisms to address identified gaps and enable full
delivery of desired work, and define roles/responsibilities of programs and
partners
• Develop discipline implementation plans and program business plans that
identify how FFEI will be delivered and integrated into core business
• Plan, implement, track and report on FFEI projects, consistent with guidance set
by the management team
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E. Objectives of Management Team
During the implementation phase of FFEI, the objectives of the FFEI management team are to make
cross-program decisions on:
1. Review, approval and publication of FFEI foundation documents (scientific foundation, future
climate scenarios paper, and business process map).
2. Recommendations brought forward by the FFEI technical team regarding:
a. An integrated cross-program approach to FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring and
evaluation;
b. Integrating guidance and delivery mechanisms under other initiatives into FFEI delivery;
c. Cross-program monitoring of the effectiveness of FFEI objectives, strategies and projects in
meeting desired outcomes; and,
d. Cross-program technical questions and issues raised by the management team.
3. Recommendations brought forward by responsible programs regarding:
a. Identification of external partners, delivery mechanisms, and resources necessary to support
long-term delivery of FFEI;
b. Roles and responsibilities of responsible programs and partners;
c. Discipline implementation plans; and,
d. Identification and prioritization of FFEI projects, and allocation of resources to programs to
support project delivery.
4. Strategies, work plans, and other implementation planning products prepared by the FFEI project
manager to guide:
a. Solicitation of resources from internal programs, other agencies and organisations, and Treasury
Board to support long-term delivery of FFEI;
b. Identification, prioritization, tracking and reporting on FFEI projects;
c. Initiative-level consultation and communications on FFEI activities; and,
d. Integration of FFEI into core business.
5. Annual updates of the FFEI 3-year strategic plan (including updates to the purpose, objectives,
desired outcomes, or scope of FFEI, or to FFEI implementation planning guidance), based on
recommendations of the technical team and/or responsible programs.

F. Reporting and Secretariat Support
The management team will be chaired by the Chief Forester, who reports to the Deputy Minister. The
management team chair will liaise with the chair of the technical team and the FFEI project manager.
The FFEI project manager will provide secretariat support to the management team.
Publishable products of the management team will be communicated broadly through: presentations
and discussions with FFEI-responsible programs and partners; Chief Forester communiqués to Ministry
of Forests and Range staff, other agencies and non-government organizations; and, web site postings.
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G. Meeting Frequency
The management team will address FFEI management issues using regularly scheduled meetings of the
Forest Stewardship Division Management Team, with attendance expanded to include the full team
membership, and will hold conference calls as needed during the implementation phase.

H. Funding
The management team will not have a budget for its activities. Any costs incurred by the management
team will be funded through the Chief Forester’s office. Each team member’s responsibility centre will
pay for the travel costs they incur.

I. Duration
The management team’s term will begin in November 1, 2007 and end March 31, 2010.

J. Team Membership
Member

Title and Office

Chair
Deputy Chair
Strategic Advisor

Jim Snetsinger
Craig Sutherland
Brian Storey

Chief Forester, ADM, Forest Stewardship Division, MoFR
Deputy Chief Forester, Forest Stewardship Division, MoFR
Director, Forest Stewardship Division Operations, MoFR

Forest Science
Forest Practices
Tree Improvement
Forest Analysis and
Inventory
Climate change and
carbon
Protection
Range
Ministry of
Environment

Gerry Still
Diane Medves
Brian Barber
Melanie Boyce

Director, Research Branch, MoFR
Director, Forest Practices Branch, MoFR
A/Director, Tree Improvement Branch, MoFR
Director, Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch, MoFR

Dale Draper

A/Director, Climate Change and Forest Carbon Strategic
Leadership Work Unit, MoFR
A/Director, Protection Branch, MoFR
Director, Range Branch, MoFR
Representative, Ministry of Environment

Operations
perspective

Dan Peterson

Chair

Role

Programs

Brian Simpson
David Borth
Rod Davis

Operations Division
Stewardship Officer, Southern Interior Forest Region,
MoFR
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Appendix 6
Terms of Reference – FFEI Technical Team
A. Background
The Future Forest Ecosystems Initiative (FFEI) originated at a symposium / workshop hosted by the
Chief Forester in December 2005 that explored the implications of climate change to forest ecosystems
and forest management. The event involved participants from government agencies, universities, First
Nations, forest and range industries, and environmental organizations, and yielded numerous proposed
strategies for adapting forest management policies to address climate change.
Since the original symposium / workshop, a technical team of Ministry of Forests and Range
specialists, under the direction of the Chief Forester and supported by a project manager, developed,
consulted on, and refined FFEI direction. That direction includes a purpose, six objectives, 28 strategies
to achieve the objectives, two desired outcomes, a scope, and an evolving list of recommended projects
designed to achieve FFEI objectives and strategies. In addition to this work, specific members of the
technical team are currently developing products designed to clarify and facilitate implementation of
FFEI direction – these products (expected to be completed between Fall 2007 and Spring 2008) include
the scientific foundation for FFEI, a paper on future climate scenarios, and a business process map. The
bulk of the technical team’s work during the FFEI development phase was completed over the 2006/07
fiscal year.
FFEI is currently entering the implementation phase. A three-year strategic plan and implementation
schedule, supported by a management and delivery structure and terms of reference that support the
management structure, have been prepared to support FFEI implementation. As well, resources are
being sought from internal programs, other agencies and organisations, and Treasury Board to enable
long-term delivery and integration of FFEI direction into the ministry’s core business.
It is now time to re-establish the technical team for a term ending March 2010, to facilitate effective,
cross-program implementation of FFEI. The following terms of reference and updated membership will
support the team’s activities during the implementation phase of FFEI.

B. Guidance Documents
The FFEI three-year strategic plan describes the purpose, objectives, strategies, desired outcomes and
scope of FFEI, and how it will be managed and implemented over a three year period (Spring 2007 to
Spring 2010). The strategic plan is supported by seven appendices (development and consultation
summary, glossary, strategies, management and delivery structure, management team terms of
reference, technical team terms of reference, and three-year implementation schedule).
The strategic plan and appendices provide broad guidance on FFEI direction and implementation. As
well, the scientific foundation, future climate scenarios, and business process map are being prepared to
clarify and facilitate implementation of FFEI direction. All of these documents will provide useful
background and guidance to the technical team as it develops technical implementation guidance.
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C. Guiding Principles of Team
During the implementation phase of FFEI, the technical team will facilitate effective, cross-program
implementation of FFEI by:
1. Acting as an inter-disciplinary cross-program sounding board on technical aspects of FFEI
implementation;
2. Providing technical guidance to the management team on technical issues that cross disciplines and
programs, and require operational perspectives;
3. Liaising with discipline and program counterparts to ensure technical recommendations consider
broader discipline and program implications; and,
4. Liaising with the Climate Change Community of Practice to ensure technical recommendations
consider current scientific data and guidance on climate change.

D. Scope of Activities Relative to Management Team and Programs
Technical
Team

Management
Team

Programs

Makes recommendations to management team on technical questions and issues
that cross disciplines and programs, and influence the direction and focus of FFEI
implementation activities, including:
• Priority ecosystem vulnerabilities and key questions
• land base and policy area priorities within FFEI scope
• policy change considerations (e.g., barriers, risks, costs, benefits)
• information management needs
• sequencing and priorities for research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation
• other technical matters identified by the management team
Makes cross-program decisions regarding the management and delivery of FFEI,
including:
• scope and focus of FFEI implementation activities
• partnerships and resources to support long-term delivery of FFEI
• roles and responsibilities of programs and partners
• prioritization of projects and allocation of resources
• initiative-level consultation and communication priorities
• project planning, management, tracking and reporting requirements
• integration of FFEI into core business
• Evaluate existing delivery mechanisms (programs, initiatives, systems,
indicators, sites, other information sources, committee structures) for their
utility in enabling delivery of desired work
• Adapt existing delivery mechanisms to address identified gaps and enable full
delivery of desired work, and define roles/responsibilities of programs and
partners
• Develop discipline implementation plans and program business plans that
identify how FFEI will be delivered and integrated into core business
• Plan, implement, track and report on FFEI projects consistent with guidance set
by the management team
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E. Objectives of Technical Team
During the implementation phase of FFEI, the objectives of the FFEI technical team are to develop or
establish the following for the consideration of the management team:
1. Develop a report with recommendations on an integrated cross-program / discipline approach to
FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation.
2. Develop a report with recommendations on the utility of related initiatives (within the Ministry of
Forests and Range, other agencies and non-government organizations, and other jurisdictions) in
providing technical guidance and delivery mechanisms that can help achieve FFEI objectives.
3. Develop a report with recommendations to guide monitoring the effectiveness of FFEI objectives,
strategies and projects in meeting desired outcomes, and for integrating ongoing effectiveness
monitoring and evolution to existing programs.
4. Establish an FFEI community of practice and information-sharing network to facilitate ongoing
dialogue and information-sharing on technical aspects of ‘managing for climate change’ after the
technical committee stands down.
5. Develop recommendations on any other technical matters identified by the management team.

F. Reporting and Secretariat Support
The technical team will be chaired by Evelyn Hamilton of Research Branch, who will liaise with the
FFEI project manager and report directly to the management team. The FFEI project manager will
provide secretariat support to the technical team.
Publishable products of the technical team will be communicated broadly through: presentations and
discussions with FFEI-responsible programs; Chief Forester communiqués to Ministry of Forests and
Range staff, other agencies and non-government ogranizations; and, postings on the FFEI web site.

G. Meeting Frequency
The technical team will have a minimum of two workshops between November 2007 and March 2008,
and will hold conference calls and sub-team meetings as needed during that timeframe. For the
remainder of its term, the team will meet as needed to resolve technical issues and develop products
under its terms of reference.

H. Funding
For the period of November 2007 to March 2008, the technical team will have a budget of $30,000 for
contractor support and workshops to facilitate completion of the integrated cross-program approach to
FFEI research, forecasting, monitoring and evaluation. This amount may increase if needed and if new
funds become available for FFEI implementation over the 2007/08 year.
Each team member’s responsibility centre will pay for the travel costs they incur.

I. Duration
The technical team’s term will begin November 1, 2007 and end March 31, 2010.
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J. Team Membership
Role
Chair

Disciplines
BEC

Timber Supply
Ecosystem services,
biodiversity, wildlife
Fish and riparian

Member
Evelyn Hamilton

Title and Office
Manager, Ecology and Earth Sciences Section, Research
Branch

Elizabeth
Campbell
Christine Fletcher

Research Ecologist, Research Branch

Rod Davis

Manager, Development and Policy, Forest Analysis
and Inventory Branch
FFEI representative of Ministry of Environment

Water

Peter
Tschaplinski
George Butcher

Soil
Terrain

Shannon Berch
David Campbell

Tree species
Genetics

Pat Martin
Leslie McAuley

Forage and plant
communities
Exotic and invasive
species
Biotic and abiotic
agents
Fire
Climate

Francis Njenga

Research Scientist – Fish-forestry Interactions, Research
Branch
Water Quality Biologist, Science and Information Branch,
Ministry of Environment
Research Scientist – Soils, Research Branch
Research Geomorphologist / Hydrologist, Coast Forest
Region
Stand Development Specialist, Forest Practices Branch
Seed Policy and Planning Officer, Tree Improvement
Branch
Range Agrologist, Range Branch

Val Miller

Invasive Plant Officer, Range Branch

Lorraine
Maclauchlan
Judi Beck
Dave
Spittlehouse

Entomologist, Southern Interior Forest Region

Climate Change
Initiatives
Monitoring
(Inventory)
Monitoring (FREP)
Adaptive
management

Kathy Hopkins

Climate Change Technical Advisor, Climate Change and
Forest Carbon Strategic Leadership Work Unit
Forest Spatial Statistician, Forest Analysis and Inventory
Branch
Forest Stewardship Officer, Forest Practices Branch
Research Officer, Forest Practices Branch

Operations (CFR)

Jennifer Barolet

Operations (SIR)
Operations (NIR)

Tara DeCourcy
Dave Coates

Manager of Fire Management, Protection Branch
Climatologist, Research Branch

Programs / Initiatives

Xiaoping Yuan
Peter Bradford
Alanya Smith

Operations Perspective
Stewardship Officer, North Island-Central Coast Forest
District
Stewardship Officer, Arrow Forest District
Research Silviculturist, Northern Interior Forest Region
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Appendix 7 – FFEI Three-Year Implementation Schedule
#

Year

High-Level Activity

Key Components

Lead

Purpose, objectives, strategies, desired outcomes, scope

Technical team

FFEI programs

Done

Management
team

FFEI programs

Ongoing

FFEI project
manager

FFEI programs

Fall 2007
– Early
2008

D Spittlehouse
D Meidinger
K Weese
FFEI project
manager

FFEI programs,
external peers

Fall 2007
– Spring
2008
Spring
2008

COMPLETED – HIGH LEVEL DIRECTION
√

2006/07

High-level direction

•

1

2007/08

Management
activities

•

2

2007/08

3 year strategic plan

3

2007/08

Outstanding direction

4

2007/08

FFEI seminar

5

2007/08

Related initiatives
review

6

2007/08

Integrated, crossprogram approach to
implementation

7

2007/08

Program activities to
support approach

YEAR 1 – IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING PHASE 1

Solicitation of resources (internal programs, other
agencies and organizations, Treasury Board) to support
long-term FFEI delivery
• Annual FFEI project list and allocation of resources to
priority projects
• Communications and consultations (e.g., communiqués,
presentations, seminar)
• 3-year strategic plan and implementation schedule
• Terms of reference for management and technical teams
• Project tracking ledger
• Communications plan
• Future climate scenarios paper
• Scientific foundation
• Business process map
• FFEI progress report to participants and external partners
• Solicitation of feedback on implementation priorities and
partnerships
Review of related initiatives and other jurisdictions (e.g.,
incorporate helpful guidance, information sharing,
collaboration opportunities)
This approach will establish a cross-program / discipline
process and priorities for implementing FFEI objectives and
strategies, and will guide the development of discipline and
program business plans in 2008/09.
1. Assess utility of existing delivery mechanisms to enable
FFEI delivery, and develop action plans to fill gaps/adapt
mechanisms:

Technical team

Collaborators

Management
and technical
teams
Broad external
consultation

Timing

Spring
2008

Technical team

FFEI programs

Spring
2008

FFEI programs

Partners

Spring
2008

(continued next page)
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a. Research installations and projects
b. National Forest Inventory
c. Inventory and monitoring initiatives
d. Forest and Range Evaluation Program
e. Adaptive Management Program
f. External (other agency, university, NGO) programs
2. Training on adaptive management trials (overview and
expert)
3. Clarify delivery roles/responsibilities of FFEI programs and
partners
8

2007/08

Priority projects
(funded)

Research and monitoring
•
•
•
•

Vulnerability assessment framework
Research and monitoring strategy for biotic agents
Fire-climate and fuel model research strategies
Range TRIM-C review to establish forage production
baseline

FFEI programs

Partners

Ongoing

Forecasting
•
•

Review of climate station data
Creation of user-friendly access to climate models (some
work)

Policy evaluation/change
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update of BEC guides and maps (and some work on TEM
and PEM)
Growth and yield evaluations (timber supply impacts,
TASS adaptation)
Tree seed evaluations (adaptation, selection, diversity,
transfer)
Species selection guidelines update (species diversity and
resilience)
Fire management strategy and planning guidance
Exploration of fire management objectives in legislation
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YEAR 2 – IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING PHASE 2
9

2008/09

Ongoing FFEI
management

•

10

2008/09

Discipline
implementation plans

•

11

2008/09

Program business
plans

•

12

2008/09

Integration strategy

•

13

2008/09

Priority projects ii

Research
•
•
•

Ongoing FFEI management activities (e.g., develop
guidance, resolve cross-program implementation issues,
solicit resources, allocate new resources to priority
projects, communicate progress and outcomes)
Long term (3-5 year) implementation plan for each FFEI
discipline i that addresses research, forecasting, monitoring
and evaluation needs
Long-term (3-5 year) business plan for each program that
outlines how discipline implementation plans will be
phased-in by programs
Strategy for integrating FFEI direction, implementation
plans, and ongoing projects into MFR’s core business
Vulnerability assessments for priority ecosystem
components (and identification of BC ecosystems at risk)
Literature reviews on priority ecosystem components
Functional analysis for priority ecosystem components

Management
and technical
teams

FFEI programs

Ongoing

FFEI programs

Partners

Oct 2008

FFEI programs

Partners

Mar
2009

Management
team
FFEI programs

FFEI programs

Mar
2009
Ongoing

Partners

Forecasting
•
•

Evaluation and expansion of ClimateBC
Ecosystem response models for priority ecosystem
components

Monitoring and evaluation/change
•
•
•
•

Develop monitoring strategy (indicators, measures, scale,
design, reporting, delivery mechanisms)
Initiate near-term priority policy evaluation/change
projects
Develop strategy for adaptive management trials
Identify institutional and policy barriers to effective
adaptation

Extension
•

Develop strategy & partnerships to deliver extension of
project outcomes, with help from FORREX
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YEAR 3 – RAMP UP TO FULL INTEGRATION INTO CORE BUSINESS
14

2009/10

Ongoing FFEI
management

•

15

2009/10

Establish FFEI COP

•

16

2009/10

FFEI effectiveness
monitoring strategy

•

17

2009/10

Ramp-up to full
integration into core
business

•
•
•
•

Ongoing FFEI management activities (e.g., develop
guidance, resolve cross-program implementation issues,
solicit and allocate new resources to lead programs,
communicate progress and outcomes)
Establish FFEI community of practice and informationsharing network
Develop cross-program strategy to monitor effectiveness
of FFEI objectives, strategies and projects in meeting
desired outcomes
Integrate long-term FFEI program business plans into
annual program business plans
Integrate FFEI direction and implementation plans into
MFR vision, mission, service plan, business plans, staff
performance plans, and staff culture
Conclude FFEI management structure upon full integration
of FFEI into core business
Continue existing and initiate new priority research,
forecasting, monitoring and evaluation projects, as per
program business plans

Management
and technical
teams

FFEI programs

March
2010

Technical team

FFEI programs
and partners
FFEI programs
and partners

March
2010
March
2010

Partners

March
2010

Technical team
FFEI programs

i

FFEI disciplines include climate, BEC, timber supply, ecosystem services, biodiversity, wildlife, fish, riparian, water, soil, terrain, tree species, genetics, forage and
associated plant communities, biotic and abiotic agents, exotic and invasive plant species, and fire.
ii
Funding for 2008/09 priority projects is still being solicited; as of October 2, 2007, $383,000 has been secured from the FIA Forest Science Program to support
delivery of selected collaborative research projects (operational measures of resilience; upgrades, improvement and expansion of Climate BC; estimates of forest carbon
balance in response to climate change; framework for developing climate-based seed transfer system; and, multi-species Class A seedlot adaptation trial); as well, for
2008/09, the FIA Forest Science Program has agreed to fund up to $575,000 worth of approved research proposals (through its competitive process) that support FFEI
objectives.
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March 8

R.G. Pike, D.L. Spittlehouse,
K.E. Bennett, V.N. Egginton,
P.J. Tschaplinski,
T.Q. Murdock, and
A.T. Werner

Extension Note
A Summary of Climate Change
Effects on Watershed Hydrology1
The climate of British Columbia is
changing, and with these changes will
come many adjustments in watershed
hydrology and, ultimately, in the use
of water-related resources. Yet, because British Columbia is hydrologically diverse, the local responses to
these anticipated changes will differ.
Historical Trends in Temperature
and Precipitation
Analysis of British Columbia climate
data for the last 100 years indicates an
overall rise in air temperatures for all
seasons, with the greatest warming
occurring in the winter. This warming has been greater in northern British Columbia than in the southern
and coastal regions. Trends in annual
precipitation across British Columbia
for the last century are more varied
than for temperature. The increase in
average annual precipitation is more
spatially varied than for temperature,
with larger increases occurring in regions with comparatively low annual

precipitation. During the last 50 years
there has been an increase in the occurrence of extreme wet and extreme
dry conditions in the summer and a
decrease in winter snowpack.
Historical Trends in Glacier
Recession and Streamflow
Most British Columbia glaciers are
out of equilibrium with the current

1 This summary was extracted with permission from:
Pike, R.G., D.L. Spittlehouse, K.E. Bennett, V.N. Egginton, P.J. Tschaplinski, T.Q. Murdock, and A.T.
Werner. 2008. Climate change and watershed hydrology Part I – Recent and projected changes
in British Columbia. Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin. Vol. 11. No 2.
Pike, R.G., D.L. Spittlehouse, K.E. Bennett, V.N. Egginton, P.J. Tschaplinski, T.Q. Murdock, and A.T.
Werner. 2008. Climate change and watershed hydrology Part II – Hydrologic implications for
British Columbia. Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin. Vol. 11. No 2.
Please refer to these documents for more information and full citations.

Ministry of Forests and Range
Forest Science Program

climate and are slowly adjusting to
changes in seasonal precipitation and
elevated temperatures, resulting in
widespread glacial volume loss/retreat.
For example, the Illecillawaet Glacier
in Glacier National Park has receded
over a kilometre since measurements
began in the 1880s.
Streamflow responses to historical
changes in precipitation and temperature are variable and differ by region
(i.e., hydrologic regime). In snowmeltdriven systems there is generally an
earlier onset of snowmelt runoff followed by an increasingly long and dry
summer. Across Canada, in the past
30–50 years, mean annual streamflow
has decreased in most areas (see exceptions below). There has also been
an earlier starting date of spring high
flows. Annual minimum daily mean
streamflow has decreased in southern
Canada and increased in northern
British Columbia and Yukon.
The magnitude and direction of
these climate-induced streamflow
changes vary across British Columbia.
For example, mean annual streamflow
is decreasing in southern British
Columbia, increasing in the central
and interior, and decreasing in the
northwest part of the province. This
is not surprising, given the relative
importance of the different hydrologic processes on the coast vs. in
the interior and differing drivers of
streamflows (e.g., winter rainstorms
vs. spring snowmelt).
Future Temperature and
Precipitation Regimes
Overall, British Columbia will experience greater warming and greater
changes in precipitation than the
global average. All models and emissions scenarios project an increase
in winter and summer temperatures,
with the greatest increase for the
higher-emission scenarios. Warming
will be greater in northern than in
southern British Columbia. Changes
in precipitation are expected to vary

in space as well as in time. Southern
and central British Columbia are
expected to get drier in the summer,
while northern British Columbia will
more likely be wetter. Winters will be
wetter across British Columbia. Except
for an area in the central and southern
interior, the increase in winter precipitation is large enough to result in an
increase in the annual total. There will
also be increases in the intensity and
the maximum amount of precipitation.
For both temperature and precipitation there will be a reduction in return
periods of current extreme events.
Hydrologic Implications for
British Columbia
Projected changes in temperature and
precipitation will have a strong influence on watershed hydrology. Subsequent changes in watershed hydrology
will have important implications for
fisheries, agriculture, forestry, recreation, hydroelectric power, and water
resources. The following hydrologyrelated changes may be expected in
British Columbia:
• Increased atmospheric evaporative
demand
• Altered vegetation composition
affecting evaporation and
interception
• Increased stream and lake
temperatures
• Increased frequency and
magnitude of storm events and
disturbances
• Accelerated melting of permafrost,
lake ice, and river ice
• Decreased snow accumulation and
accelerated snowmelt
• Glacier mass balance adjustments
• Altered timing and magnitude of
streamflow
Increased atmospheric evaporative
demand
Climate scenarios indicate that the atmosphere’s ability to evaporate water
will increase. This will have a signifi-

cant effect on water resources through
evaporative losses from streams, lakes,
and reservoirs, and through changing
water demand for irrigation and supply for domestic purposes. Increased
evaporation may also reduce vegetation survival and growth through
reduced water availability, and will
likely increase wildfire risk.
Altered vegetation composition
affecting evaporation and
interception
Vegetation influences water balance
through the interception of precipitation and the removal of water from
the soil through transpiration. Increases in the length of the snow-free
season and an increase in the atmospheric evaporative demand are likely
to increase annual plant transpiration.
Projected changes in climate are sufficient to have an impact on forest
productivity and on the species that
could grow on a site. Changes in age
class distribution and in the form of
vegetation (e.g., forest die-off, alpine
encroachment, grassland expansion)
may also result.

Increased stream and lake
temperatures
Stream and lake temperatures are projected to rise, resulting in a number
of specific concerns for water and for
fish. With respect to fish, increased
temperatures in some systems may
result in increased frequencies of disease, increased energy expenditures,
altered growth, thermal barriers to
both adult and juvenile migration,
delayed spawning, reduced spawner
survival, altered egg and juvenile
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development, changes in biological
productivity and other rearing conditions, and altered species distribution.
Increased frequency and magnitude
of storm events and disturbances
It is projected that storm frequency
and intensity will increase. An increase in wind and precipitation
intensity will likely increase the frequency of windthrow, breakage of
trees, flooding, and landslides. This
will likely lead to increased rates
of erosion/sedimentation, more
landslide-derived log jams, increased
channel destabilization, and decreased
large woody debris (lwd) supply
from stream channel banks, ultimately affecting stream channel form
and riparian function. Changes to the
return period of events also will have
implications for engineering design
criteria. All these changes will affect
stream ecology and fish populations.
Accelerated melting of permafrost,
lake ice and river ice
Ice-related hydrologic features will be
affected by rising temperatures. Projections of milder winter temperatures
mean that river and lake ice could be
expected to form later and disappear
earlier than normal. These hydrologic
changes will have implications for
forest harvest scheduling (operable
ground, seasonal water tables, timing), transportation (ice bridges), and
recreation (fishing opportunities).
In the discontinuous permafrost region, where ground temperatures are
within 1–2 degrees of melting, permafrost will likely disappear as a result
of ground thermal changes associated
with global warming. In areas where
the ice content is high, thawing of
permafrost can lead to increased thaw
settlement and to thermokarst activity, while reduced soil strength in
response to melt will lead to ground
instability, thereby increasing the
incidence of slope failures. The integrity of engineered structures such as
bridge footings, building foundations,

roads, railways, and pipelines could be
affected.

Decreased snow accumulation and
accelerated snowmelt
Increased temperatures as a result of
climate change will lead to a continued decrease in snow accumulation at
all but the coldest locations in British
Columbia. Changes will result in earlier snowmelt and less water storage for
the spring freshet, and/or to release to
groundwater storage. Average snowlines will migrate north in latitude
and higher in elevation in response to
temperatures increasing with time. It
is expected that decreased storage of
winter precipitation will likely reduce
the magnitude of the spring peak
flow, and exacerbate summer low-flow
conditions. Changes in seasonal snow
accumulation and snowmelt are important for water supply, hydroelectric
power, fish, and aquatic habitat. Less
snow and less reliability of snowfall
also has implications for the winter
recreation industry.
Glacier mass balance adjustments
(advance/recession)
Given future climate change projections, it is expected that most glaciers
in British Columbia will continue to
recede, except those at the coldest locations. Negative glacier mass balance
should result in increased summer
streamflows (less severe low flows) for
several years or even decades as glacier
melt accelerates due to warming temperatures. This effect will be followed
by a larger decrease when the glaciers
eventually disappear, or drop to some
small proportion of the watershed area.

Eventually, the reduction or elimination of the glacial melt component that
augments summer low flows in many
watersheds will result in an increase
of low-flow days on these streams. Already, there is evidence to support this,
as a recent report indicated that since
1970, glacier-fed streams in British
Columbia have exhibited a decreasing
trend for August streamflow.

Altered timing and magnitude of
streamflow (peak flows, low flows)
Streamflow is controlled primarily by
watershed geology and seasonal patterns of temperature and precipitation.
Variations in underlying geology that
influence whether snowmelt goes into
groundwater reserves or into direct
runoff can strongly influence the
magnitude and timing of late summertime streamflow and thus influence the magnitude of the response to
climate change.
In British Columbia, there are four
types of hydrologic regimes: 1) raindominated, 2) snowmelt-dominated,
3) mixed/hybrid, and 4) glacieraugmented. The relative impact of
climate change will vary by hydrologic regime depending on the regime’s
sensitivity to regional temperature
and precipitation changes.
The response of rain-dominated
regimes (winter peak flows, summer
low flows) will likely follow predicted
changes in precipitation. For example,
an increased frequency and
magnitude of storm events will result
in an increased frequency and magnitude of storm-driven peak flows in
the winter. Drier summers will raise
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concerns about the increased number
and magnitude of low-flow days (i.e.,
less water for a longer period of time).
In snowmelt-dominated systems
(spring peak flows, late summer–
winter low flows) there will be a
shorter snow accumulation season
and likely an earlier start to the spring
freshet, which may lengthen the
period of late summer and early
autumn low flows.
In mixed/hybrid regimes there can
be significant streamflow (peaks) in
both the winter as a result of rain and
in the spring as a result of snowmelt
from higher elevations. In these regimes, if snowpacks no longer form
or are very shallow, typical large midwinter snowfall events will change to
large rain events, thereby increasing
the frequency of winter peak flows.
Subsequently, spring peak flows will be
reduced and will occur earlier due to
less precipitation being stored as snow
during the winter, and winter low flows
will be reduced (i.e., more water) if precipitation falls as rain instead of snow.
In glacier-augmented systems, peak
flows would likely decrease and occur
earlier in the year, similar to snowmelt-dominated regimes. In the long
term, the reduction or elimination of
the glacial meltwater component in
the summer/early fall would increase
the frequency and duration of lowflow days in these systems.
Overall, it could be expected that
hybrid/mixed regimes might transition to rain-dominated regimes
through the weakening or elimination
of the snowmelt component. Similarly,
snowmelt-dominated watersheds
might exhibit characteristics of hybrid
regimes, and glacier-augmented systems might shift to more of a snowmelt-dominated pattern with
respect to the timing and magnitude
of annual peak flows and low flows.
Conclusions
British Columbia’s climate has
changed over the last 100 years and

will continue to change. The effects
on watershed hydrology will have
many important implications for
fisheries, agriculture, forestry, recreation, hydroelectric power, and water
resources. The impacts of climate
change on streamflow will vary across
the province and hence local mitigation and adaptation strategies will
likely be needed to ensure effective
stewardship of watershed resources
and associated values.
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WHAT IS BIODIVERSITY?
The conservation of biodiversity requires that we quantify it. But this is no easy
task. The term "biodiversity" is a multidimensional concept and cannot be
reduced to a single number. Not surprisingly, few published definitions can be
used to derive measures that capture its meaning. The challenge that managers
face is to choose surrogates for biodiversity - things that can be measured and
that represent its multidimensional meanings.1

There is no single definition of biodiversity. In part, this is because the meaning of the term
varies between the public, scientists, and policy-makers.
The origin of the term in 19862 coincided with widespread public recognition that human activities were
resulting in unprecedented rates of species extinction. The public equated species extinction with loss
of biodiversity and biodiversity became synonymous with species richness – the number of species in an
area. Species remain the most recognizable component of biodiversity in the realm of popular culture
as is evident in the Oxford dictionary’s definition - the variety of plant and animal life in the world or in
a particular area.3
In the realm of science and policy-making, biodiversity has been variously defined with over 100
published definitions. There is broad consensus that the meaning of biodiversity encompasses more
than the species-focused concept held by the general public. Most definitions of biodiversity
include richness and variability in three hierarchical levels of life: genes, species, and ecosystems. 4
Ecological processes (or functions) also are important components in these definitions. Ecological
processes are interactions of living entities with themselves and with the non-living environment, such
as nutrient cycling, gene flow, and predation. Processes are a prominent part of the official definition
for the province of British Columbia: Biodiversity is life in all its forms and the habitat and natural
processes that support it.5
All these views describe biodiversity as a ‘thing’ with measurable, component parts. While components
of biodiversity can and must be measured, the term ‘biodiversity’ is virtually impossible to define
quantitatively. Biodiversity is best defined as a concept, not a ‘thing’ - most simply
as...differences between living entities and an attribute of life.6

Species are a credible surrogate for the term biodiversity. The use of
species richness and its associated values as an operational surrogate
for biological diversity connects with public concerns over the loss of
species, degradation of ecosystems, and the loss of future benefits
derived from biodiversity.6 Such a surrogate is scientifically credible,
and can be measured and monitored to guide management decisions.
However, other surrogates for biodiversity should also be used since
species do not have to go extinct in order for biodiversity to be lost.
For example, the loss of old forests represents a significant loss of
British Columbia's biodiversity.
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2007/2008
TFL 30 Annual Report
June 17th, 2008

Highlights
1) New Safety Indicator
2) Access Plan Viewing
3) SFM Plan Updated
4) First Nations Activities

3.44 Safe Certification
• Developed and agreed to new SAFE
Certification Indicator

Chislatta River (spring 2006)

3.36 Access Plan Viewing

• Indicator
• Annual public review of Canfor and BCTS TFL
30 road access plans

3.36 Access Plan Viewing

• Target
– To provide the public with an annual
opportunity to review TFL 30 road access
plans, on or before October 1st of each year
(variance of +1 month)

3.36 Access Plan Viewing

• Results
• October 12th, 2007, Canfor and BCTS
participated in a licensee display of forest
harvesting and road access plans at the Pine
Center Mall in P.G for both TFL 30 and the P.G
TSA
• The “Open House” consisted of representatives
from Winton Global, Lakeland, Canfor, BCTS,
and ran from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm.

SFM Plan Update
• Last update of SFM Plan was dated June
16th, 2006
• Most recent update to plan dated February
04th, 2008
• Annual report stored with all TFL PAG
information on sharepoint site, hardcopies
rolled out to members at June 17th meeting.

First Nations Activities
• Both Canfor and BCTS spent a considerable amount of
time over the past year working with and encouraging First
Nations Participation
• Documented details in Annual Report

Stats
TFL30 DFA SFMP - June 6, 2008
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•

•

3.15 Effectiveness monitoring plans for selected wildlife species and
ecosystem resilience
– To develop and implement an effectiveness monitoring plan by December
31st 2007 (+3 months variance).
– Effectiveness monitoring within the TFL is currently under review to
determine an overall biodiversity strategy that will embody a number of
stand and landscape level biodiversity objectives.
3.16 Distinct Habitat Types
– Four blocks were harvested in a common ecosystem with a management
strategy, did not meet the 15% WTP retention
– Must address the issue with SFMP table and Annual Report table – Janine
to review.
3.44 Safe Certification
– BCTS SAFE Companies Audit is currently underway
– 3% of Canfor silviculture contractors were not registered during the
reporting period, however will be registered before starting work on 2008
projects.

Continuous Improvement Matrix
proposed issues to be dealt with:

• 22) Performance Matrix reference
5.3E
Issue description
• BCTS to investigate potential for getting
accident and death statistics from
worksafe B.C.
Suggested strategy
• Gather information from Worksafe B.C.
Status
• Information to be gathered and rolled out
by next P.A.G meeting (Fall 2008)

Continuous Improvement Matrix
proposed issues to be dealt with

• 23) Performance Matrix
reference 5.3E
Issue description
Canfor / B.C.T.S to investigate
potential ways to raise safety
awareness in the DFA
Suggested strategies
Canfor / B.C.T.S to investigate items
and report back to the PAG.
Status
Information to be gathered and rolled
out for the next PAG meeting. (Fall
2008 )

Continuous Improvement
Wildlife Indicators
• Continue initiating FIA
projects to support wildlife
monitoring
• Need to present results of
past projects and provide a
plan for monitoring going
forward
• Biodiversity Indicators
linking together

Questions???

Landscape Biodiversity Discussion

TFL30 SFMP PAG Meeting
June 17, 2008

Janine Gervais, RPF
Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

2007 PG TSA LLOWG Analysis

Agenda
Review Landscape Biodiversity Legal Requirements for TFL30
• Review SFMP Indicators for Landscape Biodiversity
• March 2008 Analysis Results Reviewed
– Old Forest
– Old Interior Forest
– Patch Size
• Issues Identified - Discussion
• Distinct Habitat Type Results and Management Strategies Discussion
• Continuous Improvement
• Old Interior Buffering Methodology – PAG Action
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Legal Requirements for TFL30 Landscape
Biodiversity
Under Canfor and BCTS Forest Stewardship Plans the following Legal
Requirements apply:
–Provincial Aspatial Old Growth Order
–(7% Old Forest Target)
–Young Seral Patch Size distribution targets
(Both objectives are measured at the Landscape Unit/NDT)
–Adhering to Wildlife Orders (Species at Risk) and UWR Areas
(Caribou)
–Landscape Reserves (Parks and Protected areas)
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SFMP Landscape Level Biodiversity
Indicators
• Indicator 1 – Old Forest
• Indicator 2 – Old Interior Forest
• Indicator 3 – Patch Size
• Indicator 4 – Wet Mountain and Wet Trench Patch Size
• Indicator 5 – Landscape Reserves
• Wildlife and SAR (Indicators 8, 9, 11, 12)
• Indicator 14 – Deciduous Tree Species
• Indicator 16 - Distinct Forest Habitat
• Indicator 18 – Wildlife Biodiversity Corridors
Stand Level Biodiversity (stand level retention, riparian retention,
CWD, Site Index, Plant Diversity Index)
4

1 - Old Forest - Amount of old forest by
landscape unit/NDT type

5

6

2- Old Interior Forest –Amount of old
interior forest by NDU/merged BEC

7

2- Old Interior Forest –Amount of old
interior forest by Landscape Unit/NDT

8

3 & 5 Patch Size- Young Forest Patch Size
Distribution by NDU

9

3 & 5 Patch Size- Young Forest Patch Size
Distribution by Landscape Unit
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Issues with the Current Approach
• Old Forest in the TFL30 SFMP follows the legal requirements
Landscape Unit/Natural Disturbance Type
• Old Forest Interior and Patch Size in the TFL30 SFMP follows the
PG TSA Landscape Objective Working Group (LOWG) Targets and
Natural Disturbance Units.
• Select one methodology for analysis
• In the wake of the Mountain Pine Beetle Epidemic and now that we
have put in place the Patch Size objectives – it is realized that there
are fundamental issues with Patch Size
– THIS IS NOT WORKING
• Timing of landscape analysis should be less frequent
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Discussion
• Ancient - Old Forest >350 year old stands
–Old Forests>350 years in Red
• ICH Forests – ILMB Strategy out for review
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Indicator 16 – Distinct Habitat Types
• November 2006 the following targets were accepted: >=15% of common
ecosystem groupings will be maintained in the NHLB; and >=50% of rare
ecosystem groupings will be maintained in the NHLB.
– This lead to managing 7 Ecosystem Groupings….
• Canfor and BCTS have incorporated the Distinct Habitat Type targets into
the general block planning and declaration process. A spatial layer of the
Distinct Habitat Types (Genus – PG Ecosystem Representation) requiring
management in TFL30 exists for planners; this layer is represented on field
layout maps for identification and verification in the field.
• Four blocks harvested on TFL30 this past reporting year overlapped with the
“Common Ecosystem Grouping – 2-30”.
• The table that was inserted into the 2008.1 Annual Report was incorrect. It
stated that the Retention Strategy for 2-30 was Retain 100%, however this
strategy was to be implemented for the Uncommon Ecosystem Groupings
not the Common Ecosystem Groupings.
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Potential error in TFL30 SFMP

Annual Report:
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Continual Improvement with overall
Landscape Biodiversity
–Select one methodology for landscape analysis on Old,
Old Interior and Patch Size
–Confirm the Distinct Habitat Management Strategies
tonight
– - Ecosystem Representation is being rolled up to the PG
TSA level… and beyond. Canfor is continuing to work
with Dr. Fred Bunnell and the UBC Conservation for
Biodiversity Management
–We will be reviewing the SFMP and all of the indicators
in it’s entirety at re-registration.
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Analysis Process – Details Requested by
PAG
• Data is submitted to Canfor by BCTS and then incorporated into the
TFL30 consolidated data set
• Blocks, Roads and other relevant data sets are overlaid with VRI.
• Data Checks are in place
• Arc Macro Language used to pull out all of the available Old Forest
and Old Interior Forest.
• Old Forest
– Age Class are queried by polygon and summarized by LU/NDT
• Old Interior Forest (questions from TFL30 PAG)
– Lakes, transmission lines, railway lines, rivers,Age class 1-4 polygons
are buffered and then old forest within the buffer areas are calculated
– Buffering works on a tile by tile basis as ArcInfo has buffering issues
when working on large data sets.
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